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FROM     THE EDITOR 

Get out those new calendars! 

As we settle into 2006. calendars are filling quickly. North Carolina Sea 
Grant will sponsor or cosponsor many events and projects this year. 

As always, you will find several Sea Grant items highlighted in the 
Coastal Tidings section of this issue — but there are many more to come. 

Below is a sampling of activities in the planning stages as we go to press. 
I hope you will take a moment to visit www.ncseagrant.org and check for news 
releases and updates to our calendar. If you do not have Internet access, call 
919/515-2454 for more information. 

• Several candidates for director of North Carolina Sea Grant will 
present public seminars in Raleigh in mid-February. The sessions will focus on 
their visions for North Carolina Sea Grant. A new director will fill the opening 
when Ronald Hodson retires June 30. 

• Sea Grant and the N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF) will 
co-sponsor a Fisheries Forum on March 14 in New Bern. The program will 
include research results from the N.C. Fishery Resource Grant Program and 
the N.C. Blue Crab Research Program, as well as updates from DMF and the 
N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission. 

• Sea Grant's November workshop on handling tuna drew a capacity 
crowd. A DVD of the presentations and demonstration will be available soon, 
along with a waterproof instructional "deck card" and an online presentation. 

• The Coastal Conference on Ecosystem-Based Approaches to 
Management in the Southeast Region will be March 19 - 21 in Wrights ville 
Beach. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the University 
of North Carolina at Wilmington, and the College of Charleston will host 
the event. Sea Grant and the N.C. Clean Water Management Trust Fund are 
among cosponsors. 

• Oyster reefs not only provide food for humans and habitat for fish, but 
they also serve as an indicator of the health of our coast. A set of regional field 
trips this spring will highlight oyster reef restoration partnerships. Sponsors 
include the N.C. Coastal Federation, the N.C. Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources, and Sea Grant. 

• The pace of development in the coastal region shows no signs of 
slowing. Thus, Sea Grant expects to gather various partner agencies and the 
public for a "Coastal Change Summit" in late spring. Look for details in the 
next issue of Coastwatch. 

• Applications are due Jan. 30 for research proposals to reduce bycatch 
and entanglements of marine mammals—in particular bottlenose dolphins, 
pilot whales and Risso's dolphins. The research program is funded by the 
National Marine Fisheries Service and administered by North Carolina Sea Grant. 

• Watch for spring application deadlines for Sea Grant-sponsored 
graduate fellowships in policy, marine fisheries and science communications. 

COASTWATCH SURVEY PLANNED 
Sea Grant researcher Hans Vogelsong of East Carolina University will 

conduct a survey of Coastwatch readers early this year. 
If you are selected in the random sampling of those who receive our 

magazine, I encourage you to take a few moments to share your views on 
Coastwatch and North Carolina Sea Grant. 

If you are not selected for the survey, we still welcome your comments 
— simply send in the comment card inside each issue, or send an e-mail to 
katie_mosher@ncsu.edu. 

Hans will report on the findings later this year. We anticipate the results 
will help us improve the publication, and identify its impact within the state. 

Of course, we hope that reading Coastwatch is not only an enjoyable 
activity, but also one that provides useful information on important coastal 
topics. 

Katie Mosher, Managing Editor 

CLARIFICATION: In the Holiday 2005 issue o/Coastwatch, we incorrectly 
described the sinking of the USS Monitor. Tlie Monitor sank during a storm off 
Cape Hatteras, on Dec. 31,1862, less than a year after its historic Civil War 
battle with the CSS Virginia 
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New Peptide Antibiotic 

Isolated from American Oyster 

Nc Jorth Carolina 
Sea Grant researchers 
have isolated a new 
peptide antibiotic 
from the American 
oyster that may have 
implications for 
managing many oyster 
diseases. 

The new 
antimicrobial peptide 
"American oyster 
defensin" (AOD) may 
protect against bacteria 
in Crassostrea virgmica, a 
species native to North 
Carolina and also 
economically important 
to Atlantic and Gulf 
Coast fisheries. 

"This peptide may 
be helpful in selecting 
disease-resistant oysters 
for aquaculture and fisheries and also may 
allow for the development of a test to monitor 
oyster health," says Ed Noga, of the North 
Carolina State University College of Veterinary 
Medicine. "In recent years, a number of 
pathogens, especially bacteria and parasites, 
have devastated American oyster populations." 

The research findings appear in the Dec. 
30 issue of Biochemical and Biophysical Research 
Communications. 

Pathogens such as Dermo (Perkinsus 
marinus) have caused major decreases in oyster 
productivity. And bacterial pathogens — such 

ABOVE: Shellfish harvesters must cope with various oyster 
diseases. A new peptide antibiotic may bring hope. 

as Vibrio vulnificus, 
which can cause a 
food-borne illness 
— are a human 
health concern, 
according to Noga. 

This is the first 
time that researchers 
have isolated an 
antimicrobial peptide 
from any oyster 
species, Noga adds. 

NC State 
veterinary medicine 
postdoctoral 
research associate 
Jung-Kil Seo, as 
well as scientists 
J. Myron Crawford 
and Kathryn L. Stone 
of Yale University's 
Keck Biotechnology 
Resource Laboratory, 

collaborated with Noga on the study. 
"The results may be used to better 

understand the innate immune system of 
American oysters and to enhance research to 
protect it from important microbial infections," 
Noga explains. "Further studies are needed 
to identify sites of synthesis and storage of 
AOD and determine mechanisms affecting its 
regulation." 

To read the article, visit the Web: www. 
sciencedirect.com and search "Journals" for 
Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications. 

-A.G. 

Seat™ 
North Carolina 

Cover photo of aquaculture nets and 
Table of Contents photo of rope 

by Scott Taylor. 
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In the Next Issue of Coastwatch 

"The Great Dismal Swamp is known for its mystery — 
join Ann Green on a scenic trip along the Dismal Swamp Canal. 

Erin Seiling introduces readers to three N.C. Fishery Resource Grant research 
teams studying southern flounder populations. And Kathleen Angione alerts 

beachgoers to beach vitex, an invasive dune plant now found in the Carolinas. 
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New Program for Oyster Gardeners 

A, new program will allow folks to 
grow oysters under docks or piers in many 
North Carolina coastal waters. 

The N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries 
(DMF), with assistance from North Carolina 
Sea Grant, has initiated a new Under Dock 
Oyster Culture Program. Qualified permit 
holders can attach up to 90 square feet of 
oyster cultivation containers to a dock or pier 
owned by the permit holder and in approved 
waters. 

The program contains an educational 

\A/ien the 

N.C. Aquarium 

at Fort Fisher 

staff wanted 

to stock a new 

"Exotic Aquatics" 

exhibit with 

lionfish, they 

didn't have to 

search very far. 

Although 

the poisonous 

fish are native to 

the warm waters 

of the Indian and 

Pacific oceans, 

component developed by Steve Rebach, 
North Carolina Sea Grant associate director. 

To help applicants understand legal 
requirements and safety precautions related to 
harvesting oysters, the program includes an 
educational manual that explains the oyster 
life cycle, growing areas and oyster resources. 
Applicants must pass a quiz before receiving 
the permit. 

To get an application and review the 
manual, visit the Web: www.ncfisheries.net/ 
shellfishAJDOCl.htm. 

ABOVE: Beautiful, exotic and dangerous. Lionfish native to Pacific waters 
are now found off North Carolina's Atlantic Coast. 

_ Port Fi§her. Aquarium,, 

Hosts Exotic Aquatics 

-AG. 

Other 

strange and 

beautiful 

species from 

across the 

world also are 

on display at 

the new gallery, 

including 

venomous sea 

snakes from 

the Pacific and 

fluorescent 

cuttlefish 

— Red Sea 

mollusks that 

the divers found a large numberjust 35 miles off 

Bald Head Island. 

The beautiful fish — first seen in North 

Carolina waters in the summer of 2000 by 

scuba divers — have increased dramatically in 

East Coast waters. Now, they are considered an 

invasive species that could threaten the survival 

of some native fish. 

At Fort Fisher, the lionfish inhabit a 500- 

gallon exhibit, along with scorpionfish that are 

found from Massachusetts to Brazil. 

shoot ink to foil enemies. All of the strange and 

beautiful animals browse for morsels within 

their living coral habitat. 

To help visitors learn about the animals 

and their ecosystems, the exhibit incorporates 

interpretative technology, including flat-panel 

liquid-crystal displays that provide facts and 

illuminate the featured animals. 

To find out more about the new gallery, 

visit the Web: www.ncacjuarium.com and click on 

Fort Fisher. -A.C. 

ABOVE: Bill Todd will be a guest speaker 
at a 2006 Planet Ocean Seminar. 

NASA AQUANAUT 

SET FOR PLANET OCEAN 

SEMINAR 

How do astronauts use the ocean 
depths for space training? 

On March 21, National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) 
aquanaut Bill Todd will explain the "Use of 
the Underseas Habitat Aquarius." The 6:30 
p.m. event is part of the 2006 Planet Ocean 
Seminars Series at the University of North 
Carolina at Wilmington's Center for Marine 
Science (CMS). 

Todd, manager of NASA's Underseas 
Team, will discuss the Extreme Environment 
Missions Operation - or "NEEMO" - that 
prepares astronauts for the physical and 
mental demands of working in space. 
Todd also is a simulation supervisor at the 
Johnson Space Center in Houston. 

Aquarius — owned by the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) and operated by UNCW- allows 
researchers to send real-time video and data 
to the Internet. Inside the lab, six people 
can work, eat and sleep for up to 10 days at 
ocean depths of 120 feet. The facility is part 
of NOAA's National Undersea Research 
Center headquartered at UNCW. 

The Planet Ocean series is free, but 
seating is limited. To reserve your spot, call 
910/962-2301 after March 14. 

CMS is located at 5600 Marvin K. 
Moss Lane, off Masonboro Loop Road, 
Wilmington. To learn more about Aquarius, 
visit the Web: www.nurp.noaa.gov. 

—A.G. 
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SUMMER LEADERSHIP 

INSTITUTE FOR TEACHERS 

This summer, middle and 
high school science teachers can 
join ocean scientists conducting 
field work in estuaries. 

The expenence will be part of 
the fourth annual Ocean Sciences 
Education Leadership Institute, 
to be held July 23 to 28 at the 
Trinity Center in Pine Knoll Shores 
and at the Duke University Marine 
Laboratory in Beaufort. 

Sponsored by the Center for 
Ocean Sciences Education Excellence 
SouthEast (COSEE-SE), the institute 
will focus on "Estuaries and Living 
Resources." Teachers will receive new 
curriculum materials and resources. 

Twenty-five teachers will be selected 
from North Carolina, South Carolina and 

Aneione 

Wins 

Writing 

Awara 

North 
Carolina Sea Grant 
communicator 
Kathleen Angione 
took top honors 
in the 2005 North 
Carolina Association 
of Government 
Information 
Officers (NCAGIO) 

"Excellence in Communications Awards." 
Angione won first place in feature writing for her article "Celebrating 

ACentury:The Life of Muzel Bryant" that appeared in the Holiday 2004 issue of Coastwatch. At 101, 
Muzel Bryant is the last living African American who was born and still lives on Ocracoke Island. 

Angione accepted the award in November at the NCAGIO meeting in Chapel Hill. 
The NCAGIO communications competition drew entries from its membership, which includes 

public affairs professionals in government agencies. 
To read the article, visit: www.ncseaffant.org and follow the links to Coastwatch. —A.G. 

C«5EE 
CENTERS FOR OCEAN SCIENCES 

EDUCATION EXCELLENCE 

SOUTHEAST 
Serving North Carolina, 
South Carolina, and Georgia 

Georgia. Participants will receive state 
education renewal credits and a stipend. 
Five team leaders, who have participated in 
prior workshops, will serve as mentors. 

Conference partners include North 
Carolina Sea Grant and the North Carolina 
National Estuarine Research Reserves. 
Assistance also will be provided by the N.C. 
Aquarium at Pine Knoll Shores, UNC- 
Chapel Hill's Institute of Marine Sciences, 
Duke Marine Lab, North Carolina State 
University's Center for Marine Science 
and Technology and Carteret Community 
College. 

Deadline for applications is April 1. 
For more information, contact Margaret 
Olsen, olsen@uga.edu, 912/230-1149. 

-A.G. 

Clark Appointed to Climate 

Change Commission 

Walter Clark, 
coastal law and policy 
specialist for North Carolina 
Sea Grant, has been named 
to North Carolina's first 
legislative commission on 
global climate change. 

The commission will 
study issues related to global 
warming and the carbon 
economy. Based on this 
examination of scientific 
and economic research, 
the commission will also decide whether the 
state should establish a reduction goal for 
global warming pollutants. If the commission 
members deem it necessary, they will develop 
a recommended goal for pollutant reduction. 

As a native North Carolinian and a 
professional working on coastal topics, Clark 
says he is concerned about the environment 

Walter Clark 

and economics in the Tar 
Heel state. 

"Recommendations 
from the commission 
could have long-term 
ramifications for North 
Carolina's future," 
says Clark. "Any 
recommendations should 
be grounded in a full 
understanding of the long- 
term costs and benefits to 
the state's energy supply, air 

quality and natural beauty." 
The 34-member panel includes nine 

people appointed by the President Pro Tempore 
of the Senate and nine appointed by the 
Speaker of the House. Representatives from 
several state environmental agencies, academic 
institutions, and regional energy companies 
also will serve on the commission. 

-K.A. 
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Stream Restoration Project 

Wins Top Honors 

The Rocky 
Branch Stream 
Restoration 
and Greenway 
Project, a 
collaborative 
effort between 
North Carolina 
Sea Grant and 
North Carolina 
State University, 
received a 2005 
Sir Walter Raleigh 
Award for Community 
Appearance in the 
'Tree and Landscape 
Conservation" category. 

The project involves 
a three-phase stream 
restoration and greenway 
plan to renovate Rocky 
Branch, an urban creek 
that runs more than 
a mile through the 
heart of the university 
campus. Once deemed 
the state's most polluted 
urban stream by the 
N.C. Division of Water 
Quality, Rocky Branch is 
now a national model for 
stream restoration. 

TOP: Barbara Doll, water quality specialist for 
Sea Grant, gves students a tour of Rock/ Branch. 

BOTTOM: This waterfall is one of the many 
natural features of Rocky Branch. 

The 
project's 
first phase 
was honored 
in October 
at a public 
ceremony in 
downtown 
Raleigh. 
Barbara Doll 
water quality 
specialist for 

North Carolina Sea 
Grant, accepted the 
award. 'The restoration 
of Rocky Branch not 
only improves the local 
environment, but it 
also is an example of 
how urban streams can 
be enhanced in cities 
around the country," 
Doll says. 

To learn more 
about the Rocky Branch 
Stream Restoration and 
Greenway Project, visit 
www.ncseagrant.org 
and click on "Stream 
Restoration" under the 
"Water Quality" section. 

-K.A. 

Blue Heron Bowl 

Volunteers Needed 

Thi I his winter, teams of high school students from across North 
Carolina will compete in the annual Blue Heron Bowl. The 2006 
competition, hosted by North Carolina State University, will be March 
4. The Blue Heron Bowl is a regional competition of the National Ocean 
Sciences Bowl. 

Students will be quizzed on ocean-related science, technology, 
history and navigation. The winning team will be invited to compete in the National Ocean Science 
Bowl May 13 to 16 in Monterey, Calif. 

Volunteers are needed to judge and monitor the competition. To volunteer, contact Cynthia 
Cudaback at cynthia_cudaback@ncsu.edu. — E.S. 

WINTER BOAT SHOWS 

AT STATE FAIRGROUNDS 

Looking for a new boat or fishing 
gear? 

This winter, boating and fishing 
enthusiasts can get a glimpse of a variety 
of new manne products and services at 
two shows at Raleigh's State Fairgrounds, 
including a North Carolina Sea Grant/ 
National Weather Service exhibit. Sea 
Grant will ofFer a new publication with tips 
for buying a recreational fishing boat. 

The 16th Annual Bass & Saltwater 
Fishing Expo opensjan. 13 and runs 
through Jan. 15. It will offer more than 
120 booths filled with the newest rods, 
reels, tackles, maps and fishing boats. 
Held at thejim Graham Building and 
the new Fairgrounds Exhibition Center, 
the expo also will feature seminars on 
freshwater, surf and offshore fishing. In 
addition, children and adults can try their 
luck at catching fish with the traveling 
trout pond simulator. 

From Feb. 17 to 19, boat dealers 
from across North 
Carolina and southern 
Virginia will showcase 
new boats, including 
cruisers, pontoons, 
sailboats and fishing 
boats, at the Carolina 
Power & Sailboat 
Show at the Graham 
Building. There also will 
be a vanety of fishing 
equipment, as well as 

water ski equipment and boat lifts. 
For more information, visit the Web: 

www.ncboatshows.com. —A.G. 
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GONG 

WITH 

THE 

FLOW: 

Aquaculture's Water 

Quality Woes 

^^>lean water. Fish need it, shellfish 

need it, and people want to live near it. 

But the livelihood offish and shellfish 

farmers depends on it. 
As development in North Carolina's 

coastal regions continues to increase, 

waste and water quality issues are being 

forced to the forefront of North Carolina's 

aquaculture industries. 
A closer look at shellfish growers and 

hybrid striped bass farmers in eastern 

North Carolina illustrates how aquaculture 

operations can both suffer from and 

possibly contribute to the degradation of 

water resources. 
For shellfish growers, the ever- 

increasing residential and commercial 

development in coastal watersheds causes 

more polluted storm water to enter creeks 

and streams. That means increased 

closures of shellfish beds, lost revenue, 

and the risk of a contaminated product. 

For hybrid striped bass farmers, 
releasing too much effluent from earthen 

ponds into nearby streams can pollute 

water in residential areas downstream. 

As populations of once-rural areas 
continue to grow, so will public scrutiny 

of fish farms and the demand for stricter 

water quality standards. 
Issues concerning water quality may 

be different for each industry, but the 

question remains the same: how do we 

keep the water clean? 
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ROWDINC OUT 

HELLFISH 

W. 

By Kathleen Angione    •    Photos by Scott Taylor 

'hen Jim and Bonnie Swartzenberg 
began farming shellfish near Holly Ridge in 
1980, the Onslow County couple could look out 
across the sound and not see a single rooftop. 

"Now it's wall-to-wall housing," says Jim 
Swartzenberg, staring out at a horizon of tall, 
grey condominiums on North Topsail Beach. 

The Swartzenbergs, owners of J&B 
AquaFood, Inc., rely on the health of the sound 
for their livelihood. They harvest 1,800 to 2,000 
bushels of oysters per year from their shellfish 
leases. They also plant 50,000 to 60,000 clams 
per year and harvest about 80 to 90 percent of 
them. 

But nearby, hefty price tags of beachfront 
real estate are driving many prospective buyers 
to build their dream houses near rivers and 
streams that feed into shellfishing areas. 

According to Swartzenberg, approximate- 
ly 40 to 50 houses are being built near Turkey 
Creek, three-quarters of a mile east of the J&B 
AquaFood farm. 

A half-mile west of the farm, a 75-home 
development is planned for Kings Creek. 

And more are coming. 
By 2030, North Carolina will be home to 

an additional 3.5 million people, according to 
U.S. Census Bureau estimates. And many are 
expected to reside on or near our coast. 

All of these new homes and people 
require roads, driveways and parking lots 
— impervious surfaces that don't let water 
percolate into the ground. Instead, water simply 
washes over or "runs off' the concrete, picking 
up contaminants such as oil, sand, chemicals 
and fertilizers and washing them into nearby 
rivers and streams. 

Known as "stormwater runoff," it is the 
biggest contributor to nonpoint source pollution 
in waterways, says Kate Ardizone, water 
quality planning specialist for North Carolina 
Sea Grant. 

Unlike discharge from "point sources," 
such as water treatment plants, nonpoint source 
pollution is becoming increasingly difficult to 
control and regulate as populations in coastal 
North Carolina continue to increase. 

"The more chemicals and unnatural things 
in the water, the harder it is for oysters to grow," 
says Swartzenberg. 

And the more dangerous they could be for 
humans to eat. 

"Stormwater runoff is our biggest 
nonpoint source pollution problem with 
shellfish harvesting closures," says Patti Fowler, 
the assistant chief for shellfish sanitation and 
recreational water quality, a section of the 
Division of Environmental Health, which is 
within the N.C. Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources. 

There are about 2.1 million acres 
of coastal waters in North Carolina, with 
approximately 365,000 acres closed to 
shellfish harvest, according to Fowler. About 
40,000 to 50,000 additional acres are deemed 
"conditionally approved" shellfish harvest 
areas, and thus may be closed temporarily in the 
event of heavy rainfall that flushes stormwater 
runoff into waterways. 

"Because some folks are eating these 
shellfish raw, it is extremely important to make 
sure they are safe to eat and harvested from 
approved waters," says Fowler. 

"We can't let people get sick from eating 
shellfish," adds Larry Cahoon, a Sea Grant 
researcher and University of North Carolina at 
Wilmington biologist who specializes in water 
quality issues. "A lot of North Carolina shellfish 
are exported out of state, and that can create 
legal and economic concerns." 

COASTAL POPULATION BOOM, 
WATER QUALITY BUST? 

Watershed development is putting 
pressure on natural resources downstream, 
according to Cahoon and Mike Mallin, a Sea 
Grant researcher who studies marine and 
estuarine ecology at UNCW. 

Approximately 95 percent of the clams 
and 50 percent of the oysters harvested in 
North Carolina are from south of Cedar Island, 
or within Carteret, Onslow, Pender. New 
Hanover and Brunswick counties, says Mallin, 

Continued 
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LEFT: jim Swartzenberg, a shellfish farmer, says his occupation helps the environment: "If we had more oyster farms, we'd have cleaner water. 
RIGHT: Swartzenberg and his wife, Bonnie, grow and harvest oysters on 100 acres of bottom leases. 

citing data from the N.C. Division of Marine 
Fisheries (DMF). 

Many of these counties have experienced 
phenomenal growth. During the past 15 years, 
Brunswick County's population has grown 
by nearly 60 percent, and New Hanover's has 
grown more than 40 percent, according to the 
U.S. Census Bureau. 

"The coastal development pressure is 
just enormous," says Cahoon, who is also a 
Wilmington resident. "There is hammering, 
sawing and bulldozing going on constantly." 

As these areas fill up with transplants 
and retirees, nearby coastal counties — some 
with traditionally more rural land — appear 
to be absorbing the overflow. Since 1990, 
Pender County's population is up more than 
50 percent, and Carteret County's is up more 
than 17 percent. 

In Onslow County, population growth 
didn't even reach a half percent from 1990 
to 2000. But from 2000 to 2004, the county's 
population jumped more than 2.5 percent. 

Interested in nonpoint sources of coastal 
pollution, Mallin looked at population trends 
and shellfish bed closures in Carteret, Onslow, 
Pender. New Hanover and Brunswick 
counties from 1984 to 1997. His analysis 
demonstrated a strong correlation between 
increases in human population and increases 
in shellfish bed closures due to high fecal 
coliform bacterial counts. 

Animal droppings, livestock manure and 

human sewage are all sources of fecal coliform 
bacteria that can be picked up by runoff. The 
amount of fecal coliform bacteria in water is a 
critical factor in determining whether it is safe 
to harvest shellfish. 

The study showed that human population 
increases alone could explain approximately 
70 percent of the variability in annual shellfish 
area closures caused by fecal coliform 
bacteria. Mallin reports. 

Mallin took his results one step further 
and examined pollution levels in five estuarine 
watersheds in the Wilmington area. Each 
had various configurations of population 
density, type of land use and development, and 
intensity of development. His analysis showed 
a strong correlation between the number of 
people living in a watershed and the fecal 
coliform bacteria counts in the closed area. 

But the strongest correlation Mallin 
found was between fecal coliform bacteria 
counts and percent coverage of impervious 
surfaces, or developed land. 

"For all these watersheds considered 
collectively, percentage watershed-impervious 
surface coverage alone explained 95 percent 
of the variability in average estuarine fecal 
coliform bacterial concentration," Mallin 
reports. 

But shellfish farmers, like the 
Swartzenbergs, don't need scientific studies 
to confirm what they already know. After 
heavy rains, they must temporarily close their 

shellfish beds because of the polluted runoff. 
After about 1.5 inches of rainfall or 

more, most of the "conditionally approved" 
shellfish harvest areas are closed, confirms 
Fowler. Before the areas can be reopened, 
shellfish sanitation officials must take 
samples to determine if the levels of fecal 
coliform bacteria are safe. In order to reopen, 
water sample results must have a fecal 
coliform bacteria count of no more than 
14 MPN (most probable number) per 100 
milliliters. 

"Shellfish — oysters, clams and 
mussels — concentrate bacteria in their 
stomachs and intestines," says Fowler, 
explaining why the fecal coliform bacteria 
count needs to be low. 

"When eating shellfish, we eat the entire 
organism, including the guts and intestines 
— it's not like eating shrimp, where you are 
consuming just muscle." 

REGULATIONS TO 
PRESERVE RESOURCES 

How can the demand for development 
and the need for healthy shellfish beds be 
reconciled? 

"Planning ahead," says Mallin, "so you 
minimize the amount of impervious surfaces 
and maximize green space." 

The two major "planning ahead" 
strategies for nonpoint source pollution in 
coastal North Carolina are the Coastal Area 
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LEFT: They also raise oysters in "chubs," or floating mesh bags. These oysters grow faster but involve more work to harvest. RIGHT: Bonnie 
Swartzenberg's family has harvested oysters in Holly Ridge for more than two generations. 

Management Act (CAMA) land-use plans and 
the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) 
Storm Water Rules. 

The CAMA land-use plans apply 
specifically to each of North Carolina's 20 
coastal counties. Using guidelines from the 
N.C. Coastal Resources Commission (CRC). 
each county is required to develop its own 
land-use plan to protect its environmental 
resources. 

The CRC adopted revisions to the 
planning guidelines in 2002, including a 
requirement that each county conduct an 
extensive land-use suitability analysis. 

These analyses are intended to help 
counties meet requirements for future EPA 
Storm Water Rules, a phased, successive 
process to address stormwater in urban, 
suburban and rural areas. For coastal counties 
with more urbanized areas, such as Onslow 
and New Hanover, the CAMA land-use 
suitability analyses will help local officials 
meet the requirements of the Phase II EPA 
Storm Water Rules. 

Developing land-use and stormwater 
plans and regulations may be steps in the 
right direction, but some experts fear such 
regulations are not enough to protect fragile 
coastal ecosystems. 

"Although EPA's Phase II program 
and the CAMA land-use plans are a good 
start, people shouldn't be lulled into thinking 
that water quality is being adequately 

addressed and protected by various levels of 
government," Ardizone says. 

"The CAMA land-use plans have no 
mandate that they must be implemented by 
localities," she adds. 

"And most of the coastal counties are 
not subject to EPA Phase II Storm Water 
Rules, which target more urban areas," 
Ardizone explains. "All of this still leaves 
a lot of 'ifs' in terms of effective resource 
protection." 

And those "ifs" cause experts to worry 
that the pace of growth in coastal North 
Carolina will eclipse the future effectiveness 
of the many plans and regulations designed to 
protect water quality. 

"If development continues 'business as 
usual,' impervious cover will increase along 
with shellfish bed closures," warns Mallin. 

Fowler agrees: "As we see an increase in 
development along the coast, we'll probably 
see an increase in conditionally approved 
shellfish areas." 

For the Swartzenbergs, closing their 
shellfish beds for a few days out of the year 
usually isn't a big deal, Jim says. 

"But there are times when it matters," 
he adds. After several days of rain at the 
end of November, Swartzenberg vented his 
frustration. 

"We've been closed all week and my 
restaurants are begging for more oysters in 
the height of their season." a 

THE UNIVERSAL STORM WATER 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

The Division of Water Quality (DWQ), 
within the N.C. Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources, has drafted what it 
hopes will be a "common-sense" solution to 
North Carolina's stormwater woes. 

Called the Universal Storm Water 
Management Program (USMP), the proposal 
is designed to develop one plan that would 
replace many of the individual stormwater 
plans on local and regional levels. These 
existing plans often have overlapping or 
conflicting post-construction requirements, 
making them difficult to administer at city or 
county levels. 

Proponents say that the USMP would 
be easier to administer and implement 
throughout North Carolina, and better 
protect water quality and aquatic habitats. 

Opponents say it over-simplifies and 
omits some regulatory elements necessary to 
effectively protect water resources. 

DWQ hopes to have the plan available 
for statewide public hearings this winter. 

For more information on the USMP 
visit the DWQ online at http://h2o.enr.state. 
nc.us. 
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LEFT: Hybrid striped bass are put in these "purging" tanks to cleanse their systems before they are shipped and sold on the live market. 
RIGHT: This room is used to spawn fish at Castle Hayne Fisheries in Aurora. 

JUGGLING 

HYBRIDS 

AND HOMES 

BALANCING FISH FARMING 
AND LOCAL DEVELOPMENT 

By Kathleen Angione 

T 
■ he first season Lee Brothers raised 

hybrid striped bass fingerlings on his farm, he 
slept in his truck every night. 

"I was scared to death," he admits, adding 
that he would get up several times during 
the night to check oxygen levels in the tanks 
holding the young fish. "No one knew anything 
about fingerlings back then." 

That was 1998. Today, Brothers sells two 
million fingerlings per year to other hybrid 
growers. He has 50 earthen ponds, and raises 
hybrid striped bass year round as food fish and 
fingerlings. 

"It's like a marriage," he says, half- 
jokingly. "You get out of it what you put in it." 

When Brothers first started raising hybrids 
in ponds in 1987, his was the first operation in 
the United States. A cross between the white 
bass and the striped bass, hybrids are popular in 
the sushi and sashimi markets of the Northeast, 

typically selling for $3 *      _ ffi&'JM During the last 
per pound live and about Wm^^' ''^^^^^p several years, Beaufort 
$2.50 per pound on the WEP'i ' > 'Ww County has experienced 
fillet market. jgMHHH noticeable growth and 

Now Brothers has fcte^gggttf^S development. From 1990 
one of five hybrid striped iiHfflNHr''   ^^'"^s^^^^B to 2004, the county's 
bass farms in Beaufort ■BWflliK^^r'^^SBPp^f? population rose more 

in farm gate value, or the    c      c        ... ,        >.      ,.   , Many of b Sperm from a white bass (top) is combined J 

net value of the product        wjth eggs from a striped bass (mjddle)       these suburban-like 
after it leaves the farm        to create a hybrid striped bass (bottom).      developments are 
and marketing costs are Hybrids were first produced in downstream from hybrid 
subtracted. South Carolina during the mid-1960s.       striped bass farms, and 

"This hybrid stuff is some residents accuse 
high risk, high profit," says Brothers. "But then    these aquaculture operations of causing fish kills 
again, I've always been a gambler," the Aurora    and algal blooms in local waterways, 
native adds with a smile. As the county's population has increased, 

Perhaps one thing Brothers, and other the N.C. Division of Water Quality (DWQ) has 
area hybrid farmers, didn't bet on was the received more complaints about degraded water 
recent influx of people into this beautiful, rural     quality, says Al Hodge, the regional supervisor 
watershed county. for the DWQ in charge of surface water. 

Like any agricultural activity, farming fish There is also some concern among long- 
means dealing with animal waste. For hybrid      time residents, he adds. "Some residents worry 
striped bass farms in North Carolina, the stan-     about a drop in water quality affecting their 
dard practice of releasing effluent from ponds      property prices in the future." 
into nearby creeks and streams is controversial. Hodge has received nine complaints about 
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LEFT: Lee Brothers, owner of Carolina Fisheries in Aurora, scoops up fingerings from a raceway. RIGHT: Nancy Sugg Bright, manager at Castle 
Hayne Fisheries, uses an automated feeder to disperse fish meal pellets into hybrid striped bass ponds. 

different hybrid striped bass farms, but only two 
farms in the area have been documented by the 
state as "contributing to water quality violation 
standards." 

"The water is green coming out of these 
ponds — it is easy to see," says Harry Daniels, 
a Sea Grant aquaculture researcher from North 
Carolina State University. "People associate 
algae with water that kills fish, but sometimes 
the water isn't so bad." 

Hybrid farmers have been exchanging 
water in their ponds for years, according to 
Daniels. If farmers saw water quality in their 
ponds deteriorating, they would simply drain off 
some of the water into nearby streams, known 
as "receiving waters," and replace it with clean 
well water. 

"But these places are no longer just fanning 
communities," says Daniels, who, along with 
North Carolina Sea Grant Director Ronald 
Hodson, is interested in researching farming 
practices to help mitigate the effect of effluent. 

Public pressure may be the impetus for 
hybrid striped bass farmers to change some of 
their practices, Hodson says. 

PRESSED FOR PROGRESS 
Unlike other fish farming industries 

in North Carolina, such as catfish or trout, 
economic pressures have not forced the hybrid 
striped bass industry to develop more efficient 
strategies for dealing with effluent. 

"Because the price of hybrids is still good 

compared to the cost of production, fanners 
have been able to use more water to raise more 
fish," explains Hodson, who has organized 
meetings with aquaculture operators in efforts 
to improve water quality issues on farms. 

Profit margins in the competitive catfish 
industry are relatively low, Hodson explains. 
Thus, farmers must minimize costs wherever 
possible — and that means conserving water. 

During the last several years, 
Beaufort County has experienced noticeable 

growth and development. From 1990 to 
2004, the county's population rose more 

than 8 percent, according to the U.S. Census 
Bureau. That may not sound like a lot, 

but for an area with only 54 people per 
square mile, new faces don't go unnoticed. 

Another way the catfish industry reduced 
costs was by developing a more efficient feed. 
Instead of relying exclusively on fish meal, 
an expensive source of protein, the new feed 
contains vegetable-like material that is more 
digestible by catfish, Daniels says, hi addition 
to being more economical, the new feed also 
reduces waste produced by the fish — and that 
helps catfish farmers maintain adequate water 
quality in their ponds. 

Western North Carolina's trout industry 
has introduced low-phosphorous feed to help 
maintain water quality. Trout are raised in long 
troughs, and wastewater is discharged into re- 

ceiving waters. This practice forced the industry 
to develop a new feed that would decrease phos- 
phorous content in fish waste, thus decreasing 
pollutants released into natural waters. 

Despite advances in other industries, 
developing a more efficient, less polluting feed 
for hybrid striped bass has proved difficult, says 
Hodson. 

First, hybrids are strictly carnivores, so 
taking fish meal out of their diet is a problem. 
And raising fish exclusively for fish meal 
doesn't make economic sense. Second, there are 
no low-phosphorous feeds for hybrids on the 
market because scientists have yet to determine 
the species' phosphorous demands, Daniels 
says. "They are simply different fish." 

Raising hybrid striped bass in recirculating 
or tank systems is another option, but such 
sophisticated technology costs money and 
uses a lot of energy. Few growers across the 
country are raising hybrids using recirculating 
technology, according to Hodson. 

"Right now, the technology cannot 
produce hybrid striped bass cost-effectively to 
compete with other sources of fish," he explains. 

Recirculating tanks still are seen by many 
as a research technology for raising hybrid 
striped bass. "But it is a technology that we 
want to continue to look at," Hodson adds. 

"If the demand for fish goes up and 
production costs go down, recirculating 
technology will be used by more producers." 

Continued 
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LEFT: Workers seine fish into a box of floating nets, known as a "live car." The live car is pushed toward a pesculator (left), a device that lifts fish into a 
grader, a machine that sorts them by size. RIGHT: Lee Brothers (right) chats with Robert Perry (left), of Castle Hayne Fisheries, as fish exit the grader. 

CURRENT REGULATIONS, 
FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Federal regulations require that 
aquaculture facilities have a National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit 
if they produce at least 100,000 pounds of 
fish per year in flow-through or recirculating 
systems that discharge water at least 30 days 
per year. 

In North Carolina, where hybrid striped 
bass farmers use earthen ponds, a facility also 
is required to have a NPDES permit if there is 
documented proof of a water quality standard 
violation. 

Brothers is applying for a NPDES permit, 
which dictates he must send in a sample of 
effluent from his ponds for testing once per year. 
Brothers says he is more than willing to get the 
permit, and feels confident his operation is not 
polluting local waters. But, he acknowledges 
the issue of water quality won't go away. 

"It's the biggest issue coming at this 
industry," he says. 

Researchers and regulators know it too. 
Although regulations for pond aquaculture 

fall under the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency's NPDES process, state agencies can 
decide to develop and enforce standards that go 
beyond the basic NPDES requirements. Given 
the recent increase in complaints, state officials 
are considering raising the current NPDES stan- 
dards in North Carolina by incorporating Best 
Management Practices, or BMPs, into permits 

for hybrid striped bass farmers. 
BMPs are recommended, but not required, 

methods to help agricultural operations increase 
efficiency and reduce pollution. DWQ, the 
N.C. Department of Agriculture, NC State, and 
North Carolina Sea Grant are developing best 
management practices specifically for the hybrid 
striped bass industry in North Carolina. 

Many of these BMPs will focus on 
reducing particulate matter, such as algae, fish 
waste and sediment, Hodson says. 

Although regulations for pond aquaculture 
fall under the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency's NPDES process, state agencies 
can decide to develop and enforce 

standards that go beyond the basic NPDES 
requirements. Given the recent increase in 
complaints, state officials are considering 

raising the current NPDES standards in 
North Carolina by incorporating Best 

Management Practices, or BMPs, 
into permits for hybrid striped bass farmers. 

Until those recommendations become final, 
farmers can follow basic BMPs to save money 
and reduce the risk of effluent to nearby streams 
and rivers, say Hodson and Daniels. 

One basic recommendation is to keep pond 
water six inches below a standpipe, a vertical 
pipe that controls water levels. When water is 
kept at a lower level, it is less likely to drain 
through the standpipe and into receiving waters 

during heavy rains, Daniels says. 
Another recommendation is to avoid 

draining a pond the same day fish are harvested. 
This method is known more simply as "Don't 
Seine and Drain," Hodson notes. 

"When you seine, it stirs up sediment. If 
you drain the same day, it gets into the receiving 
water," he explains. "If you wait a few days 
after seining to drain, the sediment settles back 
to the bottom of the pond. Then you can release 
relatively clean water." 

Daniels and Hodson also recommend 
stocking ponds at a lower density to maintain 
water quality. They suggest stocking 3,500 to 
3,700 fish per acre. Higher stocking densities, 
such as 4,000 or more per acre, could mean more 
money, but it also means more feed per acre and 
more waste. Some producers then exchange 
water more often in effort to maintain adequate 
water quality in their ponds. 

Researchers understand BMPs must toe a 
fine line between making recommendations and 
dictating how much a farmer can produce. 

Daniels hopes a draft of the North Carolina 
hybrid striped bass BMPs will be available in the 
next few years, and encourages farmers to speak 
up during the drafting process. 

"BMPs need to be developed with 
stakeholder input," he says. "Everybody has to 
buy into them so they can work." 

In the meantime, Daniels has received 
funding from Sea Grant to begin monitoring 
effluents from hybrid striped bass ponds this 
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LEFT: Fish are forced into a single line as they pass through an automated counter. RIGHT: At the end of the process, fish are put into separate 
containers or ponds according to their size. The live car on the far right receives graded fish. 

winter. He will look at the seasonal variations of 
discharge, and the effect such discharges have 
on receiving waters. His study will focus on 
Beaufort County, near Spring, Bond and Muddy 
creeks in the Aurora area. 

Such research is a necessary component 
for shaping effective BMPs, agrees Hodge, the 
DWQ official. 

But even before the draft BMP list is 
finished, Hodge encourages hybrid striped bass 
farmers to be proactive and use basic BMPs 
to address water quality issues associated with 
effluent. 

"Why not get ahead of the curve?" □ 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
Hybrid striped bass farmers must 

occasionally conduct planned effluent releases 
from ponds. To learn more about why and 
how these releases happen, read Sea Grant's 
free Blueprint publication "Effluents from 
Hybrid Striped Bass Ponds," by Harry Daniels. 
Go online to www.ncseagrant.org. From the 
home page, click on the "Products" tab, and 
then click on the "Free Publications" link and 
download a copy. 

To learn more about aquaculture in 
North Carolina, or to register for the 2006 
North Carolina Aquaculture Development 
Conference — to be held in Greenville Jan. 
13-14 — visit www.ncaquaculture.org. 

FROM THE EXPERT... 
RONALD HODSON DISCUSSES CURRENT ISSUES FACING AQUACULTURE 

Ronald Hodson, director of North Carolina Sea Grant, is an international expert on 
pond aquaculture. He is widely known for developing pond systems and breeding protocol 
for hybrid striped bass. Before Hodson retires in June, Coastwatch magazine sat down with 
him to hear some of his views on issues facing aquaculture today. 

CW: Offshore cages have been in the news a lot. Is this the future for aquaculture? 
HODSON: Offshore aquaculture and cage culture are being touted as the next big 

thing for the production offish intended for consumption. The ocean can accommodate 
cages easily, and it acts as a natural filtration system. You can also raise huge numbers offish, 
much more so than in a tank or a pond. 

But we need several approaches to raising fish. Land-based aquaculture is easier to get 
supplies to, and it is safer for the environment. With land-based operations, there is less risk 
of losing fish into the environment — so diseased fish can't get out into the open ocean. 
With land-based operations, it is easier to treat a crop if it has health problems. 

CW: Waste and water quality are big issues in aquaculture. What is the best solution? 
HODSON: Whether we have pond-based, offshore or recirculating aquaculture 

operations, fish will still put out waste. It could be treated and put back in the water. Or it 
could be put on the land as fertilizer, like pig or chicken waste. If fish are in an offshore cage, 
waste is going to sink to the bottom of the ocean, get cleared away by the current and end 
up elsewhere. We just have to develop the best technologies we can to limit that impact. 

CW: Some people might say that aquaculture has a bit of a "PR" problem. Why is that? 
HODSON: There is a perception among the public that aquaculture is bad because 

they believe fish farmers use chemicals. In terms of using what we would call "chemicals," 
fish farmers might use harmless things, such as salt. Or if a crop had a really bad case of 
disease, a farmer might use copper sulfate to control bacterial or fungal diseases — but that 
isn't a chemical that accumulates in fish tissue. 

Some people believe fish farmers use hormones because folks in production agriculture 
sometimes use them. There is no one in the aquaculture industries that I know of who use 
hormones in any way during production. Hormones are used to encourage spawning in 
brood fish, which are not sold for food. Only their offspring are sold for consumption. 
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Get the Spy 

D on't be alarmed by 
the roar of the cannons. Around 
Beaufort, the sound is considered 
oral history. 

And it is the town's way 
of saying "Ahoy!" to an armada 
of schooners, barkentines and 
square-riggers that, come July, will 
seemingly sail out of centuries past. 

Beaufort is the final port in 
an intercontinental rendezvous of 
"tall ships," the grand sailing vessels 
reminiscent of bygone days. The 
flotilla will form the centerpiece of a 
lavish maritime heritage celebration 
coinciding with Independence Day. 

The N.C. Maritime Museum in 
Beaufort is hosting almost a week of 
festivities as the culmination of the 
2006 Americas' Sail competition. 
The nonprofit Americas' Sail, based 
in New York, stages long-distance 
sails and races every four years to 
promote tall ships and traditional 
sailing worldwide. The 2006 affair 
gets underway in Brazil. The 
North Carolina stopover is 
the last of the passage, and 
the only one in the United 
States. 

David Nateman, 
museum director, says the fleet of floating 
history embodies the museum's mission 
— preserving and interpreting the state's rich 
maritime heritage. Visitors get a sense of the 
sailing ships that shaped the world as they peer 
through a porthole or grasp a varnished spoke 
of a helmsman's wheel. 

"They hear the creak of the deck. They 
look at the rigging. They see the blocks and 
lines," he says. 'This represents how people 
lived in an earlier time. That's what we are 

Tall Ships on the Horizon! 

by Julie Powers Photos by Scott Taylor 

about. It's not just preserving history. It's 
making it accessible to people so they can 
understand it in contemporary terms." 

Beaufort and nearby Morehead City are 
expecting perhaps 200,000 people, drawn by 
the chance to let their imaginations soar to the 
top of the towering masts. 

Even in this age of space travel, adventure 
on the high seas of yore still fascinates folks 
— especially in an area that already is all about 
boats. The HMS Bounty, a 118-foot square- 

rigger, drew a sell-out crowd in 
2005 when it docked at the N.C. 
State Port in Morehead City as a 
preview of the 2006 event. 

Though relatively few 
people sign on for an ocean 
voyage, the call of the sea beckons 
many — and not just those who 
live within easy reach of the 
beach. Nateman says the intrigue 
of maritime and coastal traditions 
is a natural attraction. The state's 
early settlements clutched the 
shorelines, where water provided 
food and transportation, and 
spread inland as cultures and 
economies evolved. 

"Every North Carolinian has 
a little bit of saltwater DNA in his 
or her veins," he says. 

LANDFALL 
Beaufort's own Horatio 

Sinbad, captain of the Meka //, 
won the honor of naming his 

home harbor as the 2006 
port for Americas' Sail 
closing events. The Meka 
//, a distinctive black and 
white pirate ship replica, 
is a familiar feature on the 

local waterscape. It triumphed in its class at the 
2002 race in Jamaica, while on an educational 
journey cosponsored by the Friends of the N.C. 
Maritime Museum. 

Four to six of the giant "Class A" ships 
are expected to dock at the N.C. State Port in 
Morehead City. Another dozen or so smaller 
vessels will tie up at the Beaufort Town Docks 
and the Maritime Museum's Olde Beaufort 
Seaport site on Town Creek in Beaufort. 
Ticket-holders can board the ships, chat with 

Continued 

TOP: The Meka W's past win resulted in the Ameriea's Sail stop in North Carolina. BOTTOM: Uh\S Bounty is a replica that includes 
many intricate details, such as this figurehead. LEFT: The arrival of the HMS Bounty in 2005 was a preview to the Pepsi Americas' Sail this summer. 
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crews from around the world and partake of 
nautical skills' demonstrations, music and other 
activities. 

Some of the showiest events require no 
tickets; only a vantage point from which to 
watch. These include the July 1 "Parade of 
Sail," when the ships are officially escorted to 
their berths; a "Parade of Pride" by Carteret 
County's commercial fishing fleet, July 2; a 
race among the smaller vessels, also on July 2, 
visible from Atlantic Beach as the ships cover 
the 15-mile course offshore; and fireworks on 
July 4. 

Smooth sailing for the whole show 
depends largely upon a battalion of local 
volunteers. North Carolina Sea Grant's Barry 
Nash of Beaufort is among them. The allure of 
tall ships, combined with the desire to help his 
small community host an international event, 
brought him aboard. 

Nash, a seafood marketing and technology 

"Indirectly," he explains, 
"we'll be able to promote local 
seafood to the tourists participating 
in events this year." 

An overall rise in tourism is 
another of the expected economic 
offshoots. The Maritime Museum 
is using the opportunity to promote 
Olde Beaufort Seaport. The living 
history complex featuring a late 
19th-century maritime village is 
in the early stages of construction. 
Profits from the event will go 
toward its development. 

The Minges Bottling Group, 
a Pepsi distributor based in Ayden, 
is the main financial backer of 
the North Carolina portion of the 
sailing event. Hence, the official 
name for the Beaufort activities is 
Pepsi Americas' Sail 2006. 

specialist based at the North Carolina State 
University Seafood Laboratory in Morehead 
City, also sees potential to market the area's 
fish and shellfish. He is leading a broad effort to 
"brand" the local catch as a means of increasing 
its appeal. 

PETER PAN IN A PIRATE HAT 
Sinbad will defend his Americas' Sail 

trophy in his 54-foot half-scale replica of a 
17th- century brigantine in the July 2 regatta. 
The Meka II is armed with six cannons, which 
will sound liberally throughout the weekend. 

LEFT: Horatio Sinbad says his seafaring ways were 
inspired by a elassic tale: Ireasure Island 
ABOVE- Sinbad lives aboard iWeka II, which be built 
in his Michigan baayard and launched in 1967. 

Sinbad, 62, is the role model for many a 
dockside dreamer. He has been described as a 
sailing version of Peter Pan. His pirate persona 
is permanent — his long white-blonde hair 
hangs in a braid down his back, his front teeth 
are rimmed in gold, and his wardrobe includes 
a cutlass for formal occasions. 

He lives aboard the Meka II, anchored off 
the waterfront of the soon-to-be Olde Beaufort 
Seaport, with his companion and crew of 28 
years, Terry Brown — he calls her Lt. Brown. 

His seafaring ways were inspired by a 
classic tale. "In 1950,1 saw Disney's Treasure 
Island" he says. "It was boats and water from 
then on." 
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His first sailboat was an 8-foot pram, 
built from a kit when he was 11. After teaching 
himself to sail, he fashioned a mini-cannon for 
the deck in a metalworking class and ruled the 
waves of the nearby lake. 

At 16, he was crewing on charter sailboats 
in the West Indies. 

His first Meka, a 22-foot sailboat, sank in 
a storm while bound for the Tropics. A passing 
freighter rescued Sinbad and crew. 

Sinbad built Meka II in his Dearborn 
Heights, Mich., backyard, launching it in 
1967. Meka is a Hopi word for stout, loyal 
companion. And so the Meka II has been on 
its many passages, far and wide, since Sinbad 
steered it out of the Great Lakes into salt water. 
Sail charters, sail training voyages and his 
talents as a draftsman and boatbuilder have 
kept the ship in gunpowder. 

RIQHT: Robin Walbridge is captain ofUMS 
Bounty, which was built for the 1062 film Mutiny 
on the Bounty. BOTTOM- The arrival of the tall 
ships is expected to draw 200,000 visitors to 
Carteret County this summer. 

woodwork 30 years ago. Sinbad knew he had 
found his home port when he first dropped 
anchor. 

"Nobody minded if I fired my cannons," he 
says. In fact, a mock battle was a closing ritual 
for the Beaufort Old Homes Tour. "We got to 
shoot up the place." 

Gov. Mike Easley recently fortified 
Sinbad's countenance with a "privateer's 
commission," a long-running spoof that 

movies. The replica ship was built for the 1962 
film. Mutiny on the Bounty, and shared top 
billing with Marlon Brando. In the celluloid 
account, Fletcher Christian — played by Brando 
— led an oppressed crew in seizing control of 
the English vessel from the tyrannical Capt. 
Bligh. Maritime scholars contend that the real 
1789 mutiny in the South Seas was a far more 
complex configuration of human relationships. 

The current Bounty shares the design 

As his boats got bigger, so did his 
passion for pirating. He swapped Ross Andrew 
Morphew for Horatio Sinbad as his legal name, 
borrowing both parts of the new moniker from 
fabled seamen, real and fictional. 

A boat owner asked him to travel 
from Florida to North Carolina to do some 

began with governors past. The 
proclamation grants him license 
to pretend to plunder any ships 
venturing near the seaport of 
Beaufort during Americas' Sail. 

TALL SHIPS, BIG DREAMS 
Such a life was on the minds 

of many who came aboard HMS Bounty 
in Morehead City, says its captain, Robin 
Walbridge. 

"I think everybody has a secret desire to 
run away to sea," he says. "Everybody's read the 
novels. Everybody's read about the buccaneers." 

In this case, many also have seen the 

of the original, except for its dimensions. 
Bligh's Bounty, built in 1784, was about 85 
feet long as opposed to the 118 feet necessary 
to accommodate the cameras. The generous 
headroom below decks also bespeaks movie 
making. 

The ship's cinema career still flourishes 
after four decades. It has been a seaworthy 
setting for Johnny Depp's Pirates of the 
Caribbean, a Spongebob Squarepants movie and 
hundreds of documentaries. 

Some people are attracted by its celebrity 
status, Walbridge says. However, he thinks 
the mystique of the three-masted beauty — as 

Continued 
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NEED-TO-KNOW 

AIDS TO 

NAVIGATION 

Q 
^Jee the Pepsi Americas' Sail online 
site — www.nctallships.com — for details. 
Some basics: 

WHEN:June30-July5. 

WHERE: Largest vessels at the N.C. 
State Port, Morehead City. Smaller 
vessels in Beaufort at Olde Beaufort 
Seaport site on West Beaufort Road 
and on the Beaufort Town Docks. 

TICKETS: One-day "passports" $30 for 
adults; $15 for children. Available online 
starting March 2. Many other activities 
open to the public at no charge or for a 
minimal fee. 

PARKING: Remote park-and-ride lots. 
Shuttle service between sites. Parking 
and traffic restricted in Morehead City 
and Beaufort. 

COMFORTS: Food and beverage 
vendors, emergency medical services and 
portable toilets at each site. 

HIGHLIGHTS: 
o July 1: Parade of Sail. Visiting vessels 

sail through Beaufort Inlet to their 
berths in Morehead and Beaufort. 

o July2: Class B Regatta. Ships compete 
on a 15-mile course offshore Atlantic 
Beach. 

o July 2: Parade ofPride. Carteret 
County's commercial fishing vessels 
steam past the Morehead and 
Beaufort waterfronts. 

o July4: Fireworks. Viewable in 
Morehead City, Beaufort and 
Atlantic Beach. —J.P. 

with all tall ships — accounts for most of the 
interest. That is, after all, why he's aboard. He 
bought a hard-luck schooner in Florida when 
he was 14. As an adult, he ran oil freighters 
— but he missed the wind in the rigging. 
After working on 
a sister tall ship, 
he took the helm 
of the Bounty 10 
years ago. 

NO MUTINY 
WITH 
THESE 
MARINERS 

The Bounty 
is a sail-training 
vessel — as are 
many other tall 
ships — offering 
educational 
voyages to youth 
and adults. 
When the U.S. 
Navy prepared 
to relaunch the 
sailing barque, the USS Constitution, its sailors 
practiced on the Bounty. It is a full-rigged ship, 
meaning it carries yardarms and square sails on 
all three masts. 

Square-rigged ships are a commanding 
sight under sail, but require some derring- 
do. The Bounty carries 10,000 square feet of 
canvas, and its main mast rises 103 feet above 
the deck. Trainees climb to the yardarms to furl 
and unfurl the sails in all kinds of conditions. 
Walbridge doesn't have to watch his back, 
however. His eager young shipmates seem 
anything but mutinous. 

Most are under the age of 25. Some are 
volunteers, some students, some paid staff. 
They cheerfully describe discomfort and a 
daunting schedule. Four people share the 
6-foot-by-6-foot crew cabins. Their days are 
broken into four-hour increments; standing 
watch and tending the sails day and night, or 
satisfying the endless cleaning, maintenance 
and repair demands of the aging wooden hull. 

"When you're not on watch or working, 
you're sleeping or trying to sleep," says Andrew 
Schmitt of Maryland, a student at a maritime 
college. He hopes to some day captain a similar 
vessel. 

Shipboard life is by necessity disciplined 
and regimented, Walbridge says, as survival 
can depend on it. Landlubbers often want to 
hear "sea stories" about hurricanes and white 
squalls. Walbridge says sail training is much 
more than knowing what to do in gales and 
rogue waves; more than learning which of the 
dozens of coiled lines control what sail. 

"The boat is 118 feet," Walbridge says. 
"There's no place to go. You really have to learn 
to get along with other people. I personally feel 
that means you learn to get along with yourself. 
That's where the real stories are." 

The Bounty enjoyed a warm welcome 
and big crowds in 2005, as it did on a previous 
visit to Morehead City. Some suggest this 
year's show of hospitality will put Beaufort 
and Morehead on the tall ship circuit as regular 
ports of call. 

Though centuries have passed since the 
age of sail, many dozens of these erstwhile 
vessels wander the world to share their cargo of 
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A TALL SHIPS LEXICON 

JLhe giants of the sailing world first 
came to be called tall ships because their 
lofty masts were built in sections. 'Tall 
ships" has evolved into a collective term 
for a variety of traditional sailing vessels, 
including many of relatively modest 
proportions. 

Types of tall ships are often 
distinguished by their sail-plan — the 
number and height of their masts, their 
placement on deck and the shape of their 
sails. Common terminology: 

MASTS 
o Main mast: the tallest, 
o Foremast: between the main and 

the bow. 
o Mizzenmast: between the main and 

the stem. 
o The topmast, topgallant mast and royal 

mast, in that order, are the upper 
lengths of a mast that is composed 
of three or more sections. 

SAILS 
o Fore-and-aft: triangular sails running 

parallel with the centerline when flat. 
o Caff-rig: fore-and-aft sails, shaped like 

a truncated triangle, with the upper 
edge held up by a slender pole called a 

gaff, running at an angle to the mast, 
o Staysail: triangular sail attached to a 

stay, the ropes or wires that hold a mast 
in place. 

o Schooner-rig: gaff-rigged lower sails with 
trapezoidal topsails, 

o Square-rig: square sails supported by 
yardaims, perpendicular to the mast, 

o Topsail: uppermost sail on a mast 
carrying more than one sail. 

TYPES OFTALL SHIPS 
Tall ships generally are classified by the 
placement of the dominant sails, although 
most vessels use a combination. 
o BarkentineorBarquentine: three or more 

masts; fore mast square-rigged and the 
others fore-and-aft. 

o Bark or Barque: three masts, the main 
and fore mast square-rigged; the mizzen 
fore-and-aft. 

o Brigantine: two masts, one square- 
rigged, typically the fore mast. 

o Brig: two masts, both square-rigged. 
o Schooner: two or more masts; the fore 

mast the same height or shorter than 
the others. Gaff-rigged, schooner-rigged 
or staysail-rigged. 

o Fully rigged ship: three or more masts, 
all square-rigged. —J.P. 

Barkentine Bark 

Schooner 

Brigantine 

Fully rigged ship 
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LEFT: Crew members on HMS Bounty 
demonstrate the workaboard a sailing ship. 
ABOVE Visitors will get a ehanee to walkdecks 
of tall ships visiting North Carolina this summer. 

legend and lore with an enthusiastic following. 
Tourism that emphasizes culture, history 

and heritage is growing in the state and nation. 
The N.C. Department of Commerce recently 
established a maritime heritage tourism 
development officer position based in Carteret 
County. Regional and local governments and 
visitors bureaus also are establishing similar 
posts. 

The trend parallels a rise in ecotourism, 
says Jack Thigpen, North Carolina Sea Grant 
extension director. Thigpen, who studies coastal 
tourism, theorizes the renewed interest in 
history is a counterbalance to today's fast- 
paced, electronic-driven existence. 

"Connecting to history and nature has 
become very important in our urban-based 
population," he says. "It's an opportunity to see 
and experience something 'real.' Our Internet- 
and TV-based world does not provide that." 

LINKS: 
• Americas' Sail: www.americassail.com 
• N.C.Maritime Museum: 

www.ncmaritimemuseum.com 
• Pepsi Americas'Sail 2006: 

www.nctallships.com 
• Sinbad: www.pirate-privateer.com 
• Sinbad's Privateer's Commission: 

www.pirate-privateer.com/commission.httnl 
• HMS Bounty: www.tallshipbounty.org 
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than One 

to Catch a 

By     Erin     S e i I i n g 

V 
JL ried shrimp, boiled shrimp, sauteed shrimp, coconut shrimp, shrimp 

Creole, shrimp salad, shrimp burger — as Forrest Gump's friend Bubba 

would say, "there's all kinds of shrimp." 

Vacationers often look forward to enjoying fresh, local shrimp when 

visiting the coast of North Carolina. But for those lucky enough to live at 

the coast, eating seafood is as easy as dropping a line, or a net, in the water. 

Kenny Sessions, a Topsail Island native, is one of the lucky locals who 

relishes the bounty of North Carolina coastal waters year-round. 

"I love being on the water, fishing. It's just fun. It's what I like to do," 

he says. 

A Good Fishing Tale 
Sessions has turned that love of fishing into a part-time occupation. 

A general contractor by day, he spends his nights catching shrimp by 
the pound in a homemade trap. His unique trap is the talk of Topsail and 
has inspired an N.C. Fishery Resource Grant (FRG) to further study the 
trap's applications as a bonafide method of commercial and recreational 
shrimping. Sessions explains how it all began... 

"One night about nine years ago, I was sitting outside of my parents' 
house when I noticed something moving along the seawall," he says. "I 
threw a cast net out to see what the 'things' were — and pulled in a net full 
of shrimp!" 

Night after night, Sessions watched the shrimp and decided that if they 
were going to "walk" right by his family's house, he was going to find a 
way to catch them. 

"I made something like a little minnow trap with small lead nets on 
it, set it off the seawall, and started catching shrimp," he explains. And he 
caught lots of them. 

"We'd put the trap out, have friends and neighbors over and cook the 
shrimp right as we caught them," he says. "They were so fresh they were 
trying to jump out of the pot as we were throwing them in." 

Sessions' fishing tale often is met with skepticism. It just sounds 
too good to be true. But, he's used to that by now and eager to show his 
invention to anyone who is interested. Continued 
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"You have to see it to believe it," Sessions 
says as he loads his boat with gear one August 
evening. 

His 19-foot boat is loaded with small 
rectangular traps secured to the flat bow of 
the vessel. Two piles of green nets fill the 
remaining space in the front of the small craft. 
Sessions slowly trolls the shallow waterway, 
waiting for conditions to be "just right." 

As the sunset fades, Sessions drops anchor 
near a marshy shoreline and jumps out into the 
water. 

"It feels like bath water out here tonight," 
he says as he wades towards the bow of the 
boat. 

From the port side of the boat, Sessions 
picks up the end of a net and begins pulling it towards the shoreline. The 
60-foot net is outfitted with floats at the top and a chain along the bottom. 
In the water, the floats and chains stretch the net the complete depth of the 
water column. Sessions secures one end of the net to the shoreline and 
fastens the opposite end to a PVC pipe set in the waterway. 

He sloshes back to the boat and picks up a trap. 
The rectangular trap is made from 5/8-inch wire mesh, the same 

mesh size used by trawl boats. At one end, a funnel-shaped opening leads 
into the center of the trap. Sessions places the "funnel" of the trap next to 
the PVC pipe. Using metal rods, he secures a second trap directly on top 
of the first one. This design submerges the two 
funnel openings, but allows the top edge of the 
trap to protrude above the waterline, "so the 
shrimp can't swim over," explains Sessions. 

From the starboard side of the boat, he 
pulls an identical net. Attaching one end to a 
PVC pole on the opposite side of the funnel, he 
extends the net out into the waterway. When he 
finishes setting up the trap, the nets look like 
extended wings. 

"That's it. If we were just fishing, we 
could go home now," Sessions says. He 
has taken only 15 minutes to set up the first 
commercial-size study trap of the evening. 

Looking back at the trap, he and his 
companions see glowing orange eyes of several 
shrimp swimming along the nets and filling in 
the end of the trap. 

"I can't believe it," exclaims a researcher 
along for the ride. 

"That's what most people say when 
they see this thing work," replies Sessions 

In this "shrimp trap," wing-like lead nets guide shrimp toward the mesh traps at the end. 

with an I-told-you-so wink. 
No need to bait the traps, no hours spent trawling the waterway 

—just some simple nets, a "minnow" trap and a small boat. No wonder 
people think this is just another fishing tale. 

Traditional Trawling 
To fully appreciate Sessions' trap, one must first understand 

traditional shrimping in North Carolina. 
Commercial shrimping is a profitable industry for the state, valued 

at more than $9 million in 2004. Commercial otter trawlers catch most of 

Many shrimpers along North Carolina's central coast use skimmer trawls, originally intro- 
duced to the state by North Carolina Sea Grant more than a decade ago. 
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the shrimp harvested from North Carolina waters, according to the 
N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF). 

Trawl boats operate by pulling nets through the water, scooping 
up shrimp and other nontarget species, called bycatch, as they pass. The 
bycatch is usually thrown back overboard — much of it dead or dying 
from the ordeal of being caught in the net. 

Elaine Logothetis, a researcher studying bycatch ratios through 
another ERG project, estimates that for the inshore trawl fishery in 
Onslow County, an average of .75-pound of finfish are caught for every 
pound of shrimp. 

Kenny Sessions sets his traps just before high tide to intercept the shrimp as they head toward the 
inlets on the incoming tide. 

Some trawl nets drag the bottom of the seafloor, to "tickle" shrimp 
up from their hiding places. While these nets work well to flush shrimp 
out of hiding, the gear also can disrupt structure and habitat on the ocean 
or sound bottom. 

In recent years, trawling has come under fire for habitat destruction 
and the high amount of bycatch associated with the gear. North Carolina 
shrimpers are also facing pressure from farm-raised and imported shrimp 
products that have flooded the seafood market, often sold at lower prices 
than native wild shrimp. 

With gas prices rising in recent years and shrimp prices falling, 
many shrimpers find it hard to cover their operating costs. Most target a 
different fishery or find work in other industries. 

A Different Design 
Shrimp naturally move through the inlets to spawn offshore. Usually, 

they move at night when the tide is rising, so they "walk against the tide," 
explains Teresa Thorpe, a research biologist at the University of North 
Carolina at Wilmington Center for Marine Science. Thorpe is working 
with Sessions on his FRG project. 

Sessions uses the natural movements of shrimp to his advantage 
— he simply places his traps to intercept the tasty crustaceans as they head 
offshore. Because Sessions' traps sit stationary in the waterway, habitat 
damage is minimal, adds Thorpe. 

Another benefit of Sessions' trap 
is its low rate of bycatch. Preliminary 
bycatch ratios from his trap suggest that 
.10-pound of finfish is caught for every 
pound of shrimp. 

"But, we can release them alive 
because they stay alive in these traps," 
says Sessions. "In fact, preliminary 
data show that more than 95 percent of 
the bycatch survive being caught in the 
traps," adds Thorpe. 

Sessions believes his gear benefits 
the shrimp too. 

The trap allows fresh water 
to circulate around the shrimp until 
Sessions collects and empties the traps. 
That circulation keeps the shrimp 
alive and fresh, even when water 
temperatures hit the balmy 85-degree 
mark in the summer. 

As Sessions empties the trap 
into a bucket, the shrimp flail and 
flop around until he dumps them into 
an ice bath. The icy water is what 
actually kills the shrimp, a practice 
acknowledged to produce a particularly 
fresh and attractive food product. 

Sessions, who holds a commercial 
fishing license, sells most of his shrimp on contract. Restaurant owners and 
others who know about his method are willing to pay top dollar for large, 
fresh shrimp caught in an environmentally friendly way, Sessions says. 
He also gives some shrimp to people he meets along the waterway — 
to help get the word out about what he's doing. 

Recreational Ruckus, 
Commercial Curiosity 

FRG projects, funded by the North Carolina General Assembly and 
administered by North Carolina Sea Grant, often are developed by fishers 
in response to a need or a problem within a fishery. That's exactly how 
Sessions' project was bom. Continued 
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When Sessions developed his traps nearly a decade ago, he showed 
his friends and neighbors how to make their own. Soon, houses all along 
the waterway had their own homemade shrimp trap. 

But, lots on Topsail Island are only about 100 feet wide, and 
sometimes three or four houses in a row would each set out a trap. 
"[That] was just too many, too close," says Sessions. The arguments 
escalated to the point where people were pulling up or destroying their 
neighbor's traps and DMF was called in to regulate the situation. 

"We had heard of the traps, but didn't realize how widespread their 
use had become," says David Taylor of DMF, referring to the recreational 
gear. 

Limited experience with this type of 
shrimping forced DMF to halt use of the traps 
— both commercial and recreational — until 
further studies could be done to assess the impact 
of the gear. 

Researchers first became interested in testing 
Sessions' traps after he introduced his design at 
a Shrimp Fishery Management Plan advisory 
committee meeting. 

"I want it to be available as an alternative 
to trawling. I don't want to shut down any 
fisheries or end traditional trawling. But I 
think if it's out there and more people can 
use it, people can decide what's best for 
them." —Kenny Sessions 

"When Kenny presented the details, I knew 
right away that this study would be a perfect 
candidate for the FRG program," says Scott Baker, 
a fisheries specialist with North Carolina Sea Grant. 

'That's the beauty of the FRG program," says 
Baker. "It allows fishermen to have an active part in 
the gear development and evaluation process." 

Sessions' FRG project along the southern 
coast is one of three shrimp trap studies being 
conducted. DMF is testing traps along the central 
coast, and another researcher obtained a scientific and educational 
collecting permit from DMF to test the traps further north. 

Although Sessions continues to set his traps the way he has done for 
nearly a decade, the FRG project adds more scientific components. While 
Sessions sets out the traps, Katharine Jarrell, a UNCW field biologist, 
prepares flow meters to set alongside them. 

"These meters measure the velocity of the water. We've noticed that 
if the flow is strong, the shrimp tend to be running strong," says Jarrell. 
"We're also testing temperature and salinity, which, with a lot of data sets, 
might show us more trends." 

This research component is important, Thorpe explains. 
"This project will not only study the catch efficiency of Kenny's 

design, but also will add to our understanding of shrimp behavior. 
Ultimately, it will also help us to identify optimal conditions for 
intercepting the shrimp using traps," says Thorpe. 

Sessions' project also is helping DMF answer questions about user 
conflicts. By setting recreational traps 50 to 100 feet apart, "we will be 
able to identify a distance at which traps begin to affect the catch rate of 
an adjacent trap," explains Thorpe. 

Using the results from the various studies, DMF hopes to have 
recreational regulations in place for the 2006 shrimp season. 

Sessions believes having two or three neighboring houses share a 

Sessions and Katharine Jarrell measure shrimp to get the "count," or how many shrimp it 
takes to make a pound. 

communal trap could eliminate user conflicts. This would space out the 
traps along the waterway, allowing each trap to catch shrimp that could 
then be divided among the neighbors. On Topsail, "everyone knows their 
neighbors anyway," says Sessions. 

Topsail residents are not the only ones interested in the shrimp trap. 
After seeing Sessions' project, Thorpe says she is "sold" on the idea. And 
many others are as well. 

"There seems to be a lot of excitement about them," says Thorpe. 
Even commercial trawlers have approached her regarding Sessions' 

commercial design. Commercial and recreational traps are identical 
except for their size. Commercial traps use 60-foot lead nets, while the 
recreational traps use 8-foot nets. 
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The glowing orange eyes of shrimp grow in number as the night wears on. 

Sessions believes his traps are a viable alternative to trawling and 
says he has evidence, however anecdotal, to back it up. 

"There's a guy a few houses down that trawls. Often, I'd see him 
leaving to go out as I was setting my traps. I'd sit here in the hammock all 
night, having fun, drinking a beer, talking to friends, and in the morning I 
would have as many shrimp as he did out trawling all night. And he had 

to pay for gas, the crew, and that big boat and 
nets. I can do this myself, with no crew. I use 
a 19-foot boat, I bum maybe a gallon or so of 
gas a night," Sessions explains. 

iguring out the 
utiure 

Currendy, DMF regulates Sessions' 
commercial size trap similarly to pound nets. 
To use a commercial trap, fishers must apply 
for a permit, specifically citing where the 
trap will be located. Before being approved, 
the general public has the opportunity to 
comment on the trap's location. DMF also 
considers if the proposed site will interfere 
with riparian rights or existing fishing 
practices, or hinder vessel navigation. 

Once a site is permitted, other shrimp 
traps are not allowed within 1,000 yards of 

the site. Recreational traps currently are not permitted. 
Sessions hopes that the trap will find a successful niche in the 

shrimp industry. 
"I want it to be available as an alternative to trawling. I don't want 

to shut down any fisheries or end traditional trawling," he stresses. "But 
I think if it's out there and more people can use it, people can decide 

what's best for them." 
Baker agrees. "This gear has definite 

possibilities for both recreational and 
commercial shrimp fishers. I'm looking 
forward to seeing how this gear works in 
areas outside of Topsail." 

Thorpe believes that the trap will work 
wherever there are shrimp. "It's just a matter 
of figuring out where they are in those areas 
and setting the traps in the right places," she 
says. 

Most importantly, Sessions and Thorpe 
want to get the word out. Although Sessions' 
trap is well known around Topsail, many 
commercial shrimpers still don't know much 
about it. 

"It's just so simple," Thorpe asserts. 
"It's easy to make; easy to do; so cheap; 
minimal bycatch. The only 'downside' may 
be you have to be up at night to do it." 

But Sessions argues that may not be a 
drawback after all. "If you're a fisherman you 
love the hours." a 

Jurrell prepares flow meters to record water velocity near trap. 
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PEOPLE & 

PLACES 

Barry Nash visited rural Russia 
last summer, he found an intriguing seafood 
delicacy — laminaria: seaweed blended with 
seafood or fruit. 

"Russia has a strong market for seafood," 
says Nash, North Carolina Sea Grant's seafood 
technology and marketing specialist at the North 
Carolina State University Seafood Laboratory. 
"They eat a lot of smoked fish, herring, and 
laminaria. The Russian government is pushing 
laminaria because it is rich in iodine." 

Nash sampled various seafood products at 
the Rybalkina seafood processing and wholesale 
business in the Voronezh Region in central 
Russia. The company produces more than 100 
different items — from smoked and salty fish, to 
fish preserves and fish-based convenience foods. 

He also provided advice on improving the 
quality of the company's products, extending the 
shelf life of processed seafood and expanding 
product development. "I was very impressed with 
the facility and the marketing savvy of the owner 
and his technologist," Nash says. 

"Because the plant is in a rural area, it has 
little competition from other seafood businesses," 
he adds. The Voronezh Region also is home to a 
number of food-producing plants. 

Agricultural Cooperative Development 
International (ACDI)/Volunteers in Overseas 
Cooperative Assistance (VOCA) sponsored 
Nash's trip. The private development organization 
promotes broad-based economic growth and 
the development of civil society in emerging 
democracies and developing countries. 

"Barry performed an invaluable service on 
a volunteer basis to a Russian seafood business," 
says Henry Garcia, regional ACDI/VOCA 
recruiter. "He did excellent work for us and 
hopefully can help us more in the future." 

RUSSIAN SEAFOOD MARKETS 
Russia's strong tradition of fish and seafood 

production dates back to the Soviet era, when 
it was one of the world's leading producers/ 
exporters. The Soviet Union ceased to exist in 
1991, but Russia is now the eighth largest seafood 

LEFT: The cathedrals of Moscow are about 300 miles from the 
city of Voronezh. 
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PEOPLE & 

PLACES 

producer in the 
world, according 
to a 2004 U.S. 
Department of 
Agriculture's 
Global 
Agricultural 
Information 
Network report. 

Both 
American 
and Russian 
consumers 
want superior 
products. Russian 
consumers are 
increasingly 
demanding greater 
variety and quality, 
says a Russian 
brief included in 
the global report. 

As a result, local retail outlets and 
restaurants there now offer a wide range of both 
traditional products — herring, Alaska pollock, 
mackerel and salmon — as well as more exotic 
items such as squid, prawns, mussels and 
oysters. "At the same time, expanding local 
production of semiprepared or convenience 
foods is creating new markets for high quality 
inputs," according to the report. 

To meet this demand, the Rybalkina 
enterprise was established in 1998 in the 
Voronezh Region that is part of the "Central 
Black Earth" economic district known for 
its rich black soil and strong agricultural and 
industrial presence. 

• Hi. nhthi  

ABOVE: This map of Asia shows the Voronezh Region 

in western Russia. BELOW: Barry Nash works with 

the Rybalkina staff on product development. 

Since its 
inception, the 
company has 
grown to more 
than 70 employees, 
including the 
main office and 
four production 
facilities. They 
employ two staff 
technologists 
who manage 
production, 
quality control 
and product 
development. 

The 
company's 
primary focus is 
processing herring, 
scomber, bream, 

mackerel, trout, capelin, sprat and salmon. 
Moscow wholesale suppliers buy a large amount 
of the company's raw frozen fish. 

The Russian enterprise has an excellent 
infrastructure to process their seafood, says Nash. 

"However, they lacked adequate 
refrigeration equipment — ice machines and 
coolers like companies have in the United 
States," he adds. "Electricity is expensive in 
the rural areas, making it costly to operate 
refrigeration units." 

At each production site, the company has 
a retail outlet to market its products. It also has 
it own logo and brand name: "Rybny Dvor." or 
"The Fish Yard." 

Continued 

RURAL VORONEZH 
The Voronezh Region originally was settled 

more than 30,000 years ago, according to 
"Kommersant," Russia's daily online site. The 
region includes the city of Voronezh. 

The area's most important period was 
during the reign of Peter the Great, who ordered 
the construction of a shipyard in 1696, resulting 
in the first Russian fleet. 

Over the years, Voronezh citizens have 
fought several invasions, including those of 
Napolean in 1812 and Adolph Hitier in 1943. 

In 1991, the region established a con- 
nection with North Carolina when the City of 
Charlotte signed a Sister Cities agreement that 
provides for personal exchanges and visits, as 
well as cultural and educational development 
between the two areas. 

Charlotte and the City ofVoronezh — which 
is 300 miles south of Moscow — are similar in 
several ways, including size and strong industry 
and university presences, according to Alina Ziaja 
MacNichol, director of Charlotte's Sister Cities 
office. "Our many successful exchanges with 
Voronezh have included educational exchanges 
between the police departments and the disabled 
communities." — A. G. 
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PEOPLE & 

PLACES 

"Some companies in eastern 
North Carolina could learn from 
the company's stellar promotion of 
seafood," says Nash. 'The manager gets 
consumers interested in his products by 
setting up his own retail stores in small 
cities." 

While at the facility, 
Nash updated the staff on key 
sanitation procedures processing 
companies in the U.S. must 
follow — from prevention 
of cross-contamination from 
unsanitary objects and food 
contact surfaces, to using proper 
handwashing, sanitizing and 
toilet facilities. 

"I saw room for 
improvement of basic sanitation 
procedures," says Nash. "For 
example, instead of just washing 
surfaces with soap and water, 
the staff needs to sanitize the 
surfaces with chlorinated water." 

During Nash's visit, 
the company's largest plant 
located in the industrial center of Rossosh in the 
Voronezh Region took his recommendation of 
placing buckets of salted sprat on wooden pallets 
rather than on the floors. 

"This reduces the risk of contamination 
from spoilage or disease-causing bacteria," 
Nash says. 'To control the spread of bacteria to 
seafood, the production personnel also began 
cleaning utensils with chlorinated water and 
soaking the utensils when not in use." 

HACCP GUIDELINES 
Nash also provided the staff with a 

Russian translation of the Hazard Analysis and 
Critical Control Point (HACCP) seafood safety 
monitoring guidelines. In the United States, the 
Food and Drug Administration mandates that all 
seafood packers, manufacturers and importers 
conduct a hazard analysis of their operations and 
develop a program that controls certain hazards 
that could cause illness or injury to consumers. 

To explain HACCP principles, Nash 
provided a sample HACCP plan for smoked 
trout. He also conducted a safety analysis of 
marine species used at the plants. 

"I emphasized that the measures used 

TOP: One ofRybalkma's plants is in Pavlovsk, south of Voronezh. 

BOTTOM: Fish thaw prior to brining. 

to minimize the growth of disease-causing 
bacteria also enhance the quality and extend 
the shelf life of seafood," he says. "Most of 
the company's quality problems were related 
to smoked foods. They need to have better 
control over temperature, humidity and air 
flow on equipment, which will likely require 
the purchase of new automated smokers." 

Currently, the company is equipped with 
old Soviet-style smoking chambers developed 
after World War H, as well as freezers and 
Dutch vacuum-packing machines. 

Nash says that automated equipment 
will improve the quality of smoked and dried 
products. Most of the current machines are 
manually operated. Also, many other tasks are 
done by hand, including fish filleting. 

"This reliance on hand labor limits 
production output," says Nash. "I presented 
information on a number of automated 
heading, gutting, skinning and filleting 
machines that will significantly increase 
production volume." 

Nash also suggested using a rating 
system that categorizes seafood by "first 
quality," "second quality" or "reject." 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
To meet Russian consumers' 

demand for processed food, Nash 
provided the general director with 
11 salad formulations to consider as 
additions to its product line. 

"They think of seaweed 
as a basic salad," says Nash. 
"But they were open to using 
applications to make different 
products." 

For laminaria, Nash also 
demonstrated the use of textured 
wheat protein that can be used 
as a seafood substitute. "When 
using textured vegetable protein, 
you use less seafood," Nash 
says. 

To improve the consistency 
of fish pastes, he showed the 
staff how to use the emulsifying 
agent lecithin. 

"Currently, the oil and 
water phases of the paste sepa- 
rate during storage and create a 
visually unappealing product," 

he explains. "Lecithin will greatly enhance the 
perceived quality of the fish paste line." 

To transform trimmings from fish preserves 
into a saleable product, Nash recommended 
adding the transglutaminase enzyme that is used in 
the United States to bind sea scallops, resulting in 
doubling or tripling of the price in some American 
markets. 

"Using this binding product could 
transform the preserve trimmings into a value- 
added product," he adds. 

With the use of new technology and machin- 
ery, Nash says the enterprise will be able to meet 
the growing demands of its customer bases. 

And Nash believes laminaria could succeed 
in some U.S. markets. 

"Although laminaria won't appeal to 
all consumers, I think it would sell well in 
high-end markets because of its flavor and 
visual appeal." □ 

To find out more about ACDI/VOCA, visit the 
Web: www.acdivoca.org. 

To learn more about HACCP, go to www.fda. 
gov/ and click on "index" to find "HACCP." Or, visit the 
Association of Food & Drug Officials' Web site: www. 
afdo.org/ and find "HACCP training." 
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IT 
_L .Lybrid striped bass is marketed year- 

round, but the greatest availability is September 
through April. Fresh fish are sold whole, gutted 
or dressed, and on ice to ensure high quality and 
extended shelf life. 

When buying farm-raised hybrid striped 
bass (or any other fish), be sure the eyes appear 
clear and not milky. The gills should be red, not 
brown, and the flesh resilient with a good sheen. 
The fish should have no smell. 

BAKED HYBRID STRIPED BASS 
IN WHITE WINE 
• 1 1/2 pounds hybrid striped bass fillets 
• salt 
• freshly ground black pepper 
• 2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice 
• 2 1/2 tablespoons margarine or butter 
• 1/2 cup chopped onion 
• 1/2 cup dry white wine 
• 1/4 cup water 
• 1/2 cup chopped fresh mushrooms 
• 1 tablespoon chopped parsley 
• 1 teaspoon minced garlic 
• 1/8 teaspoon dried marjoram 
• 1/8 teaspoon dried thyme 
• 1/8 teaspoon cayenne pepper 

By      Joyce Taylor 

Sprinkle fish with salt, pepper and 2 
teaspoons lemon juice. Place chopped onion 
and wine in greased baking pan. Place fish 
on top and dot with small pats of margarine. 
Bake at 450 F for 12 to 15 minutes, or until fish 
flakes easily with a fork. Baste once or twice with 
pan juice. 

While fish is baking, combine remaining 
lemon juice, water, mushrooms, parsley, 
garlic, marjoram, thyme and cayenne in small 
saucepan. Bring to a boil and reduce by half. 
When fish is done, add pan juice to mixture and 
continue cooking until sauce is thick and bubbly. 
Pour over fish. Serves 4 to 5. 

SIMPLY BROILED HYBRID STRIPED BASS 
• 2 pounds hybrid striped bass fillets 
• 1/4 cup margarine or butter, melted 
• 1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice 
• salt 
• freshly ground white pepper 
• paprika 

Combine margarine and lemon juice. 
Brush over fillets. Sprinkle with salt, pepper and 
paprika. Broil about 4 inches from heat until 
golden and fish flakes easily with a fork, about 8 
to 10 minutes. Serves 6 to 8. 

PAN-FRIED HYBRID STRIPED BASS 
• 1 pound hybnd striped bass fillets 
• salt 
• freshly ground black pepper 
• flour 
• 2 tablespoons vegetable oil 
• 2 tablespoons margarine or butter 

Prepare egg wash (following) and set aside. 
Lightly salt and pepper fillets. Dredge in flour 
and shake off excess. Coat in egg wash. Heat 
oil in medium skillet over medium heat. Add 
margarine. Cook fillets over medium heat until 
golden brown on one side, about 4 to 5 minutes. 
Turn and repeat on other side. Remove from pan 
and drain on paper towels. Serves 3 to 4. 

Egg Wash 
' 1 egg 
• 1/4 teaspoon salt 
• 2 tablespoons freshly grated Parmesan cheese 

Whisk egg. Stir in salt and Parmesan. □ 

Excerpted from Mariner's Menu: 30 Years of Fresh 
Seafood Ideas. To order this seafood resource 
book, send $25 to North Carolina Sea Grant, 
NCSU Box 8605, Raleigh, N.C. 27695-8605. 
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FROM     THE EDITOR 

/I 

Avoiding Invasions 

nvasive Species. The title may bring to mind late-night science 
fiction, a Hollywood blockbuster, or even a summer beach novel. 

But we hope that Coastwatch readers have become familiar with 
the real-life problems associated with invasive species that take precious 
habitat and food away from plants and animals that are native to a 
particular ecosystem. 

In recent years, we have shared stories on giant salvinia, lionfish, 
the ripa whelk and phragmites. And in this issue, we showcase efforts of 
the Carolinas Beach Vitex Task Force to stop the introduction and spread 
of an invasive dune plant. 

Now, North Carolina Sea Grant is leading a major public education 
effort focusing on invasive species. While our Coastwatch readership is 
loyal and responsive, our new audience could total millions per year. 

In fact, we will have the opportunity to reach more folks than all 
major league sports audiences in the country combined — because we 
will be partners with the American Zoo and Aquarium Association. 

Known as AZA, the association boasts more than 200 member 
institutions around the country — including the three locations of the 
North Carolina Aquariums, as well as the North Carolina Zoological 
Park and the Western North Carolina Nature Center. 

Our link with AZA includes a former colleague: Steve Olson, AZA 
government affairs director, who previously served as North Carolina 
Sea Grant's associate director for outreach. Since Steve moved to AZA 
in 2000, we have talked about potential collaborations to link Sea Grant 
science with AZA audiences. Those discussions led to a successful 
proposal to the National Sea Grant College Program's strategic initiative 
on invasive species outreach. 

In addition to the AZA headquarters, lead partners on the project 
include the North Carolina Aquariums and Georgia Sea Grant. And we 
have the benefit of an outstanding advisory committee with Sea Grant 
and AZA representatives from around the country, as well as experts from 
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North Carolina's diverse coast offers countless interestingsubjects. 
The large dots on the map indicate story settings in this issue — 

including Pasquotank, Brunswick and Carteret counties. 

government agencies and cooperative projects, such as the Southeast 
Aquatic Resources Partnership. 

The culmination of our efforts will be an informal education 
program that can be offered in each AZA facility — in an aquarium 
auditorium, or on the sidewalk of a zoo. Our challenge is to keep the 
program fun and interesting for all ages, yet provide sound science as 
"take home messages." 

These messages will focus on pathways of introduction and spread 
to which families and individuals can relate — home aquariums and 
water gardens, recreational boating and baitfish. 

Watch for updates on the project. 

Updating Seacoast Plants of the Carolinas 
In the coming months, we hope to jump start our efforts to update 

and reprint Seacoast Plants of the Carolinas: For Conservation and 
Beautification. First published in 1973 as a partnership with the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service, Seacoast Plants 
is considered by many to be an authoritative text for coastal property 
owners in North and South Carolina. 

In recent years, the book has been out of print — thanks to a 
combination of its popularity and a flood in our basement storage area. 

As we gather partners to develop and produce the new edition, 
we hope to keep the best elements offered by original author, Karl E. 
Graetz, while providing greater emphasis on native plant communities 
and ecosystems. 

Are you a fan of Seacoast Plants'? If so, take a few minutes to send 
an email to katie_mosher@ncsu.edu to tell us why. 

Or maybe you are a newcomer to coastal Carolina. Let us 
know what information you need to know when you are considering 
landscaping your piece of heaven on the coast. 

Katie Mosher, Managing Editor 
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COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

Doll to Receive Governor's Award 

Barbara 

Doll, water 

quality 

specialist for 

North Carolina 

Sea Grant, has 

been selected 

as "Natural 

Resources 

Scientist of 

the Year" 

by the 2005 

Governor's Conservation Achievement Awards 

program, sponsored by the N.C. Wildlife 

Federation and the National Wildlife Federation. 

Doll will receive the award at the 44th Annual 

Governor's Award Banquet on March 11 in 

Raleigh. 

"Barbara's career achievements are 

numerous, and the effects of her restoration and 

conservation efforts are enjoyed daily by citizens 

across North Carolina," says Ronald Hodson, 

director of North Carolina Sea Grant. "We are 

proud to have heron staff." 

Since joining North Carolina Sea Grant 

in 1992, Doll has led award-winning stream 

and wetland restoration projects and fostered 

numerous partnerships among state agencies, 

businesses and universities. Along with these 

partners, Doll has generated more than $6.5 

million in grant and outside funding for projects 

ABOVE: Barbara Doll is a leader m stream restoration. 

highlighting 

water quality. 

Her recent 

successes 

include: 

• restor- 

ing 3,000 
linear feet of 

degraded 

streams at 

Yates Mill 

pond, located 

on NC State University's Lake Wheeler Farm; 

• restoring Rocky Branch on the NC State 

campus, once deemed North Carolina's most 

polluted urban stream; and 

• working with several golf courses 

— including Pine Valley Golf Course in New 

Hanover County and Farmville Country Club 

in Pitt County — to incorporate water quality 

science and techniques into their landscaping 

plans. 

Doll also has contributed to several 
products focused on water quality conservation 

and preservation. She co-authored Stream 

Restoration: A Natural Channel Design Handbook, 

co-ed ited Stormwater Runoff Best Management 

Practices for Marinas: A Guide for Operators, 

and often gives lectures and leads field tours 

for universities and colleges across North 

Carolina. —K.A. 

Sea (rat 
North Carolina 

Cover photo of cattle egrets in flight 
by Scott Taylor. Table of Contents photo 

of beach vitex sprouts by Dale Suiter. 

Printed on recycled paper. © 

In the Next Issue of Coastwatch 

"Ten years after Hurricane Fran devastated parts of North Carolina, 

Ann Green looks at lessons learned — including storm forecasting, coastal insurance 

and beach recovery. Erin Seiling sits down with a team of researchers examining 

how land-use patterns along the coast may be affecting blue crab populations. 

And Ron Hodson reflects on his 25 years with North Carolina Sea Grant. 
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COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

Spring EstuaryLIVE Scheduled 

"Tea I eachers interested in taking a field trip this 
spring won't even have to leave their classrooms. 

On May 2-4, the North Carolina National 
Estuarine Research Reserve will offer free, inter- 
active, online field trips through EstuaryLIVE. To 
participate, teachers only need Internet access 
and the free version of Real Player software. 

Two or three virtual field trips are offered 

ABOVE: During EstuaryLIVE, students, teachers and others 
can ask questions that will be answered live from the field. 

each day during the three-day event. Teachers 
are asked to use one computer per classroom 
— to minimize traffic on the site. Classes also are 
encouraged to sign up in advance. This helps the 
hosts prepare for the audience and encourages 
interaction between all participants. 

During the programs, teachers can type 
questions to the field, which will then be 

answered — live! 
Of course, you don't have 

to be a teacher or a student to 
learn something new. Everyone 
who is interested is welcome 
to participate — simply sign up 
online. 

Topics will include: basic 
invertebrate classification, 
horseshoe crabs, historical 
duck decoys, dredging/coastal 
geology, invasive species, coastal 
habitats, and everyone's favorite 
— blue crabs with Duke University 
researcher "Dr. Dan" Rittschoff. 

Additional topics will be 
added, so check the Web site 
often: www.estuarylive.org. — E.S. 

Ecosystem-Based Management 

Conference Set in March 

The I he Coastal Conference on Ecosystem- 
Based Approaches to Management will be held 
March 19-21 at the Holiday Inn Sunspree in 
Wrightsville Beach. 

The conference will focus on marine 
science issues related to the Southeast Shelf 
Regional Ecosystem. Identifying key technical 
issues and regional priorities — as well as 
defining the geographic scale and scope of the 
issues — are among the conference's goals. 

Topics will include fisheries and protected 
species; coastal habitats and pollution; and 
connections between ecosystems and human 
health. Other topics include socio-economic 
impacts, water supply and water flow. 

Speakers represent various state, regional 
and federal agencies and organizations, including 
the U.S. Department of Interior, the National 

Ocean Service, the South Atlantic Marine 
Fisheries Management Council, the National 
Science Foundation and the Coastal States 
Organization, as well as the N.C. Department 
of Environment and Natural Resources and the 
S.C. Department of Natural Resources. 

Sponsors include the University of 
North Carolina at Wilmington, the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
the College of Charleston, the N.C. Clean 
Water Management Trust Fund, The Nature 
Conservancy and North Carolina Sea Grant. 

Registration is $75. Limited scholarships 
are available. For information, contact Lynne 
Goodspeed at 910/962-7261. 

If you are interested in enrolling or need 
more information about the conference visit: 
www. uncw. edu/ecosystemconference.   — J. H. 

FISHERIES FORUM 

MARCH 14 IN NEW BERN 

On March 14, North Carolina Sea 
Grant and the N.C. Division of Marine 
Fisheries (DMF) will host a Fisheries Forum 
at the New Bern Riverfront Convention 
Center. 

The daylong event will begin with 
presentations from several researchers 
that have participated in the state's Blue 
Crab Research Program and Fishery 
Resource Grant Program. FRG and Blue 
Crab research projects are funded by the 
North Carolina General Assembly and 
administered by North Carolina Sea Grant. 

The project results are used by DMF 
and other agencies to better manage the 
fishery resources of the state. Results also 
benefit fishers and other stakeholders in 
the seafood industry by introducing new 
gear, methods and technologies that can be 
readily applied within the industry. 

During lunch, posters highlighting the 
results of other significant FRG and Blue 
Crab research will be on display around the 
convention center. 

The afternoon session will feature a 
discussion led by the N.C. Marine Fisheries 
Commission on public perception of fishery 
management. DMF also will review the new 
recreational saltwater license and solicit 
ideas for the expenditure of revenue earned 
by sales of the license. 

Members of the public should 
contact North Carolina Sea Grant to 
register. Call 919/515-2454. There is no 
cost to attend, but an accurate count is 
needed to prepare for the event. 

-E.S. 
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COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

New Snapper-Grouper 

Harvest Restrictions 

ABOVE: North Carolina waterfronts have many uses. 

CHANGING 

WATERFRONTS FORUM 

Along North Carolina's coast, 

waterfronts are seeing many changes. 

Although traditional maritime operations 

still occupy some waterfront areas, 

numerous marine facilities are being 

redeveloped for residential or other uses. 

To share ideas about this dynamic 

situation, North Carolina Sea Grant will host 

"North Carolina's Changing Waterfronts: 

Coastal Access and Traditional Uses" on 

June 5. The event will be held at the New 

Bern Riverfront Convention Center. 

The one-day forum will include: 

sessions on how and why waterfronts 

are changing; cultural and economic 

factors; options for communities and 

property owners; and innovative efforts 

in other states. 

Registration will be required. 

For more information, contact North 

Carolina Sea Grant, 919/515-2454 or 

jack_thigjen@ncsu.edu. Look for updates 

on www.ncseagrant.org. — A.G. 

The South 
Atlantic Fishery 
Management 
Council (SAMFC) 
has approved new 
harvest restrictions 
on the snapper- 
grouper fishery. 

The new regulations reduce the current 344,508- 
pound snowy grouper quota to 151,000 pounds 
in 2006. By the third year of the plan, the quota 
will fall to 84,000 pounds with a limit of 100 
pounds per trip. These quotas apply to North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and east 
Florida — the areas regulated by SAMFC. 

Although these restrictions may seem 
severe to some, the SAFMC expects that fishers 
will reap rewards when stocks of snapper- 
grouper species rebound. However, some 

scientists have cautioned that the "rebound" 
may take as long as 30 years. 

Commercial fishers worry that the new 
quotas may drive them out of business. In 
response to these new limits, the N.C. Division 
of Marine Fisheries says fishers will probably 
target a different species to make up lost 
income. But, SAMFC managers warn, that 
may only shift the fishing pressure elsewhere. 

A popular "alternate" species is tilefish, 
which often mix with snowy grouper off the 
coast of North Carolina. This makes it difficult 
for fishers to target tilefish, for fear that snowy 
grouper will be caught as bycatch. 

Many fishers suggest the quotas should 
be tailored to each state, similar to the striped 
bass and summer flounder plans. However, 
SAMFC plans to go ahead with the new 
regional restrictions as written. — E.S. 

Spring 'Encore for Oysters' Planned 

Th Ih ree regional public 
forums celebrating the 
eastern oyster will be held 
on Saturday, March 
25. During the events, 
participants will learn 
about oyster projects 
taking place along the 
North Carolina coast 
through poster displays, 
field trips and presentations. 

The daylong "Encore for zfiRty 
Oysters" — at the N.C. Aquariums at Fort 
Fisher and at Roanoke Island, and the Duke 
University Marine Lab in Beaufort — are 
cosponsored by the North Carolina Coastal 
Federation. Activities will include morning 
presentations, lunchtime displays and a 
selection of afternoon field trips. 

Participants will learn about a variety of 
projects focused on improving and restoring 
oyster habitat including: wetland restoration, 
stormwater control, oyster reef restoration, 

oyster shell recycling and oyster 
gardening. Depending on 

the region, field trips may 
include a visit to a living 
shoreline, oyster and 
wetland restoration 
projects, or a local oyster 

hatchery. 
Additional 

sponsorship for the 
forums is made possible by 

North Carolina Sea Grant, N.C. 
Estuarine Research Reserve, N.C. Department 
of Environment and Natural Resources, 
N.C. Clean Water Management Trust Fund, 
Albemarle-Pamlico National Estuanne Program, 
Environmental Defense, Nature Conservancy 
and the University of North Carolina at 
Wilmington, among others. 

Space is limited, and registration is 
required. For a detailed agenda, field trip 
descriptions and registration information go to 
www.nccoast.orgor call 252/393-8195.     — E.S. 
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COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

Knauss Fellows Start Year in D.C. 

fwi I wo North Carolina scholars 
have been selected as Dean John 
A. Knauss Manne Policy Fellows. 
Wilhelmina Innes of Duke University 
and Leigh Zimmerman of the 
University of North Carolina at 
Wilmington (UNCW) are spending 
2006 in Washington D.C. learning 
about federal policy-making 
processes that affect the ocean, 
coastal and Great Lakes region. 

Innes, a native ofTowanda, Pa., 
graduated from Duke with a Master 
of Environmental Management 
in 2005. As a Knauss fellow, she 
works with the Marine Mammal 
Commission, an independent agency 
that oversees policies and programs 
related to marine mammal conservation. 

Innes will participate in various projects with 
the commission, including a comprehensive review 

Wilhelmina Innes 

Leigh Zimmerman 

of recovery efforts for nght whales. 
Zimmerman, ofWImington, 

N.C, graduated from UNCW 
with a Master in Marine Science in 
2005. For her Knauss fellowship, 
she works with the Center for 
Sponsored Coastal Ocean 
Research, part of the National 
Ocean Service. One of her projects 
involves planning a workshop for 
researchers examining red tide in 
the Gulf of Mexico. 

Zimmerman believes the 
fellowship will help her better 
understand the complex blend of 
science and policy. 

The National Sea Grant 
College Program sponsors the 

fellowship, valued at $40,000. 
For more information about the fellow- 

ship, visit www.ncseagrant.org/Fellowships.   — K.A. 

New Tagging Program 

to Begrn May 2006 

ABOVE: A new striped bass reportingprogram 
takes effect in May. 

A new mandatory Atlantic Ocean striped 
bass reporting program will be in effect from May to 
October. The program is designed to provide more 
reliable numbers on the recreational harvest of striped 
bass during the closed commercial season in the 
Albemarle Sound Management Area. 

Recreational anglers must complete catch cards 
that are available at fishing piers, tackle shops and 
marinas. The catch cards will count all striped bass 
harvested from the inland waters of the Albemarle Sound and extending north to the state line and 
south to Eagle's Nest Bay. 

Once fishers complete catch cards, they are issued landing tags that must be affixed through 
the mouth and gill cover of each striped bass prior to its removal from the vessel. Fishers must affix 
the tag before the vessel is removed from the water. 

Anglers are required to report striped bass released live back into the ocean. 
This program is similar to the Atlantic Ocean Striped Bass Summer Catch Card Landing Tag 

Program implemented by the N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries last year. During the program, 
which lasted from Sept. 1 to Oct. 31,2005, a total of 57 striped bass were reported and tagged. 

In 2004, recreational fishers — who are not allowed to take more than two fish a day 
— harvested more than 5 million pounds of striped bass from North Carolina's ocean waters. 

For more information about the tagging program, or to obtain an on-board tagging kit, contact 
Doug Mumford at doug.mumford@ncinail.net or by calling 800/338-7804 or 252/946-6481. -J.H. 

NOAA FUNDS 

N.C. HYPOXIA STUDY 

A trio of Duke University researchers 
recently received a National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
grant to study the effects of hypoxia on 
North Carolina fishenes. The three-year 
grant, worth approximately $576,000, was 
awarded to Kevin Craig, Larry Crowder and 
Martin Smith. 

Hypoxia refers to waters with low 
levels of dissolved oxygen. Most marine 
organisms become stressed under these 
conditions and tend to avoid hypoxic areas. 
Hypoxia can occur naturally, but often is 
related to human impacts such as nutrient 
enrichment from runoff. 

Crowder and Craig, ecologists, 
hope to assess the ecological impacts of 
hypoxia on fisheries in North Carolina, with 
emphasis on the shrimp fishery. Smith, 
an economist, will derive monetary dollar 
figures representing what value people 
place on ecological functions, such as clean 

uemmmeaaa. water. 
|||||ipil||i I Results of the study 

. will provide an indication 
'\aH I   of what "costs" are 
% \    associated with hypoxia. 

These costs could be 
'^''^I^HBi I   calculated in terms of 

;^yJi     dollars lost within a 
WRS^*//'^'.'     fishery, ecological costs or 
W&$/;-jiJ&     impacts to water quality, 

explains Craig. 
The project is part of the Coastal 

Hypoxia Research Program (CHRP), 
managed by the NOAA Ocean Service's 
Center for Sponsored Coastal Ocean 
Research. CHRP will provide resource 
managers new tools, techniques and 
information for making informed decisions 
and assessing alternative management 
strategies regarding hypoxia. Determining 
the causes of hypoxia, being able to 
predict its occurrence, and evaluating 
the subsequent impacts are necessary to 
developing potential management options, 
according to NOAA. - E.S. 
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f om white-capped ocean waves to 
Whitewater mountain rapids, there are millions of 
reasons to love North Carolina for its nature-blessed 
beauty. 

But North Carolina has much more going for 
it than any scenic postcard could capture. Beyond 
the aesthetics are hard-working, natural systems 
— land, water and air — that sustain life and 
livelihoods. 

Fishing, farming and forestry fueled the state's 
economy for the earliest settlers. Today's more 
diverse economy still is tied to natural resources 
for commerce and for the quality of life of its 
workforce. 

North Carolina's environmental assets are no 
secret to tourists who pumped $12 billion into the 
state's economy in 2004. And, its natural beauty 
continues to attract a new wave of "settlers" into 
burgeoning communities from the mountains to 
the coast. By 2030, state officials expect some 12 
million people to call North Carolina home. 

Growth has its economic benefits. But many 
North Carolinians recognize that the boom could 
be costly in terms of degraded land, water and air 
quality that often accompany dramatic changes in 
land use and loss of open spaces. 

Now, leaders from across the state are rallying 
around the "One North Carolina Naturally" banner 
to help balance the integrity of natural systems 
with pressures of inevitable growth. Among the 
flag-bearers are supporters from local governments, 
state agencies, industry, land trusts and conservation 
organizations, military reservations, academia and 
citizen groups. 
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ometimes, in the stillness of the Croatan National Forest, the quiet drumming of 
a red-cockaded woodpecker can be heard. 

Nesting cavities high in selected longleaf pines indicate the presence of a resident group 
of the endangered bird — found only in scattered longleaf pine savannas in the Southeast 
This day no rare bird reveals itself by sound or sight. 

Even on a slow birding day, nature lovers can spot an array of rare or endangered flora, 
such as the Venus fly trap, says John Fussell, naturalist and environmental consultant from 
Morehead City. 

Fussell leads the way just past a fire line at the southern edge of the national forest to 
his destination: the 841 -acre Pettiford Creek Tract. This is "ecologically significant land with 
multiple conservation values" for this central coastal area, he explains. 

Its acquisition, negotiated by the North Carolina Coastal Land Trust (NCCLT), was 
completed in 2004. Until then, the undeveloped Pettiford Creek Tract was eyed for its 
significant real estate value. 

Pettiford Creek, a tributary of the White Oak River, ripples along the site's 2.4-mile 
waterfront The mature longleaf pines, wetlands, streams and sandy upland bluffs might have 
become the backdrop for an upscale development 

Instead, the tract now is part of the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission's (WRC) public 
game lands program that will reap priceless benefits for the environment and the public, 
Fussell says. 

The intact land continues to support endangered and rare flora and fauna. And, 
officials from WRC and the N.C. Division of Forest Services are designing a prescribed burn 
program to extend conservation benefits seamlessly across state and federal forest boundaries. 

Moreover, the land buffers a portion of Pettiford Creek that remains open for shellfish 
harvesting. Conservation groups are attempting to enhance aquatic hab- 
itat by protecting connected buffers along streams, rivers and estuaries. 

To keep the Pettiford Creek Tract as nature designed it, Camilla 
Herlevich, NCCLT executive director, led efforts to cobble together $4.7 
million in grants — from the N.C. Clean Water Management Trust Fund 
(CWMTF), the N.C. Heritage Trust Fund (HTF) and the Federal Forest 
Legacy Program — to secure the deal from private landowners. At one 
point, The Nature Conservancy (TNQ pitched in with a $600,000 loan 
to keep the deal on target during the two-and-half year process. 

Thanks to the successful private/public/nonprofit collaborative 
model, the Pettiford Creek Tract also is part of the million-acre tally of 
protected open space. 

"Land trusts and conservation groups are critically important to 
'One North Carolina Naturally,'" says Fussell. 

AN EVOLUTIONARY IDEA 
"One North Carolina Naturally" evolved 

from the N.C. General Assembly's mandate in 
2000 to permanently protect a million acres of 
farmland, open space and other conservation 
lands by the end of 2009 — 10 years after then- 
Gov. James B. Hunt issued the conservation 
challenge. His "Million Acre Initiative" directed 
the Secretary of the N.C. Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) 
to oversee the formidable mission. 

In 2002, DENR Secretary William Ross 
upped the ante — announcing the "One North 
Carolina Naturally" plan to promote and 
coordinate long-term programs and strategies to 
protect land and water resources. 

His expanded vision also recognizes 
the need for conservation strategies for 
private lands. Options include working with 
landowners to establish conservation easements 
on environmentally sensitive tracts. 

Ross sees opportunity, as well as urgency, 
as farms and forests are converted to real estate. 
In 2005, for example, International Paper 
announced plans to sell 639,000 acres in North 
Carolina. 

THIS PACE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: John Fussell enjoys the rare 
(bra and fauna in Croatan National Forest and adjacent Pettiford Creek 
Tract. • The endangered red-cockaded woodpecker is found only in 
equally rare longleaf pine savannas in the Southeast. • The Pettiford 
Creek tract protects an important tributary of the White Oak River. • 
U.S. Forest Service scientists mark nesting cavity trees in the Croatan 
National Forest. OPPOSITE PACE: The North Carolina Nature 
Conservancy staff members gather at die base of a 2,600-year old tree 
in the Roanoke River Swamp. 
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"That, combined with the tobacco buy-out 
program, represents a huge change, especially 
in the coastal area," he notes. "Farmland where 
tobacco and cotton once grew now is sprouting 
upscale golfing or boating communities." 

Ross explains the "One North Carolina 
Naturally" mission is threefold: 

• Green Lands, Blue Waters: 
Protecting and Restoring Natural Areas for 
Future Generations - The million-acre goal is 
a keystone piece of this effort to conserve land 
and water resources for future generations. 

• Working on the Water: Protecting 
and Restoring Sounds and Ocean Habitats 
-The North Carolina Coastal Habitat Protection 
Plan, adopted in 2004, is an important part 
of ensuring the viability of commercial and 
recreational fishing, tourism, education and other 
coastal activities that rely on healthy aquatic 
systems. 

• Working Lands: Advancing Steward- 
ship of Farms and Forests - Working farms, 
forests and recreational destinations require 
special programs, such as incentives for conser- 
vation easements, to help landowners maintain 
traditional — and sustainable — land uses. 

onservation work takes time and patience — and often surprising partners. 
Sam Pearsall, who oversees the Roanoke River Project for The Nature Conservancy (TNC) 
can attest to that. 

Several months ago, Pearsall heard from a farmer who wanted to talk with someone 
about building a bulkhead to shore up erosion on his Albemarle Sound property. 

As Pearsall tells it, by the end of the conversation, the farmer had agreed to remove an 
old bulkhead, sell the waterfront easement to the N.C. Coastal Federation (NCCF), and put 
in an environmentally friendly canoe platform. 

TNC now has 14 such platforms along the Roanoke River. "It's all about awareness. If 
you sell people on the need, it's not at all a hard sell," Pearsall says. 

The importance of the Roanoke River Basin has been a well-told story since scientists 
began mapping the area more than three decades ago. The lower floodplain contains the 
largest intact and least disturbed bottomland hardwood forest ecosystem remaining in the 
mid-Atlantic region. 

"It's unique for all sorts of important things. It vies for first or second place as the most 
biologically diverse river on the East Coast. The James and Savannah rivers are contenders," 
Pearsall points out. "We have a little friendly rivalry going." 

What's more, with 214 bird species, including 88 breeding species, the Roanoke 
floodplain has the highest diversity of breeding birds in the state's coastal plain. 

"It's the habitat for 44 neotropical birds and a primary export center for wood thrush," 
he adds. 

Since as early as 1981, TNC has played a key role in protecting more than 61,000 
acres along the 137-mile river corridor, working in partnership with a number of timber 
companies, government agencies and individual land owners. 

Conservation is a big process, Pearsall says. And, conservation on the scale of the 
Roanoke River has the potential "to hold wild places together" during catastrophic natural 
events. Such undisturbed tracts help buffer flooding, prevent erosion and avert loss of lives 
and the destruction of human-built environments. 

"The 2005 hurricane season is a dramatic lesson of why it's important to keep people 
out of harm's way," Pearsall points out. "Buying up flood-prone lands and turning them into 
parks, nature preserves, hunt clubs and working forests could save thousands of lives and 
billions of dollars just in North Carolina." 

The conservation of public and private 
lands adds up to mutual benefits, Ross says. 

"We are taking a holistic approach to 
conservation of natural resources. We can 
set aside a million acres, but if private lands 
degrade, eventually preserved acreage and 
waterways will be degraded," he explains. 

MAPPING THE FUTURE 
When the initiative was launched, 2.8 

million acres of state, federal and private 
lands were permanently protected. Since 
then, just over 350,000 acres have been 
added to the inventory through the collective 
efforts of nonprofit land trusts, conservation 

organizations, state and federal governmental 
entities, and concerned citizens. 

Land acquisition for conservation lags 
behind schedule, in part, because of shortfalls 
in the state's allocation to the N.C. Clean Water 
Management Trust Fund (CWMTF). The fund 
was established by the General Assembly to 
support the million-acre initiative. For the 
2005-06 budget cycle, for the first time, 
CWMTF will be fully funded at $100 million. 

"One North Carolina Naturally" is 
no single-agency operation. Developing 
an efficient — and cost-effective 
— comprehensive conservation plan takes 

Continued 
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Todd Miller and Sarah King check progress of the North Carolina 
Coastal Federation's North River Farm restoration project. • The restored wetlands will 
filter stormwater runoff before it reaches North River, a tributary of the White Oak River. 
• Land movers are restoring 6,000 acres of farmland to natural wetlands. • The Clean 
Water Management Trust Fund is one of several financial resources tapped for the project. 
• The White Oak River is an important aquatic habitat as well as a recreation destination. 

odd Miller, executive director of the N.C. Coastal Federation, knows 
that leaving nature intact is less costly — and a lot less complicated — than undoing 
three decades of environmental harm. That's what the Federation's 6,000-acre 
North River Farm restoration project is all about 

Since the 1970s, wetlands have been ditched, drained and filled to enable 
farming the tract of land in eastern Carteret County. Over the years, Miller explains, 
the agricultural runoff has polluted many of North River's creeks with sediments, 
nutrients and bacteria — resulting in the closure of many historically productive 
shellfish waters. 

Now, earthmovers are remolding and returning the floodplain and wetlands to 
their natural state. 

The North River Farm Project is cited as the largest restoration project in 
the state's history and among the largest in the nation.The 10-year project will be 
completed in several phases and with many funding sources to bring the creeks — and the 
oysters they nourish — back to health. 

The completed project will provide another important environmental function. Its 
wetlands will become a sponge to absorb and slowly filter runoff from its adjacent neighbor 
— the 40,000-acre Open Grounds Farm. 

The North River Farm tract also serves as an outdoor scientific lab. Working with 
scientists from North Carolina State University, Duke University Marine Laboratory and the 
N.C. Wetland Restoration program, pre- and post-restoration monitoring plans are being 
designed and implemented. 

"Long-term monitoring of this large-scale restoration project will provide valuable 
lessons in design and strategies," explains Sarah King, the project site manager. Monitoring will 
test the effectiveness of various restoration methods meant to restore water quality and allow 
reopening of closed shellfish waters. 

Conservation efforts take planning, persistence and lots of funding, Miller reflects. The 
federation's North River Farm effort dates back to 1999, with the purchase of 1,991 acres 
with a grant from the N.C. Clean Water Management Trust Fund (CWMTF) for just over $1 
million. Since then, it has added acreage with additional grants from CWMTF, as well as private 
investors. In 2002, a group called 1804 Wildlife Partners purchased 1,435 acres to enroll in 
the federal Wetlands Reserve Program, and a private mitigation bank company purchased an 
additional 385 acres. 

Numerous other granting agencies have invested in the project. The National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, FishAmerica 
Foundation, the Albemarle-Pamlico National Estuary Program, the N.C. Wetlands Restoration 
Program, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are among the partners "banking on" success 
of the project. 

"Yes, it sounds complicated," Miller muses. "But buying the land was the easy part." 

grassroots involvement, scientific tools, and 
the availability of resource materials to support 
ongoing regional efforts. 

Early on, Ross established the Office 
of Conservation and Community Affairs and 
tapped Richard Rogers to lead that outreach and 
educational effort. Beginning in 2002, Rogers 
facilitated regional meetings across the state 
both to gather and to provide information about 
important land-use planning decisions. 

At the same time, Rogers says, by 
working with local and regional groups to 
identify and address specific needs, the state 
can set a course that does not conflict with the 
groups' goals. 

The regional forums, funded by the 
Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation, resulted in 
developing the One North Carolina Naturally 
Consolidated Map that features: 

• areas where population growth may be 
placing pressure on natural resources and open 
space; 

• lands, either publicly or privately owned 
or managed for open space, such as parks, 
game lands or agriculture research areas; 

• future focus areas with conservation 
plans based on ecological information; and 

• regional plans developed by regional 
planning efforts. 
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From the program's online home page, 
those interested can quickly link to the map, 
then zoom in on specific areas in a selected 
community. Layers reveal critical features such 
as habitats, water bodies and infrastructure. 
Future updates will include statewide 
greenways, canoe trails and boat access points. 

The map is an important planning tool, 
Rogers says. "It clearly shows what has 
been achieved through public and private 
efforts. With it, multiple partners can identify 
opportunities to protect large and small tracts 
— or areas that connect conservation gaps." 

MONEY TALKS 
The state's conservation groups have 

employed creative financing since tight budget 
years have limited the state's purchasing power. 

Most land acquisition relies on state 
programs, such as CWMTF. The Natural 
Heritage Trust Fund and the Parks and 
Recreation Trust Fund share annual proceeds 
from the state's deed registry tax. The Farmland 
Preservation Trust Fund has had limited 
funding since it was established in 2000. 

Bill Holman, CWMTF executive director, 
says this year's fully funded budget allocation 
"will go a long way toward protecting our water 
resources and making sure North Carolina has 

a healthy environment 
and economy." 

Strong public and 
private partnerships 
forged through "One 
North Carolina 
Naturally" have helped 
leverage funding 
during the lean years. 

Projects are 
described on the 
CWMTF Web site. 
Data from the analysis 
of monitored tracts 
across the state soon 
will be posted. 

"There are real 
success stories out 
there," Holman says. 
"The genius behind 
the program is that 
local communities are 
engaged in determining 

what is important to them." 
Some projects lend themselves well 

to increasing public awareness, he says. A 
shoreline stabilization project at Carteret 
County Community College will demonstrate 
innovative methods. "People will see the 
methods and the results — more crabs, more 
birds, more life. Students and other volunteers 
will be involved with collecting data. Forums 
will be held to talk about results." 

Holman, former DENR secretary, adds 
"Clean water is the foundation of our coastal 
economy. It is critical to protect natural and 
cultural resources as we grow." 

Planning is key. "It's essential to include 
economic and environmental concerns in 
planning discussions to create communities 
where future generations will live healthy and 
prosperous lives," says Walter Clark, North 
Carolina Sea Grant coastal policy specialist. 

North Carolina Sea Grant, he adds, has 
resources that support "One North Carolina 
Naturally" by helping communities develop 
strategies to balance economy and ecology. 

"Our Coastal Initiative Program provides 
research, education and outreach to assist in 
growth management," Clark notes. 

In addition, the N.C. Coastal Resources 
Law, Planning and Policy Center is designed 

to match local needs for legal and policy 
information with researchers and students in 
law and planning programs at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, as well as North 
Carolina Sea Grant. 

Tremendous efforts — and an additional 
stream of funding — are needed to realize the 
million-acre conservation goal, Holman says. 

To that end, Land for Tomorrow — 
a coalition of conservation groups, businesses 
and citizens — is seeking legislative support for 
a plan to finance land acquisition. 

The partners recommend that the General 
Assembly place a $1 billion bond referendum 
before North Carolina voters in November 2006. 
The measure would help realize the "One North 
Carolina Naturally" mission by bolstering the 
state's land-buying power over five years. 

"If we are successful," says Kate Dixon, 
Land for Tomorrow spokesperson, "the monies 
could be used to leverage federal, local and 
private matching funds, to build on the existing 
trust funds, and help local communities create 
sustainable jobs and a higher quality of life." 

At the end of the day, says Secretary Ross, 
"One North Carolina Naturally" is about the 
awareness that we the people are part of the 
natural system. We the people need to take 
responsibilities for our actions and do better 
for our children and for a bright future. We the 
people can't live apart from natural systems. We 
are interconnected and dependent upon them 
— and inspired by them." □ 

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
'ONE NORTH CAROLINA 
NATURALLY' 

For more information on "One 
North Carolina Naturally" and open space 
conservation efforts, go online to: 
• One North Carolina Naturally, DENR, 

www. ncna turally. org; 
• Land for Tomorrow, 

www. landtortomorrow.or" 
• The Nature Conservancy, www.tnc.org; 
• N.C. Coastal Federation, www.nccf.org; and 
• The N.C. Coastal Land Trust, 

vvww.coasfa//andtrust.org. 
For a complete list of local and regional 

land trusts, go to The Conservation Trust for 
North Carolina, www.ctnc.org. 
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BY ANN GREEN 

The canal is an engineering marvel and a 
truly wonderful part of America's maritime heritage. 

— Bland Simpson, author of 
The Great Dismal, A Carolinian's Swamp Memoir 

! Capt. Merritt Walter steers 
the Bonny Blue through a narrow strip on the 
Dismal Swamp Canal, he points out the water's 
reflection — a calm mirror of green trees. 

"The picture doesn't change often," says 
Walter, owner of the Bonny Blue. "If you are 
not careful, you get tunnel vision." 

Miles of canal banks are lined with 
maples, junipers, cypress and gum trees. 
Occasionally flocks of birds move in and out. 

"The refuge has more than 200 species of 
birds," says Deloras Freeman, a Dismal Swamp 
National Wildlife Refuge park ranger. "Many 
of these species can be seen from the canal that 
forms the eastern boundary of the refuge." 

Occasionally, boaters also might see a 
snake, otter, deer or turtle in the tea-colored 
water, or a bear running through the forest. The 
dark water is unusually pure because of the 
tannic acids from the barks of junipers, gum 
and cypress. Before the days of refrigeration, 
drinking water from the swamp was a highly 
prized commodity on sailing ships. 

'This environment is so peaceful and 
quiet," says Bonny Blue passenger Mary 
Lou Chambers of Greensboro. "The trip is 
something my husband and I had been talking 
about doing for a long time." 

The Bonny Blue takes groups on the canal 
from Deep Creek, Va., to Elizabeth City, N.C., 
and back. "It is a great way to cruise the canal 

in a comfortable fashion," says Walter, who is 
deeply tanned from his years on the water. 

The canal, which is part of the Atlantic 
Intracoastal Waterway, stretches 22 miles, 
connecting the Chesapeake Bay in Virginia 
— via the Elizabeth River — to the Albemarle 
Sound in North Carolina—via the Pasquotank 
River. Operated by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, the canal also includes two locks, one 
at Deep Creek, Va., and the other in the small 
North Carolina village of South Mills. Both locks 
raise or lower cruising craft about eight feet. 

As the oldest continually operating man- 
made canal in the United States, the Dismal 
Canal is listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places and designated as a National 
Historic Civil Engineering Landmark. It also 
is part of the National Underground Railroad 
Network to Freedom, an escape route used by 
numerous slaves in antebellum North Carolina. 

creational Waterway 

Today, the canal is used mainly by 
recreational vehicles, including trawlers, 
sailboats and other watercraft and a few 
commercial boats. Each year, about 2,000 
boaters stop in Elizabeth City while traveling 
down the canal, according to the Elizabeth City 
Area Convention & Visitors Bureau. 

Boaters spend about $300 per trip in 

Elizabeth City, where there is free 48-hour 
docking, says Russ Haddad, director of the 
Convention & Visitors Bureau. 

"Recreational boaters are increasingly 
taking advantage of opportunities to see history 
and wildlife off the beaten path," explains 
Jack Thigpen, North Carolina Sea Grant 
extension director. 'This will lead to economic 
opportunities for local communities as well." 

Because of the large number of boaters 
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on the canal, the N.C. Department of 
Transportation opened the Dismal Swamp 
Canal Welcome Center in 1989 on U.S. 17 in 
Camden County. The center is located on the 
canal's eastern banks, five miles north of the 
South Mills lock. 

"We meet wonderful people by highway 
and waterway," says Penny Leary-Smith, the 
welcome center's director. "We see some of the 
same couples every spring and fall. We know 

them by the names of their boats." 
The Dismal Swamp Canal also has 

a colorful past. Its history dates back to 
1728, when Col. William Byrd of Virginia 
described the swamp as a "vast body of dirt 
and nastiness." His experience prompted him 
to consider a canal that would connect the 
Albemarle Sound to the Elizabeth River. 

Famous folks have made their marks 
on the canal, including George Washington. 

For him, the swamp was far from dismal. 
Washington realized the value of the area's 
great stands of virgin Atlantic white cedar and 
organized the Dismal Swamp Land Company 
in 1763. 

The nation's first president and fellow 
investors saw the rich potential of Dismal 
Swamp timber and invested in 40,000 acres of 
timberland during the next two decades. 

Continued 
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In 1784, then-Gov. Patrick Henry of 
Virginia proposed a canal, and that same year, 
the Dismal Swamp Canal Company was 
created. Digging progressed slowly because 
work had to be done with hand shovels. 

By 1796, the costs of building the canal 
had far exceeded the projected estimates, 
prompting the company to stop work and begin 
a road to connect the two canal sections. The 
road was completed in 1802. 

nal Commerce 

Three years later, the full canal opened, 
Walter says. 

Because the waterway was so shallow, it 
was limited to flat boats and log rafts that were 
manually poled or towed. Shipments consisted 
mainly of logs, shingles and other wood 
products from the swamp's great stands of 
cedar and juniper. 

"The canal became the first major means of 
commerce between northeastern North Carolina 
and southeastern Virginia and opened the trade 
corridors between the sounds of North Carolina 
and the Chesapeake Bay," explains Robert Peek, 
Deep Creek lockmaster and bridge tender. 

Though important to the logging industry, 
the canal never lived up to its original purpose 
of serving as a major regional waterway in its 
first decades. 

In 1813, the Feeder Ditch was dug to 
provide water for the canal and to simplify travel 
to Lake Drummond in Virginia. The three-mile 
ditch is about three feet deep and reaches to the 
heart of the Dismal Swamp Canal. 

When the canal was made deeper in 1829 
to accommodate vessels drawing 5.5 feet of 
water, steamboats began hauling goods through 
the passage. 

The canal's heyday from 1829 to 1859 
was the only time that investors were paid 
well, according to George Ramsey, director 
of the southeast region of the Virginia Canals 
& Navigations Society. "They shipped pigs, 
livestock, meat, beef and pork. The canal also 
was heavy on tar for naval stores in North 
Carolina and Virginia," adds Ramsey. "They 
got the tar — not from the ground — but from 
boiling down the sap of pine trees." 

During the antebellum period, many slaves 
also used the canal. 

"There is no telling how many runaway 
slaves, possibly hundreds, followed the 
canal and the canal bank road north toward 
freedom," says Bland Simpson, author of 
The Great Dismal, A Carolinian's Swamp 
Memoir. "The canal is an engineering marvel 
and a truly wonderful part of America's 
maritime heritage." 

With the opening of the Albemarle- 
Chesapeake Canal in 1859, the Dismal 
Canal's commerce dropped. 

However, the onset of the Civil War put 
the Dismal Canal in an important strategic 
position for Union and Confederate forces. 

Following disrepair after the war, private 
interests revitalized the canal in the mid- 
1890s. 

By the 1920s, commercial traffic had 
subsided except for passenger vessels. The 
infrequent use and poor maintenance of the 
canal led to the federal government buying it 
in 1929 for $500,000. 

Throughout its history, much has been 
written about the canal and the surrounding 
swamp's dark secrets, ghost stories and tales of 
hidden runaway slaves. 

These tales have been seasoned with 
accounts of ferocious bears, screaming bobcats 
and diverse flora. 

Bob Hines, who grew up on Sawyer's 
Creek that originates on the east side of the 
swamp, has seen of a lot of wildlife in and 
near the swamp — from wild hogs to bears, 
raccoons and bobcats. 

"One time, my dad and I were driving 
down the road near the west side of the swamp 
during the summer, and we saw a cougar," says 
Hines, a North Carolina Sea Grant fisheries 
specialist. "It appeared to be black or at least 
dark in the dim light. It was very catlike and 
had a long tail. Anyway, no one ever believed 
that we saw it." 
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TOP TO BOTTOM: During the 1800s and early 
1900s, many boats and barges went through the 
Dismal Swamp Canal at South Mills. • The canal, 
which is picturesque and serene, is lined with a 
variety of trees. • Several sailboats and a small 
yacht go through the locks at South Mills. 

Over the years, flaws in the canal's 
original concept and design have caused 
maintenance problems, according to the Army 
Corps. Water levels between Deep Creek and 
the canal's original end in Joyce's Creek were 
not correctly measured. Even with the Feeder 

Ditch that supplies water 
from Lake Drummond, 
the canal periodically has 
low water levels. 

If there is a drought, 
the canal can be shut 
down. "However, the 
Corps has not shut down 
the locks since 1999," 
says Peek. For 17 years 
before that, the canal 
shut down every fall for 
droughts, he adds. 

The locks at Deep 
Creek and at South Mills 
hold water between the 
two points, says Peek, 
the lockmaster who often 
entertains boaters by 
playing tunes on conch 
shells. 

"At Deep Creek, it 
is eight to 12 feet during 
high tide. At the point 
where South Mills comes 
through the Elizabeth 
River, it is eight feet 
— give or take." 

During hurricanes 
Floyd and Irene, the 
locks were used as dams, 
adds Peek. 

Despite rumors of 
ceasing the operation of 
the canal, the Corps has 
periodically dredged and 
cleared the canal to keep 
it open. In 2003, after 
Hurricane Isabel, the 
Corps' Norfolk district 
engineers cleared almost 
700 downed trees and 
other debris. 

For the fiscal year 
2006 that ends Sept. 
30, federal funding will 

be used to operate and maintain the two locks, 
two bridges and three water-control structures, 
according to Joel Scussel, Army Corps civil 
engineer in Norfolk. "In addition, this funding 
will be used to maintain the 22-mile long canal, 
including snagging trees and dragging for 
underwater navigation obstructions," he adds. 

bnny Blue Inception 

As an avid sailor and yacht designer, 
Walter has taken a number of trips on the Dismal 
Swamp Canal. 

"I had been going on this route since the 
1970s and wanted to design a boat that would 
cruise on this scenic waterway," explains Walter. 
"When you go north on the canal, the reflection 
on the Pasquotank River is gorgeous. So I 
designed a luxurious passenger boat that would 
accommodate up to 16 people for overnight 
voyages." 

In 2003, Walter and his wife, Bonnie, took 
the first group down the canal. "The boat was 
designed after the 1920 steamboat Emnia K that 
carried freight, mail and passengers on the same 
route," he says. "It was the last steamboat on the 
canal. It stopped running in 1921." 

The double-decker passenger yacht is 
decorated in a rich decor of polished walnut, 
tapestry and brass fittings. Passengers can sleep 
in double cabins with large windows, eat in a 
dining area, or lounge on two decks to take in 
the scenic environment. 

On the second day of a trip, the 72-foot 
Bonny Blue leaves the docks at Elizabeth City 
in the morning with its boatload of passengers. 
The day before, they had traveled along the canal 
from Deep Creek to Elizabeth City. 

"I had read about the canal and boat — 
and seen boats going up and down the canal 
while driving on Hwy. 17," Patty Koehl of 
Hertford explains why she's aboard. 

Before the blue-and-white boat nears the 
Elizabeth City drawbridge, the blast of its siren 
pierces the air. 

Not far from there, Walter points out the 
spot where he earlier saw five snakes. 

Further along, the boat passes a bank 
covered with tall cedar trees that resemble 
soldiers standing on alert. As the yacht nears 

Continued 
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Bonny Blue 

LEFT: The last remaining structure of the original Dismal Swamp Canal Company still stands about 12 miles north of South Mills. 
RIGHT: jeff Moore and Merritt Walter take a break aboard the Bonny Blue. 

some pilings, Walter shows passengers where 
fishing camps used to stand. 

"They used to bring lumber barges 
along here, but stopped this in the early 
1970s," he adds. "You can see where the 
barges banged old trees and took off the bark 
when coming down the river." 

n'ow Birders Frequent Canal 

While heading toward Turner's Cut 
— "the snakiest part of the river," according 
to Walter — the Bonny Blue nears a parade 
of sailboats. 

'This is part of the north-south crowd 
that goes north in the spring and south in the 
fall," he says. 

From radio conversations, Walter and 
other captains know each other by the names 
of their boats. 

As he looks over at one large boat, 
he explains that the family, including two 
school-age children, has spent the last year in 
the Bahamas. "They are heading back up the 
East Coast," he says. 

Around noon, the mates serve lunch on 
the top deck. Not long after, the Bonny Blue 
nears the South Mills lock that opens four 
times a day. The captain moors alongside the 
lock wall, and several other sailboats moor 
on the starboard side. 

When the lockmaster opens the gate, 
the rushing water sounds like a washing 
machine. He motions for the boats to come 
through. 

"We have light head current," says 
Walter. "We are running in six feet of water." 

As the boat passes by a bank covered 
with a canopy of trees, he announces: 
"Ladies and gentlemen, this is an exciting 

time. We have crossed the North Carolina state 
line into Virginia." 

Then he gives a history lesson on the 
canal's famed halfway house where folks used 
to come to duel — or to get married. 

"The attraction was that the house was 
half in North Carolina and half in Virginia," he 
adds. "Because the duelers were in different 
states, they were not prosecuted." 

The halfway house also is where Edgar 
Alan Poe wrote part of the famous poem "The 
Raven." 

Not far from this point, the boat nears 
a World War U "farmer's bridge" that can be 
pushed across to the Edge farm. "This is the 
only boat ramp on the canal," he says. "Farmers 
would load up here in the old days." 

By early afternoon, there is a cool breeze, 
and many passengers are on the upper deck. 

Before nearing the Deep Creek bridge, 
Walter radios the bridge tender. "This is the 
Bonny Blue coming through," he says. "The 
crew needs to prepare for portside landing." 

After cruising the canal for two days, 
the passengers have gotten a glimpse of the 
wildlife and colorful history of the canal and 
surrounding swamp. 

"I enjoyed the trip," says Meade Jones of 
Walkerton, Va. "It was different from cruises 
in the ocean because we went down a narrow 
canal. It was like driving through a forested 
area." 

This year, the Bonny Blue will begin its 
fourth season on the canal. To find out more 
about the cruises, call 866/429-8747, or visit 
the Web: www.bonnyblue.com. 

For information on the Great Dismal 
Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, call 757/ 
986-3705, or go to www.fws.gov/northeast/ 
greatdismalswamp/. 

NEW STATE NATURAL AREA 
PLANNED FOR DISMAL SWAMP 

For hundreds of years, adventurers have 
hiked and paddled through the dark and 
mysterious Great Dismal Swamp. 

Soon, visitors will have a new area to 
explore near the North Carolina/Virginia border. 

The N.C. Division of Parks & Recreation is 
planning to construct a 5,800-square foot visitor 
center at the Dismal Swamp State Natural Area. 
Located in the heart of the swamp, the center 
will include classrooms, an exhibit hall and a 
boardwalk. The natural area spans more than 
14,000 acres. 

"A lot of people want to say they have 
stepped into the Great Dismal Swamp," says 
Henry Stokes, the center's superintendent. "It 
will be a great center for birders. There are a lot 
of neotropical migratory birds in the swamp. 
They also can see a lot of deer and bear." 

Because the swamp has been logged two 
or three times, it also is a good example of a 
regenerated forest, adds Stokes. 

To get to the natural area, visitors will cross 
a new bridge off U.S. 17 in Camden County, 
near the Dismal Swamp Canal Welcome 
Center operated by the N.C. Department of 
Transportation (DOT). 

"Construction has begun on the bridge," 
Stokes says. 

The bridge will be completed in the next 
few months. The center is expected to open in 
2007, according to park officials. 

For operating hours of the DOT Dismal 
Swamp Canal Welcome Center, go online to: 
www.DismalSwamp.com, or to www.ncdot.org 
and search for visitors. Or, call 252/771-8333. 

—AC. 
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"Igotabetterunderstandingofwhat 

professors do by sitting down and talking 

with them. I found out that they don't 

just come up with research results 

in their head but spend a lot of time 

figuring out the results." 

—Paul Rose 

~ 1 

AS TH E PALE PINK SUN PEEKS 
THROUGH THE MORNING SKY, 
Paul Rose and Keith Horsefield head into 
the Currituck Sound in a boat loaded with 
menhaden bait for crabs. 

With the wind blowing from the southwest, 
Rose, dressed in orange rubber rain gear, slows 
the boat and uses a pole to pull close to a buoy 
and orange crab pot. 

The men, both commercial crabbers, slip 
on yellow gloves. As Rose operates the electric 

"We fish the pots every other day. I have 800 
crab pots in the sound." 

For more than 23 years, he has harvested 
blue crabs in the Currituck Sound. From March 
through May, Rose harvests hard crabs and 
peeler/soft crabs. Through the rest of the crab 
season, he focuses on hard crabs. 

"There have been a lot of changes since I 
started," says Rose, who also owns a seafood 
business. "There are less crabs, and more people 
are crabbing." 

LEFT TO RIGHT: Paul Rose has been crabbing in the Currituck Sound for years. • Keith Horsefield uses menhaden as 
claws. • During the project, Paul Rose shared his challenges and learned from scientists and managers. He also learned 

pot puller, Horsefield retrieves the pot holding 
three females, distinguished by their red-tipped 
claws, and two large male blue crabs. 

'The large males or jimmies' usually bring 
a higher dollar than the females or 'sooks,'" 
Rose says. But females sell better in Baltimore 
and New York, where large Asian populations 
prefer the females carrying eggs. 

Rose sorts the crabs on a culling table and 
drops them into baskets. Meanwhile, Horsefield 
puts menhaden bait into the pot and lowers it 
back into the sound. 

During several hours on the water, the men 
pull up more than 350 crab pots. 

"It is good aerobic exercise," says Rose. 

lncseagrant.org 

PI I HT PRO I F( r 
As a veteran commercial crabber, Rose 

was among several invited participants in the 
Blue Crab Collaborative Learning Project. Led 
by North Carolina Sea Grant fisheries specialist 
Sara Mirabilio, the project included commercial 
crabbers, as well as university researchers, fishery 
managers and environmental nonprofit staff 
who follow the blue crab life cycle. 

Through a series of workshops conducted 
by Mirabilio and others, the group tried to 
improve communication and understanding 
among blue crab stakeholders. The project was 
funded by The N.C. Blue Crab Research Program 
- which is administered by North Carolina Sea 
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Grant and funded by the N.C. General Assembly. 
"We wanted to break down stigmas 

between the groups and show that research data 
can be useful to commercial crabbers as well as 
scientists and fishery managers," Mirabilio says. 

For years, watermen have been at odds 
with fishery managers over the level of state and 
federal regulations. 

"There are probably too many regulations," 
says Rose. "But to stay in business, you have to 
learn to adapt to the regulations." 

Fishery Management Plan (FMP) to address 
a variety of issues, including stock protection, 
environmental degradation, wasteful or 
damaging fishing practices and user conflicts, as 
well as insufficient data and public education. 

To ensure a sustainable fishery, resource 
users need to develop a better understanding 
of the blue crab's complex life history and 
strategies implemented by the state to regulate 
harvest and protect juveniles and spawning 
stock, the report says. 

discussions away from specific contentious 
issues to meaningful discussions of regulations," 
saysJackThigpen, North Carolina Sea Grant 
extension director. "The workshops were 
conducted in the context of'sustaining nature's 
resource' versus 'managing nature' to ensure the 
viability of the resource." 

The project included two two-day retreats 
and one daylong session where participants 
shared meals and exchanged information. During 
"workplace exchanges," a fishery manager, 

bait in his crab pots. • The crabbers pull up more than 350 crab pots in one day. • The catch includes large male crabs, known as "jimmies," and females with red-tipped 
about the Blue Crab Research Program, administered by North Carolina Sea Grant. 

In North Carolina, the blue crab is the 
state's most valuable commercial fishery. From 
1994 to 1999, North Carolina was the top blue 
crab producing state in the country, according 
to NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service. 
In 2002, North Carolina still accounted for 21 
percent of the nation's total harvest, second only 
to Louisiana with 31 percent. 

However, in 2004 the value of the blue 
crab harvest in North Carolina declined by $12.6 
million, yielding the lowest value during the 10- 
year period from 1995 to 2004, according to the 
N.C. Division of Marine Fishenes (DMF). 

In December 2004, the N.C. Marine 
Fisheries Commission updated the Blue Crab 

To open dialogue among commercial 
crabbers, fishery managers and scientists, 
North Carolina Sea Grant held three workshops 
in 2005, where 17 participants exchanged 
information on FMP topics. 

("IIITIIRAI MODFI 
The project was based on a model used 

by University of Maryland anthropologist 
Michael Paolisso. Through a program partially 
funded by Maryland Sea Grant, Paolisso 
interviewed Maryland watermen and collected 
data that helped identify their cultural model for 
managing a blue crab fishery. 

"His model provides a platform for shifting 

crabber, shedder and a crab dealer, as well as a 
university researcher, explained what they do on a 
typical day and the challenges they face. 

"I got a better understanding of what 
professors do by sitting down and talking with 
them," says Rose, whose hands are gnawed like 
pin cushions from blue crab pinches. "I found 
out that they don't just come up with research 
results in their head but spend a lot of time 
figuring out the results." 

More specifically, Rose expanded 
his knowledge about the female blue crab 
reproductive cycle. "I always thought that 
females have one clutch of eggs, but they actually 

Continued 
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"It was amazing to see the level 

ofunderstanding that developed 

between the two sides in a very short 

amount of time. When you look at the 

cultural assumptions between watermen, 

scientists and fishermen, it makes sense 

that they are not seeing eye-to-eye." 

—Jan DeBlieu 

have multiple clutches," he adds. "Sometimes, 
they have five or six clutches in one season." 

Dan Rittschof, the scientist whose research 
determined the clutch patterns, also gained 
insight into the work patterns of commercial 
crabbers. 

'The workshops were very valuable," 
says Rittschof, a Duke University Marine Lab 
zoologist and blue crab researcher. 

"It showed me where conflicts are and that 
everyone needs to remember that we are all in 

for improving the fishery. 
Rose's grant focused on reducing the 

number of undersized crabs caught in crab pots. 
He tested four different configurations of "cull 
rings" — exit holes big enough to let tiny crabs 
escape, but small enough to trap larger crabs. 

DMF requires no fewer than two escape 
rings in the upper pot chamber. 

"We were trying to make less work for 
crabbers when they cull crabs on the boat," says 
Rose. "We caught more larger and less smaller 

LEFT TO RIGHT: Sara Mirabilio (center) led the Blue Crab Collaborative Learning Project which brought togeth 
• The crabbers sort their catch into baskets. • Keith Horsefield spots a N. C. Dept. of Transportation ferry while 

the same boat," he adds. "Putting all groups in 
the same room was helpful." 

Jan DeBlieu, N.C. Coastal Federation 
coastkeeperat Cape Hatteras, agrees. 

"It was amazing to see the level of 
understanding that developed between the 
two sides in a very short amount of time," 
says DeBlieu. "When you look at the cultural 
assumptions between watermen, scientists 
and fishermen, it makes sense that they are not 
seeing eye-to-eye." 

The project resulted in several positive 
outcomes. Rose applied for a grant from the 
Blue Crab Research Program that provides 
funding for commercial crabbers who have ideas 

crabs in the crab pots with additional cull rings in 
the lower chamber of the pots than in the other 
pots." 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
As a result of the blue crab collaborative 

project, the participants also made 
recommendations to DMF. "It became clear that 
gear loss is a major problem for crabbers and that 
abandoned pots are an eyesore, a navigational 
hazard and a drain on the resource," the group 
wrote. 

"We would like to have a one-day cleanup 
in the Albemarle region to collect pots that are 
abandoned, as determined by the same criteria 
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used by state staff." 
DMF Marine Patrol now has crab pot 

cleanup in North Carolina waters for three 
weeks during the winter. 

'To get the public involved, the statute 
would have to be changed because of liability 
issues," says Lynn Henry, DMF biologist and 
workshop participant. The proposed cleanup 
also would include a "Blue Crab Day" when 
the public could visit buyers and picking houses 
and talk with crabbers. 

crabbers, scientists and resource managers, 
heading out into the sound. 

In the future, Henry would like to see 
more collaborative workshops. 

"There was some good discussion and 
dialogue," says Henry. "But this is the tip of the 

crabbers involved in the public process." 

The N.C. Blue Crab Research Program 

seeks innovative research that helps enhance North 

Carolina's blue crab fishery. To find out more about 

the program, visit the Web: www.ncseagrant.org 

and click on "research." Or, call Marc Turano at 

910/5220-7060. 

uiaiugue, says nenry. DUI mis is me up or me iiirjj]»jiwj^u^ariiiyt*u^ 
iceberg. We need to get more scientists and j^^ffi^felffj EM 
crabbers involved in the Dublic Drocess." ,., 
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SCIENCE 

ONE 
looking at the rings of a felled tree. Each ring 
serves as a marker in time, chronicling years 
of drought and disease, years of growth and 
abundance. Sometimes, foresters use the rings 
to tell us about our own history. A 100-year-old 
tree was only six when the Titanic sank, but 95 
on 9/11— and lived through many historical 
milestones in between. 

Chris Taylor, a researcher at North 
Carolina State University's Center for Marine 
Science and Technology 
(CMAST), studies the past 
through rings too. As part of an 
N.C. Fishery Resource Grant 
(FRG) project, Taylor spends his 
time studying the rings found in 
the otoliths of southern flounder. 

As a fish grows, calcium 
carbonate material is deposited, 
forming a bony structure in the 
fish's "ear" — the otolith — to 
help keep the fish balanced. The 
rings of the otolith are laid down 
for each day and year of growth. 
Fishery biologists use these rings 
to age fish, much like foresters 
aging trees. 

But much more than age 
can be gleaned from otolith rings. 
As the rings are added, chemical 
elements from the surrounding 
water body incorporate into each layer. 

"Layers added while the fish are in 
estuaries have higher concentrations of barium 
and lower concentrations of strontium, for 
example," says Taylor, who is examining these 
chemical signatures to track how southern 
flounder use various coastal aquatic habitats. 

A mass spectrometer and laser operated 
by the Wood's Hole Oceanographic Institute 
in Massachusetts affords Taylor the fine detail 
needed to examine the tiny otoliths. "Using a 
laser, we can sample very small amounts of 
the otolith — within and between rings — in 
regions that would represent winter, spring, 
summer and fall," he says. 

Taylor uses chemical cues found in the 
rings to determine how long the fish are in 

can learn a lot by estuaries versus how long they remain offshore. 
The results of his study will provide a better 
understanding of the migration patterns of 
southern flounder. 

Fishery biologists know that southern 
flounder spawn in the ocean and that larvae and 
juvenile flounder migrate into estuaries in late 
winter. In North Carolina, most flounder stay in 
the upper reaches of estuaries for their first year 
of life, where the marshy shoreline offers them 
food and protection from large predators. 

ABOVE: Tliis otolith is from a 4-year-old southern 
flounder caught in October 2004. The core, or 

primordium, is the region that contains material 
accumulated during larval and early-juvenile 
growth. Researcher Chris Taylor examines the 
otolith rings to determine how this fish moved 

inshore/offshore over its lifetime. 

When the flounder mature, they migrate 
offshore to join spawning adults. Previous 
studies suggest that flounder tend to travel south 
over their lifetime, but generally move into 
estuaries during the spring and summer months, 
presumably to feed on the abundant juvenile 
fish and crustaceans found there. 

But questions remain. How long do 
flounder stay in the ocean? Do they return to 

estuaries every spring? Do males and females 
follow the same pattern of behavior? 

Taylor is trying to answer some of these 
questions by studying the otolith rings. 

N.C. FLOUNDER FISHERY 
Southern flounder became a major fishery 

in North Carolina during the 1980s and 1990s, 
when restrictions on the historically important 
summer flounder fishery increased demand for 
other flounder. Local fishers turned to southern 

flounder, according to Bob Hines, 
FRG coordinator for North 
Carolina Sea Grant. 

Southern flounder has 
become such a mainstay in the 
commercial fishing community 
that the N.C. Division of 
Marine Fisheries (DMF) now 
considers the stock "overfished." 
In response, DMF approved a 
statewide Southern Flounder 
Fishery Management Plan (FMP) 
in 2005 that imposed new harvest 
guidelines to protect the fishery 
and help it recover. 

To reduce the amount of 
flounder harvested, the FMP 
increased the allowable mesh 
size of gill nets and raised the 
minimum legal size for southern 
flounder from 13 inches to 

14 inches. Increasing the mesh size and the 
minimum legal size allows more young fish 
to remain in the water and contribute to the 
spawning population. A larger spawning stock 
will mean more new flounder are added to the 
population every year, helping rebuild the fishery. 

Although many people agree that 
something needs to be done to protect the fishery, 
not everyone agrees that statewide regulations are 
the best approach. 

"When the [2005] FMP was being 
developed, a lot of people wanted to see more 
regional variation in management," says Chris 
Batsavage, fisheries biologist at DMF. "We 
considered it at the time, but couldn't really 
develop that, because of data deficiencies for 

Continued 
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certain areas of the coast," he explains. 
Many fishers also disagree with the 

decision to increase the minimum legal size 
because, "14 inches is right on the edge of what 
is being caught." says Kevin Craig, a researcher 
at CMAST. 

Billy Ray Sanderford, a fisherman from 
Jacksonville, says regulations — including 
increasing size limits — are putting many fishers 
out of business, yet the flounder fishery is not 
recovering. 

By participating in an FRG study with Fred 
Scharf, a researcher at the University of North 
Carolina at Wilmington, Sanderford is part of a 
team he hopes will provide data that DMF needs 
to better manage the fishery. 

FILLING IN THE GAPS 
Scharf and Craig are heading separate 

FRG-funded tagging studies that will provide 
regional data about the southern flounder 
fishery, filling in some of those data gaps. The 
FRG program is funded by the N.C. General 
Assembly and administered by North Carolina 
Sea Grant. 

Their research teams are composed of 
university researchers, students, technicians and 
commercial flounder fishers. Craig's team spent 
last summer tagging flounder in the Neuse River 
near Oriental and Havelock, while Scharf s 
team tagged flounder in the New River between 
Sneads Ferry and Jacksonville. 

Craig and Scharf are characterizing 

LEFT: Howard Bogey works to quickly release a 
southern flounder from a gillnct. RIGHT: Will 
Smith measures and records the length of each 
southern flounder captured during the study. 

the southern flounder in these two rivers to 
determine if there is reason for DMF to consider 
regional or spatially-based management options 
for the fishery. 

The tagging teams often were up before 
sunrise last summer — on the water at first 
light to check their gillnets that had "soaked" 
overnight. The teams will be back again this 
summer, checking their nets and tagging legal 
sized flounder along the central coast. 

The bright orange tags work like zip ties, 
Craig explains. "Each tag is threaded through the 
muscle of the fish near the fin margin at the tail. 
The tag is looped around, and then 'cinched' to 
tighten it up." 

The numbered tags allow researchers to 
determine where each fish was initially tagged 
and where it travels after it is released. 

The tags list a reward amount of either $5 
or $50 and a toll-free phone number, so the fish 
can be returned to the researchers and the fisher 
can collect the reward. The two reward amounts 
allow the researchers to calculate the reporting 
rate. Craig explains. 

"We assume all fishermen who catch 
flounder with $50 tags report them, because 
$50 is a lot of money. On an average trip, a 
gillnetter might clear $ 150 - $200 after fuel, etc. 

Fishermen may not take the time to report $5 
tags, however," he says. 

The Scharf team can vouch for the 
eagerness of fishers to collect the $50 reward. 

"The very first $50 tag we put out was 
caught in the New River that same evening by 
a gig fisherman from Dunn," says Scharf. "We 
hadn't even set up the toll-free number yet. This 
fisherman was calling all around trying to find 
us. The next day. Will had to drive up to Dunn to 
pay the tag reward and recover the fish for aging 
purposes." 

And after that, "we started releasing the 
tagged fish in deeper water," adds Will Smith, a 
graduate student working with Scharf. 

The tagging reports are among factors used 
to estimate the exploitation rate of each river. 

The exploitation rate is the proportion of 
fish removed from the population by fishing, says 
Batsavage. DMF uses the exploitation rate in 
stock assessment models to determine how may 
fish can be removed without overfishing. 

"Managers look at the results of the stock 
assessment to see whether or not regulations are 
needed to reduce fishing mortality," explains 
Batsavage. 

Under the current management plan, such 
regulations are applied statewide, even if only 
certain areas are overfished. 

Regional management could allow DMF 
to tailor regulations to the specific needs of each 
area — decreasing fishing pressure in areas 
that are heavily exploited, while maintaining 
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sustainable fishing levels in areas that have 
lower exploitation rates. 

Craig and Scharf's projects will provide 
a direct comparison of the exploitation rates of 
two North Carolina rivers. If the exploitation 
rates are different, regional management 
discussions would have new data. 

READING THE RINGS 
Tag returns from the two-year studies 

will provide additional clues about the 
migratory patterns of southern flounder in the 

LEFT: Smith secures an orange cinch-up tag 
on a mature southern flounder. RIGHT: Bogey is 
one of several commercial fishers involved in the 

FRG-funded southern flounder studies. 

region. The numbered tags allow researchers 
to track when and where the flounder move 
over the course of the projects. 

Used in conjunction with Taylor's 
otolith data, this will provide fishery managers 
with a more complete understanding of 
how flounder move into and out of estuaries 

throughout their lifetime. 
This detail is key — because what 

southern flounder do offshore affects their 
management in inshore areas, not only in North 
Carolina, but other states as well. 

The information from each project adds 
up, like layers or rings — it is only a matter of 
finding people to interpret them. □ 

To access the full Southern Flounder 
Fishery Management Plan, visit the N. C. 
Division of Marine Fisheries Web site at 
www.ncfisheries.net. 

FRG TAKES TEAM APPROACH 
Commercial fishers are an integral part of the 

N.C. Fishery Resource Grant (FRG) program. The 
basic principle of the program is that people in the 
industry often have the best ideas for improving and 
protecting fisheries but may lack the financial resources 
or scientific backgrounds to conduct experiments, 
collect data and analyze results. By participating in the 
program, fishers have a direct impact on the resources 
they depend upon for their livelihood. 

North Carolina Sea Grant works to pair 
people and ideas from the industry with academic 
researchers and students to carry out the projects. It 
takes the cooperation of all these parties to produce 
the high-quality results for which the FRG program is 
recognized. 

Fred Scharf would like to acknowledge the following participants: 
• Howard Bogey, commercial fisherman, Swansboro 
• Billy Ray Sanderford, commercial fisherman, Jacksonville 
• William Smith, graduate student, University of North Carolina at Wilmington 
• Kyle Rommel, undergraduate, University of North Carolina at Wilmington 

Kevin Craig would like to acknowledge the following participants: 
• Steve Notargiacomo, commercial fisherman, Havelock 
• Pete Darna, commercial fisherman, Merritt 
• Tommy McArthur, commercial fisherman, Beaufort 
• Zac Tait, undergraduate, North Carolina State University 
• Matt Kenworthy, undergraduate, North Carolina State University 
• David Heithaus, summer research technician 

Chris Taylor would like to acknowledge the following participant: 
• David Hilton, commercial fisherman, Ocracoke 
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A . coastal menace is 
creeping onto shorelines 
along the 
Carolinas. 

9} 
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Like 
all crafty 

invaders, this plant 
travels well, conquers 

quickly and has a good disguise. 
Its seeds and broken stems float on 

ocean currents to root and 
colonize new areas. It grows 
rapidly, choking out native 
plants. And its beguiling 
purple flowers will turn 
heads this summer — some 
out of admiration for its 
unique blooms, others out 
of loathing for its tenacious 
assault on North and South 
Carolina dunes. 

Nicknamed "Kudzu 
of the Coast," beach vitex 
(Vitex rotundifolia) has 
spread so far and so fast in 
the Carolinas that experts are 
pushing to have it listed as a 
Federal Noxious Weed. 

A deciduous, sprawl- 
ing shrub native to the 
western Pacific, beach vitex easily outpaces 
slower growing natives such as sea oats or the 
endangered seabeach amaranth, says Dale 
Suiter, wildlife biologist with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service office in Raleigh. "And it may 

out-compete other rare plants that are 

In 2003, Brabson was 
called to an unmarked nest in Isle of 

Palms, S.C., to help some wayward hatchlings 
confused by condominium lights. Brabson 
arrived to find a heartbreaking scene: the 
baby turtles had become tangled in the beach 
vitex mats. 

"They got all caught up and died because 
of dehydration," she says. 

^1 

Op 
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not yet listed as threatened 
or endangered," 

he adds. 
Many sea 

turtle experts and 
volunteers also worry 
about the mat of tangled vines beach 
vitex forms along the soil. The plant can reach 
one to two feet in height and 12 feet in diam- 
eter, possibly putting sea turtle hatchlings at risk 
as they emerge from buried nests. 

Although there are no research studies to 
document that problem, Betsy Brabson, a South 
Carolina resident and sea turtle volunteer, has 
witnessed the threat first hand. 

LEFT: Beach vitex can be identified in the spring and summer by its purple blooms 
and the spicy, eucalyptus-like scent of its leaves. RIGHT: Birds in North Carolina 

have been observed eating the fruits of beach vitex, possibly contributing to its spread. 

Saturating the South 
Scientists introduced beach vitex to the 

southeastern United States from the beaches 
of Korea in the mid-1980s, believing the plant 
could help stabilize dunes. 

There is still some debate as to how 
effectively the plant stabilizes and accomplishes 
that goal. 

"We know it has some bad habits," says 
Chuck Gresham, a coastal ecology and forest 
science researcher from Clemson University. 
"But we don't know if it is doing the job it was 
brought here to do." 

Gresham began trials on Pawley's Island, 
S.C., last fall to measure the recession of vitex- 
infested dunes versus those covered with native 
sea oats. 

Based on his conversations with island 
residents, Gresham speculates most people 
planted beach vitex there in the early 1990s, 
when the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers rebuilt 

NATURALIST'S 

NOTEBOOK 

dunes destroyed by Hurricane Hugo in 1989. 
Sea oats were in short supply, he says, so many 
opted for beach vitex instead. 

As word traveled about its high salt and 
drought tolerances, so did the plant. 

To date, no one knows how far beach vitex 
has spread in the Southeast, says David Nash, 
the North Carolina coordinator for the Carolinas 
Beach Vitex Task Force. The task force includes 

representatives from federal, 
state and non-profit agencies 
focused on determining and 
controlling the spread of 
beach vitex in the Carolinas. 
Brabson is the coordinator 
for South Carolina. 

The plant has shown 
up as far north as Ocracoke 
Island, N.C., and as far south 
as Florida and Alabama, 
according to the task force. 

In North Carolina, 
heavy concentrations of the 
plant are found on Bogue 
Banks, including Atlantic 
Beach, Pine Knoll Shores 
and Emerald Isle. It also is 
found from Figure Eight 
Island to Wrightsville Beach, 

and on Bald Head and Oak islands. 
In South Carolina, most beaches in 

Georgetown County are saturated with beach 
vitex, especially Pawley's Island and Litchfield 
Beach. The plant also is well established in 
certain areas of Charleston County, including 
Isle of Palms and Folly Beach. 

Most nurseries in the Carolinas have 
stopped selling beach vitex, and many munici- 
palities are trying to contain or eradicate it. 

"Beaches are taking a 'no tolerance' policy 
toward beach vitex," says Brabson. 

In January, Georgetown County, S.C., 
passed the first county wide ordinance declaring 
beach vitex "highly invasive" and "a public 
nuisance." South Carolina's Folly Beach, Edisto 
Beach and Pawley's Island also have adopted 
ordinances regarding beach vitex, as have some 
North Carolina towns, including Bald Head 
Island and Caswell Beach. 

Continued 
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Big Red Flag 
Brabson first saw beach vitex five years 

ago, while walking a familiar stretch of beach 
between Georgetown and Pawley's Island as a 
volunteer for the South Carolina United Turtle 
Enthusiasts (SCUTE). 

Her reaction was typical. 
"I thought it was pretty," Brabson says, 

describing how the plant's round, grayish- 
green leaves and bright purple flowers 
contrasted with the surrounding vegetation 
— mostly tall, wispy sea oats. 

She noted a pink beach house nearby, 
and kept an eye on the unusual plant for the 
rest of nesting season. 

"It grew and grew until it covered the 
dunes, and I noticed there were no sea oats 
growing anymore," she recalls. 

"The big red flag went up in 2003 when 
we did the Beach Sweep," she says, referring 
to the annual one-day litter cleanup of South 
Carolina's beaches and waterways, sponsored 
by South Carolina Sea Grant. 

That day, Brabson spotted thousands of 
beach vitex seedlings near the pink house. 

One of the most troubling characteristics 
of beach vitex is its prolific seed production 
— it can generate as many as 3,300 viable 
seeds per square meter, says Gresham. 

"On a windy day, you can watch them 
[the seeds] blow by you on the beach," says 
Nash, who is also a coastal management 
specialist for NC Cooperative Extension. 

After the Big Sweep, Brabson called 
Randy Westbrooks of the U.S. Geological 
Survey. Westbrook organized a symposium 
for personnel from state and federal agencies, 
private citizens and representatives from non- 
profit organizations to address beach vitex. 

The event resulted in the formation of the 
South Carolina Beach Vitex Task Force, 

made possible by a five-year 
grant from the National 

Off 'c,fi   '*e c Fish ^ Wildlife 

The group       ^h^ ^e^ 
was renamed the 
Carolinas Beach Vitex 
Task Force in 2005 when North 
Carolina officials joined the effort. 

Neighborhood Watch 
The task force encourages citizen 

involvement, says Brabson. The group often 
enlists the help of volunteer organizations that 
routinely walk beaches documenting sea turtle 
or shorebird nests. 

If someone sees beach vitex, Brabson 
recommends recording nearby streets or 
landmarks and visiting www.beachvitex.org to 
submit a report. A task force member will visit 
the reported area, confirm the identification 
and help determine appropriate eradication 
measures. 

"We ask people not to pull anything 
up," Brabson says. "Beach vitex needs to be 
positively identified first because we have so 
many native plants on the beach that it could 
be confused with." 

Last summer, the task force received 
an overwhelming number of beach vitex 
sightings, she adds. They expect a similar 
influx this year, as the task force will distribute 
a pocket-sized, waterproof beach vitex 
identification card. 

"The identification cards will be in the 
hands of an informed group of beach combers 
and turtle watchers who can help track the 
spread of beach vitex," says Barbara Doll, a 
North Carolina Sea Grant extension specialist. 
Doll, who works on invasive species projects, 
helped the task force develop the card. 

'Time and time again, the general public 
has proved to be the most effective early 
warning network for the spread of invasive 
species," she says. 

Nationwide, citizens have used similar 
identification cards to help document other 
nuisance species, such as zebra mussels, 
purple loosestrife and spiny water fleas. 

"Citizen involvement will be a key 
component in documenting, and hopefully 
controlling, further beach vitex invasion," 
Doll says. 

Eradication Efforts 
As citizens and task force members 

locate and document beach vitex, researchers 
are looking at ways to eradicate the 

4?* 
plant once it's found. 

Simply tearing beach 

TOP: Betsy and Bill Brabson pull up a beach 
vitex seedling root that measures six-feet long. 
BOTTOM: Beach vitex sprouts from the ground in 
Atlantic Beach, N.C. OPPOSITE, TOP TO BOTTOM: 
A beach vitex stem is ait to a stump and treated 
with glvphosate herbicide. The litter layer is loaded 
with fruit from previous years. • As part of the 
hack-and-squirt treatment, a beach vitex stem 
is wounded with a machete and painted with an 
imazap\r herbicide, marked with a pwple dye. 
• A steni of beach vitex is treated with basal paint, 
an herbicide mixed with light oil that seeps into the 
plant's tissue. 
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vitex from the ground won't do, says Nash. 
The root ball may still be intact, or stems may 
break off, allowing the plant to recolonize a 
cleared area. 

Herbicides are a potential option, says 
Gresham, who is experimenting with different 
herbicides and application methods on four 
sites in Georgetown County. Three sites are on 
Pawley's Island, and the fourth is on Litchfield 
Beach. Each site contains three test plots 
— one for each eradication method. 

The first method involves 
cutting beach vitex down to 
a stump and painting the 
raw edge with glyphosate, 
the active ingredient in 
many common weed killers. 

A week after implementing this method, 
Gresham returned to the plots and planted 
sea oats. Later this year, he will assess how 
well the sea oats have established themselves, 
and how much, if any, beach vitex has grown 
back. 

For the second method, called the "hack 
and squirt" method in forestry, the plant 
stem is wounded with a sharp object, and an 
herbicide with the active ingredient imazapyr 
is applied to the wounds. 

The third method, also borrowed from 
forestry, involves applying basal paint, an 
herbicide mixed with light oil, to a 12- to 
18-inch section of the vine. The mixture 
penetrates the bark and seeps into the plant's 
tissue, Gresham explains. 

If the second and third eradication 
treatments prove successful, Gresham will 
plant all remaining plots with sea oats. But he 
won't be able to assess the effectiveness of 
each method until later this summer. 

What will be his criterion for success? 
"At least 70 percent of beach vitex is 

dead in the areas where these methods were 
used," he says. 

Eradicating beach vitex is critical, says 
Nash. But given the plant's prolific nature, 
research on herbicides designed to kill seeds 
also may be needed. 

And for an invader with such diverse 
methods of colonization, multiple eradication 
efforts seem fitting. 

"We're finding that you can't get rid of it 
with one swipe," Brabson says. "It's a vicious 
contender." □ 

For more information about beach 
vitex, or to report a possible 
sighting, log onto www. 
beachvitex.org. so' 0? 

New 
Beach 
Vitex 
ID Card 

°fthi 

A beach vitex 
identifica- 
tion card is 
available 
for coastal 
communi- 
ties and 
citizens across the 
Carolinas. Designed and produced by 
North Carolina Sea Grant and South Carolina 
Sea Grant, the pocket-sized, waterproof card 
contains identifying pictures, line drawings 
and descriptions of beach vitex. Free copies 
are available from: 

CAROLINAS BEACH VITEX TASK FORCE 
• NC: David Nash, 910/452-6393, 

davidjiash @ncsu. edu 
• SC: Betsy Brabson, 843/546-9531, 

wbrabson@sccoast.net 

NORTH CAROLINA SEA GRANT 
• Sandra Harris, 919/515-9101, 

harrbs@unity.ncsu.edu 

SOUTH CAROLINA SEA GRANT 
• Susan Ferris Hill, 843/727-2078, 

susan.fenis@scseagrant.org 

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
• Dale Suiter, 919/856-4520 ext. 18, 

dale_suiter@fivs.gov 
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Towns, They Are A-Changing 

^)ur coastal communities are changing. 
Even occasional visitors to the North Carolina shore would not be 

surprised by the above statement. The growth has not been limited to the past 
year, or even the past five. 

Land values are rising. Long-time residents point to the loss of coveted 
water access. What are the impacts of these and other changes along our coast? 

On June 5, North Carolina Sea Grant will host North Carolina's 
Changing Waterfronts: Coastal Access and Traditional Uses. The 
forum will look at the issues here in North Carolina, and also will also 
present examples from other states coping with similar issues. For details, 
see page 11. 

But Sea Grant is not the only North Carolina agency or group interested 
in water access issues. 

The state's Joint Legislative Commission on Seafood and Aqua- 
culture wrote a letter of support for the June 5 meeting, and asked Sea Grant 
to help draft legislation to establish a study committee on coastal access. 

The legislative commission's request came after it had received a 
resolution from the N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission noting its concern 
about loss of access, as well as a separate but similar resolution signed by 
concerned scholars. 

On June 1, the N.C. Coastal Federation will release its annual State of 
the Coast Report, which will examine the impacts of coastal development on 
traditional fishing communities. The report will be released at the Core Sound 
Waterfowl Museum on Harkers Island in Carteret County. 

The county's "Down East" region has made headlines in recent months 
as county officials were asked to place a one-year moratorium on certain 
sewage treatment plants, marinas with more than 10 slips, major subdivisions 
of more than five lots, condominiums, and commercial buildings of more than 
7,000 square feet. 

Snead's Ferry, located near Topsail Island, has not yet become a vacation 
mecca, but new subdivisions have arrived during the six years that Matt Barr 
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North Carolina's diverse coast offers countless interestingsubjects. 
The large dots on the map indicate story settings in this issue — 

including Raleigh, Morehead City and Ocracoke. 

of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro has documented the 
fishing community. His film, "Wild Caught," premiered in late April and is 
already generating interest across the country. 

North Carolina Sea Grant provided a portion of the funding for 
the film production, as well as transcription of the extensive interviews 
with members of the fishing community and experts who reflect on the 
environmental and societal changes. 

Many of those interviewees were in the audience for the film's 
premiere at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. They and Barr 
received standing ovations for sharing the stories of a changing community. 

For updates on showings of "Wild Caught," check North Carolina Sea 
Grant's online calendar at www.ncseagrant.org. The film and community 
also will be the topic of a future Coastwatch story, part of our continuing 
series on Changing Waterfronts. 

Hatteras Island will celebrate its maritime history and present-day 
fishing fleet at the second Day at the Docks Sept. 16. Commercial 
fishermen and charter-boat captains will share stories describing what it's 
like to make a living from the sea. 

Learn more about the event and the community in the next issue of 
Coastwatch. 

Let me offer you a personal invitation to help North Carolina Sea 
Grant celebrate the program's 30th anniversary. A Sea Grant Symposium 
June 20 at the North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences will highlight 
coastal and marine science and outreach projects. The event is cosponsored 
by the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources. 

An evening reception also at the museum will honor the anniversary, 
as well as the service of Ron Hodson, who will retire as director. And we 
will introduce Michael Voiland, who will take the program's helm July 1. 
Check this issue for details on the June 20 event. Hodson and Voiland. 

Katie Mosher, Managing Editor 
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MOREHEAD CITYS CHANGING WATERFRONT 
The number of commercial fishing boats has declined, charter boats are 
increasing, and new redevelopment projects are starting up. Ann Green 
joins a long-time resident on a tour of Morehead City's colorful and 
changing waterfront 6 

HURRICANE FRAN: MEMORIES AND LESSONS 
A decade has passed since Hurricane Fran's winds and rain took a toll 
from the coast to the capital city. Ann Green talks with town officials 
and experts to explore changes since the storm, including building code 
updates, beach recovery and new coastal insurance options 12 

HEALTHYASAHORSE 
The wild horses of Shackleford Banks have thrived for decades despite 
the harsh island environment. Kathleen Angione joins a team of researchers 
as they examine the ponies' diet and try to answer the question: "What 
are they eating out there?" 16 

HARD-WORKING HODSON RETIRESJUNE 30 
"WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET" 
Ronald Hodson has given 33 years of service to the North Carolina's coast 
and its people. His eagerness to work and his ability to listen continue to 
earn him praise. Katie Mosher looks at his career 20 

SEA SCIENCE: 
Worth a Thousand Words 
Is coastal development affecting blue crab populations? To answer this 
question, a team of East Carolina University researchers compare a series 
of digital images to blue crab population data. Erin Seiling introduces their 
research and some early results of the project, funded by the N.C. Blue 
Crab Research Program 24 

PEOPLE & PLACES: 
Saving Places: Springer's Point is a Natural Wonder 
Once poised for development, Springer's Point — with its diverse coastal 
community of plants, wildlife and things that go bump in the night — will 
remain undisturbed. The N.C. Coastal Land Trust's new preserve invites 
visitors to follow interpretive trails to observe rare coastal ecosystems 
and learn about the area's pirate lore 27 
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lichael P. 
Voiland, an assistant 
director for research 
and extension at 
Cornell University, 
will take the helm of 
North Carolina Sea 
Grantjuly 1. Voiland 
will succeed current 
Sea Grant Director 
Ronald G. Hodson, 
who will retire June 
30. 

"We are 
extremely pleased to 
have Michael Voiland 
join North Carolina 
Sea Grant. His 
national reputation 
and diverse set of skills will ensure that our 
program continues to provide leadership on 
coastal issues on both the state and national 
levels," says Russ Lea, vice president for research 
of the University of North Carolina. 

Voiland currently has a dual role as 
assistant director for research and extension at 
the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment 
Station and also for Cornell Cooperative 
Extension. 

He describes the new appointment as 
an honor. "I am eager to be part of the North 
Carolina Sea Grant Team — a team of program 
staff, research faculty, partner institutions, state 
and federal governments, and, of course, the 
people of this great state," he says. 

"It is clear that North Carolina Sea Grant 
is a flagship program and sets a high standard 
among Sea Grant programs nationally," 
Voiland adds. "My goal will be to ensure 
that the program's research investments and 
outreach efforts are thoughtfully targeted to 
benefit the state's magnificent coastal resource 
and the people who depend upon it." 

A federal/state partnership, Sea Grant 
receives funding from the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration through the 
National Sea Grant College Program, as well 
as an appropriation from the N.C. General 
Assembly. It is one of 32 programs in the 

Michael Voiland 

national Sea Grant 
network. 

For the past 30 
years, Voiland has 
served in a variety of 
roles in New York's Sea 
Grant and Land Grant 
programs. "Mike has a 
solid understanding of 
the Sea Grant mission," 
Hodson says. "He 
played an effective 
leadership role in the 
New York program. 
He will bring that 
same energy to North 
Carolina." 

In 1976, Voiland 
began as a regional 

extension specialist, and in 1985 was named 
Great Lakes program coordinator. From 
1987 to 1994, he was associate director and 
extension program leader for New York Sea 
Grant. During that time, he also twice served 
as interim director of the program. In all of 
these positions, Voiland played a dual role 
working within New York Sea Grant and Cornell 
Cooperative Extension. 

In 1994, Voiland began a six-year tenure 
in Cornell's office of government affairs, first as 
a senior legislative associate, then two years as 
assistant director. 

In 2000, he moved to his current position 
at Cornell. There he has worked with the 
Agricultural Experiment Station and Cooperative 
Extension to ensure that research and outreach 
programs are effectively integrated. 

His focus also includes enhancing 
evaluation and reporting processes that identify 
program benefits and impacts. And his position 
coordinates public information and awareness 
activities for the experiment station. 

A New York native, he received his 
bachelor's and master's degrees in geography 
from the State University of New York at Albany. 
He earned a doctorate in natural resource 
management from the State University of New 
York College of Environmental Science and 
Forestry at Syracuse University. — K.M. 
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Larger Aquarium at Pine ^^^liores 

The I he long awaited, much anticipated and 
newly renovated North Carolina Aquarium 
at Pine Knoll Shores will open its doors to the 
public on Friday, May 19, at 10:30 a.m. The 
$25-million expansion project has taken more 
than two years to 
complete, but aquarium 
officials and staff believe 
the public will find it 
was worth the wait. 

"We learned a 
lot of lessons from the 
building of the other 
two aquariums," says 
Jay Barnes, the director 
of the Pine Knoll Shores 
aquarium, referring to 
recent renovations at 
Fort Fisher and Roanoke 
Island aquariums. 

"All three 
aquariums have their 
own unique features, 
but we feel this one has 
the broadest feature 
of animals, and it's 
bigger." 

The new 
aquarium is 93,000 
square feet, with more 
than 2,500 specimens 
in nearly 40 exhibits 
representing aquatic 
habitats from North 
Carolina's mountains 
to the ocean. The new 

TOP: Attractions include live-animal programs, dive 
shows and animal feedingdemonstrations. 

BOTTOM: Replicas of famous shipwrecks are the 
backdrop for some exhibits. 

centerpiece exhibit is a 306,000-gallon "Living 
Shipwreck," complete with a replica of the U-352, 
a German sub sunk by the U.S. Coast Guard near 
Cape Lookout in 1942. The exhibit holds various 
schools offish and sea life, as well as large sand 

tiger sharks. 
Other exhibits 

include a 50,000-gallon 
tank with a replica of 
the Queen Anne's Revenge, 
the pirate Blackbeard's 
famed ship, a 32-foot 
waterfall, a stingray 
touch pool, a river otter 
exhibit and a sportfishing 
exhibit. 

Education and 
event resources include 
150-seat auditorium, 
discovery and school 
classrooms, and a large 
multi-purpose room 
with a catering kitchen 
that can be used for 
weddings, parties and 
evening rentals. 

Visitation is 
expected to increase 
from 240,000 per year to 
500,000 per year. For its 
grand opening, the new 
aquarium will extend 
its hours to 9:00 p.m. 
on Friday, May 19, and 
Saturday, May 20. 

- K.A. 

SealSrant 
North Carolina 

SYMPOSIUM MARKS 

30TH ANNIVERSARY 

A June 20 symposium will honor 
the 30th anniversary of North Carolina's 
full Sea Grant College Program. 

The day will conclude with a reception 
to honor the retirement of Director Ronald 
G. Hodson and to introduce Michael P. 
Voiland as incoming director. 

Both events will be held at the North 
Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences in 
downtown Raleigh. The symposium will 
run from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and will 
feature presentations highlighting Sea 
Grant's research and outreach efforts in 
the state. The reception will follow from 
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. 

In 1970, the fledgling National Sea 
Grant College Program began funding 
coastal and marine research programs in 
North Carolina to address pressing coastal 
topics. Byjuly 1976, a comprehensive 
program with research, extension, 
communications and education was in 
place. 

North Carolina Sea Grant's research 
and outreach topics include fisheries, water 
quality and habitat, coastal communities, 
coastal hazards, coastal business, marine 
education, law and policy and seafood 
science. Headquarters are at North Carolina 
State University, with coastal offices in 
Manteo, Morehead City and Wilmington. 

More than $1.6 million in Sea Grant 
research projects were awarded in the state 
in 2005, and Sea Grant staff brought in 
additional grant funding. 

In addition to Sea Grant projects, 
North Carolina Sea Grant also administers 
the state-funded N.C. Fishery Resource 
Grant Program and the N.C. Blue Crab 
Research Program, a combined total of 
$1.5 million annually. 

For details and registration 
information on the symposium and 
reception, call 919/515-2454. Also watch 
for updates on www.ncseagrant.org.   — K.M. 

In the Next Issue of Coastwatch 

The Day at the Docks celebrates the maritime heritage of Hatteras Island, along 
North Carolina's Outer Banks. Ann Green shares stories of the waterfront's past and present. 
Also, the award-winning Rocky Branch restoration project draws current and future leaders 

to the stream's banks and waters. And Currituck is an area synonymous with waterfowl. 
Erin Seiling tours the historic Whalehead Club and the new Outer Banks Center 

for Wildlife Education — cornerstones of Currituck Heritage Park. 
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COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

The N. C. State Ports Authority purchased 
600 acres in Brunswick County 

NEW PORT SITE IN 

BRUNSWICK COUNTY 

The property for the new North 
Carolina International Port in Brunswick 
County now belongs to the N.C. State Ports 
Authority. 

In Apnl, the Ports Authonty closed on 
the purchase of a 600-acre undeveloped 
industrial site on the west bank of the Cape 
Fear River. The site is nine miles from the 
Atlantic Ocean and adjacent to the Military 
Ocean Terminal Sunny Point and Progress 
Energy's Brunswick Nuclear Plant. 

Conceptual plans for the new port 
include a major international terminal, which 
would catapult North Carolina into the 
ranks of major U.S. ports. The new facility 
would have a capacity of 1.5 million 20-foot 
equivalent container units, 4,000 linear feet 
of berthing and an industnal park for distri- 
bution centers or related operations. 

"The new terminal will multiply the 
number of jobs already generated by the 
ports, both local and statewide," says Ports 
Authonty Board Chairman Carl J. Stewart 
Jr. He estimates more than 48,000 jobs 
locally and statewide are related to activities 
at current state ports in Morehead City and 
Wilmington. 

Several projects are required before the 
new port can open, including dredging the 
navigational channel, design and construc- 
tion of terminal facilities and working with 
state and federal authonties to ensure 
highway and rail access. 

Navigational access and construction 
is expected to begin in 2013. 

To learn about the new port site, visit 
the Web: www.ncports.com.        — A.G. 

Survey 

Finds Public 

Misunderstands 

Stormwater 

Results from a recent 

stormwater survey sponsored by the 

N.C. Department of Environment 

and Natural Resources (DENR) finds 

that most North Carolinians are not 

educated about stormwater runoff, 

the pnmary source of water pollution 

in our state and across the nation. The 

survey also finds that many residents 

are unaware how their daily activities 

may be polluting local water supplies. 

Administered by East Carolina 

University's survey center in August and 

September 2005, the survey generated 

1,000 complete responses from people 

across the state. The findings have a 

95 percent confidence level, say DENR 

officials. Survey data will be used to 

tailor education efforts to a variety of 

demographic groups depending on 

their needs. Among the findings: 

37 percent of respondents 

knew that stormwater receives no 

treatment before a storm drain carries 

it to nearby creeks, streams or rivers. 

40 percent of respondents 

washed their own vehicles, but one- 

third washed in the driveway. 

5 percent of respondents 

applied fertilizer to their lawns 

monthly, which is excessive. 

Most respondents didn't clean 

up after their pets, but women scoop 

the poop more than men. 

To learn more about stormwater, 

or to take on online quiz testing your 

knowledge about stormwater, visit 

DENR's stormwater resources online 

at www. ncstormwater. org. — K.A. 
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COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

NRLI Focuses on Leadership 

Development 

In North Carolina, 
environmental managers 
and decision makers 
must deal with many 
sensitive issues, including 
the use of natural 
resources. 

To help these 
leaders build upon common interests among 
various interest groups and create new 
approaches to managing competing demands, 
N.C. Cooperative Extension at North Carolina 
State University initiated the N.C. Natural 
Resources Leadership Institute (NRLI) in 1994. 

In the past dozen years, more than 310 
professionals from industry, government, 
nonprofit organizations and higher education 
in North Carolina and five other states have 
participated. NRLPs founding leaders include Ed 
Jones, Si Garber, Mike Levi, Leon Danielson and 
its director Steve Smutko. 

The NRLI curriculum focuses on leadership 
development, public participation, conflict 
resolution and collaborative problem-solving. 
Each year, participants attend six workshops and 
develop a leadership project or practicum. 

NATURAL 

RESOURCES 

tDERSHIP 

INSTITUTE 

Three members 
of the North Carolina 
Sea Grant staff have 
completed the program, 
including Extension 
DirectorJackThipgen and 
fisheries specialists Sara 
Mirabilio and Bob Hines. 

Last year, Mirabilio used the leadership 
model to improve communication and 
understanding among commercial crabbers, 
university researchers, fishery managers and 
environmental nonprofit staff members working 
on crab topics. 

"The intent of the Blue Crab Collaborative 
Research Learning Project was not to change 
someone's viewpoint on a regulation, but rather 
to help stakeholders understand each other's 
viewpoints," Mirabilio explains. 

"By doing this, stakeholders can move 
beyond surface disagreements and positions to 
underlying interests that they all share," she adds. 

To learn more about NRLI, contact Mary 
Lou Addor, 919/515-4683 or mary'_addor@ncsu. 
edu. Or visit the Web: www.ces.nau.edu/NRLl. 

— A.G. 

Blue Heron Bowl Winners 

Raleigh Charter High School took top honors in the 2006 
Blue Heron Bowl on March 4 in Raleigh. 

Williams High School in Burlington placed second, and 
East Carteret High School in Beaufort placed third in the science 
competition held at North Carolina State University. 

Bishop McGuinness Catholic High School in Kemersville 
and Southwest Guilford High School in High Point received 
sportsmanship awards. 

Twelve high school teams participated in the Blue Heron Bowl 
that challenges students with questions related to ocean biology, 
chemistry, geology, physics, navigation, geography and related history, literature and public policy. 

Raleigh Charter advances to the National Ocean Sciences Bowl (NOSB) May 13-15 in Pacific 
Grove, Calif. NOSB is sponsored by the Consortium forOceanographic Research and Education in 
Washington, D.C., which seeks to expand students' interest in ocean sciences as a college and career 
possibility. 

To learn more about NOSB, visit the Web: www.nosb.org. 
For more information about the 2007 Blue Heron Bowl, contact cynthia_cudaback@ncsu.edu. 

-A.G. 

Spencer Rogers 

ROGERS APPOINTED 

TO EMERGENCY 

PREPAREDNESS 

COMMITTEE 

Spencer Rogers, North Carolina 
Sea Grant coastal construction and erosion 
specialist, has been appointed to the state's 
Joint Interim Study Committee on Emergency 
Preparedness and Disaster Management 
Recovery. 

The committee will study a variety of 
issues related to coastal storms — from state 
building codes for hurricane and flood-prone 
areas to hurricane evacuation and response. 

Members also will examine the 
public health infrastructure for natural and 
nonnatural disasters, including preparation 
and response for a pandemic flu, as well 

as flood preparation and 
response. 

Rogers is a nationally 
recognized expert in 
assessing building damage 
from hurricanes. He has 
surveyed the structural 
damage from every hurricane 
that has struck the East and 
Gulf coasts during the last 
30 years. 

"I am dedicated 
to improving the state's 

building codes and hurricane-related 
construction issues," says Rogers. 

Representatives from several state 
agencies, universities and businesses are on 
the 36-member committee. 

For more information on the panel, 
go online to www.ncleg.net and follow the 
"Committees" links. —A.G. 
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Coastal visitors also are seeing changes, as fewer marinas and fishing piers 
are available for the public. 

'The public's demand for seafood and access is growing, yet the 
opportunities are diminishing," says Barbara Garrity-Blake, a Gloucester 
resident anthropologist and a member of the N.C. Marine Fisheries 
Commission. "The access issue on waterfronts is a critical challenge that state 
officials need to address." 

Mathis, who refers to himself as a "farmer of the sea," says he is living 
proof that with a few adaptations, fishing provides a viable living. He expanded 
his two-boat business into Runners Seafood, a retail and wholesale facility on 
N.C. 24 in Bogue Township. 

"I did not put it on the waterfront, mind you, due to commercial property 
costs," he adds. 

NEW REGULATIONS 
As waterfronts are attracting new uses, North Carolina has changed some 

regulations. For example, the state's Coastal Resources Commission recently 
has modified coastal buffer restrictions for urban 
waterfronts. 

Urban waterfront parcels must be within the 
corporate limits of a municipality in one of the 
state's 20 coastal counties, and, in particular, within 
a centra] business district with urban services. 

The rules now allow for urban waterfront 
development to take place over the water 
and within 30 feet of the water's edge, as 
long as certain criteria are met according to 
Doug Huggett, the N.C. Division of Coastal 
Management (DCM) major permit coordinator. 

"Urban waterfronts have structures like fish 
houses over the water" Huggett says. 

"In most cases, the state doesn't allow 
redevelopment of structures that extend over state- 
owned waters, but can allow such redevelopment 
along urban waterfronts." 

In Morehead City, Brady has a Coastal Area 
Management Act (CAMA) permit to construct 
a retail/residential building. "I don't have an 
immediate timetable for this project" he adds. 

Brady bought the market in 1980. He closed 
the seafood business and restaurant in 2003, citing dramatic changes in the business from the 
early 1980s to the late 1990s. 

"The wholesale seafood business is based on volume," says Brady, a former Carteret 
County commissioner. "With more regulations and reductions in catch, it changed the 
dynamics of the business." 

Also, it became difficult to run the wholesale business in a public area. "There were 
many liability issues when running forklifts and parking trucks. The days are gone when you 
have boatbuilding and repairs, and fish house operations that are open to the public. Now, you 
have to put a fence around these businesses. You can't afford to have people get hurt," Brady 
says. 

Shepard's Point Boat Company — the only boatyard left on the Morehead City 
waterfront — added a fence because of insurance requirements, says manager Tommy Russell. 

Pappy joe Fulcher, 

one of the first party boat captains on the Morehead 

waterfront, celebrated his 87th birthday on July 10, 

1 983.   The former Ottis1 Fish Market is now boarded 

up.  Capt. Gilbert Mathis is one of several commercial 

fishermen who still dock on the waterfront. Charter 

and recreational boats outnumber commercial vessels 

at the docks.  The Sanitary Fish Market & Restaurant 

offers a view of Bogue Sound. 

i 
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The boatyard, which caters to repair of sailboats and powerboats from across the East Coast, is 
a family business. 

'This was my grandfather's property," says Russell of the property that is a stone's throw from 
a retirement complex. "It is a great place for a boatyard." 

A PLACE IN HISTORY 
Morehead City was bustling at the turn of the 20th century: The three-story Atlantic Hotel, one 

of the most famous hotels along the Atlantic Seaboard, overlooked the waterfront. Two fish houses, 
an ice and coal company, and several cottages also graced the area. 

"In the early 1900s, it was supposedly the East 
Coast's second busiest commercial fishing center, 
second only to Gloucester, Massachusetts," according 
to Morehead City: A Walk Through Tune by Jack 
Dudley. 

During this era, many recreational anglers could 
be found in sharpies — sailing craft with a straight- 
plumbed bow and flat bottom, with no dead rise in 
the bow. Tourists also rode in the boats to the Royal- 
Chadwick Pavilion on the ocean side of Bogue Banks, 
according to Dudley. This was the beginning of the 
local charter boat fleet. 

By 1912, a sea wall was constructed along the 
waterfront. And about the same time. Charles Seifrit 
of New Bern and D. B. Willis opened a Coca-Cola 
bottling plant where the Ottis' site is today. 

In 1933, the waterfront lost its biggest attraction 
when the grand Atlantic Hotel burned. 

Five years later, Ted Gamer Sr. and Tony Seamon 
opened their first restaurant, the Sanitary Fish Market 
— with 12 stools, a counter and a two-burner kerosene 
stove, according to Dudley's book. 

Food was cheaper then, but wages were low as 
well. 

"I started working for 30 cents an hour," says 
manager John Tunnell, who started at the business in 
1944. "Back then you had to put the menu on the wall. 
The highest meal was a shore dinner for $ 1.50. You 
could order shrimp for 60 cents." 

In 1941, Headen Ballou, who became known as 
Capt. Bill, converted a fish house into the Waterfront 
Cafe and Fish Market. Later, the restaurant was 
renamed Captain Bill's Waterfront Restaurant. 

Mullet boats would tie up nearby. "Big fish boats 
would unload at the fish houses on the waterfront," says 
Tunnell, who is also a photo-historian. 

"For-hire" boats still are found on the waterfront 
— and their numbers are increasing. Woo-Woo Harker 
has run the Carolina Princess out of Morehead docks 
for more than 25 years. 

"I am now on my third head boat," says Harker, 
whose face lights up when discussing his business. 

Continued 
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"The boats have become more modem, sleeker and faster." 
Head boats typically carry larger crowds, while charter boats 

take out smaller groups. 
"Now, there are a lot of people doing charter fishing on a part- 

time basis on the weekends," says Harker, whose family ran "party 
boats" out of Harkers Island. 

"Boats cost so much now that you have to want to do it. It is 
hard to make investment back from running fishing parties. You 
can't get a 50-foot custom boat built for less than $500,000 to 
$700,000. To take out six people, it costs $1,400 a day." 

Tlie Continental Shelf, which docks at the downtown 
waterfront, serves large fishing parties on a regular basis. "My 
family has been on the waterfront for more than 60 years," says 
Capt. Bill Davis, the boat's owner. 

"My granddaddy was Capt. Stacy, and he started taking 
fishing trips out here. My daddy and his brother owned the first 
Capt. Stacy'' he adds. But now the larger 
Capt. Stacy Fishing Center operates off the 
Atlantic Beach Causeway. 

Reminders remain of bygone days 
when colorful fish captains — including 
Capt. Ottis Purifoy — spent hours greeting 
tourists and fishermen. But times are 
changing. 

"We just lost Capt. Ace Harris." 
Tunnell says, "He was 89 and used to tie 
up here near the Gulf Dock that has been 
here for years." 

The Dolphin I, which is docked near 
the Olympus Dive Shop, also offers a 
piece of history. "This is one of the oldest 
wooden fishing boats left on the Morehead 
waterfront," Tunnell explains. 

"There aren't many wooden boats 
built now. It is still maintained by Capt. 
George Bedforth, who is in his 80s," he 
adds. "Capt. George caught some of the 
first blue marlin brought into Morehead 
City." 

WATERFRONT ATTRACTION 
In addition to charter boats, the waterfront is home to the Diamond City tour boat and a variety 

of old and new businesses. Near the bridge to Beaufort, condominiums are being remodeled. Nearby 
are some boat slips and the headquarters of the Big Rock Blue Marlin Tournament, which started on 
the waterfront 47 years ago. 

On a recent day. Tunnel! gives a tour of the Sanitary Fish Market, a large restaurant known for 
its fresh fish, hush puppies and picture window that provide a waterside view. 

Faces of famous North Carolina politicians and celebrities peer from the wood panel wall, 
including governors such as Kerr Scott and Terry Sanford, who also served in the U.S. Senate. 

"Every customer is famous," Tunnell says of the photos. "We have fed Ted Williams, Rocky 
Marciano, Robert L. Ripley, Ray Bolger, Skip Henderson, Tipper Gore and every governor since 
Clyde Hoey and Mel Broughton." 

The Big Rock 

Blue Marlin Tournament attracts competitors 

from around the world to the Morehead City 

waterfront.    Tourists and locals like to eat 

outside near the docks.    Night fishing is 

popular with some anglers.    The Carolina 

Princess and other "for hire" boats take fishing 

groups to the Gulf Stream. 
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Next door, the Key West Seafood Company — which serves South Florida seafood specialties 
— extends over the water near a dock with commercial fishing boats. Across the street, the old Ice 
House now is a restaurant, and there are a number of shops, including Dee Gee's Gifts and Books. 

In the next block, Captain Bill's, which is known for its conch chowder and seafood, extends 
out over the water. 

'There 
have been a lot 
of changes on 
the waterfront 
since I came 
here 25 years 
ago," says John 
Poag, owner 
of Captain 
Bill's. "This 
place used to 
be a summer 
resort and open 
only during 
the summer 
season. Now, 
my restaurant 
is open year- 
round." 

The look 
of the waterfront also has 
changed. During the 1980s, 
the town of Morehead City 
obtained a Community 
Development Block grant to 
improve the appearance of 
the waterfront area. 

Subsequent grants, 
private investment and town 
monies have maintained a 
"forward movement" such 
that the town now has a 
new sea wall, underground 
utilities, brick paved 
walkways with planters 
along the waterfront and 
new docks, according to the 
Downtown Morehead City 
Revitalization Association 
Web site. 

Recently, the 
revitalization group applied for a federal grant to build public docks near the Jaycee Park. "There will 
be 10 boat slips available for the public," says Joanne Alpiser, the association director. 

The diversity of the area draws artists, restaurants and businesses, she says. At the same time, 
the waterfront offers a sense of history. 

And folks love to go to docks late in the day to watch the catch as it is brought in, she says. 
"This is a Morehead City ritual at sunset." □ 

hrmm 

SB 

will host "North Carolina's Changing 
Waterfronts: Coastal Access and 
Traditional Uses," a June 5 forum at the 
New Bern Riverfront Convention Center. 

"North Carolina is experiencing 
a loss in the diversity of uses along its 
coastal shoreline," says Walter Clark, 
North Carolina Sea Grant coastal law 
and policy specialist. 

"Many of the state's traditional 
uses such as public marinas, commercial 
fishing facilities and fish houses are 
being replaced by residential uses, 
as more people vie for waterfront 
property," he adds. 

The changes in coastal waterfronts 
has drawn the attention of the state's 
Joint Legislative Commission on Seafood 
and Aquaculture, which has asked Sea 
Grant to help develop a proposal to 
create a study commission to look at 
the issues. 

During the June 5 forum, 
participants will explore potential options 
for landowners and communities who 
want to preserve the diversity of our 
shorelines, Clark says. 

The day-long program also will 
include sessions on how and why 
waterfronts are changing, including 
cultural and economic factors; and 
innovative ways that other states are 
dealing with similar issues. 

Registration is $20, and includes all 
breaks, lunch and conference materials. 
A draft agenda and registration form 
are available online at www.ncseagrant. 
org/waterfronts. For more information, 
call 919/515-2454. — A.G. 
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HURRICANE FRAN 

N GREEN 

hen Hurricane Fran slammed onto 
Topsail Island in September 1996, it destroyed 
the Medlin famil/s fishing pier, two restaurants 
and a motel. 

"It was the worst storm to hit the area since 
Hurricane Hazel," says Doug Medlin, the owner of 
the Fishing Village in Surf City. 'There was so much 
damage that we didn't rebuild the facilities." 

Instead, Medlin tore down the old one-story 
building where the Fishing Village now stands and 
built a two-story structure that houses a tackle 
shop, clothing stores, a surf shop and a real estate 
office. 

The toll of Fran's fury was high for many 
others along North Carolina's southern coast: 
More than $5 billion dollars in damage; miles of 
beach sand and dunes sucked from the shoreline; 
and emotional scars that will last a lifetime. 

After a 30-year reprieve from major 
hurricanes, the people of coastal and eastern North 
Carolina were given a first-hand lesson in hurricane 
dynamics. 

The Category 3 storm made landfall north of 
Bald Head Island on Sept. 5,1996, and continued 
its path on Sept. 6 — only a few weeks after 
Hurricane Bertha hit Pender and Onslow counties. 
Fran's course took it inland up the Cape Fear River, 
west of I-40 into the heart of the Triangle. 

"On Topsail Island, there were homes 
that floated away," says Pender County Sheriff 
Carson Smith, who was director of Pender County 
Emergency Management in 1996. "One house was 
sitting in the marsh between Topsail Beach and 
Hampstead." 

Although many homes and businesses were 
lost, the rebuilding began in the months after 
the storm. Now, almost 10 years after the storm, 
the coastal population has increased, as has the 
number of businesses. 

In Pender County, there are close to 20,000 
more people on the island, according to Eddie 
King, current director of PenderCounty Emergency 
Management. "After Fran, we decided to have 
another shelter available during emergencies. This 

year, we are considering a fourth shelter." 
Many other changes have occured along the 

North Carolina coast since Fran, including a new 
beach insurance plan for coastal homeowners. 

What other lessons have researchers, 
government officials and residents learned from 
Fran? And how much have the beaches recovered? 

Beach dynamics are a complicated puzzle 
of interacting elements — winds, waves, currents, 
sand and geologic formations. The way these 
elements fit together determines how a beach 
responds during a hurricane, as well as how it 
recovers after a storm. 

Wind transports fine grains of dry sand 
above the wet beach. If these grains are halted by 
vegetation or other obstructions, they pile up to 
build dunes. 

Dunes art as reservoirs of sand that help to 
buffer nearby structures and landscape from the 
waves and surging waters during hurricanes and 
other major storms. 

"Unfortunately, a myth has evolved that 
sand dunes are a cure for all types of erosion," 
Spencer Rogers and David Nash explain in 
The Dune Book, a North Carolina Sea Grant 
publication. 

"In the real-world, sand dunes are very poor 
protection from long-term erosion, inlet changes 
and even seasonal fluctuations in the beach," the 
authors add. 

When it comes to storms, the more sand 
between you and the ocean, the better, says 
Rogers, North Carolina Sea Grant's coastal 
construction and erosion specialist. But for some 
beaches, sand was in short supply during the 
summer of 1996. 

Southern coastal beaches — including the 
towns ofTopsail Beach, Surf City, North Topsail 
Beach and Kure Beach — received a one-two 
punch with Bertha and Fran hitting close together. 

In July, Bertha had eaten away the berm and 
took a bite out of the dunes. Large quantities of 

Continued 
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sand were moved offshore. Summer waves were 
starting to restore sand to the beach just as the 
powerful Fran moved in. 

With a sparse supply of protective sand, 
Fran's waves and surge quickly swept away 
the remaining dunes. In many cases, the water 
overwashed segments of the barrier islands from 
Bogue Banks south to Kure Beach. In some areas, 
20 to 30 feet of beachfront were washed 
away. 

"It is difficult to measure the 
long-term effects of Fran, but it was 
very devastating to the beaches and 
infrastructure," says North Carolina Sea 
Grant researcher Bill Geary. 

"Recovery is particularly difficult 
to measure on developed beaches where 
there is nourishment," he adds. "Clearly, 
the majority ofTopsail Island, particularly 
North Topsail, is worse off than before 
Fran." 

From the high-rise bridge to the tip 
of North Topsail, the dunes remain in 
bad shape, says Geary, a University of 
North Carolina at Wilmington scientist. 
"There are a lot of new homes, but not 
a lot of dunes for storm protection," he 
adds. 

Surf City, in the middle ofTopsail 
Island, has seen some recovery, Geary 
says. "All the dunes were destroyed 
during Fran. Many have been rebuilt 
artificially." 

Of those areas in Hurricane Fran's 
strike zone, Wrightsville and Carolina 
beaches fared best, according to Geary. 
The damage at Wrightsville Beach was 
primarily overwash and erosion in the 
central section, from Johnny Mercer's Pier 
to the Holiday Inn, he says. 

during Fran, many beach communities began to 
see beach nourishment as extra protection from 
coastal storms, according to Walter Clark, North 
Carolina Sea Grant coastal communities and 
policy specialist. 

But beach nourishment doesn't come 
without high cost and controversy over 
environmental impacts. 

TOP: A satellite image of Fran on Sept. 5, 1996, shows the storm 
before landfall. BOTTOM: The storm damaged many homes at 

Ocean Bay Village in North Topsail Beach, located in Onslow Cou 

Prior to the 1996 storms, both Carolina and 
Wrightsville beaches had received thousands of 
tons of sand in "nourishment" projects. Rogers 
says that the limited storm damage on those 
beaches emphasizes his point: More is better 
when it comes to sand and storm protection. 

Tony Caudle, who was Wrightsville Beach 
town manager in 1996, agrees. "In some 
locations, the beach was devastated, but few 
structures were lost," he says, adding that the 
worst damage was at the Holiday Inn, just north 
of the protected area of the beach nounshment 
project. 

Because Wrightsville Beach fared so well 

In Emerald Isle, the average cost was 
$1.7 million per mile of sand replenishment for 
projects in 2003 and 2005, according to Town 
Manager Frank Rush. "There are many variables 
for beach renourishment, including how far away 
the sand source is," Rush explains. 

"Our beach nourishment project saved the 
day during Hurricane Ophelia. Areas with regular 
overwash and heavy damage came through the 
storm unscathed," he adds. 

Not all communities can afford nourish- 
ment projects — some opponents argue the 
investment may wash away in the next big storm. 

North Topsail is sand-starved as the 
nearby ocean floor has a hard bottom that 

traps the sand in between the natural reefs. Beach 
nounshment there is more costly at about $12 to 
$15 a cubic yard, says Geary. "This is two to three 
times what it would cost normally." 

Buildings most often are destroyed by waves 
and erosion that accompany storm-induced floods. 
Erosion can scour out footings, causing structures 
to collapse. 

And the power of even small waves can 
pound piliings and damage homes. Research 
shows that a 1.5-foot or taller breaking wave 
can easily destroy a well-built house designed 
for 120-mph winds, Rogers says. 

Wind gusts — which were clocked 
between 110 and 120 mph during Fran — did 
not directly damage many buildings, Rogers 
found during a post-storm assessment. North 
Carolina's building code requires that barrier 
island structures withstand winds of 130 to 
140 mph. 

Rather, most destruction was caused 
by storm surge that reached more than 12 
feet above sea level — a height at or above 
the 100-year flood level. "The worst damage 
was caused by water levels, wave action and 
erosion," Rogers says. 

Current building practices include an 
\    open piling foundation, combined with a high 

first-floor elevation, so that waves can pass 
through unimpeded. 

On Roger's advice, in 1986 the N.C 
Building Code Council had added new rules 
for erosion-prone areas, requiring pilings be 
sunk 5 feet below sea level or 16 feet below 
ground level. 

Of the 205 Topsail Island structures 
built after the piling foundation standards 
were set in 1986,200 buildings survived Fran 
and Bertha. But 180 oceanfront buildings 
built on shallower pilings were destroyed by 
erosion, Rogers notes. He suspects the five 

newer buildings lost were not in compliance with 
the 1986 code. 

A post-Fran report from the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) urged 
better construction and inspection practices to 
ensure proper installation of the pilings in order to 
meet the state's code requirements. 

The N.C. Building Code Council makes 
updates every three years — and 2006 is one of 
those years. 

"So there could be more code changes," 
Rogers says. 

Early this year, the council implemented rules 
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requiring storm shutters for windows and doors 
on all new homes built within 1,500 feet of the 
ocean. 

Several years ago, researchers from South 
Carolina and North Carolina Sea Grant, Clemson 
University and the Blue Sky Foundation designed 
a new type of plywood storm shutter for all 
homes. The shutters can be installed from the 
inside. 

"Storm shutters may not be the 
highest priority for hurricane retrofitting," 
says Rogers. "But as the wind-resistance of 
a building is improved, shutters become a 
top priority in high-wind zones. For some 
homes, threatening sources of debris may 
make shutters the first priority," he says. 

The new style of shutters must be 
prefitted. 

Rogers emphasizes that no single 
technique will limit wind and water damage 
during storms. "Each house is different. 
What matters is finding the weakest 
components and looking for the most cost- 
effective priorities for each house." 

To minimize wind damage, Rogers 
advises homeowners to pay attention to 
connections — including using metal straps 
or hurricane clips rather than nails alone to 
secure the roof. 

Garages also can be problem zones 
in high winds. "The garage is one of the 
weakest points in the house for lateral wind 
forces," says Rogers. "The consequences 
of a door failure can be a greater structural 
threat than a loss of a window elsewhere in 
the house." 

His solution? Homeowners can install 
extra bracing and heavier tracks designed for 
high wind resistance. 

cover lost business income. 
In either case, the maximum limits do not 

include land values. 
In 1997, the legislature added a law to 

provide insurance coverage for windstorm and 
hail in coastal counties. In order to quality for the 
catastrophic coverage, the property owners must 
have additional property insurance written by 

Since Fran, homeowners along the coast 
have better options for insurance coverage. 

The N.C General Assembly passed two 
separate laws to amend the N.C. Beach Plan, 
an independent, nongovernmental entity that 
provides insurance coverage for coastal properties 
when owners could not get traditional insurance. 

Maximum limits are $1.5 million for 
residential property for windstorm and 
hail coverage along with $1.5 million for a 
homeowner dwelling for fire plus contents. 

For commercial property, there is a $3 
million limit per location to cover fire, windstorm 
and hail damage to the structure and contents, 
while an additional allowance of $300,000 could 

TOP: A girl checks the beach after a 2005 storm. Parts of 
North Topsail Beach have not recovered since Hurricane Fran 

OTTOM: Fran's rains flooded streets in Surf City. 

licensed insurers. 
"Hurricane Fran deepened the insurance 

crisis that led to extending coverage in the Beach 
Plan," says Clark. "Cumulative concerns from 
Fran and previous storms led to a greater focus on 
insurance issues." 

In 2002, another law was passed that 
offered homeowners' coverage for primary 
residences in the 18 coastal counties of eastern 
North Carolina. The plan previously offered only a 
fire and dwelling policy, which provided no liability 
or other needed coverage. The plan does not 
include coverage for rental property. 

Insurance Commissionerjim Long stresses 
that the legislation keeps costs reasonable, while 

offering broader protection. Long has the authonty 
to approve rates in the Beach Plan, which are 15 
percent higher than the rates in the traditional 
coastal markets. The N.C. Department of Insurance 
and the N.C. Rate Bureau set the rate in 2003. 

"Residents of eastern North Carolina no 
longer have to struggle to find needed coverage at 
affordable prices," Long says. "Finally, they can go to 

one agent to get the coverage they need — to 
protect their home from fire, wind, rain, 
liability and other needed coverage — the 
same protections a homeowner in the rest 
of the state expects." 

Flood coverage still is only available 
through the National Flood Insurance 
Program. 

With the 2006 hurricane season upon 
us, are we better prepared for another big 
hurricane? 

"Fran and the hurricanes of the 1990s 
reminded residents of the damage caused 
by large storms," says Rogers. 

But those memories may be fading. 
Traditionally, barrier island 

homeowners have used open areas 
underneath piling-supported houses for 
parking and storage, allowing waves to 
pass under the house. But in the 10 years 
since Fran, some areas have allowed 
homeowners to put fully finished rooms 
on the ground level. 

"It remains to be seen whether the 
demand for even larger coastal homes will 
overcome the memory of prior hurricane 
damage," Rogers says. 

"During Hurricane Isabel in 2001, 
some of the newest homes were more 
severely damaged than the classic beach 
homes that became common in the 
1960s." 

To order a copy of The Dune Book, contact Sandra 
Harris, harriss@unity.ncsu.edu, 919/515-9101. 
Or send $5 to North Carolina Sea Grant, NCSU Box 
8605, Raleigh, NC27695. 

To find out more about North Carolina's Beach 
Plan, call 919/821-1299 or visit the Web: www.ncjua- 
nciua.org. 

There also are numerous Web sites about coastal 
hazards, including: 

Sea Grant's National HazNet: www.haznet.org. 
Clemson University's Wind Load Test Facility, 
www.clemson.edu/special/hugo/wind.htm. 
North Carolina Sea Grant, www.ncseagrant.org. 
Follow the links to coastal hazards and outreach 
activities. 
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For Sue Stuska, a wildlife biologist at the 
Cape Lookout National Seashore, it's a typical 
day in the field. For the past year, Stuska and 
her team of volunteers have filled dozens of 
plastic bags with bits of plant matter as part of a 
nutrients study examining the diet of the 112 wild 
ponies living on Shackleford Banks, a 3,000-acre 
uninhabited island near Atlantic Beach. 

The "banker ponies" are one of only a 
handful of wild herds remaining in the United 
States. And they are thriving. 

If it weren't for a carefully detailed plan of 
immunocontraception, a form of birth control 
that uses the body's immune response to prevent 
pregnancy, the horses would overwhelm the 

island's food and water resources, says Stuska. 
The National Park Service and the Foundation 
for Shackleford Horses, a volunteer-based 
organization in Carteret County, jointly manage 
the herd's birth control plan, which also ensures 
enough diversity remains in the gene pool. 

It is the herd's ability to thrive in spite of the 
harsh island conditions that motivates Stuska's 
study. "We want to know how they are doing so 
well in an environment so different from domestic 
horses," she says. 

The study specifically looks at seasonal 
changes in the ponies' diet, and whether different 
habitats provide different nutritional contents. 

Stuska and her team sample 13 habitats 

on the island four times per year, including 
ocean and sand beaches, maritime forest, wet 
and dry grasslands, freshwater pond and marsh 
habitat. Samples consist of any vegetation the 
ponies are observed eating, as well as any bowel 
movements the team witnesses. 

The samples are sent to labs at North 
Carolina State University and analyzed for 
protein levels, digestible energy and certain 
minerals. The study won't be complete for 
another year, so no significant results have 
emerged yet. But one of the big questions 
researchers are examining is how the ponies' 
diet compares to that of domestic horses, says 
Michael Yoder, an animal scientist and equine 
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extension specialist from NC State. 
"I think we are going to see that these ponies 

are getting by on a lot less than what we would 
have expected," says Yoder. 

Adult horses can eat 1.5 to 2 percent of 
their body weight each day, and according to 
conventional wisdom their diets should contain 
about 8 percent protein within that range, says 
Stuska. Breeding or lactating adults require more. 
But preliminary analyses of the Shackleford 
ponies' forage samples found much smaller 
protein percentages. 

"They're definitely not getting extra protein 
or energy," says Stuska. "What are they getting out 
there, nutritionally, that sustains them so well?" 

Ponies, Not People 
Stuska's office in the Harkers Island 

visitor's center is fairly typical, except for a 
pair of stirrups and chaps hanging on the wall, 
and a long felt board opposite her desk. Four 
sections of the board represent different areas 
of Shackleford Banks. Clusters of paper strips, 
labeled with names and numbers representing 
different ponies and their preferred areas on the 
island, adorn each section. 

The ponies are given numbers for 
identification and research purposes, she says. 
"Their names are for convenience, not because 
they are pets." 

Stuska is adamant about keeping the ponies 

wild, both on the island and in public perception. 
She is hesitant to let publications refer to the 
ponies by name, lest people begin saddling 
them with human personality traits. That could 
lead visitors to try and approach or feed the 
ponies, and foreign foods could cause digestive 
problems or death. And should the ponies begin 
associating people with food, visitors would be 
at increased risk — imagine a 900-pound pony 
eyeballing your granola bar. 

All of the study volunteers adhere to 
the "ponies, not pets" mindset. But no matter 
how objective everyone strives to be, there is 
no denying they are drawn to the indefinable 
charisma of the banker ponies. 

Continued 
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When asked what motivated him to help 
study the ponies, Steve Benbow, a Morehead 
City insurance agent, stumbles to explain his 
reasoning. He uses words like "heritage," 
"wildness" and "independence." 

But his sentiment is clear. These wild horses 
are interwoven in the culture and uniqueness of 
the Crystal Coast. To locals and visitors alike, the 
ponies are a living reminder of the area's strong 
maritime ties and rugged roots. 

No one is sure how wild horses came to live 
on Shackleford Banks, but many speculate it was 
some combination of early explorers, colonists, 
and overland trade and travel, says Stuska. One 
popular theory is that horses swam ashore from 
sinking ships in the 1400s and 1500s. Another is 
that horses were left behind when settlements like 
Diamond City, on the eastern end of Shackleford 
Banks, were abandoned in the late 1800s. 

Genetic samples from the Shackleford 
ponies reveal blood variants rarely seen in 
domestic horses, according to Gus Cothran, the 
director of the University of Kentucky's equine 
blood typing research laboratory. 

'This leads us to believe that this herd of 
Banker Horses could be descended from a very 
old core group of Colonial Spanish horses," 
Stuska says. 

Today's herd still reflects the survival 
strategies and social pecking order that kept its 
ancestors reproducing on Shackleford Banks for 
so long. The ponies organize themselves into 
harems, or groups of mares associated with one 
stallion. A stallion with a large harem has a higher 
status among the herd, and a greater chance 
of ensuring his genes are passed on to future 
generations. 

There are about 25 harems on the island, and 
anywhere from five to seven "bachelor bands," 
or groups of young male stallions, according to 
Stuska's latest count. 

"Certain harems only stay in certain 
areas," explains Emily Adams, a study volunteer 

and North Carolina 
Cooperative Extension 
agent. The same is true 
for bachelor bands, 
although their home 
ranges are slightly 
bigger. "They may be 
eating different things 
on different parts of the 
island," she says. 

Watching, Waiting 
When the 

volunteers arrive, they 
are given their field kits 
— a GPS unit to pinpoint 
the location of their samples, a walkie-talkie, a 
soft cooler, several resealable plastic bags, and 
a clipboard with data sheets. They are split into 
groups and assigned to different areas of the 
island. 

The groups check the ponies' most likely 
haunts first, such as the freshwater ponds. The 
volunteers may get lucky and discover a harem or 
a few wandering bachelors. Or all they may find 
are traces of ponies — ragged edges of bushes, 
hoof prints or a fresh pile of dung. 

When they do find ponies, volunteers 
approach carefully and give the animals plenty 
of space. The ponies may respond to this new 
presence with a flick of an ear or the toss of a tail, 
and then they turn back around. 

"They just go about their business," says 
Adams. 

For the volunteers, the best part of the day 
has begun. First, they look for any numbers 
displayed on the ponies' hindquarters. 

These numbers are freeze-branded onto 
ponies during round-ups, an event to manage the 
herd that occurs anywhere from every two to four 
years. Unlike hot iron-branding, which obliterates 
hair follicles, freeze-branding uses a cold agent to 
alter follicles so that the hair grows back white. 

Volunteers then cross-reference the numbers 
with names and document the ponies on their data 
sheets. Then it is time to take out the binoculars, 
find a comfortable patch of sand and start 
observing. 

Sometimes there are little dramas, like 
tussles over the use of the watering hole. Other 
times, the stallions find themselves involved in 
bigger commotions. 

"When they fight, the stallion will always 
send in the second-in-command first," says Yoder. 
A challenge usually consists of meeting nose-to- 
nose, snorting and pawing the ground. During 
the last fight Yoder witnessed, the second-in- 
command began the challenge and then quickly 
turned and ran — the signal for the alpha stallion 
to take over. 

"But the second-in-command immediately 
ran back to one of the mares that was in heat and 
tried to breed her while the alpha stallion was 
fighting. The alpha heard it and took off—he 
forgot all about the fight!" 

Most of the time, volunteers spend the day 
watching the ponies eat. In the fall and winter, the 
brown landscape makes it difficult to see what 
bits of green they are consuming. Once the ponies 
have finished grazing, there usually isn't much 
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of the plant left to identify. In the late spring and 
summer, when the island's vegetation is the most 
lush, too much green can make it difficult to 
decipher specific plants. 

Staring through their binoculars, volunteers 
watch as the ponies' lips sift through tufts of 
seemingly indistinguishable plants to eventually 
bite off something close to the ground. At first, 
their rummaging seems random. After a while, a 
certain level of meticulousness is apparent — the 
ponies are after specific vegetation, but what are 
they getting from it? 

Nutritional Mystery 
The main source of energy and nutrients in 

a horse's diet comes from roughages, whether it 
is in the form of grasses or hay, Yoder explains. 
Research on domestic horses also shows that 
mineral ratios play an integral role in optimum 
health. If these ratios are too uneven, the body 
cannot use nutrients properly. Take copper and 
iron. Copper, along with zinc and vitamin D, is 
tied direcdy to bone development in growing 
animals, Yoder explains. 

"If we have an extremely high percentage 
of iron in the diet, then that can bind copper," he 
says, making the latter mineral unavailable for the 

body. Low levels of copper can cause abnormal 
tendon and ligament development, he adds. 

Commercial feed companies serving North 
Carolina markets are aware of our iron-rich soils 
and supplement their products for domestic 
horses, says Yoder. But commercial grains are 
something the Shackleford ponies have never had, 
and will never have. And that makes researchers 
wonder whether the wild herd is surviving — and 
apparently thriving — on different mineral ratios. 

"For these weanlings and yearlings on the 
island, you'd like to think that they're getting 
enough nutrients for normal development," Yoder 
says. "Apparently, they're getting at least the bare 
minimum, because they seem to be getting along 
reasonably well." 

Study samples are analyzed for 10 to 12 
different minerals, according to Yoder. In addition 
to copper, iron, zinc and selenium, Yoder pays 
special attention to calcium and phosphorous. 

"We know that with [domestic] horses, we 
should always have two parts of calcium for every 
one part of phosphorous in the diet," he says. 

If the diet doesn't provide enough calcium, 
the body obtains it from the bones, which can lead 
to brittleness and skeletal abnormalities. 

"If we don't see that [mineral ratio] in a wild 

situation like Shackleford Banks, that would lead 
us to believe the ponies are functioning just fine 
on different ratios," Yoder says. 

Could such ratios be why the Shackleford 
horses look so different than their larger, more 
proportional and carefully bred domestic 
cousins? That, in combination with their 
ancestor's genetic stock, might be a small part 
of it, says Yoder. But there is so much about the 
herd and its history we will never know. 

"These animals have been out here for who 
knows how many generations," he says. "And 
what Mother Nature has created is an animal that 
she can sustain on this island." 

At the end of the day, when their coolers 
are filled with plant and dung samples, the 
volunteers trek back to the dock and wait for 
their ride home. Tomorrow, their knees and 
lower backs will be sore from crawling on the 
ground to pick at tiny pieces of grass. But a few 
short-term aches may lead to important long- 
term knowledge of this fascinating herd. 

'It's going to give us a better idea of how 
the ponies are surviving," Stuska says of the 
study's significance. "It will show the uniqueness 
of the wild horses in their adaptation to barrier 
island living." □ 
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HARD-WORKING HODSON RETIRES JUNE 30 

"What You See is What You Get" 

h v Katie M o s h e r 

m Hodson arrived in North Carolina 
in April 1973, with a fresh doctorate and a 
reputation. 

"He came with the recommendation that 
counts: He'll work," recalls B.J. Copeland, 
then a researcher at North Carolina State 
University who had just taken the helm of the 
state's fledgling Sea Grant program. 

Hodson was willing to take a chance on 
the new setting, "I told B.J.: If you offer me 
the job, I'll take it," he says with a smile. Little 
did he realize that his new research associate 
position would grow into a career of service to 
North Carolina 

As Hodson prepares to retire as North 
Carolina Sea Grant Director on June 30, 
his work ethic and no-nonsense personality 
continue to draw praise and respect. 

"What you see is what you get. There is 
no pretense," says Jim Murray, former North 
Carolina Sea Grant extension director and 
currently acting deputy director at the National 
Sea Grant College Program. 

"You know where he stands on a decision 
and the reason for it — even if you don't agree. 
Then you can move on. You can trust him," 
Murray says. 

Jimmy Johnson has worked with Hodson 
on many levels — as a seafood processor, as chairman of the N.C. Marine 
Fisheries Commission, and now a coordinator for the state's Coastal 
Habitat Protection Plan. 

"When I was in the seafood processing industry, the industry knew 
that Ron, and Sea Grant, was always there. If we had a need — some 
research work we needed help on — we knew we could go to Sea Grant, 
and something would happen," Johnson explains. 

Bob Hines, a veteran Sea Grant fisheries specialist, agrees. "Ron has a 
great ability to identify issues where Sea Grant can be of service," he says. 

And Hodson not only is in tune with the people and issues of North 
Carolina, but he also understands the coastal ecosystems. "In my mind, this 
melding of science and an innate understanding or 'feeling' for the natural 
world are a hallmark of Ron's personality," Hines adds. 

"I swear, he can think like a fish!" 

Farmer's Instincts 
Growing up on a farm near Trotwood, Ohio, Hodson focused on 

school and chores, but made time to read historical and Western novels, and 
to explore outdoors. 

"Bon has a great ability to identify issues 
where Sea Grant can be of service. 

In my mind, this melding of science and an 
innate understanding or feeling'for the natural 

world are a hallmark of Ron's personality. 
I swear, he can think like a fish!" 

— Bob Hines 

Voted "Most Athletic" in his senior class 
of 1959, he went on to Wilmington College, 
southeast of Dayton, to play basketball. 

After a ruptured Achilles tendon ended 
his basketball days, he moved to Manchester 
College in Indiana. He majored in physical 
education and biology, with plans to teach. 
"About my junior year, I decided I didn't want 
to teach in high school," Hodson recalls. 

Zoology professor Emerson Niswander 
encouraged him to go to graduate school. 
"He was the first person — other than my 
parents — to have shaped what I would do," 
says Hodson, who headed to the 
University of Arkansas to study with 
ichthyologist Kirk Strawn. 

His master's thesis described 
the first-year life history of large- 
mouth bass in a new reservoir. He also 
collected "thousands and thousands of 
fish" from across Arkansas. "I knew all 
the fish on sight — I had a good eye for 
that," he says. 

"Getting a PhD seemed like a 
natural thing to do," Hodson explains. 

He started doctoral work at the 
University of Kansas, but soon headed to 
Texas A&M University, where Strawn had 

moved. "My farm background helped me be a natural in the field," Hodson 
recalls. 

By 1972, Hodson was almost finished with his doctorate. A friend 
offered him a job in Nicaragua to work with a fish company. Ron and his 
wife, Ruthie, his high school sweetheart, quickly joined in the adventure. 

During a side trip to Costa Rica, a conversation with friends turned 
to the Hodsons' long-held dream of adopting a child. The friend thought it 
was such a good idea, she immediately called the national orphanage, and 
offered some surprising news: A week-old boy needed a family. 

The Hodsons and their friend headed to San Jose the next morning. 
After one long interview and a visit to the foster home, they started the 
paperwork, including gathering reference letters from friends. 

"He was 15 days old when we picked him up," Ron Hodson recalls. 
They named their son Todd. 

In late 1972, the family returned to the U.S. for Ron to finish his 
dissertation — and prepare to enter the job market. One prospect was the 
research job with Copeland at NC State. 

"When I thought of the East, I thought of Washington, D.C., and 
Continued 
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^FT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM: 1. floi7 HOC/SCM weighs fish in the mid-1980s, before the commercial 
production of hybrid striped bass. 2. Hodson checks viability offish eggs in the early 1990s. 3. From left, 
Capt. Henry Daniels. Bill Birkliead and Hodson discuss their sampling plans before heading the the 
Brunswick site. 4. Charlene Couch, left, stiips eggs for research, while Craig Sullivan, center, and Hodson 
observe. 5. Earlier this year, Hodson checked on the crop at Carolina Fisheries with Lee Brothers, reaching 
in the tank, and Beau Brothers. 6. Greg Beckman, left, worked with Hodson at the Pamlico lab in the 
early 1990s. 7. Dave Bova and Hodson handle fish at the Pamlico lab in the mid 1980s. 8. As Sea Grant's 
associate director from 1981 to 1997, Hodson had research administration duties. 9. Hodson worked 
with many coastal leaders, including ferry Schill, formerly of the N.C. Fisheries Association. 
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New York City," Hodson recalls. But Copeland's project — to quantify the 
thermal impacts of the new Brunswick Steam Electric plant — was right up 
Hodson's alley. Field work would be in Brunswick County with lab analysis 
in Pamlico County. 

The project grew, and Hodson would have a lead role in six years of 
field work. He came to Raleigh in 1979 to focus on final reports and journal 
articles. 

"I was the big picture, and Ron was the scientific detail," Copeland 
recalls. "We were a good team." 

LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Ron 
Hodson \isits mth former 
Rhode Island Sea Grant 
Director Scott Nixon and 
Dan Baden of the University 
of North Carolina at 
Wilmington before a 2001 
seminar. 2. Hodson checks 
eggs during early years of 
commercial production. 
3. Hodson, B.J. Copeland 
and Randy Rouse 
conducted aquaculture 
field research in the early 1980s. 

Aquaculture Aptitude 
By 1981, North Carolina had a Sea Grant College Program 

opening for an associate director. Hodson applied. 
Bill Queen of East Carolina University was on the search committee. 

"He had a question: Could I keep the Sea Grant aquaculture effort going in 
Aurora?" recalls Hodson. 

About half of Hodson's new position focused on research administra- 
tion, and half on aquaculture. "He knew fish — and aquaculture was the 
coming thing. Sea Grant needed to be in it," Copeland says. 

Early on, Hodson set a goal of hybrid striped bass production for the 
seafood markets — building upon work started by Howard Kirby. 

An initial mission was to build a hatchery. "By 1986, we knew we 
could do this on a commercial scale," Hodson recalls of the work to culture 
the striped bass/white bass cross for food markets. 

In 1987, Hodson received a $100,000 grant from the National Coastal 
Resources Research and Development Institute to transfer the research 
technology for pond aquaculture to a pilot commercial operation. But at the 
last minute, the original farmer pulled out. 

Colleague Randy Rouse suggested Hodson talk with father/son team 
Lee and Harvey Brothers in Beaufort County. "It was the beginning of a 
great relationship," Hodson explains. 

Lee Brothers agrees. "I consider Ron a true friend," he says. "Ron is a 
phenomenal man. He's got so much common sense along with his academic 
sense." 

And Hodson challenged him to stay focused on the goal — even if it 
meant going into a pond in February to sample fish. "If he was going in, I 

had to do it too," Brothers adds with a laugh. 
The first year, the team lost a lot of fish — but not their determination. 
Lundie Spence, former North Carolina Sea Grant marine educator, 

recalls going to the farm one Saturday with Ron. A parasite was threatening 
thousands of baby bass. "Ron was with the family the whole time, sharing 
the stress, bringing in the experts and added support," Spence explains. 

By 1988, the team had the first demonstration crop — 70,000 pounds 
of pond-raised hybrid striped bass for the food market. 

The previous year, Jim Carlsburg, in a private venture in California had 
the first commercial production of hybrids in tanks. The combined industry 

- including ponds and tanks — took off, thanks 
in part to a moratorium on striped bass 
fishing in the Chesapeake region in light 
of declining natural stocks, along with new 
fishing limits in other states. 

North 
Carolina proved 
to be ideal for 
pond aquaculture 
— with its clay- 
based soils and flat 
coastal plain. The 
Castle Hayne aquifer provided great quantity and quality of water for 
aquaculture, with especially good calcium levels. 

The N.C. General Assembly recognized economic potential in coastal 
aquaculture, and appropriated $400,000 for NC State to hire researchers 
and extension staff. 

The group included researcher Craig Sullivan, who joined NC State to 
focus on the reproductive physiology, and later genetics. Hodson, Sullivan 
and others worked with the Brothers at Carolina Fisheries, and with other 
new fish farmers. 

"Ron provided great service to these 'green' farmers," Sullivan says. 
"He took them under his wing, and worked boot-to-boot to teach them 
about critical factors — spawning, grading, and dealing with parasites, 
pathogens and water quality management." 

At one point, the state had more than 20 hybrid striped bass farms. 
Today, 19 are still operating. About 3 million pounds are produced here 
annually — a quarter of the 12 million pounds produced nationally. 

A founding member of the Striped Bass Growers Association, Hodson 
helped write the bylaws and served as president secretary and on the board 
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of directors. He continues to serve as the "special scientific advisor" to a 
national breeding program to develop a domesticated broodstock. 

"In my view, Ron Hodson is the father of the pond-reared hybrid 
striped bass," Sullivan says. "It was a visionary undertaking on his part." 

Copeland agrees. "From research to big business — it is a world- 
famous accomplishment." 

A Lesson in Leadership 
In 1997, Hodson was named 

interim director for North Carolina 
Sea Grant, and in 1998 became full 
director. 

Less than a year later, his life 
would change dramatically. 

After a national aquaculture 
meeting in Florida in January 
1999, he and Ruthie were visiting 
friends. A flight in the friend's 
small plane ended in a tragic 
crash. Ruthie and the pilot's wife 
died from extensive injuries. 
Ron and the pilot would spend 
weeks in hospitals and months in physical 
therapy. 

Despite physical pain and emotional 
trauma, Hodson found strength in family, 
friends and his work. 

"I never once heard him complain 
about his situation. I only saw his 
□^termination to continue to live life to its 
fullest," says Johnson, who often seeks out 
Hodson's table at banquets and meetings. 
"We love listening to him talk and listening 
to the passion he has for Sea Grant and coastal North Carolina." 

Hodson now uses canes to walk short distances and a wheelchair 
to maneuver along longer routes — and as a comfortable seat for long 
meetings. The accident also changed his management style. "I had to learn 
to delegate more," he says with a smile. 

In his nine years at the helm of North Carolina Sea Grant, Hodson says 
he has seen the program's "buying power" decrease in light of rising costs. 
"We must change the way we do business. We will be looking for additional 
sources of funding," he says. 

While they have different personalities and styles, Hodson says that 
he continues to use lessons he learned from Copeland. "B.J. showed the 
strength of a diverse program based on needs identified by stakeholders." 

During his tenure, Hodson says he has strengthened the review 
process for research proposals. And many Sea Grant projects are multidisci- 
plinary in order to provide the best science on pressing coastal topics, he adds. 

"We've always had a great staff: extension, communications and 
administrative," Hodson says. 

Many new outreach staff members are arriving with advanced degrees 

"Ron proridedgreat service to these 'green' farmers. 
He took them under his wing, and worked boot-to- 

boot to teach them about critical factors - spawning, 
grading, and dealing with parasites, pathogens and 
water quality management. In my view. Ron Hodson 
is the father of the pond-reared hybrid striped bass. 

It was a visionary undertaking on his pad." 
— Craig Sullivan 

— a sign of the times. "They're not teaching folks how to catch fish 
better. We are helping people deal with regulations and manage coastal 
resources," Hodson says. 

Sea Grant also has administered the state's Fishery Resource Grant 
Program (FRG) since 1997. "Every year, the quality of the proposals 
improves," Hodson says. 'This was our strongest year yet." 

The FRG program, along with the Blue Crab Research Program 
also funded by the state, strives to pair researchers with academics. Rather 

than "butting heads," the two groups often now partner 
to test theories based on local 
knowledge of fisheries and 
ecosystems. 

"If we are going to solve 
some of these management 
questions, they are going to have to 
work together," he says. 

Hodson has provided 
leadership to the national Sea Grant 
network as well, including serving on 

the board of the Sea Grant Association 
and as the directors' liaison to the 
Assembly of Sea Grant Extension 
Program Leaders. 

New Plans 
A few years after the plane crash, Hodson 

was ready to start thinking about dating 
— a daunting task for someone who had been 
married for 36 years. He tried a modem tactic, 
online dating services, with varying success. 

But it was an old-fashioned introduction 
by friend Joan Messina, a former Sea Grant 
employee, along with encouragement from 

Todd, that led Ron to ask Kay to dinner. 
What was her response? She wondered what took him so long. 
They were married within a year. She brought two married daughters 

to the family, and Todd married the next year. 
Family — which now includes five grandchildren — will play a 

leading role in Hodson's "so-called" retirement. 
And a new van will get mileage as he and Kay plan some travels, 

especially during winter months. 
Hodson also plans to stay active professionally, with an emeritus 

role in NC State's zoology department and an interest in new marine 
aquaculture opportunities. Folks are already asking him to serve on state 
and national committees. 

He also will make time for personal projects, albeit with the family 
flair. He plans an expanded garden on his 20 acres near Apex, to provide 
fresh vegetables for his table and others. 

And he may even raise a "heritage breed" of chicken known as 
Buckeyes. 

Not a bad plan for a farm kid from Ohio, o 
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SMALL IMAGES, LEFTTO RIGHT: Private piers are visible in 
this 2000photo of theWhichard's Beach area.   This dose-up 
of a development near New Bern clearly shows how humans have 
impacted the estuarine shoreline.   The dots edged in yellow indicate 
areas that have experienced a decline in blue crab abundance. 
Whichard's Beach is visible on the leftside of the image, 
areas show up as deep red expanses on the LANDSATimag 

Forested 
ages. 
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Worth a Thousand Words 

E r S e i I 

G reg Meyer, a doctoral student at 
East Carolina University, no longer can count 
the number of hours he has spent in front of a 
computer. Sitting at his workstation once again, 
he opens a computerized map of Whichard's 
Beach, an area located about 20 miles southeast 
of Greenville. 

A dark T shape represents a river, 
and extensive foresdand shows up as a 
dense, deep red. A smattering of bare gray 
patches indicate fields, roads and homes. 

Meyer clicks a button and suddenly 
the expansive red swath develops a 
blotchy, mint-green rash. If not for the 
identifying shape of the river, it would be 
hard to tell the new image represents the 
same area. 

The first map is Whichard's 
Beach in 1990, explains Meyer. The second 
map is the same area in 2000. The mint green 
blotches indicate forestland that has been cut and 
developed —just in the last decade. 

Side-by-side, the images are anchored 
only by the Pamlico River — the dark yawning 
"Y"— seemingly unchanged and unharmed by 
the new development. 

But there is more beneath the surface of 
the watery image than 
meets the eye. 

PICTURE THIS 
Meyer is working 

with a team of East 
Carolina University 
researchers to generate 
a visual representation 
of how land-use change 
is affecting North 
Carolina's estuaries and the aquatic organisms 
that live there. 

As coastal development pushes westward 
into North Carolina's once-rural coastal plain, 
scientists worry about adverse impacts to primary 
nursery areas that provide important habitat 
for numerous commercially and recreationally 
important species. 

Led by Joe Luczkovich, an ECU fishery 

biologist, the team also 
includes Mark Brinson. 
a wetland ecologist, and 
Terry West, an invertebrate 
zoologist. 

The researchers are 
focusing on how land- 
use change in places 
like Whichard's Beach 
— which is upstream 
from a primary nursery area — affects blue 
crab populations, one of the most economically 
important fisheries in the state. The project is 
part of the N.C. Blue Crab Research Program, 
which is funded by the North Carolina General 
Assembly and administered by North Carolina 
Sea Grant. 

Painting a picture of those correlations has 
kept Meyer married to his computer for the past 
several months. 

Meyer's colored maps did not originally 
come in shades of red and green. They are 
enhanced LANDSAT satellite images that he 
color-coded by hand. 

Since 1972, NASA satellites have been 
collecting LANDSAT images of the Earth's 
surface. These archived images have become a 

unique resource for global 
change research, as they offer 
pictorial evidence of land-use 
changes over time. 

Meyer color-coded 
each map to clearly identify 
wetland, agricultural and 
forested areas that have been 
converted to other uses. 

Specific LANDSAT 
images were selected to 

correspond with spring blue crab population 
data collected by the N.C. Division of Marine 
Fisheries (DMF). Each May and June, DMF 
conducts a trawl survey of juvenile species at 
established locations in North Carolina tributaries, 
rivers and sounds. 

"The trawls are pulled for one minute at 
each station," explains Sean McKenna, biological 
supervisor for the DMF central district. "The 

species are collected 
from the net, and for blue 
crabs, things like carapace 
width are measured and 
recorded," he says. 

Some of the 105 
stations have been 
sampled since 1978, 
providing a wealth of 
data on how organism 

abundance has changed from year to year. 
Meyer added the DMF blue crab data 

as a new layer in the computer program's 
database. The program allows him to look at 
10-year intervals to determine how the blue 
crab population changes correlate to nearby 
development activities. 

Pointing to the green-speckled images of 
Whichard's Beach, Meyer explains that the DMF 
data downstream from the area shows a decline 
in blue crab stocks from 1990 to 2000 — which 
correlates to a period of development in the area. 

This trend is not true statewide, however. 
In some developed areas, the blue crab stock has 
remained steady or even increased. 

"It's hard to find areas that haven't seen any 
development," says Luczkovich of coastal North 
Carolina. "It's a matter of degree. We're looking 
for areas that have been intensely developed 
versus those that have seen more scattered 
development." 

FOCUSED ON BLUE CRABS 
So far, the land around the lower Neuse 

River is largely undeveloped. Many sampling 
stations in the Neuse River vicinity of Pamlico 
Sound, for instance, have shown consistently 
high blue crab population levels. 

That's good, "because the blue crab fishery 
is centered in that area," says Luczkovich. 

But change is coming. 
The estuarine region, including the "Inner 

Banks," is a hot development market one 
expected to grow in popularity and population 
over the next several years. 

At first, growth along the mainland side 
Continued 
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of the sounds focused near 
established towns such as 
Jacksonville and New Bem. 

But tiny communities 
all along the inner coast now 
are experiencing burgeoning 
population levels as well. 

From looking at the maps, 
the researchers have noticed 
that a lot of forested areas 
have been cut and converted to 
agricultural operations or housing 
developments. 

"But the wedand areas 
historically have a little more 
protection," says Brinson. The 
federal Clean Water Act allows 
forest cutting in wetland areas, he explains. 
But, other activities, such as development, are 
restricted and cannot proceed without proper 
permits from federal and state agencies. In 
many cases, the permit processes and mitigation 
requirements dissuade building in these areas. 

In the Pamlico and Neuse River 
watersheds. North Carolina law requires riparian 
buffer zones to be left intact around rivers and 
streams when land is being developed. These 
vegetated areas help filter runoff and pollutants 
and provide habitat for aquatic species. 

Even with wetland regulations and 
buffer rules in place, researchers are concerned 
that upstream development — in areas like 
Whichard*s Beach — potentially could harm 
primary nursery areas. 

North Carolina restricts human activities 
in these areas, but most of the protection focuses 
on activities in the water, cautions West, the 
zoologist. Little consideration has been given 
to land-based activities, such as upstream 
development, that may adversely impact these 
fragile ecosystems, he adds. 

How juvenile crabs fare in the nursery 
areas has a significant affect on the fishery 
in later years, says Marc Turano, blue crab 
specialist at North Carolina Sea Grant. The 
survival of juvenile crabs direcdy translates into 
how many adult crabs are available for crabbers 
to catch, he explains. 

Luczkovich references a study conducted 
in the Chesapeake Bay that pointed to 
development as a contributing factor in the 
decline of the Bay's famous blue crab fishery. 

ABOVE:Joe Luczkovich (left) and Greg Meyer (right) 
explain the computerized LANDSAT images. 

Research by Smithsonian scientists indicated 
that blue crab stocks in the Bay declined where 
land development was the greatest As the supply 
of blue crabs from the Chesapeake Bay dwindled, 
the demand for blue crabs from other areas 
— such as North Carolina — rose. 

Blue crab stocks here may suffer similar 
consequences, warns Luczkovich. 

"And then where will we get crabs?" 

DEVELOPING A RESPONSE 
Luczkovich's research team will provide 

the results of the study to DMF to help guide the 
implementation of the North Carolina Coastal 
Habitat Protection Plan (CHPP). 

The CHPP idea began in 1997, when the 
N.C. General Assembly recognized that pressures 
from development habitat loss, pollution and 
degraded water quality threatened not only the 
fishing industry, but also, "a way of life and the 
very character of North Carolina's coastal region." 

The Marine Fisheries Commission identified 
the need to designate strategic habitat areas in 
1998. Such areas "provide exceptional functions 
that are particularly at risk due to imminent 
threats, vulnerability or rarity." These areas merit 
special attention and should be given high priority 
for conservation, according to the CHPP, adopted 
in 2004. 

One of the plan's recommendations is to 
assess the effects of land use and human activities 
on strategic habitats. That makes Luczkovich's 
research not only timely, but also integral in 
designating such areas, says Scott Chappell, a 
DMF marine biologist. 

"It will tell us what effect 
land use really has. and will help 
us identify habitat areas that could 
be better protected," says Chappell, 
who will help to implement the 
CHPP. 

But knowing the 
consequences of land-use won't 
stop the desire for development in 
places like the Inner Banks. 

To help manage growth, 
Luczkovich suggests a public 
education campaign to raise and 
explore questions like: 

"Can we develop areas 
without causing runoff and excess 
nutrients to flow seaward?" 

"What can each person do differendy in his 
own backyard?" 

"What can cities and counties do differendy 
to allow development to proceed without causing 
increased sedimentation and nutrient runoff?" 

He says coastal development is such an 
important topic that it should be discussed in 
classrooms and at dinner tables. 

Luczkovich also hopes that contractors 
and developers will participate in the public 
discussions. People are drawn to the coast of 
North Carolina for its bountiful natural resources 
— fish, crabs, birds, the beautiful scenery. These 
are things that should be preserved to maintain 
the lure of coastal living, he argues. 

It is actually in the interest of developers 
to keep the coast as natural as possible, he adds, 
offering the following advice: 

"Don't pave up to the waters edge, leave 
some forest and green when planning a develop- 
ment. Plant native species, consider wedand 
restoration and submerged aquatic vegetation 
mitigation as amenities that people can use." 

By starting a conversation about coastal 
development now, perhaps the next 10-year map 
Meyer produces will show a balance of "red" 
and "green" areas supporting healthy blue crab 
populations. □ 

Luczkovich's team will continue their work this 
year by examining how development is affecting fin fish. 
The project will be funded by an N. C. Fishery Resource 
Grant (FRG). To learn more about the FRG program, 
visit the Norm Carolina Sea Grant Web site at www. 
ncseagrant.org. 
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-Lrom the natural to the supernatural, 
Springer's Point has it all. 

One of the largest undeveloped tracts 
remaining within the historic Village of 
Ocracoke, it is graced with maritime forests, 
an unspoiled soundfront beach, pristine tidal 
creeks, productive marshes, and the sequestered 
rookeries of an array of water birds. Its history 
stretches to colonial times and is replete with 
stories of infamous pirates whose ghosts are 
said to haunt the otherwise tranquil tract. 

Once, Springer's Point was poised for 
development. Now, this unique 31-acre Ocracoke 
Island site — with its diverse coastal community 
of plants, wildlife and things that go bump in the 
night —will remain undisturbed. 

The official dedication of the Springer's Point 
Nature Preserve on May 20 culminates a decade- 
long preservation campaign led by the North 
Carolina Coastal Land Trust (NCCLT), with sup- 
port from the N.C. Heritage Program, Audubon 
NC and the Ocracoke Preservation Society. 

Coastwatch I 

A handcrafted wooden sign and 
information kiosk announce the entrance to 
the preserve, accessible from Loop Road by a 
footpath that winds between two private tracts. 
Visitors follow self-guided, interpretative trails 
to observe rare coastal ecosystems and learn 
about the area's lively history. For special events, 
local volunteers may lead walking tours and 
illuminate the legends and lore associated with 
Springer's Point. 

Continued 
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LEFT TO RIGHT: A ferry heads for Ocracoke Island where tourists and residents enjoy the natural attraction of Springer's Point. The gravesite of SamuelJones, and his horse I key D., 
underway to remove the invasive vine to improve the health of the maritime forest.    Philip Howard pauses at Teach's Hole, Blackbeard's favorite anchorage.   An unspoiled soundside 

Until recently, the privately owned parcel 
seemed out of reach to conservation groups and 
islanders alike, says Camilla Herlevich, NCCLT 
executive director. 

But thanks to a $2 million grant from the 
North Carolina Clean Water Management Trust 
Fund, NCCLT purchased Springer's Point about 
two years ago. Since then, land trust officials and 
members of the Ocracoke Preservation Society 
have worked to raise additional money for 
management expenses, education materials and a 
stewardship endowment program. 

"Springer's Point is one of our oldest files, 
dating back more than a decade when Walker 
Golder of Audubon NC first took me there to 
observe the ibis rookery along the Old Slough 
marsh," says Herlevich. "Everyone — from 
Auduboners to Ocracokers to kayakers — loves 
this special place because of its rich natural 
history and its ties to our colorful past." 

SMALL TRACT, BIG BENEFITS 
With just 31 acres, the Springer's Point 

Nature Preserve may seem small compared 
to other NCCLT acquisitions that encompass 
thousands of acres, acknowledges Leigh Leidy, 
who heads the land trust's Kill Devil Hills office. 

But, its sheer biodiversity underscores 
the preserve's ecological importance, she says. 
For starters, biologists from the state's natural 
heritage program deemed Springer's Point "a 
natural heritage area of statewide significance." 

And for good reason. The tract boasts two 
types of maritime forests: an evergreen maritime 

forest and a tidal red cedar forest. 
The red cedar forest, which runs along the 

brackish marsh of Old Slough, is rare in coastal 
North Carolina, occurring in only seven locations, 
Leidy explains. 

"As you walk into the canopy of large trees 
on the southwestern comer of the preserve, you 
enter an evergreen maritime forest," she adds. 
This one is dominated by centuries-old live oaks 
and loblolly pines. Its understory includes red 
bay, yaupon holly and wax myrtle. 

'To have two types of maritime forests so 
close together is rare indeed," Leidy says. 

The protection of these stable maritime 
forests, which have helped anchor the barrier 
island's shifting sands for centuries, has 
ecological benefits beyond village boundaries. 
Springer's Point forests are adjacent to the 
maritime shrub forest that hugs the narrow finger 
of Ocracoke Island jutting north to Hatteras. 
Except for individual properties within the historic 
village, the island is owned by the U.S. National 
Park Service and is managed as part of the Cape 
Hatteras National Seashore. 

The biodiversity of Springer's Point also 
includes a salt marsh along the margins of Old 
Slough and the Pamlico Sound. A variety of 
grasses range from most salt-tolerant cordgrasses 
in the tidal areas to more diverse grass species in 
the higher, drier or freshwater areas. 

Together, the wet and dry grass areas, 
along with the forests, provide habitat for myriad 
aquatic and land animals. White ibis nest in 
colonies with herons and egrets in shrubs, small 

trees and on the ground. Migratory and native 
songbirds nest in ancient trees. 

The diamondback terrapin, the only strictly 
brackish water turtle in North Carolina, feasts 
on abundant snails, mollusks, worms and crabs 
found in the marshes. The diamondback is 
considered a species of special concern in North 
Carolina, but has shown some signs of increasing 
numbers in recent years. 

Taken as a whole, the 31 acres pack quite a 
punch as a hard-working coastal ecosystem that 
contributes to the health of the Pamlico Sound, 
which wraps its western boundary, Leidy says. 

FACT AND FICTION 
The natural resources of Springer's Point 

are matched by cultural and historic values. 
"Springer's Point is an important piece 

of land from a naturalist's point of view and a 
fascinating part of island history," says Philip 
Howard, owner of The Village Craftsmen. He can 
trace his family history to an ancestor who owned 
all of Ocracoke Island, and still another who 
owned Springer's Point — each for short periods 
of time. 

Howard is a natural storyteller who shares 
island history with visitors at the Ocracoke 
Preservation Society Museum and during walking 
tours. "Most don't know the early history of 
Springer's Point. A navigable, deep-water channel 
passes close to the southwest shoreline. It was 
in this area that some of the first permanent 
residents built homes," he says. 

As early as 1715 a colonial assembly 
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FROM     THE EDITOR 

Keeping Pace 

On June 5, our forum "North Carolina's Changing Waterfronts: 
Coastal Access and Traditional Uses" drew nearly 200 people to New Bern. 

On June 20, we hosted a symposium and reception to mark the 30th 
anniversary of the North Carolina Sea Grant College Program. 

On June 30, Ronald Hodson retired after 25 years with Sea Grant, nine 
of them as director. And on July 1, Michael Voiland took the helm. 

North Carolina Sea Grant doesn't expect the pace to slow as summer 
moves toward autumn. 

At press time, we are waiting for the N.C General Assembly to 
complete its review of a proposal to create a study committee on waterfront 
access. The recommendation from the Joint Legislative Committee on 
Seafood and Aquaculture calls for Sea Grant to provide administrative 
support for a committee that would represent a wide range of coastal 
perspectives. 

Late last summer, Sea Grant recognized that coastal access was a 
growing concern — one that touches all aspects of our diverse outreach 
program. We set aside funds for the project and our entire staff worked 
together to develop the meeting format and agenda. 

As we were identifying potential speakers, coastal access issues also 
were arising on the agendas of the state's Marine Fisheries Commission, 
Coastal Resources Commission and many local governments in the coastal 
region. A group of coastal scientists wrote a resolution to express their 
concern that access is dwindling, and the N.C. Coastal Federation chose 
access as the topic for its annual "State of the Coast" report. 

By the day of our forum, newspapers from Raleigh to the coast had 
written detailed stories on how development has brought changes to eastern 
North Carolina: fewer docking spots for commercial fishing captains who 
rely on access for their livelihood, and for anglers planning a weekend on the 
coastal rivers and sounds; also fewer fishing piers and family-run motels for 
folks of modest means to enjoy a day or two at the coast. 
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North Carolina's diverse coast offers countless interestingsubjects. 
The large dots on the map indicate story settings in this issue — 

including Raleigh, Hatteras Island and Currituck Banks. 

News stories also highlighted longtime coastal residents who are moving 
away — some to escape high taxes as their property's value skyrocketed, 
others to cash in on their land's value to provide for their families — and 
residents who are struggling to stay in the place they call home. 

Some forum participants came looking for options now available here. 
But most came to learn from the experiences of folks in Maine and Florida 
who have taken broad views of the complex topic. 

The access issue will not be resolved quickly in North Carolina, nor 
will one solution suit all our unique coastal communities. 

In this issue of Coastwatch, we highlight the changing waterfront on 
Hatteras Island, as well as access issues related to parking in beach towns. 
Keep an eye on www.ncseagrant.org for updates on access topics. 

The Autumn issue of Coastwatch will give details on our 30th 
anniversary symposium, including the keynote address from William Ross, 
N.C. Secretary of Environment and Natural Resources. The event also 
gave us a chance to thank Ron Hodson for his career of service to the North 
Carolina coast. 

As colleague Jim Murray describes Ron, "What you see is what you 
get." Ron has never been afraid to ask the tough questions — of his staff, 
of researchers seeking funding, of state officials and stakeholders debating 
controversial topics. 

Ron explains that he always wanted an opportunity to work hard. He 
found that opportunity and made the most of it. On behalf of the North 
Carolina Sea Grant staff, I thank him for the many lessons — in science and 
in life — that he has shared with us. 

As you read this letter, our new director, Mike Voiland, will be settling 
in. He will have already visited coastal communities and offered an interview 
to UNC-TV's North Carolina Now. 

Watch for news about Mike and his goals for Sea Grant in future issues 
of Coastwatch. 

Katie Mosher, Managing Editor 
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SEA SCIENCE: 
Microwaving: Fast Results for Surimi Testing 
North Carolina Sea Grant researchers have combined a new microwave 
heating method with a dry ice process to quickly test the quality of 
imitation crab 24 

BOOK MARKET: 
Vacation Essentials: Books, Books and More Books 
What is summertime without a list of books to read? If your getaway is 
at the beach or in your own backyard, you'll want to consider selections 
highlighted by Pam Smith 27 
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Aircraft Improve Hurricane Forecasts 

Wh, 

Sea^rant 
North Carolina 

Cover photo of the Whalehead Club 
in Currituck by Erin Selling. 

Printed on recycled paper. ® 

en Hurricane Fran hit in 
1996, weather forecasters relied on 
satellite and aircraft to track the storm's 
movement. 

Ten years later, National Weather 
Service (NWS) meteorologists have 
improved the use of aircraft to capture 
the storm's eye at its meanest. 

"NOAA's National Weather 
Service has gotten much better at aerial 
reconnaissance," says Tom Matheson, 
NWS meteorologist in Wilmington. 

Now, NOAA flight teams on two 
turboprop WP-3D Orions collect data 
near and in the storm to see how it 
is forming, as well as monitor upper 
atmospheric conditions. The Orions are 
equipped with Doppler radar, on-board 
instruments and dropwindsondes 
deployed from the aircraft to measure 
the pressure, temperature, humidity and 
horizonal and vertical wind components 
as they fall. 

NOAA also uses the Gulfstream IV 
— a newer high-altitude, high-speed, 
twin turbo fan jet acquired in the late 
1990s — to collect environmental 
data hundreds of miles ahead in the expected 
hurricane path. 

"This jet does what we do every day on 
land with weather balloons," says Matheson. 

The Weather Service's network of weather 
balloons is launched daily. But the Gulfstream 
covers the large area over the ocean in the 
hurricane's path, releasing dropwindsondes 
while observing weather conditions, according 
to Matheson. 

The data is then transmitted to the 
NOAA National Centers for Environmental 
Prediction and the National Hurricane Center 
for atmospheric modeling and hurricane 
forecasting. 

When hurricanes are within a couple 
hundred miles of the U.S. coast, the "Hurricane 
Hunters" from the U.S. Air Force Reserve also 
use aerial weather reconnaissance aircraft to 
determine the precise location, motion, strength 

22^ 

NATIONAL HURRICANE CENTER 
ATLANTIC - CARIBBEAN - GULF OF MEXICO- HURRICANE Tl 

and size of the hurncane. As the storm builds, 
the WC-130s crews fly in each comer of the 
storm to map the extent of the damaging 
winds, as they have since the 1960s. 

During Hurricane Katrina in 2005, the 
Hurricane Hunters flew into the storm. Also, 
NOAA aircraft conducted 10 long flights into 
and around Katrina's eye. 

Since Fran hit North Carolina in 1996, 
the Weather Service also has extended its 
hurricane forecasts from three to five days. 

"The accuracy for a five-day forecast 
is now comparable to what the three-day 
forecast was in Fran," says Matheson. 
"Hurricane Isabel that hit North Carolina 
in 2004 was a real success story in terms of 
forecasting." 

To find out more about hurricanes, 
visit the National Hurricane Center: www.nhc. 
noaa.gov. — A.G. 
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Active Hurricane Season Predicted 

Be 5" West 0* Eaa 5" prepared for a very active hurricane season. 
"For the 2006 north Atlantic hurricane season, NOAA 

is predicting 13 to 16 named storms, with eight to 10 
becoming hurricanes, of which four to six could become 
'major' hurricanes of Category 3 strength or higher," 
says retired Navy Vice Adm. Conrad C. Lautenbacher, 
undersecretary of commerce for oceans and atmosphere 
and National Atmospheric & Ocean Administration 
(NOAA) administrator. 

On average, the north Atlantic hurricane season 
produces 11 named storms, with six becoming hurricanes, 
including two major hurncanes. The season runsjune 1 
through Nov. 30. 

In 2005, a record 28 storms hit the region, including 
15 hurncanes. Seven of those hurncanes were considered 
"major," of which a record four hit the United States. 

"Although NOAA is not forecasting a repeat of last 
year's season, the potential for hurricanes striking the U.S. 
is high," adds Lautenbacher. 

Warmer ocean water combined with lower wind 
shear, weaker easterly trade winds, and a more favorable 
wind pattern in the mid-levels of the atmosphere are the 
factors that collectively will favor the development of 
storms in greater numbers and to greater intensity. Warm 
water is the energy source for storms, while favorable wind 
patterns limit the wind shear that can tear apart a storm's 
building cloud structure. 

This confluence of conditions in the ocean and 
atmosphere is strongly related to a climate pattern known 
as the multi-decadal signal, which has been in place since 
1995. Since then, nine of the last 11 hurricane seasons have 

been above normal, with only two below-normal seasons during the El Nino years of 1997 and 2002. 
"Whether we face an active hurricane season, like this year, or a below-normal season, the crucial 

message for every person is the same: prepare, prepare, prepare," said Max Mayfield, director of the 
NOAA National Hurricane Center. "One hurricane hitting where you live is enough to make it a bad 

7 Sop.-23 Sop. H RITA 16 Sop.-26 Sop. H STAN 1 Oct i CM >T UNNAMED 4 Oct S Oct T TAMMY     5 Oct.-6 Oct. H VINCE       6 Oct.-11 Oct H WILMA      1i Oct.-2t Ocl. T ALPHA      22 0ct.-2J Oct. H BETA        26 Oct.-31 Oct, I GAMMA     14 No*.-21 Nov. T DELTA       22 Nov.-2BNov. H EPSIION     20 Nov. 8 Doc. 

ABOVE: A record 28 named storms struck 
the Gulf and East Coasts in 2005. 

To follow tropical storms and hurricanes, visit the Web: www.nhc.noaa.gov. ■A.G. 

GRASS CLASS TEACHES 

WETLAND RESTORATION 

Almost 50 students from 
Wrightsville Beach Elementary helped plant 
more than 2,000 marsh grass seedlings at 
the North Carolina Coastal Federation's 
(NCCF) Morris Landing site as part of the 
Student Wetland Nursery. 

The NCCF program teaches 
elementary and middle school students 
about the importance of a healthy coastal 
environment. 

This is the third year that Wrightsville 
Beach Elementary has participated. 
Students have helped plant a total of more 
than 4,000 seedlings of Spartinaalterniflora, 
commonly known as smooth cordgrass. 

Each year, more than 200 students 
from approximately seven schools are 
involved with the program. Nine North 
Carolina schools participated in the 2005- 
2006 Wetland Nursery Program. 

In the past three years, the combined 
effort of participating schools resulted in 
a total of three acres of marshland, using 
more than 24,000 marsh plants. 

Students plant at various sites, 
including Morris Landing, a 52-acre site 
that has a 575-foot sill or protective rock 
structure. The sill was installed on the 
degraded shoreline of Stump Sound near 
Holly Ridge. 

The site is used by NCCF for public 
education and recreation. It was acquired 
through a grant from the N.C. Clean Water 
Management Trust Fund. 

For more information and to view the 
timeline of the Student Wetland Nursery 
Program, visit www.nccoast.org/education/ 
wetlandnursery.html. To learn more about 
Wrightsville Beach Elementary, visit www. 
nhcs.k12.ncMs/wbeach, or call 910/256-3171. 

-J.H. 

In the Next Issue of Coastwatch 

As summer turns to fall, folks flock to the coast to fish for red drum. 
Ann Green checks in on the latest Sea Grant research about the state saltwater fish. 
A year after Hurricane Katrina, learn how Sea Grant's Spencer Rogers has been part 

of a federal team assessing the storm surge and flood damage in Mississippi. 
And we take you along to North Carolina Sea Grant's 30th anniversary events. 
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"n Lyown East Carteret County will 
be highlighted in a new project funded by 
the NOAA Preserve America Initiative. 

"We will be helping to document, 
preserve and interpret the work programs 
and knowledge of Down East commercial 
fishing communities in Carteret County," 
says Gretchen Bath Martin of NOAA Fisher- 
ies Service in Beaufort. She recently received 
a $25,000 grant for the partnership project. 

Martin will join with the Core Sound 
Waterfowl Museum & Heritage Center on 
Harkers Island, the Conservation Fund, the 
N.C. Department of Cultural Resources 
and NOAA fisheries Office of Science and 
Technology. 

The funding will help the 
communities develop heritage tours 
and interactive educational exhibits that 
showcase the Down East fishing heritage. 

The NOAA Beaufort Lab, formerly 
the Bureau of Commercial Fishenes, has 
been involved with local commercial 
fisheries for more than a century. Research 
and commercial fishing activities have 
been documented in books, maps, charts, 
photographs, slides and microfiche housed 
in the Beaufort facility. 

The Preserve America Initiative 
Grant Program is in its second year and is 
designed to stimulate efforts within NOAA 
to preserve, protect and promote the 
agency's heritage assets, and foster tourism 
in partnership with local communities. 

To find out more about the Preserve 
America Initiative, visit www.preserveamerica. 
noaa.gov. 

For more information about this 
project, contact Martin at 252/728-8794, 
or by e-mail,gretchen.bath.martin@noaa.gov. 

-A.G. 
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Museum Features Seashell Art 

Ar Artists are often inspired by the beauty and shape of seashells. 
To showcase seashell art in different media, the N.C. Museum of Natural Science's Nature 

Gallery will sponsor "Shells: Inside and Out" 
from Aug. 4 to Oct. 1. 

The show will feature work by four 
artists, including acrylic and oil paintings by 
Marilynn Brandenburger of Georgia, and 
Heidi Fowler of Virginia. 

The exhibit also will feature x-ray 
photos by Don Dudenbostel, as well as a 
glass sculpture by Thomas Spake. 

The opening reception for the artists 
is Friday, Aug. 4 from 6 to 9 p.m. at the 
museum gallery. 

For more information, visit www.natural 
sciences.orgor call 919/733-7450, ext. 369. 

-A.G. 

Data Shows Declining Harvest 

The I he 2005 commercial harvest of finfish and 
shellfish was the smallest on record, according to 
N.C. Division of Marine Fishenes (DMF). Fishery 
landings data released by DMF shows that 79 
million pounds were harvested, valued at $64.9 
million dollars, a decline from previous years. 

"Fluctuations in landings are expected to 
some degree," says Preston Pate, DMF director. 
But the downward trend that DMF has seen 
in recent years reflects a longer-term change 
in the fisheries. The change results from many 
factors, including foreign competition, loss of 
infrastructure, declining participation and shifts to 
fisheries in other states, he adds. 

"We should all be concerned about the 
declining value of this socially and economically 
important industry," Pate says. 

The 2005 menhaden catch was only 13.3 
million pounds. Menhaden landings are highly 
variable and have fluctuated from the current low 
of 13.3 million pounds to more than 300 million 
pounds, depending on the amount of effort by 
the commercial industry. Low effort and low 
landings had a significant affect on the overall 
2005 harvest totals. 

Other fisheries experiencing declines were 
hard blue crabs and shrimp — mainstays of 
the industry. Shrimp landings were 2.3 million 

pounds, down from the previous five-year average 
of 7.3 million pounds. Hard crab harvest was 
25.6 million pounds, compared to the previous 
five-year average of 36 million pounds. The higher 
cost of fuel, lower market value of shrimp due to 
imports, and the scarcity of crabs and shrimp all 
contributed to lower landings, according to DMF. 

Oysters, a fishery previously on the decline, 
is showing an increase. In 2005, harvesters 
brought in 71,479 bushels — an increase over 
the 69,501 bushels landed in 2004 and above 
the previous five-year average of 50,431 bushels. 
DMF attributes this gain to favorable growing 
conditions, including higher rainfall. 

While many commercial fisheries 
experienced declines, recreational fishing 
increased in 2005, with most of the growth 
from out-of-state fishers, according to DMF. 
Recreational anglers caught 5.5 million pounds of 
yellowfin tuna and 5.1 million pounds of dolphin. 

There also was a slight decline in estimated 
harvest from people who hold the Recreational 
Commercial Gear License (RCGL). The RCGL 
allows recreational fishers to use limited amounts 
of commercial gear to harvest seafood for 
personal consumption. The top species harvest 
by RCGL gear in 2005 was spot, with 193,769 
pounds caught. — E.S. 
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Fishery Research 

"The N.C. Fishery Resource Grant Program 
(FRG) and the Blue Crab Research Program have 
announced research award recipients for the 2006 
funding cycle. 

FRG projects were funded for a total of more 
than $1 million dollars. 

Of particular interest, the FRG program will 
fund three projects on bay scallops, a traditional 
winter fishery in North Carolina. The stock has 
experienced a drastic population decline in recent 
years, according to Bob Hines, North Carolina 
Sea Grant FRG coordinator. The funded projects 
focus on augmenting the bay scallop population 
through mariculture and restoration techniques. 

Other FRG project topics include: modeling 
oyster dispersal and population dynamics in 
Pamlico Sound; assessing the feasibility of 
restoring river herring spawning populations 
through stocking; and evaluating mediation as a 

Projects Funded 

tool for managing user conflicts in N.C. fisheries. 
The Blue Crab Research Program will 

provide a total of about $467,000 to fund 15 
new projects. Notable projects include testing an 
excluder device to keep sponge crabs out of crab 
pots; charaaerizing ocean movements of blue 
crabs in N.C; and investigating their post-larval 
immigration into estuaries. 

The FRG and Blue Crab Research programs 
provide data that could help officials manage 
North Carolina's valuable fisheries, according 
to MarcTurano, blue crab specialist with North 
Carolina Sea Grant. 

Both the FRG program and the Blue 
Crab program are funded by the N.C. General 
Assembly and administered by North Carolina 
Sea Grant. 

For more information on the projects and 
programs, go online to www.ncseagrant.org.  — E.S. 

-Jill ffMH II f AC*-:     )■■■■ HIM MM! III 
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New Albemarle Museum Opens 

men visitors come to the Museum of the Albemarle, they are treated to a waterfront view of 
the Pasquotank River. 

The new 50,000-square-foot facility is on the riverfront in downtown Elizabeth City. The new 
museum includes a 200-seat auditorium, four classrooms and public gathering areas. 

In the lobby, a 1904 Albemarle Sound shad boat by noted boatbuilder Alvirah Wright is on 
display. 

The new museum has two exhibits. "Crafted from Silver: Objects in the Museum's Collection" 
features flatware from Edenton silversmiths, as well as ancient tea services. 

The chronological exhibit "Our Story" includes transportation items, furniture, agricultural arti- 
facts and other large objects from different eras. Also, visitors can watch noted restoration specialist 
Russell Steele work on projects, including a smokehouse. Call the museum at 252/335-1453 for 
specific demonstration times, or send an e-mail to moa@ncmail.net. 

For other information, visit the Web: www.ncculture.com and follow the museum link.     — A.G. 

"urtesy NCLLP 

FREEDOMS's VOICE 

EXHIBIT OPENS 

"Through Dec. 31, the Outer Banks 
History Center in Manteo will feature 
Freedom's Voice, an exhibit tracing and 
highlighting African American cultural 
history on the Outer Banks. 

"This exhibit honors unheard voices 
and untold stories," says KaeLi Spears, 
curator of the Outer Banks History Center. 

Produced by North Carolina State 
University's N.C. Language and Life 
Project (NCLLP) in collaboration with the 
history center, Freedom's Voice incorporates 
excerpts from oral histones, a video 
documentary, artifacts, photographs 
and historical illustrations to explore the 
contributions of African Americans along 
North Carolina's Outer Banks. 

Featured stones include the 
Freedmen's Colony on Roanoke Island, 
the all-black Pea Island U.S. Lifesaving 
Service station, and the work and lives of 
black harbor pilots and fishers. The exhibit 
also explores recent linguistic research that 
has identified distinct African American 
dialects on Roanoke Island, says Walt 
Wolfram, director of the NCLLP. 

"This connection opens a window 
to the past," says Wolfram. "Through 
these voices, we are able to study the early 
development and subsequent changes in 
African American English over a couple of 
centuries." 

The Outer Banks History Center is 
located across from the Manteo waterfront 
within the Roanoke Island Festival Park 
complex. Admission is free. For more 
information about the history center, visit 
www.outerbanks.org, click on "Attractions" 
and then "Historical Sites." — K.A. 
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It's dark outside the 

Corolla. Island Club when the 

men begin to stir. Temperatures 

h/m^juM: above freezing. Low 

gray clouds alternately spit rain 

Mid sleet while a bitter wind 

Hews across the Sound. Ice rims 

both the wtiidowpanes mad 

waterline. 

It's a good day -for hunting. 

After pulling on. lasers of 

heavy woolens, the men coiled 

shotgum and heft coffee from 

the gunroom, before boarding 

small boats laden with decoys, 

dogs and guides. The guides 

maneuver the skiffs to the club's 

private hunting bitiids, then 

arrange hundreds of decoys til 

the open water. The sportsmen 

take cover til the bimds hidden 

by reeds and grots. 

When the ducks finally 

appear, their sheer numbers 

darken the sky. It knot 

uncommon for hunters to shoot 

scores of birds til a single outing. 

By the time the men 

return to the bdge, it is nearly 

dark again. E.C. Knight, owner 

of the club, meldculoudy 

records the kill til hit ledger 

while his cmnpanionsthaw 

their stiff limbs by the cozy fire 

til the Library. 

CAROTANH... CURRITUCK 

A, lgonquian Indians called this area 
"Carotank" meaning "land of the wild goose." 
Today, it is known as Currituck. 

The area remains synonymous with 
waterfowling in more than name alone. 
Situated on the Atlantic Flyway, Currituck 
Sound is an ideal stopover for migrating ducks, 
geese and swans. 

Currituck Heritage Park, located on 
E.C. Knight's former hunt club property, 
encapsulates the fabled waterfowling 
tradition and rich natural resources of 
Currituck Banks. The park — which includes 
the historic Whalehead Club, Currituck 
Beach Lighthouse and the new Outer Banks 
Center for Wildlife Education — offers 
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n d of the Wild Goose 

visitors a unique glimpse into history. 
The abundance of migrating waterfowl 

had drawn hunters to the Currituck region 
since before European settlers arrived. After the 
Civil War. hunting tales told by Union soldiers 
inspired wealthy northern businessmen to buy 
land, construct lodges and open private hunting 
clubs along the northern Outer Banks. 

In the early 1900s. the shallow sound 
supported vast wild celery beds that the ducks 
fed on — especially Currituck's "signature" 
duck, the canvasback. Scaup, or "bluebill," 
and migrating Canada geese also were regular 
winter residents. 

About that time, almost all of Currituck 
Banks belonged to one of several private hunt 

By   Erin  S e-1 i i ft j 

clubs. Club founders were wealthy beyond 
what local landowners could imagine, and each 
club had thousands of acres of land. 

"The amounts of acreage under control 
by some of these clubs was mind-boggling. 
4-, 5- and 6,000 acres of marsh and open water 
in cases," says T. Edward Nickens, Field and 
Stream editor-at-large. 

Continued 



Clockwise from left: 
Whaleheadgunnersj>ose with an abundant 
quarryof geese. • Theneweducation center 
offers a variety ojdkplcm highlighting the 
Outer Banks. • The docks near Poplar Branch 
were a starting j>oint-for mary adventures on 
Currituck Sound, • Whalehead Club decoys 
were stored intke boatkouie bft. • IK ike early 
20th century, it was common, for Currituck 
hunters to shoof scores ojumterfowi in a. single 
outing. • The Center jor Wildlife Education 
hopes to complete an educatimd trail that will 
mnfrmt the smnd to the beach. 

Most clubhouses were rustic cabins that 
provided simple shelter for the gunners. The 
draw of each club lay in its claim to private 
hunting grounds. 

Private ownership in an area already 
considered "remote" promoted Currituck's 
unique self-identity. Isolated locals lived off the 
abundant natural resources — fishing, farming 
and hunting for a living. 

"Hunting gave locals a much-needed 
income stream at a time when farming or fishing 
was at an end," says Nickens. Many of the local 
men were market hunters — selling their quarry 
to fowl dealers, who 
then shipped the 
birds by the barrel 
to northern game 
markets. Historical 
records show 
that from 1903 to 
1909,400 men in 
the Currituck area 
made a combined 
$100,000 annually by 
market hunting, with 
canvasback ducks 
commanding the highest price at $5 per pair. 

When market hunting was banned in 1918 
the private hunt clubs fueled the local economy. 
Men became caretakers and guides, women 
worked as cooks and maids. Boat builders and 
decoy carvers found steady demand for their 
crafts. 

LEGENDARY LODGES 
E.C. Knight was a long-time member of 

a Currituck gun club until he married Marie 
LeBel, his second wife, in 1922. 

After pulling on layers of heavy wovtews, 

the men coiled skoirguns and hot coffee 

from, the gunroom before boarding small 

boats Uden with decoys, dogs and guides. 

The guides imaneuver the skiffs to the 

dub's private hunting blinds, then arrange 

hundreds of decoys in the open water. 

LeBel was 
not the "typical" 
aristocratic 
lady of the day. 
She preferred 
wearing riding 
habits to 

corsets and skirts, and enjoyed hunting with her 
husband. Knight's club, like the others, did not 
admit women as members. The couple decided 
to purchase 2,000 acres of land to build a club 
they could both enjoy. From 1925 to 1934, the 
Knights spent every hunting season at their 
island home. Records show that 751 birds were 
killed in the club's first hunting season. 

At 20,000 square feet, the five-level 
house — originally named the Corolla Island 
Club and now known as the Whalehead Club 
— commands a striking presence on the 

landscape. The house was built in the Art 
Nouveau style, which uses flowing curves and 
floral embellishments inspired by nature. The 
home's styling reflects the landscape, instead of 
dominating it. 

"Running along the outside of the house is 
what we call the 'kissing swan frieze.' We often 
see swans on the sound in the winter, so it really 
is appropriate," says Jill Landen, curator of the 
Whalehead Club. 

It was the second owner, Ray Adams, who 
gave the home its more curious name. Adams 
was building an airstrip, and during excavation 
he discovered the skeletal remains of a whale, 
giving the club its now-famous moniker. 

Adams leased the property to the U.S. 
Coast Guard during World War H In the late 
1950s and early 1960s the property was a 
boys' boarding school. From 1962 to 1965, the 
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Atlantic Research Company leased the property 
as a site to develop and test rocket fuel that is 
now used in nuclear submarines. 

After 1965, the house fell into disrepair 
as people became interested in developing the 
surrounding land. When Currituck County 
bought the property for preservation in 1992, 
only 39 acres and the dilapidated house 
remained. Much of the original furniture and 
fixtures were gone — some looted by vandals 
and others removed by local residents for 
safekeeping, explain tour guides. 

Today, the Whalehead Preservation 
Trust is trying to obtain or recreate the home's 
original furnishings. The dining room is the 
most complete room, boasting the original table, 
sideboard and one original chair. The Knights' 
Tiffany lamps were stored by a developer, and 
returned to the society for restoration. 

DISTINGUISHABLE 
DECOYS 

A tour of the Whalehead Club offers only 
one side of Currituck's storied gunning culture. 
Duck hunting was merely a passing winter 
sport for northern businessmen. For many 
local families, hunting was a steady source of 
income. Duck hunting was a culmination of 
everything the locals did year-round. 

'They used their fishing boats to hunt 
with. They used the skills required of a 
yeoman farmer — in terms of being able to 
work with hand tools, being able to make 
things out of common materials — to create 
decoys," says Nickens. 

Currituck decoys are easily identified 
by their simplicity. They seldom had raised 
wings, detailed paint, or even eyes. At first 
glance, the wooden figures may seem crude, 

but they weren't made to be pretty. 
"They were made to be used," explains 

Chandler Sawyer, great-grandson of Churches 
Island decoy carver Bob Morse. 

"If the duck is close enough to see its 
eyes, you ought to be shooting anyway," adds 
Sawyer, who teaches decoy carving at the new 
Outer Banks Center for Wildlife Education. 

Two types of decoys remain popular in 
the Currituck region — wooden decoys and 
canvas decoys. 

Wooden decoys are typically made of 
Atlantic white cedar, or "juniper," according to 
Neal Conoley, executive director of the North 
Carolina Aquarium Society and author of a 
book about waterfowling in North Carolina. 

Juniper is durable, being both rot and bug 
resistant, Conoley explains. It is also light and 

Continued 
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soft, making it easy to carve the heads — the 
most elaborate detail given to the basic wooden 
form. 

"They would cut a log, say 14 inches in 
diameter and a foot-and-a-half long," explains 
Conoley. The craftsman would quarter the log, 
using the "V" of heartwood for the bottom of 
the decoy. Minor shaping tapered the body 
into a tail and a breast with a carved head 
secured above. 

The result was a decoy much larger than 
those found in other areas. 

"Currituck Sound waters are big," says 
Conoley. "They needed big decoys to attract the 
attention of flying ducks." 

Hundreds of decoys were grouped in the 
water to resemble a real flock of birds. The 
heavy decoys were hauled in and out of the 
water by their heads, often causing accidental 
decapitation. Anticipating this problem, hunters 
carried a basket of "extra" heads. If a head fell 
off, they simply added a new one. At the end of 
a season, the decoy rig became an interesting 
assortment of Frankenstein-like wooden figures. 

By the time the mm return to the 

lodge, it k nearly dark ogam. E.C. 

Kniqht, oumer ojike dub, m^tiadowUy 

retards the kill in his ledger while hk 

c&mfmwnvs thaw their stiff limbs by the 

cozy jure tit the library. 

Lighter than the older wooden birds, 
canvas decoys became popular in Currituck and 
other areas. 

'The canvas decoy is really a signature 
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CURRITUCK 

BEACH 

LIGHTHOUSE 

The CMrrituck Beach 

Lighthouse anchors the nortkern 

end of Currituck Heritage Park, 

fdUng a "dark spoir" between the 

Cape Henry Light(totkenorth)and. 

Bodie Island Light (to the smth.) 

Cmtpletedin 1875, the beacon 

was the Ustbrid: lighthouse button 

the Outer Banks. Around that turn, 

tike federd Lighthouse. Board painted 

the jour Outer Banks lightkouses 

different patterns. 

Tkk decree led to tke bold 

black-arU-wkite patterns seen on 

the Cape Lookout, Cape Hatteras 

and Bodie Island Lights. Currituck 

Light was Uft unpointed, its eySzrior 

awing visitorsastheygaze upattke 

multitude of'bricks. 

At 158 jeet aboveground, 

ike B'esndlms flashes at ZO-second 

intervakfrom duskto dawn 

— warning vessels of the d/mgerous 

skoals that earned North Carolina's 

skorekne ike nickname "Graveyard 

of the Atlantic!''More than 130 

years after tke first Ump was lit, 

Curritiick'sbeMmkstMsmtfor 

18 nautical nules. 

Comtuck. Be&ck ligktkwwe 

k ownzis OJAA. wowoieA by tke Outer 

Bonios CmAtrvaimuih) x bad. -novi- 

•prcjit yrowp. For more InjomaiioK., 

-visit "Www.cMrritmkbeMMight.com 

or call 252/4534939. 
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Clockwise from top left: 
The Center for Wildlife Education houses a cdleMon of vintage boat motors, -many of which 
■were donated by local residents. • A variety of'free programs are available at the center, including 
fishing. • NedCondey'sdecoy adledion Uhoused attke center. • ChandlerSawyer, a Currituck 
native, teachesdecoycanmg dosses at tkc center. • A visitor■trieshisluck atwarning beneath 
tke historic footbrid^linkinj^ WhAekeadClub and the Center for Wildlife Education. 

of the Currituck region," says Nickens. "It's 
maritime heritage distilled in decoy form." 

Canvas decoys are made of painted 
sailcloth stretched tight over wire ribs — 
much like battens on a sail. The same 
techniques used in boatbuilding were also used 
in making watertight decoys, Nickens explains. 

Despite decades of hard use, many old 
decoys survive today. Some fetch thousands 
of dollars at auctions or collectors' shows. A 
mallard hen carved by Ned Burgess sold for 
$24,150, and a Bob Morse ruddy duck fetched 
$18,700. 

The Whalehead Club boasts an 
impressive collection of decoys, many created 
by local legends such as Morse, Alvirah Wright 
of Camden, Joe Hayman of Coinjock and Cecil 
Stevens of Knotts Island. 

The collection, originally purchased from 
Conoley by the Whalehead Preservation Trust, 
is on long-term loan at the Outer Banks Center 
for Wildlife Education. 

WILDLIFE WONDERS 
Across the Whalehead Club's historic 

footbridge, visitors will find the Outer Banks 
Center for Wildlife Education. The regional 
center is one of three operated by the N.C. 
Wildlife Commission across the state that offer 
free summer programs, as well as programs for 
school groups and distance education courses. 

The 22,000-square-foot building is the 
culmination of a "decades-long dream of the 
people of Currituck to protect their heritage," 
says director Clarence Styron. 

Locals are so supportive of the center 
that many of the exhibits have been donated 
or provided on long-term loan by members of 
the community. Among the unique collection 
are 25 large-scale models of traditional boats 
used in the region for hunting, fishing and 
transportation; Native American artifacts from 
the Indian Town dig; and historic photographs 
supplied by local families. 

Currituck's heritage is featured in an 

award-winning 20-minute documentary, Life 
By Water's Rhythms, which runs in the center's 
auditorium. The film describes how the area's 
natural and human histories are shaped by 
Currituck Sound. 

Entering the exhibit hall, a marsh diorama 
sets the stage for the educational exhibits. Local 
wildlife, including black bear, deer and fox hide 
in the tall grasses. Native fish swim in a 12,000- 
gallon aquarium. And at the edge of the marsh, 
a camouflaged duck hunter emerges from a 
blind to take aim at the "smoke of ducks" flying 
overhead via the projector screen. 

Individual alcoves house collections of 
Currituck artifacts. The decoy area resembles 
the interior of a canvas decoy. White sailcloth 
supported by steel "ribs" soars to the ceiling 
above the casing, which houses 250 decoys 
valued at $1.5 million. 

The old decoys are expected to draw in 
flocks of visitors, much as they drew flocks of 
birds during their working years. 

The center opened with crowds of 10,000 
visitors per week. 

Styron is determined that the center be 
flexible to accommodate the public. New 
classes are based on public interest and added 
often, he says. This summer the center decided 
to offer classes in crabbing after observing a 
number of people crabbing from the docks last 
year. 

The center is also willing to adjust its 
operating hours to meet public demand. 

"Some of the staff that have been 
here a while have noticed that the tourists don't 
move until 10 a.m.," Styron adds 
good-naturedly. 

For more information about the 
Whalehead Club, visit www.whaleheadclub. 
com. 

To learn more about the Outer 
Banks Center for Wildlife Education, visit 
www.ncwildhfe.org, click on "Education/ 
Workshops" and then "Wildlife Education 
Centers." 
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FISHING Tl 

BOAT SLIPS DWINDLING 

BY ANN GREEN   PHOTOS BY MICHAEL HALMINsKt 
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ns David Gaskins gazes out on the Hatteras waterfront, he recalls a 
time when he and his fishing crew would pull in haul seines loaded with 
thousands of pounds of gray trout. 

The crew would load the catch on the beach with a large truck, 
according to Gaskins. 

"This was in the late 1980s and the most gray trout fish I had ever 
seen," says Gaskins while showing an old photo. "It looked like a black 
spot in the net with all the fish." 

Today, he doesn't know of anyone on Hatteras Island who uses a 
haul seine because it is so time-consuming to pull in a long net with a 
boat and also results in a high mortality rate for fish. Now, commercial 
fishers use gill nets to fish for gray trout. 



[! Many charter boats dock in the harbor at the end of Hatteras Island. 

Haul seining is just one tradition vanishing from the Hatteras 
waterfront. Other changes include the decline of boat slips for 
commercial watermen. 

"During the last 25 years, more than 100 boat slips have been lost 
to private developers," according to Lynne Foster, an organizer for 
"Day at the Docks: A Celebration of Hatteras Island Watermen." 

Commercial fishing captains are now competing for the remaining 
50 slips left in Hatteras — a tiny community on the southern end of 
Hatteras Island, which stretches 60 miles from Oregon to Hatteras inlets. 
The island also includes the small communities of Rodanthe, Waves, 
Salvo, Avon, Buxton and Frisco. 

Some of the docks in Hatteras are at fish houses, which have 

declined — from six to two — in recent years. 
"Without the fish houses, there'll be no commercial fishing 

industry here," says Susan West, a member of the N.C. Joint Legislative 
Commission on Seafood and Aquaculture and wife of a commercial 
fisherman. "There'll be no place for fishermen to dock or unload the 
catch." 

There is only one public slip for recreational and charter boats on 
Hatteras Island — in the middle of the Hatteras Harbor Marina. "Even if 
fishermen could afford to buy a slip at a marina, the logistics of marketing 
would be difficult," says West. 

Developing special markets for thousands of pounds of croaker or 
Continued 
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Spanish mackerel just wouldn't work, she adds. "Many of our important 
fisheries are based on volume." 

WATERFRONT RESOLUTION 
In May, the Dare County Board of Commissioners passed a 

resolution petitioning the N.C. General Assembly to establish "present- 
use" assessment and taxation of waterfront land that is used for 
commercial fishing activities. Property owners would apply to pay lower 
taxes through a proposed program like one in place for agriculture, 
horticulture and forests in North Carolina. 

"We are asking the General Assembly to give tax breaks to 
fishermen like they do for farmers," says Dare County Commissioner 
Allen Burris, who introduced the resolution. "We want to save what 
waterfront is left." 

The commissioners also set up a Working Waterfront Committee 
for Dare County. 

"The Dare County Board of Commissioners would like to have 
the first right of refusal and be able to buy waterfront property so that 
property remains used in a traditional way," Burris says. 

Legislation in the General Assembly would establish working 
waterfronts across the state as a special class of property subject to 
present-use value for local property taxes. 

COLORFUL HERITAGE 
The Hatteras community's history dates back to a violent gale 

that opened the current Hatteras Inlet, along with Oregon Inlet, on Sept. 
7,1846. "The new 
Hatteras Inlet was a 
strategic connection 
between the Atlantic 
Ocean and the Pamlico 
Sound," according to 
the "ICW.Net/Coastal 
Guide," a tourism site 
that focuses on coastal 
North Carolina. "A 
fishing and shipping 
village arose near the 
inlet." 

Twelve years 
later, a post office was 
established at Hatteras. 

With the onset of the Civil War, the Hatteras area fell to Union 
forces in 1861. That same year, the fall of the Confederate's Fort Clark 
and Fort Hatteras resulted in the loss of the inlet for Confederate use. 

After the war, the Hatteras community began to grow. In 1878, the 
Durants Lifesaving Station was built. By the turn of the 20th century, a 
station for the U.S. Weather Service was constructed in the middle of the 
village. 

A turning point for the commercial fishing fleet was when the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers dredged a channel in the mid-1930s, allowing 
better access from the Pamlico Sound to Hatteras Inlet. 

"Before the harbor was cut for deep-water boats, 
there was nothing but small boats here," says Eph 
O'Neal, an island resident who still fishes at age 86. 

  CHARIER FISHING 
In the heart of the Depression, Ernal Foster and 

his brother, Bill Foster, took a gamble. They had the 
first sportfishing boat built in Hatteras for recreational 
fishing groups, as well as commercial fishing. In April 

,^Jf     1937, Foster launched the Albatross. 
"My father decided to make charter fishing his 

first priority, and commercial fishing his second priority," says Ernie 
Foster, who now manages the charter fleet. "He had four charter trips 
the first year." 

During World War n, Ernal Foster and others left the fishing 
business to join the armed services. At the time, the area became 
known as a 'Torpedo Junction," because of the heavy loss of ships by 
German submarine attacks. 

Following World War U, a private ferry began operating across 
the inlet to connect Hatteras and Ocracoke islands. The state took over 
the ferry in 1957, and has continued its operation. 
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Manson Meekins of Avon and Eph O'Neal of 
Hatteras share stories on Oden's Dock. • Youngsters compete in the survival 
suit race at the 2005 Day at the Docks Festival. • Parks Lewis, NOM Fisheries 
Service's southeast fisheries liaison, shows a design for a breakaway buoy line 
to Sea Grant's Sara Mirabilio. • Guests on the Miss Hatteras participate in 
the Blessing of the Fleet. • Lynne and Ernie Foster are among the leaders of 
the Day at the Docks celebration. • 
oversee the Albatross charter fleet. 

Throughout the 1950s, most men on the island made a living as 
fishermen or carpenters, according to O'Neal. 

"My grandfather on my mother's side was a carpenter," he says. 
Everybody else in O'Neal's family, including his father, worked the 
water. 

During this time, the charter boat business began expanding in 
Hatteras. 

"When my father caught the first 457-pound marlin on June 25, 
1952, things changed here," Foster says. Word spread quickly to the 
recreational fishing community about the charter service. 

In 1953, Ernal Foster added a third boat to the charter fleet. The 
clients included prominent politicians such as Governors Robert Cherry 
and Luther Hodges. 

"There were six or seven charter boats in the 1950s that came out 
of Hatteras," says Foster. 

The waterfront also featured an ice plant, several fish houses and 
other businesses. 'The ice plant had blocks of ice that weighed 300 
pounds," says O'Neal. 

Another 
milestone was the 
completion of N.C. 
12 along the entire 
island in 1963, 
making the villages 
more accessible for 
tourists. After that, 
many motels and 
new businesses were 
built. 

National Marine 
ries Servic 

is 
!CIAL 

Ernie Foster is the second generation to 

From the 
1960s through the 1980s, more charter boat businesses started up, 
and commercial fishing also flourished. 

Because of the island's unique location near the Continental Shelf, 
it became a popular spot for recreational and commercial fishermen. 

The area is a bottleneck for many migrating fish, says Dan Oden, 
owner of Oden's Dock. 

"We are at the northern migration of southern fish and the end of 
migration for northern fish in the winter," says Oden. "We get to fish 
here year-round." 

During the busy winter months, gray trout bunch together and 
migrate to Hatteras. For the fishing fleets, this is a season of long nights 
and hard work. 

The winter of 1984-85 proved to be one of the richest seasons to 
date for the drop net fleet, according to Jan Deblieu's article in David 
Stick's An Outer Banks Reader. 

"By December 1,1985, ninety-nine of the boats in Hatteras 
Harbor were rigged with hydraulic reels and gills nets," she writes. 
"With so many fishing crews, any cooperative spirit disappeared." 

Continued 
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"Offshore, the boats kept each other in sight, watching and waiting 
until a captain ran across a school of fish," she continues. "As soon as 
one boat began to feed out a net, four or five others crowded around, 
sometimes setting their rigs so close that the currents would sweep them 
together and a single trout would be caught in two nets." 

In recent years, the number of crews fishing for gray trout and other 
fish has dropped. 

"When I first started 16 years ago, we packed for 67 fishermen," 
says Tilman Gray, owner of Avon Seafood. "Now we deal 
with about 20 to 25 fishermen on a regular basis." Some of 
the decline is due to retirement or fishermen dying off, he 
adds. "There are no young people getting into the fishing 
industry." 

Because the Hatteras community is so tiny, most 
commercial and charter captains know each other on a first- 
name basis. 

Depending on the weather, they often gather early in 
the morning at Oden's Dock that is on the bottom floor of 
a building that overlooks the waterfront. The Breakwater 
Restaurant sits atop the store. 

"If it is windy or rough, people stay here for a while," 
says Oden. 

The store is packed with fishing gear, food and other 
items. On the walls, mounted fish gaze at customers, and 
a "Fishing Primer" reminds avid anglers to "pray to live to 
fish until their dying day." 

POPULAR SPDT TODAY 
Early one fall morning, several men sit in the back of the store 

around a stainless steel table. While drinking coffee and munching on 
pastries, they trade fishing stories and catch up on local news. 

"I get in my fusion of life and coffee here," says Chris Hickman, 
a Hatteras commercial fisherman who has been working the water for 
nearly 30 years. "I fish from here to New Hampshire." 

Hickman has made this part of his routine since moving to Hatteras 
many years ago. "Hatteras is one of the best places to be accepted," says 
Hickman. "I grew up on the Eastern Shore of Virginia. It is more clanish 
there." 

Whether someone has a small skiff or a large charter, they are 
accepted along the docks. "We don't discriminate among boats here," 
says Hickman. 

O'Neal usually joins the group. Often, he spins tales about bygone 
days. 

"I am a jack of all trades and a master of none," jokes O'Neal, while 
mingling at Oden's. "It is easier to tell a story than to tell the truth." 

On a serious note, he says he misses the freedom that he used to have 
in the village and the close-knit community. "Neighbors were friends, and 
friends were neighbors. You only have a small amount of that now." 

Less than a hundred yards from Oden's, a young man washes down 
one of the sportfishing boats in the Albatross fleet. 

Inside, Ernie Foster answers a customer's call for a fishing trip. He 
is surrounded by black-and-white photos that date back to the early days 

of his family's charter fleet. 
One is of his father with 

one of the first sailfish caught 
in Hatteras in 1940. Another 
shows his grandfather, Capt. 
Charlie Foster who was a 
menhaden fisherman, in 
1951. A third photo shows a 
proud group of recreational anglers with channel bass and dolphin caught 
in 1940. 

Throughout the small office are memorabilia from early fishing days, 
including a radio finder, old fish hook, a feather jig used before nylon, and 
one of his father's rod-n-reels. 

"Charter fishing has changed dramatically since my father started," 
says Foster, who started helping his dad as a young boy. 

"Now, there are fast boats and great electronics. It used to take two 
hours in the 1950s and 1960s to get to the Gulf Stream. Now, a fast boat 
can make it there in an hour from Hatteras." 

For Foster, sportfishing offers diversity and immediate feedback for 
his customers. 

"You get to see dramatic events — from storms to predators and 
prey," he says. "I have seen a shark eating a fish next to the boat, a 400- 
pound marlin chase down a 25-pound dolphin, and a tuna chase down a 
flying fish. Though this is normal occurrence in the ocean, the average 
person is not used to seeing this." 
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LOADING CATCH 
During the afternoon, a few people gather around the docks at 

Avon Seafood to watch Gaskins bring in his catch. 
As a seagull perches on a dock post, Gaskins — dressed in bright 

CLOCKWISE FROM TDP LEFT: During a Day at the Docks "porch talk," 
commercial fishermen share fishing stories. • Ben Cochran gaffs a concrete 
block, while Lee Cannady looks on, during the "concrete marlin" competition. 
• Festival participants enjoy watching a crab race on the Hatteras docks. • 
Sea Grant's jack Thigpen shows off a model boat. 

orange rubber overalls, a T-shirt and knee-high rubber boots — ties up 
his boat that is packed with gill nets, gear and flounder. 

"It wasn't too bad," yells Gaskins to a man on the dock. "But we 
had a bad thunderstorm. Will probably go back out today." 

While unloading two baskets of fish on the dock, he washes 
off his arms and chats with another boater. 

As Gaskins steps onto the dock, Tony Burbank of Avon 
Seafood brings out a white scale to weigh the catch. 

"I have been fishing out here for 40 years," says 
Gaskins. "I started fishing with my dad when I was 6 or 7." 

Then with gloves on their hands, Gaskins and Burbank 
put the flounder on the culling table and onto a conveyor belt. 

After the fish move down the belt, Burbank weighs each 
piece of flounder. A man sorts the fish by size — jumbo and 
medium — and places the flounder in boxes packed with 
ice. 

Then the men sort and weigh the drum and bluefish. 
Finally, they move all the boxes into a refrigerated area. 

"Our fish goes everywhere from the Fulton Fish Market 
in New York to across the Pamlico Sound," says Burbank. 

Gray hopes that commercial fishing in the area will 
continue to have a strong presence in markets across the East Coast. 

Even though many traditions are disappearing along the 
waterfront, the commercial fishing industry is still bringing in money, 
says Gray. "We are a year-round industry. All the money from 
commercial fishing stays here." □ 

DAY AT THE DOCKS FESTIVAL SEPT. IB 

Across North Carolina, coastal waterfronts are making front-page news. 
To honor the fishing heritage on Hatteras Island, community leaders 

are holding a special festival with a variety of activities — from a fishing boat 
parade to watermen demonstrating fish gear. 

This Second Annual Day at the Docks: A Celebration of Hatteras Island 
Watermen is scheduled for 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday, Sept 16, on the 
waterfront in the Hatteras community. 

"We hope to provide an opportunity for people to explore the world of 
watermen," says Dorothy Dunn, president of the Hatteras-Ocracoke Auxiliary 
of the North Carolina Fisheries Association. "Many visitors to our island are 
unaware that we're a vibrant and colorful presence on the waterfront today." 

The festival will include several fun competitions: watermen measuring 
their speed in donning survival suits, hanging nets, reeling in big fish and 
rigging bait. The agenda also includes a Blessing of the Fleet, Hatteras Island 
seafood dishes and a chowder cook-off, as well as porch talks and exhibits by 
North Carolina Sea Grant and other organizations. 

"Day at the Docks helps people better understand where their 
seafood comes from," says Sara Mirabilio, North Carolina Sea Grant fisheries 
specialist. 

The festival began last fall to preserve the rich traditions of the island 
— from pound netting for flounder in the Fcimlico Sound to charter fishing 
on the Continental Shelf for marlin and other game fish. 

The celebration had its genesis in the aftermath of Hurricane Isabel 
in 2003 when a surge of ocean water crossed the island, according to the 
2005 program guide. The storm also carved a breech, isolating the Hatteras 
community from the rest of the island. 

"The first people who were able to get back to work were the 
watermen," the guide says. "The charter group worked out an arrangement 
to ferry their customers into and out of Hatteras Village for their trips." 

Wth the help of fish dealers who had gotten permission to cross the 
Pamlico Sound on an emergency ferry, the commercial captains sold their 
catches, the guide says. 

Because of the success of the first festival, organizers decided to make it 
an annual event. 

"Maritime events like this generate income for local businesses," says 
jack Thigpen, North Carolina Sea Grant extension director. "However, the 
long-term impacts for the community's economy and pride may be even 
more valuable." 

For more information, visit the Web: www.dayatthedocks.org or call 
Lynne Foster, 252/986-2515. — AG. 
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To celebrate Earth Day, citizens and officials gathered in Raleigh 
for the dedication of Phase II of the Rocky Branch Stream Restoration and 
Greenway project. 

The creek runs more than a mile through the heart of North Carolina 
State University. Once deemed the state's most polluted urban stream by 
the N.C. Division of Water Quality, the waterway is now a national model 
of natural channel design. 

"The restoration of Rocky Branch not only improves the local 

environment, but also demonstrates how urban streams can be enhanced 
in cities around the country," says Barbara Doll, water quality specialist 
for North Carolina Sea Grant and head of the Rocky Branch project. 

Louisa Koch, education director for the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, praises Doll's leadership. "She saw a sick 
stream," Koch says. "And she is bringing the patient back to health." 

Learn more about Rocky Branch at www.ncseagrant.org. Click on 
"Stream Restoration" in the Water Quality section. 
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NOAA Education Director Louisa Koch meets with representatives of the state's marine education network. Top row, L to R: Anne Taylor, Environmental Education 
Fund; Liz Baird, N.C. Museum of Natural Sciences (NCMNS); Marty Wiggins, N.C. Office of Environmental Education; Ann Hughes, Apex High School. Bottom row, 
L to R: Terri Kirby Hathaway, North Carolina Sea Grant; Mike Jackson, Tarheel ChalleNGe Academy; Sarah Kuszaj, Southeast Raleigh High School; Katie Mosher, 
Sea Grant.       As part of the event, members of the "Girls in Science" program at NCMNS measure water quality indicators.    The ribbon cutting symbolizes the 
completion of Phase II. L to R: Charles Leffler, NC State vice chancellor for finance and business; Barbara Doll, Sea Grant; Larry Neilsen, NC State provost; Louisa Koch, 
NOAA.    L to R: Barbara Doll, Rachel Furst, Allison Clark, Caroline Towns, and Lynn Eakes check nitrogen levels in the creek.    A rock channel connects floodplain 
wetlands to the creek.    Larry Eaton of the N.C. Division of Water Quality collects aquatic insects - indicators of an improved habitat.    Lisa Schell of the N.C. Clean 
Water Management Trust Fund, one of several funding partners, photographs the stream as Leffler and Nielsen look on.    When all phases are complete, the Rocky 
Branch project will include 6,000feet ofcampus greenway path connecting Pullen Park and the City of Raleigh Greenway System.     Girls in Science participants, from 
back to front: Fourth row: Liz Baird (NCMNS), Louisa Koch (NOAA), MT Palmer (NCMNS), Lynn Eakes (NCMNS), Sam Mozley (Meredith College). Third row: Kayla 
Mikolajewski, Cristy Schmidt, Rachel Furst, Amy Hoogenboom, Morgan Smith, Kendall Wolford, Barbara Doll (Sea Grant), Stephanie Jeffries (NCMNS). Second row: 
Allison Clark, Beth Venezia, Caroline Towns. First row: Zinat Zimba, Kalyani Joshi.     Amy Hoogenboom checks for aquatic insects on a rock from the creek bed. 

The dedication and site tour drew representatives of campus offices and other agencies who have been partners on the project. 
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LEGAL 

TIDES 

Public Access, 

Parking Pinch? 

By     Kathleen Angione 

This summer, families from all over the United States will pack themselves into their cars 

and begin the trek to North Carolina's beautiful shorelines. Whether they drive for two hours or 

20, many travelers will endure the exasperating hallmarks of a family road trip: muscle-curdling 

leg cramps, crumb-covered seats, and crabby cries of "Are we there yet?" 

The first glimpse of tall, wispy sea oats atop glistening sand dunes will be a welcome sight. 

But before they can unload — whether it is for a day trip or a week's stay at a private bungalow 

off the beach — they must deal with one more nagging question: "Where will we park?" 

N I orth Carolina has more than 320 
miles of oceanfront shoreline, and much of it 
is available for public use. However, accessing 
these areas isn't always easy, especially for 
those who arrive by car. 

"People can't simply pull off the road 
wherever they please to access the beach," 
says Walter Clark, North Carolina Sea Grant's 
coastal community and policy specialist. 'They 
must find a place to park — whether it is a 
privately owned facility or one owned by a 
local, state or federal agency." 

Approximately 12 million people visited 
North Carolina's coastal region last year, 
according to the N.C. Department of Commerce 
(NCDC). That number or more are expected 
this year, and many will come by car. State and 
federal parks often have large parking areas, 
but some coastal communities are struggling to 
accommodate visitors during the peak summer 
season. Depending on the destination, visitors 
may feel a parking pinch. 

"Parking is an issue everywhere, but 
particularly near ocean beaches," says Michael 
Lopazanski, a coastal and ocean policy analyst 
at the N.C. Division of Coastal Management 
(DCM). "It is in very short supply, particularly 
for day users." 

Local policies on public beach access and 
parking vary among communities, says Spencer 
Rogers, North Carolina Sea Grant's coastal 
construction and erosion specialist. 

Some towns have free parking lots, while 
others allow parking on side streets adjacent to 
the beach. Some communities have no public 
parking at all. 

In Southern Shores, two homeowner 
associations provide permit-only parking lots for 
residents, according to Rogers. 

"Renting a house qualifies you for the 
week," he explains. 

Figure Eight Island has a private bridge, 
limiting access to owners and renters. 

Continued 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Metered parking is more common in larger coastal communities, such as Wrightsville 
Beach. • Cars back up along the road in Surf City during Memorial Day weekend. • Public beach access and associated 
facilities vary greatly among North Carolina's coastal towns. • More traffic means more visitors and potential revenue for 
coastal communities, but it also means more competition for parking. • To accommodate increasing numbers of visitors, 
Surf City purchased Cindy s Oceanside Restaurant and will turn the 150-foot beachfront strip into a public access and 
parkingsite. • A walkway to the beach in Pine Knoll Shores winds through the maritime forest. • Topsail Beach day- 
trippers lucky enough to find a parking spot haul their gear down to the shore. • Many towns are renovating their beach 
access sites to include handicap-accessible features, such as this wheelchair ramp in Holden Beach. 
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Even free parking lots have some rules. • Parking is at a premium in Atlantic Beach. 
Some worry that the purchase of the "Circle "will increase parking pressure on nearby public lots. • Small, gravel parking 
lots are typical of neighborhood access sites, like this one in Caswell Beach. • Beach traffic crawls through Surf City during 
Memorial Day weekend. • Local access sites are typically dune crossovers with little or no parking. • Regional facilities, 
like this one in Nags Head, have the most parking and often include amenities like showers and restrooms. 

"There are public access walkways 
scattered along the island, but no parking spaces 
because the island is so narrow," Rogers says. 

Bigger communities usually have more 
parking, but often you'll have to pay. 

"Wrightsville Beach has parking sites 
where you have to pump quarters into meters," 
says Lopazanski. Or you can pay via cell phone 
with the town's new "Park-by-Phone" program 
— which also requires an annual membership 
fee and a 10 percent convenience fee. 

And then there are communities that seem 
to have ample parking. Caswell Beach and Oak 
Island in Brunswick County were originally 
plotted with beach access in mind, according to 
Harry Simmons, the mayor of Caswell Beach. 

In his three-mile long town, there are 12 
access points and a parking lot that holds 80 
cars. On Oak Island, the end of every street 
that crosses the island is a beach access point 
with available parking, he adds. 

"In Brunswick County, you can find a 
parking space during the Fourth of July. 
You can't do that at other places," Simmons 
says proudly. 

A 2006 survey by the North Carolina 
Beach, Inlet and Waterway Association 
(NCBIWA) found more than 600 access 
points and 6,500 parking spaces in North 
Carolina, earning the state an "A" for public 
beach access. 

But that grade is slightly inflated, 

admits Simmons, who is also the 
executive director for the NCBIWA. 

"We gave it an A' primarily for 
the positive trend in increased access 
and parking," he says. 

Much of the increase is a result 
of towns participating in federally 
funded beach nourishment programs, 
adds Simmons. Federal law requires 
public beach access points within 
a quarter-mile of any place on the 
beach that received sand. 

'Take Pine Knoll Shores 
— five years ago, there was no 
public access," says Simmons. Now, 
after a beach nourishment project 
completed in 2002, the town has five 
access points. 

To create those areas, officials 
from Pine Knoll Shores received 
several grants from the Public Beach 
and Coastal Waterfront Access 
Program, a 1981 amendment to 
the Coastal Area Management 
Act (CAMA). The program, 
administered by DCM, awards 
about $1 million a year in matching 
grants to local governments to 
improve pedestrian access to the 
state's beaches. Parking facilities are 

identified as one of the approved access facilities, 
along with restrooms, dune walkovers, piers and 
picnic shelters. 

Pine Knoll Shores' five free parking lots 
offer a combined total of about 150 parking 
spaces, according to Chris Jones, the town's 
director of inspections and public property. 
But that's not nearly enough to keep up with 
public demand, and the trend toward private 
developments is already straining new public 
access sites, he says. 

The Triple S Pier in Atlantic Beach used to 
accomodate 100 cars, according to Jones. The 
former owner charged a fee for parking, but the 
public was invited to access the beach. The pier 
was torn down in March, and the area is being 
converted to private duplexes. 

"There are 100 vehicles that now have to 
find somewhere else to go," Jones says. 

The recent acquisition of the famed "Circle" 
in Atlantic Beach for private development 
will increase parking pressure there and in 
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surrounding towns, he speculates. 
Although Atlantic Beach was able to 

retain some parking spaces on the street, many 
disappeared with the sale of the land. Atlantic 
Beach officials were unable to comment on 
specific figures regarding spaces retained or lost. 

"Oceanfront and soundfront property is 
being bought up so fast for development that 
public access is not adequate," Jones says. 
"Private areas where the public was once invited 
to access the beach are being lost." 

Similar stories are echoed from Corolla to 
Kure Beach. 

"We're building like gangbusters down 
here," says Todd Rademacher, planning director 
for Surf City. 

Approximately 12 million people visited 

North Carolina's coastal region last year, 

according to the N. C. Department of Commerce 

(NCDC). That number or more 

are expected this year, and many will come by car. 

State and federal parks often have 

large parking areas, but some coastal communities 

are struggling to accommodate visitors 

during the peak summer season. 

Depending on the destination, 

visitors may feel a parking pinch. 

To try to retain that traditional access, some 
towns, like Pine Knoll Shores and Surf City, 
have purchased private land and made it public. 

In 1999, Pine Knoll Shores bought part 
of a site that once included the Iron Steamer 
fishing pier. With the help of a $450,000 grant 
from DCM, the town acquired 100 feet of 
oceanfront property and an adjacent parking lot. 
With another DCM grant, the town added two 
restrooms, shower facilities, a dune crossover 
and an emergency access ramp. 

In Surf City, a similar acquisition cost 
$2.9 million. The town recently bought Cindy's 
Oceanside Restaurant — adjacent to the town's 
regional parking area — and plans to turn the 
nearly 150-foot beachfront strip into a public 
access site. Town officials have yet to work out 
a specific plan for the facility, scheduled to open 
next summer. 

The hefty price tag will be worth it, 
explains Rademacher. 

"You can't put a price tag on public access 
to the beach - it's a resource that is shrinking 
every day," he says. 

The town currently has 29 public access 
sites, and at least half have free parking facilities, 
notes Rademacher. More beach access and 
parking means more tourism dollars for the 
town and local businesses, he explains. 

"The ocean is our biggest amenity." 
But for many municipalities, the cost of 

purchasing private land is prohibitive, forcing 
them to maximize existing parking areas. 

"We're trying to leverage all the sites we 
have now," says Andy Garman, town planner 
for Nags Head. 

The town has about 40 access points, and 
almost all have free parking. Some sites have as 
few as 10 parking spaces, others have as many 
as 80 spaces, according to Garman. 

This year, Nags Head officials applied for 
five grants from DCM and the Dare County 
Tourism Board to update and expand the town's 
beach access points. They plan to add parking 
lots, dune walkovers and other facilities to 
the sites. 

The town of Kill Devil Hills is pursuing a 
similar strategy. Officials received a DCM grant 
in 2005 to upgrade the town's only regional 
parking lot, located on Ocean Bay Boulevard. 
The site has 40 parking spaces plus 28 spaces in 
a satellite lot across the street. 

"Our public access sites see a tremendous 
amount of use," says Meredith Guns, the 
assistant planning director for Kill Devil Hills. 

The town has 29 public access sites, 
and most accommodate up to 25 cars. A new 
neighborhood access site is scheduled to open 
on Raleigh Avenue early this summer. But no 
matter how many new parking spaces are added, 
there will always be eager beachgoers waiting to 
fill them up, says Guns. 

Rademacher, of Surf City, concurs: "You 
can never have enough parking." 

Garman, the planner for Nags Head, urges 
frustrated beachgoers to be patient and to keep 
some perspective. 

"People can find a parking spot if they look 
long enough," he says. 

Garman says he'll drive to three or four of 
the Nags Head's public access points to find a 

parking space during summer months. 
"At least it's not like Virginia Beach, 

where I'd have to drive 20 or 30 minutes to find 
a parking lot where I have to pay, and then cart 
my stuff for five blocks." □ 

KNOW BEFORE YOU GO: 
Types of Access Sites 
across Coastal North Carolina 

Find a parking spot before 
heading to the beach this summer. 

Log on to a special section 
of the N.C. Division of Coastal 
Management Web site (www. 
nccoastalmanagement.net) and use 
an interactive map tool to find 
public access sites and facilities 
along the coast. Click on "Beach 
and Waterfront Access," then "Find 
Access Sites." 

The maps group public access 
sites into four main categories: 

Regional sites are generally 
the largest. There are exceptions, 
but usually regional sites have 
ample parking (25+), and many 
have additional facilities such as 
restrooms, showers and picnic tables. 

Neighborhood sites generally 
have fewer parking spaces than 
regional sites and usually don't 
have facilities such as showers or 
restrooms. 

Local sites are often simple 
dune crossovers with little or no 
associated parking or facilities. 
However, bicycle racks may be 
provided. Pedestrians living or 
vacationing within a few hundred 
yards primarily use these sites. 

Waterfront sites are typically 
located on estuarine waters in 
urbanized areas. They vary greatly in 
the amount of parking and facilities 
provided. 
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Fast Results for Surirni feting 

S, 

By    Ann Green 

ince microwave ovens 
revolutionized home cooking during 
the 1970s, numerous attempts have 
been made to use the technology for 
commercial applications. 

However, seafood processors and 
others in the food industry never adopted 
the quick-heating technology because of 
uneven cooking. 

But now, North Carolina Sea 
Grant researchers have combined a new 
microwave heating method with a dry 
ice process to rapidly test the quality of 
imitation crab, a surirni product. The key 
component in this copied crab product 
— mainly used in salads and dips — is 
freshwater-washed fish meat. 

The new microwave heating system 
developed by a North Carolina company 
eliminates a more costly and slower 
method of testing the quality of imitation 
crab, according to Tyre Lanier, food 
science professor at North Carolina State 
University. 

"The performance and commercial 
value of imitation crab is underestimated 
by current tests used by seafood 
producers," says Lanier. Producers add enzyme 
or "protease" inhibitors for a crab analog sheet 
to generate gel strength for water bath test, 
he adds. In the surirni industry, crab analog is 
synonymous with imitation crab. 

"These proteases are activated by heating 
the surirni paste, but do not have time to act and 
are destroyed at high temperatures," Lanier says. 
"This makes the test useless for predicting how 
the surirni will work in the factory process for 
imitation crab production." 

Because surirni quality cannot be assessed 
by traditional indicators offish quality — includ- 
ing smell, appearance and fish texture — special- 
ized testing is required before production starts. 

The surirni project is a collaboration 
between North Carolina Sea Grant and Industrial 
Microwave Systems (IMS), LLC. of Morrisville, 
which constructed the first commercial prototype 

TOP: IMS general manager David Parrott and Sea Grant researchers 
Alex Riemann and Tyre Lanier collaborated on the IMS FAST GEL 

system. BOTTOM: Riemann and Lanier check out the system that can 
be used to test the gel strength of surirni. 

of a microwave cooker that produces even heating 
for anything that passes through it. 

Surirni was first developed in Japan several 
centuries ago when it was discovered that 
washing minced fish flesh, followed by heating, 
results in a natural gelling of the flesh, according 
to Encyclopaedia Britannica Online. "When surirni 
was combined with other ingredients, various fish 
gel products called 'kamaboko' or fish cakes were 
produced." 

NEW TECHNOLOGY 

NC State graduate student Alex Riemann 
worked for several years with IMS engineers, 
including general manager David Parrott, to 
perfect an instrument that would cook surirni 
test gels at the same rate as the thin crab analog 
sheets in the factory. 

The IMS Formulation and Surirni 
Testing system, known as FAST, is now 
being marketed to surirni producers 
around the world. 

Units are already in place at the 
largest surirni plants in the United States 
and soon will be placed injapan and 
France, the two leading surimi-producing 
countries in Asia and Europe, according 
to Lanier. 

Besides testing crab analog 
production, the new technology can be 
used to test new formulations of surimi- 
based products. 

"For example, starches used in 
surirni take up water and swell at a 
rate based on the heating time and 
temperature," says Lanier. "So a test gel 
cooked in the IMS FAST System — when 
subsequently tested — will predict exactly 
how a new starch will react in the factory- 
produced product. And the production 
line is not tied up for hours, nor are 
hundreds of pounds of product wasted 
when testing the new starch." 

The new equipment also allows 
more effective use of surirni from lower- 

cost species and fillet trimmings that normally 
score poorly in conventional testing. 

'You can save $155,000 per million pounds 
of surirni purchased," says Lanier. 

In addition, the equipment is easy to operate 
and requires little training time for new operators, 
according to Parrott. 

SEA GRANT RESEARCH 

During the 1970s, surirni production 
expanded into the United States. 

North Carolina Sea Grant and NC State 
were both involved in the cutting-edge research. 
FrankThomas, then director of the North 
Carolina State University Seafood Laboratory 
in Morehead City, purchased a mechanical 
deboning machine fromjapan to begin 
experimenting with mechanically minced fish 

Continued 
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meat as a food ingredient. 
Around the same time, the first 

expenmental sunmi production plant was 
being set up in Alabama. The company 
requested North Carolina Sea Grant's 
assistance in developing domestic uses for 
the raw material made from croaker, a fish 
abundant in both the Gulf of Mexico and 
South Atlantic waters. 

This led to a number of research 
initiatives by Lanier and Donald Hamann 
of NC State to explore the properties of fish 
proteins for enhancing their uses in the domestic 
food supply. 

"Our focus switched to the more abundant 
Alaskan pollock resource of the North Pacific in 
the early 1980s," says Lanier. 

The Sea Grant research centered on 
understanding the gelling properties of surimi 
as they related to development of new surimi- 
based shellfish analog products, including 
imitation crab, scallops and shrimp. The scientists 
pioneered new testing techniques for surimi 
gelling quality, the most critical factor determining 
the price and uses of any batch of raw surimi. 

Later, the scientists demonstrated for the 
first time how quality fish protein product or 
surimi could be manufactured from Atlantic 

ABOVE: Imitation crabsticks — often used in seafood salads 
— can be found at supermarkets across the country. 

menhaden, an industrial fish caught in waters 
around North Carolina and other states. 
Menhaden had previously not been used 
for direct human consumption. However, 
commercial production using menhaden in 
surimi products has not begun. 

"Surimi production in the United States 
became a very successful venture, increasing 
from only about 4,000 metric tons in 1988 to 
nearly 200,000 metric tons a decade later," says 
Lanier. 

Sea Grant scientists and other colleagues 
led efforts to use standardize testing methods to 
assess the quality of surimi. 

Their efforts culminated in the first Surimi 
School at Oregon State University, which is 

headed by Jae Park, who studied under 
Lanier at NC State. Now, the school is 
held each year to train surimi technicians 
and operators of U.S. surimi-seafood 
manufacturing plants that are pnmarily on 
the West Coast. Every other year, Park also 
holds a surimi school in Europe and Asia. 

"Despite a continuous decrease of 
consumption injapan, surimi seafood 
consumption worldwide continues to grow 
due to the development of other markets 
such as Europe and Southeast Asia," 

according to Parks. "After a decline of two to 
three years, the low quality Chinese imports also 
are growing again." 

With an annual production of more than 
200,000 metric tons of finished surimi, Europe is 
the fastest-growing segment of the market for this 
type of seafood, particularly crabsticks, he adds. 

Lanier hopes that the new microwave 
technology and availability of new species will 
help U.S. manufacturers expand their lines of 
surimi products. 

"Surimi is used in millions of ways in 
Japan," he says. " In the United States, it is 
mostly used as a salad product. The U.S. surimi 
market is a mature industry and needs some 
innovation." □ 

SURIMI PRODUCTION: A QUICK LESSON 

For many years, North Carolina Sea Grant researcher Tyre 
Lanier and his students at North Carolina State University have been 
on the cutting edge of surimi research. Below, Lanier explains the 
intricacies of surimi production, including imitation crab. 

What species are used to make surimi? 
In the United States, surimi is made mostly from underutilized 

species such as Alaskan pollock and Pacific whiting. However, other 
countries use many other species such as southern blue whiting in 
Argentina and various tropical fish found in the Indian Ocean. The 
tropical fish have unusual names such as threadfin beam, big eye, 
lizard fish, goatfish and ribbon fish. 

How is surimi made? 
During the refining process, manufacturers produce a mince 

that is white and has little flavor or odor. Sugars are added to 
stabilize the functional proteins prior to being put in frozen storage 
in rectangular blocks that can be stored for up to a year. The 
blocks are shipped across the world for the production of Asian 

"kamaboko" or fish cakes, They also are used in the United States and 
Europe for imitation shellfish meat products. 

Before making the products, the surimi is thawed and blended with 
egg whites, starches and natural flavors. To shape the crab-like fibers, 
manufacturers use sophisticated cooking equipment. 

What is the process for making imitation crab? 
It begins with cooking a very thin sheet of the blended paste on 

a stainless steel belt. Since the cooking of the sheet is extremely fast 
— almost to a boiling point — the resulting gel needs to be strong 
enough to be removed from the belt in a sheet form without breaking it. 
The end result is a product with a realistic crab texture and bite. 

Are there Web sites on the new microwave technology and surimi? 
To find out more about the IMS FAST system, visit www.industrial 

microwave.com. 
For more information about surimi, click on: www.surimithailand. 

com/Surimi.html. To find out about the Oregon State University Surimi 
School, visit www.surimischool.org. —AG. 
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Vacation Essentials: 

Books, Books and More Books 

BY     PAM SMITH 

Y 0U1 - our suitcase is crammed full of 

vacation essentials: Bathing suit? Check. 

Sunscreen? Check. Sandab? Check. 

What about a small cache of books 

to entertain and enlighten you during this 

well-earned time away from work-a-day 

places and routines? 

By all means, grab a couple from the 

bestseller list. They'll help you contribute to 

small talk at social gatherings. 

But if you want to be a conversation 

starter, consider several books by North 

Carolina authors about North Carolina 

topics. They are sure to provide interesting 

information about the nature of life at the 

coast — the beaches you walk, as well 

as the birds, flowers and plants you encounter 

along the way 

This new-found knowledge about "all 

things North Carolina" abo may inspire you 

to design your own natural backyard getaway. 

There's plenty of guidance within the pages of two 

gardening books that emphasize what works best 

in the sunny South. 

Happy traveb and happy reading, even in 

your own backyard. 

• North Carolina Beaches, 

by Glenn Morris. 2005. University of North 

Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, N.C. 238 pages. 

Soft Cover, $19.95. ISBN 0-8078-5618-5. 

Glenn Morris revisits national seashores, 

state parks, ferries, public beaches, historic 

sites, lighthouses, boat ramps and docks, 

museums — and more — to present coast 

lovers with the third edition of North Carolina 

Beaches. 

Growth, storms and erosion have changed 

North Carolina's ocean coast since his second 

edition, published in 1998, 

Morris says. Thus, his new 

edition provides updated 

information on what visitors 

can expect at their favorite 

beach getaway — including 

parking, dune crossovers, 

restrooms and handicap access 

at each site. 

The author's journey 

from the Virginia line to 

the South Carolina border 

reveals incredible recreational 

opportunities for a daytrip 

or an extended stay. He not 

only gives details about great 

beaches — on which to plant 

your umbrella, cooler and 

blanket — but also about 

nearby attractions. 

If you are planning a trip to the Outer 

Banks, Morris provides history, as well as 

listing of pristine beach sites, surf and jetty 

fishing spots, campgrounds, lighthouses, ferries 

and bridges, and birding opportunities all along 

the Cape Hatteras National Seashore. 

And, that's not all. Morris intersperses the 

travel information with wonderful essays on 

various coastal topics, such as "How to Behave 

on a Pier" and "Rods 'n' Reels 'n' Wheels." 

In "A Slice of Island Life," readers learn 

Continued 
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about various environments on a barrier 

island, from the sound to the sea. In case you 

didn't know it. Jockey's Ridge and Kill Devil 

Hill are medanos — high sand dunes on the 

move. 

For good measure, Morris adds 

appendices — one with a monthly listing 

of festivals and events, and another listing 

fishing tournaments along the coast. 

It adds up to a good read and a great 

resource. 

• How to Read a North 

Carolina Beach: Bubble Holes, 

Barking Sands, and Rippled 

Runnels, by Orrin H. Pilkty, Tracy 

Moncgaii Rice and William J. Neal. 2004. 

University of North Carolina Press, Chapel 

Hill, N.C. 176 pages. Paperback, $12.95. 

ISBN-8078-5510-3. 

"Walking on a beach in the afternoon sun, 

while taking in a spacious view of the sea and 

the mesmerizing waves or scanning the great 

horizon for signs of life, one often feels that 

time is standing still. All sense of distance and 

the passage of time are lost in the fascination 

of searching for shells or wading through the 

changing patterns of the swash. For the curious, 

observant beach stroller, the beach holds many 

mysteries." 

And so the trio of authors set the scene for 

readers to begin unraveling many of the riddles 

of any stretch of sandy beach. 

It's important, they say, to understand the 

dynamic equilibrium of a beach: its shape is the 

end product of the sea-level change, the quality 

and quantity of sand, the height of the waves 

and the strength of the currents. When one of 

these factors changes, the others adjust accord- 

ingly. Dynamic is definitely the key word here. 

ROBERT P. TEULINGS 
RICKY DAVIS 

Birds of the Carolinas 

But what about barking sands? The noise 

is produced by scuffing your feet on patches 

of sand on the upper beach, where sand is 

deposited by both water and wind. For the sand 

to bark or sing, all the grains must be of similar 

size, nearly spherical in shape, free of organic 

material, and have dust-free surfaces. 

According to the authors, the best and 

loudest barks come from the medium-sized 

sand grains on beaches between Cape 

Hatteras and Cape Lookout. 

The swash zone often is a virtual 

palette of patterns that are the products of 

currents, waves, winds and organisms at 

work. The pattern also unlocks the mystery 

of what is going on beneath the surface. 

Rill marks, miniature gullies or streams 

crossing the beach in the intertidal zone tell 

where the water table is on a beach. "Water 

seeping out of the beach face where the 

groundwater table intersects the surface 

produces rill marks," the authors write. 

Beachcombers also may enjoy a 

botany lesson as they observe various kinds 

of seaweed washed ashore. Currents carry 

clumps of Sargassum from islands of algae 

far out in the sea. The floating Sargassum is 

a source of food and shelter for sea turtles, 

juvenile crabs and fish. 

This beach book offers vacationers 

and naturalists alike a source for turning an 

ordinary walk on the beach into a scientific 

adventure. 

• Birds of North Carolina, 

Second Edition, by Eloise F. Potter, 

James F. Pamell, Robert P. Tailings and 

Ricky Davis. 2006. University of North 

Carolina Press, Chapel Hill. 416 pages. 

Paperback, $24.95. ISBN0-8078-5671-1; 

Hardback, $34.95. ISBN0-807-2999-4. 

Few regions in North America have a 

richer bird life than the Carolinas, and these 

authors have designed a user-friendly updated 

guide for both novice and experienced 

birdwatchers. 

In all, 460 individual avian species 

are described in the latest edition of the 
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comprehensive reference book. With its 381 

color photographs, the book includes 59 new 

species recorded in the Carolinas since the 

first edition in 1980. Also, thoroughly revised 

entries for all species reflect the current status 

of bird life. 

The authors draw from the collective 

experience of scientists and other experts who 

have observed the region's birds for decades. 

One book reviewer suggests that the book 

"has the homey feel of a bird club meeting 

where scholars and laymen share their 

observations and passion for birds." 

The Carolinas have become a 

destination for bird watchers from many parts 

of the United States. It is far from being an 

"elitist" activity. 

"The truly wonderful thing about 

bird study," the authors write, "is that 

seeing a species for the first time is 

exciting even if the bird is an abundant 

one found in your own yard.... The point 

of bird watching is to enjoy it and share 

that enjoyment with others." 

Identification can be tricky because 

plumage varies between male and female 

birds, life stages, and mating habits. Thus, 

the authors focus on more permanent 

features such as bills, which relate to food 

habits and are usually relatively constant 

for sexes and ages. 

For example, "The short bills of 

cardinals and sparrows are designed for 

crushing seeds, while the slender bills of 

warblers are adapted for catching insects." 

In addition to identification tips, the book 

includes information on migration through the 

Carolinas, grooming and comfort behavior, 

bird habitats, conservation, and species 

protection. 

Carolinas 

Gardener's Guide 

NATIVE PERENNIALS 
FOR THE SOUTHEAST 

PETER LOEWER 

In other words, the authors not only 

include who's who among our feathered 

friends, but also when, where and why 

particular birds occur in our region. 

This book is a "must" for anyone 

interested in observing birds at the backyard 

feeder or identifying the new ones spotted while 

traveling. 

• The Carolinas Gardener's 

Guide, by Toby Bost and Jim Wibon. 

2004. Cool Springs Press, Nashville, 

Term. 272 pages. Soft cover, $24.99. 

ISBN 1-591186-113. 

Toby Bost, a North Carolina State 

University extension specialist, and 

Wilson, co-host of the popular PBS 

television show. The Victory Garden, 

put their talents together to produce this 

handbook for planning, planting and 

maintaining a successful garden in North 

and South Carolina. Colorful photos 

and icons portray 180 plants, including 

important aspects such as sun and 

irrigation needs, whether the plant 

is native, and if it attracts butterflies, 

hummingbirds and/or bees. 

• Native Perennials for 

the Southeast, by Peter Loewer. 

2004. Cool Springs Press, Nashville, 

Tenn. 191 pages. Soft cover, $22.99. 

^     ISBN 1-59186-121-7. 

The author, who lives and 

gardens in Asheville, presents a 

helpful guide for novice and veteran 

gardeners. Native perennials are 

naturally compatible with the climate 

and soil conditions of the region, 

he explains. Each entry includes a 

color photo of the plant; its scientific 

and common name; light, soil and water 

needs; propagation method; and the author's 

interesting observations and tips. He suggests 

first drawing a simple sketch of the area to 

be planted. "Only you can decide how much 

land is to be cared for and how much time 

you'll have for weeding and cultivating," he 

wisely advises. □ 
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FROM     THE EDITOR 

Life-Saving Message 

Some Mondays, many of us would rather not venture into an 
overloaded e-mail inbox. 

But one Monday in August, I was thrilled to get a message that 
was shared by Mary Doll, chief of interpretation for the Outer Banks 
Group of the National Park Service. 

Pierre Berland and his family from Quebec had been visiting 
Cape Hatteras National Seashore one Saturday. They thought the "Shell 
Bingo" program, led by park staff, would be fun for the youngsters. 

"At the beginning of the activity, Eric gave to us information about 
the rip currents," Pierre wrote in an e-mail, noting that this was the first 
he had heard about rip currents. 

The following Thursday, his 7-year-old daughter got caught in a rip 
current while playing in the surf near Buxton. There were no lifeguards 
on duty at the time. 

"Because of the information given by Eric, I identified the rip," he 
explains, noting that he knew that once he reached the girl, they could 
swim parallel to the beach to escape its grip. Then he went back and 
saved another girl who was visiting from Louisiana. 

Pierre can testify that rip currents are "dangerous, very dangerous" 
—and that simple lessons save lives. 

He credits Eric and all who developed and continue to share the rip 
current safety information. "Continue your excellent job." 

The Park Service has an added focus on safety this year. 
"I made it a standard for rip current information to be provided at 

the beginning of our interpretive programs this year, regardless of the 
park or the topic of the program," Mary explains. 

Sea Grant and the National Weather Service have worked with 
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North Carolina's diverse coast offers countless interestingsubjects. 
The large dots on the map indicate story settings in this issue — 

including Nags Head, Morehead City and Raleigh. 

the Park Service and Dare County Emergency Management over the 
years to increase beach safety. Efforts this year included the addition 
of 42 new "Break the Grip of the Rip" signs, along with thousands of 
brochures. 

Some of those signs in the Salvo area were the special project of 
Ralph Osborn, as a memorial to a family friend from Maryland who 
died in a rip current on Hatteras Island in 2005. 

Not only did Ralph purchase signs and work with Doug Murphy 
of the Park Service to get them posted, but he also encouraged a realty 
company to use brochures and magnets, and he suggested a rip current 
story in Carolina Country magazine sent to all electrical cooperative 
members in the state. 

Ralph got a printer involved and together they worked with the 
National Weather Service, which approved "Break the Grip" stickers for 
vehicle bumpers and surfboards. 

In all, Ralph's mission is to make visitors aware of the power of the 
ocean along with its beauty. Mary Doll agrees. 

"We do the best that we can to make sure that every family that 
visits our parks goes back home whole." 

\Natch future issues o/Coastwatch for news on a survey by 
researchers at the University of North Carolina at Wilmington to assess 
the impact of education efforts by the New Hanover County Rip Current 
Awareness Strategies Team. Known as RCAST, the group includes a 
variety of individuals and agencies — all committed to beach safety. 

Katie Mosher, Managing Editor 
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COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

Cape Fear River Dams Under Study 

The I he removal 
of three dams along 
the Cape Fear River 
no longer needed 
for navigation could 
improve recreational and 
commercial fisheries for 
striped bass, American 
shad and hickory shad. 
The move also could 
help restoration efforts 
for river herring, Atlantic 
sturgeon and shortnose 
sturgeon, say fisheries 
experts. 

But removal of the dams would pose 
another concern. Wilmington, Fayetteville and 
other local areas depend on the dams for their 
water supply. The state and federal fishery 
agencies and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
say they are committed to working with users to 
find water supply alternatives should any of the 
lock-and-dam systems be dismantled. 

'The water supply will not be 
compromised," says Frank Yelverton, a Corps 
biologist in Wilmington, who is working with 
local officials on the issue. 

The Corps is studying options for the Cape 
Fear River dams, as part of the Wilmington 
Harbor Deepening Project. 

Experts say demolishing the dams 
would restore spawning and nursery habitat 
for migratory fish and likely increase their 
populations. 

Coastal marine fisheries also would benefit 
because juvenile shad and herring spawned in 

ABOVE: Lock-and-Dam #3 is on the Cape Fear River. 

fresh waters migrate downstream to the ocean 
and provide an important prey base for red 
drum, flounder, bluefish and seatrout. 

The benefits of restoring healthy fish 
populations in the state's rivers and streams 
"extend to our economy, to our culture and to 
our dedication to conserving our nch heritage 
of natural resources," says Bob Curry, chief 
of the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission's 
Division of Inland Fisheries. 

The 1998 removal of Quaker Neck Dam 
in the Neuse River — funded in part by an 
N.C. Fishery Resource Grant (FRG) — allowed 
striped bass and American shad to reach 
their historic spawning habitats. FRG, which 
is administered by North Carolina Sea Grant, 
also funded two environmental studies before 
and after the reopening of the river. 

For more information on the harbor 
project, visit the Web: www.saw.usace.army, 
mil/wilmington-harbor/grr/grr.htm. — E.L. 

illran Sea Grant 
North Carolina 

Cover photo ofKatrina damage by Spencer 
Rogers. Table of Contents photo of storm- 

tossed fishing boats by Paula Ouder. 

Printed on recycled paper. © 

In the Next Issue of Coastwatch 

Ann Green takes readers on a tour of some residents' favorite spots in Salter Path. 

She also highlights a North Carolina Sea Grant project on "best practices for 

coastal communities with a large influx of immigrants." And Erin Seiling visits 

the tiny community of Belvidere, which has deep Quaker roots. 
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COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

Injection Best for Killing Pest Plant 

ew research from Clemson University suggests the best way to get rid of beach vitex — 
an invasive vine spreading along the Carolina coast — is to wound the plant and inject an herbicide 
containing imazapyras an active ingredient. 

Known as the "hack-and-squirt" method in forestry, this technique delivers the herbicide straight 
to the plant's vascular tissues, which transport fluids and nutrients, explains lead researcher Chuck 

Gresham. A treated beach vitex plant dies 
after about six months, and the herbicide 
becomes inactive. 

Gresham experimented with different 
herbicides and application methods on four 
vitex-infested sites in Georgetown County, 
S.C Other methods involved cutting the vine 
to a stump and painting an herbicide onto 
the raw edge, or applying an herbicide directly 
to the stem. 

Bypassing the protective bark and 
putting the chemical into a growing plant was 
key in killing the tenacious invader, he adds. 

Working with the Carolinas Beach Vitex 
Task Force, Gresham plans to use the hack- 
and-squirt method in a major eradication 
effort involving at least 50 locations in South 
Carolina's Georgetown, Horry and Charleston 
counties this year. 

In August, the task force received a grant 
from the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for the project. Site 
selection is scheduled to begin in September. 

To learn more about beach vitex, visit www.beachvitex.org. — K.A. 

N.C. Seafood Festival 

Features 'Carteret Catch' 

ABOVE: As part of the hack-and-squirt treatment, 
a beach vitex stem is wounded with a machete and painted 

with an imazapyr herbicide, marked with a purple dye. 

Wo 'ould you like to sample fresh seafood 
from Carteret County? 

Mark your calendar for the 20th Annual 
North Carolina Seafood Festival, Oct. 6-8 in 
Morehead City. 

Several vendors will be serving seafood 
from North Carolina waters. Watch for booths 
with a "Carteret Catch" flag or a "We Serve 
North Carolina Seafood" sticker. 

The Carteret Catch brand guarantees 
consumers that they are getting local Carteret 
County seafood direct from the source. A 
team of community volunteers developed the 
program. 

"The campaign focuses on seafood caught 
by commercial fishers, processed by seafood 

dealers and served in restaurants — all in Carteret 
County," says Barry Nash, the North Carolina 
Sea Grant seafood technology specialist who led 
the campaign's marketing efforts. 

The festival also features an educational 
tent. At the National Oceanic & Atmospheric 
Administration booth, North Carolina Sea 
Grant will display products, alongside National 
Weather Service, National Ocean Service, 
National Marine Fisheries Service, National 
Undersea Research Program, National Estuarine 
Research Reserves and other programs. 

For more information about the festival, 
visit the Web: www.ncseafoodfestival.org. To find 
about more about Carteret Catch, go online to 
www.carteretcatch.com. — A.G. 

ABOVE: Lundie Spence conducted educational tours 
on North Carolina beaches for many years. 

SPENCE HONORED 

WITH NMEA AWARD 

Lundie Spence, director of the 
Centers for Ocean Sciences Education 
Excellence Southeast (COSEE-SE), has 
received the National Marine Educators 
Association's (NMEA) Honorary Member 
Award for 2006. 

Spence was honored in July at the 
NMEA annual conference in Brooklyn, 
N.Y. She was recognized for a career of 
leadership and outstanding performance as 
a marine science educator in the classroom 
and in the community. 

For more than 25 years, Spence 
worked as the North Carolina Sea Grant 
marine educator. She was a driving force 
in marine education in North Carolina, 
including initiating the first Beach Sweep 
that grew into the Big Sweep, a cleanup 
that now covers the state's 100 counties. 

Spence also has served as president 
of both the Mid-Atlantic Marine Education 
Association and NMEA. 

Now, she oversees COSEE-SE, which 
is administered by the South Carolina 
Sea Grant Consortium in Charleston. 
COSEE-SE's mission is to spark and 
nurture collaboration among scientists 
and educators to advance ocean sciences 
education. Funded by the National 
Science Foundation, the center is based 
on partnerships among North Carolina, 
South Carolina and Georgia Sea Grant 
programs, along with regional universities 
and educational programs. 

For more information on NMEA 
or the awards program, contact Vicki 
Clark, NMEA awards committee chair, 
vclark@vims.edu, 804/684-7169. For more 
information about COSEE, visit the Web: 
www.cosee.net. —A.G. 
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STREAM RESTORATION 

CONFERENCE SET 

FOR OCTOBER 

If you 
would like to 
carve the future of 
North Carolina, an 
upcoming conference 
might help you get into 
the flow. 

North Carolina 
Sea Grant and the 
North Carolina Stream 
Restoration Institute will 
co-host a stream restoration 
conference at The Westin 
Hotel in Charlotte from Oct. 
2-5. The conference theme 
is "Stream Restoration in the 
Southeast: Accomplishments and 
Opportunities." 

Topics include stream 
restoration planning, design, construction, 
financing and monitoring in the Southeast. 
This biennial conference will include 
research presentations, restoration 
case studies, posters, industry exhibits, 
networking opportunities and tours of local 
stream restoration projects. 

"This conference is a great 
opportunity to learn about the stream 
restoration efforts that are going on 
in North Carolina and other states 
throughout the Southeast region," says 
Barbara Doll, Sea Grant's water quality 
specialist, and a conference organizer. 

In 2004, the conference attracted 
nearly 400 attendees from 24 states, with 
over 60 presentations and 40 commercial 
exhibitors. 

There is a registration fee to attend 
this conference. Late fees apply after 
Sept. 12. 

For details, contact Cathy Smith 
at 919/515-3723 or cathy_smith@ncsu. 
edu. Or go online to: www.ncsu.edu/sri/ 
2006conference. — E.L 

COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

Coastwatch Takes Writing Honors 

^.oastwatch recently received an Award of Excellence in magazine 
and journal writing as part of the annual APEX national communications 
competition. 

"With all the good work and past accomplishments of our 
communicators, one could be tempted to react in a matter-of-fact 
fashion to such recognition," says Michael Voiland, North Carolina 
Sea Grant executive director. "But this one is special in that it is an 
award from a national entity focused on educational writing and 
organizational communication excellence. We are proud of all 
who contributed to the award-winning Coastwatch issue." 

The staff selected the Spring 2006 issue to represent the 
magazine's writing style. It included stories on the "One North 
Carolina Naturally" program, the history and beauty of the 
Great Dismal Swamp, a collaborative approach to the blue 
crab fishery, research on southern flounder, and the arrival of 
the invasive beach vitex plants on barrier island dunes. 

"In each issue, we provide a mix of stories that 
consider the past, present and future of our coastal region," says 

Katie Mosher, communications director for North Carolina Sea Grant and the 
magazine's managing editor. 

The Coastwatch staff for the Spring 2006 issue included: Ann Green, Kathleen Angione and 
Pam Smith, senior editors; Erin Seiling and Jamie Harris, contributing editors. Distribution manager 
Sandra Harris also has editing duties. 

"We also are lucky to work with a designer, printer and freelance photographers who 
understand the Sea Grant mission," Mosher says. — KM. 

Wings Over Water 10th Anniversary 

I he 10th anniversary of "Wings Over 
Water: A Celebration of Wildlife & Wildlands in 
Eastern North Carolina" will run from Nov. 7-12. 

Ken Rosenberg, a leader in the search for 
the ivory-billed woodpecker, will be the keynote 
speaker at a dinner Friday, Nov. 10. Director of 
conservation science at the Cornell University Lab 
of Ornithology, Rosenberg calls the rediscovery 
of the famed woodpecker a symbol of hope that 
the species can return. 

Since a sighting in Arkansas in 2004, people 
are coming forward with sightings that they were 
hesitant to report before. "None are documented 
or certain, and they all maybe wrong; but we are 
embarking on a search effort to see if these birds 
are here are not," Rosenberg says. 

North Carolina is one of the states with 

historical records of the species' past existence 
and one of the places to be investigated. 

Cornell researchers were part of the team 
on the initial discovery of the woodpecker in 
Arkansas. Rosenberg is a leader of the Ivory- 
billed Woodpecker Species Recovery Team 
formed by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. 
That team is working to draft a recovery plan 
for the species. 

Wngs Over Water also provides dozens 
of field trips — some for those on their first 
birding adventure and others for more serious 
birders. Also, paddling trips and hikes will focus 
on aspects of the region's natural history. 

For more information, go online to: www. 
wingoverwater.org. Or call the Outer Banks 
Chamber of Commerce at 252/441 -8144. 

-K.M. 
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COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

Seafood Traceability 

Guide Available 

["ear of bioterrorism, changes in global 
markets and food scandals — all are factors in 
consumers' increasing concerns about food 
safety. 

To help seafood dealers and processors 
cope with consumer concerns and comply with 
federal guidelines, North Carolina Sea Grant 
has developed Seafood Traceability: A Practical 
Guide for the U.S. Industry. 

Written by Ami Petersen and David Green 
of the North Carolina State University Seafood 
Laboratory in Morehead City, the new manual 
provides guidelines for recordkeeping. It also 
explains how to set up traceability systems, 
including barcodes on items. In addition, 
it contains a glossary, online references and 
additional resources. 

The United States initiated traceability in 
the food supply chain after the terrorist attacks 

on the World Trade 
Center on Sept. 11,2001. 

In December 2004, 
the federal Food and 
Drug Administration 
issued a ruling requiring 
all links in the food 
supply chains and 
transporters of food to 
establish and maintain 
records to trace and track •mmmmmmmmmmm 
their suppliers by Dec. 9, 
2006. Implementation 
began with the largest companies in 2005. 

The new seafood traceability booklet 
will be available as a PDF file on the North 
Carolina Sea Grant Web site. Visit www. 
ncseagrant.org and follow the "Products" links. 

- A.G. 

OYSTER SHELL 

TAX CREDITS 

INITIATED 

Seafood Traceability: 
A Practical Guide for (he U S Industry 

6y w. Powea, »w Covo Gran 

New Fellows On Board 

"Tw I wo new fellows have come 
aboard North Carolina Sea Grant. 

E-Ching Lee of Raleigh has 
joined the staff as the 2006-2007 
Science Communications Fellow. 

During her one-year 
fellowship, Lee will develop 
communications products for j 
the N.C. Fishery Resource Grant | 
Program and the N.C. Blue Crab 
Research Program. The two 
programs, funded by the N.C. 
General Assembly and administered 
by Sea Grant, highlight fishery and 
habitat topics that are important 
along the North Carolina coast 
and across the state in terms of 
economic and environmental value. 

A native of Malaysia, Lee holds j 
a bachelor's degree in computer | 
science from Hanover College in 
Indiana and a master's in technical 
communication from North Carolina State 
University. She also holds another master's in 
computer science from the University of Virginia 

Warren Mitchell 

Warren Mitchell has been 
selected as the 2006-2007 Marine 
Fisheries Fellow for North Carolina 
Sea Grant and the N.C. Division of 
Marine Fisheries (DMF). 

As the new fisheries fellow, 
Mitchell will assist DMF in analyzing 
a long-term data set on larval and 
earlyjuvenile fish ingress at the Pivers 
Island Bridge near Beaufort Inlet. He 
also will participate in "bridgnet" 
sampling in which fish larvae are 
collected using a plankton net. 

A native of southern Florida, 
Mitchell holds a bachelor's degree 
in biological oceanography from the 
Florida Institute of Technology and 
a master's in fisheries and wildlife 
sciences from NC State. 

For more information about 
the Science Communications 
Fellowship or the Marine Fisheries 

Fellowship, visit the Sea Grant Web site: www. 
ncseagrant.org and click on "Public Education" 
and then follow the "Fellowships" links. — A.G. 

^)ne customer's 

trash is now a restaurant 

owner's tax credit — at 

least for North Carolina 

seafood restaurants and 

other seafood-related 

businesses. 

A provision in this 

year's state budget, 

passed by the N.C. General Assembly, 

gives a tax credit of $1 per bushel of oyster 

shells given to the N.C. Division of Marine 

Fisheries (DMF). The credit will take effect 

this tax year, but expiresjan. 1, 2011. 

Listed as a "species of concern" by 

DMF, oyster stocks in North Carolina are 

in decline. Officials hope the new law will 

boost donations to DMFs existing oyster 

shell recycling program, which provides shell 

material for oyster sanctuaries. Research 

shows that an oyster shell attracts more 

larvae than other substrates, such as 

limestone marl. 

Donated shells also help other 

restoration efforts, such as the N.C. 

Oyster Hatchery Program led by the 

North Carolina Aquariums. The program 

provides DMF sanctuaries with "seeded" 

shells — those with juvenile oysters already 

attached. In July, more than three million 

seeded shells raised at Carteret Community 

College's aquaculture facility were delivered 

to DMF sanctuaries throughout the state. 

For more information about the 

North Carolina Oyster Shell Recycling 

Program, visit ncfisheries.net and click on 

"OysterShell Recycling." — K.A. 
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BUILDING DAMAGE 

Rogers found only a few structures that 
survived the worst of the powerful storm surge 
and waves. 

At one house, damage was only on the 
lower floor. "However, the upper part of the 
house survived because of a high foundation," 
he says. "And, five rows behind this, every 
house was destroyed." 

"The key to preventing flood damage 
from hurricanes is to construct a building 
on an open-pile foundation that is above the 
wave height," he adds. "Walls that get hit by 
breaking waves as small as 1.5 feet are usually 
severely damaged or destroyed." 

Rogers was amazed that he could ride 
down a highway near the beach. 

Humcane Katrina was one of the strongest storms 

to hit the coast of the United States during the past 

100years. The catastrophic storm made landfall 

in Louisiana and Mississippi with only Category 3 winds 

but with a storm surge of a Category 5 hurricane. 

"There was no erosion or sand buildup 
on Hwy. 90 in Pass Christian," he says. 
"Usually, low-lying island beach roads are 
impassable after hurricanes because of sand 
buildup and erosion." 

Waves cause erosion and undermine 
the pavement, moving sand from the beach 
and burying the road, he explains. "The roads 
are often blocked by construction debris and 
floating buildings. In Mississippi, the roads 
were mostly clear, and the debris was pushed 
several thousand feet inland from the road and 
shoreline." 

Hurricane Katrina was one of the strongest 
storms to hit the coastal United States during 
the past 100 years. The catastrophic storm made 
landfall in Louisiana and Mississippi with only 
Category 3 winds but with a storm surge of a 
Category 5 hurricane. 

The record surge caused widespread 
devastation in the coastal areas of Alabama, 
Louisiana and Mississippi, including Bay 

Saint Louis, Pass Christian and 
Long Beach. A few weeks after 
Katrina, Hurricane Rita damaged 
the western half of the Louisiana 
coastline all the way into Texas. 

Although Katrina's hurricane 
eye did not directly hit New 
Orleans, catastrophic destruction 
occurred throughout the southeast 
portion of Louisiana. On Aug. 29, 

three major levees broke. Two days later, at 
least 80 percent of New Orleans was flooded, 
according to the FEMA MAT report. 

"Katrina significantly exceeded the 
base flood elevations by as much as 15 feet 
along parts of the Louisiana and Mississippi 
Gulf Coast," the report says. Flooding 
exceeded well beyond the inland limits of 
the Special Flood Hazard Area, the floodplain 

affected by the base flood. 
"As of Feb. 15, 2006, the number of 

flood insurance claims exceeded 210,000, 
covering Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
and Florida, with over 175,000 of these claims 
coming from Louisiana," according to FEMA. 
In Alabama, 363 dwellings were destroyed 
compared to more than 68,000 in Mississippi 
and more than 283,000 in Louisiana. 
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Storm Surge - SLOSH MODEL 

TOP: This Gulf Coast home didn't receive as much damage as some homes nearby because the ground level has 

elevatedparkingand storage areas. BOTTOM: The SLOSH Model shows the predicted storm surge for the Gulf 

Coast that would occur with different hurricane categories. 

Only federal flood insurance covers 
rising water. FEMA manages this supple- 
mentary insurance through the National Flood 
Insurance Program. 

Wind damage also contributed to 

the destruction. Widespread wind damage 
to buildings occurred despite the fact that 
Katrina's wind speeds were generally at or 
below the speeds for which wind codes are set, 
the FEMA report says. 

LONG 

ODES 
Prior to Katrina, 

Alabama, Louisiana and 
Mississippi did not have 
statewide codes for non- 
state-owned buildings, 
according to the FEMA 
report. 

Many of the 
communities that were 
heavily impacted by 
Katrina did not have up-to- 
date building codes or had 
no codes at all. "The lack 
of adequate building codes 
greatly compounded the 
effect of Hurricane Katrina 
on building performance," 
the report says. 

The primary model building codes in the 
United States are the International Building 
Code (IBC) and the International Residential 
Code (IRC). The 2003 editions of the IBC and 
IRC address flood hazards. 

Vhe record surge caused widespread devastation 

in the coastal areas of Alabama, Louisiana and 

Mississippi, including Bay Saint Louis, Pass Christian 

and Long Beach. A few weeks after Katrina, 

Hurricane Rita damaged the western half 

of the Louisiana coastline all the way into Texas. 

In Alabama, the City of Mobile, Mobile 
County and the City of Orange Beach had 
adopted IBC codes before Katrina. 

Since Katrina, Dauphin Island adopted 
the IBC requirements and recently adopted 
provisions requiring deeper pile embedment. 

In addition, a number of jurisdictions 
in Mississippi have adopted the 2003 IBC 
codes. However, the state hasn't adopted a 
code for buildings not owned by the state. 
A Governor's Commission report, issued 

Continued 
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on Dec. 31,2005, recommended 
adopting local building codes as a 
primary hazard mitigation strategy. 

Louisiana Gov. Kathleen Blanco 
signed a new law last year after the 
storms, requiring enforcement of the 
2003IBC and IRC statewide. 

No one knows how North 
Carolina would fare if a devastating 
storm like Katrina hit. However, the 
state has one of the oldest hurricane 
construction codes in the country, 
first implemented in the 1960s and 
improved over time. The most recent 
version is based on the International 
Code, with amendments addressing 
North Carolina's needs. 

Current building practices 
include an open-piling foundation for 
oceanfront properties, combined with 
a high first-floor elevation, so waves 
can pass through. 

"There is a low probability that 
North Carolina will get a storm with 
the water level as high as it was during 
Katrina," says Rogers. 

N o one knows how North Carolina would 

fare if a devastatingstorm like Katrina hit. 

However, the state has one of the oldest 

hurricane construction codes in the country, 

first implemented in the 1960s and improved 

over time. The most recent version is based 

on the International Code, with amendments 

addressing North Carolina's needs. 

Earlier this year, the N.C. Building 
Code Council implemented rules requiring 
storm shutters for windows and doors on 
all new homes built within 1,500 feet of 
the ocean, a much narrower zone than the 
national standard. The Council will reassess 
the width of the zone after several reports on 
Florida are released later this year. 

ABOVE: Katrina forced many large boats aground in Gulfport and other places along Mississippi's Gulf Coast. 

STORM EXPERTISE 

Rogers has decades of experience 
studying buildings damaged by storms. During 
the last 31 years, he's surveyed the structural 
damage from the storm surge and waves 
caused by most major hurricanes that have hit 
the East and Gulf coasts. 

After Hurricane Hugo in 1989, Rogers 
initiated a research project that revealed walls 
designed to withstand 125-mph winds would 
fail after only a few 1.5-foot waves. 

Rogers and colleagues from North 
Carolina State University and Oregon State 
University developed a simple and failsafe 
design for "breakaway walls" that would 
maintain a building's structural integrity in 
both high wind and storm surge. 

By 2005, ASCE had broadened the 
application of the Sea Grant research results to 
include building foundation design in "Coastal 
A-Zones," areas where 1.5-foot breaking 
waves are expected during the predicted 
100-year storm surge. The information is 

incorporated into ASCE's updated national 
Flood Resistant Design and Construction 
Standard. 

Following the devastation of Hurricane 
Katrina, FEMA — for the first time 
— delineated the 1.5-foot wave zone in its 
Advisory Base Flood Elevation Maps for 
Mississippi. 

Rogers also has collaborated with South 
Carolina Sea Grant, Clemson University and 
the Blue Sky Foundation on a new type of 
plywood shutters for homes. 

STRUCTURAL ISSUES 

To understand the massive storm 
surge and wave damage that occurred in 
Mississippi, Rogers looked at two critical 
issues: Why do high storm surges occur? 
Why are waves a threat to buildings? 

To evaluate the flooding, he used a 
storm surge model, known as the "Sea, 
Lake and Overland Surges from Hurricane" 
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TOP: A man looks over debris from a Baptist church in Gulfport, Miss. BOTTOM: Hurricane Katrina's winds 

storm surge tossed fishing boats ashore like toys, grounding them in Plaquemine Parish, La. 

and 

or "SLOSH" and prepared by the National 
Ocean & Atmospheric Administration and 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for coastal 
sections. 

The model predicts the worst-case storm 
surge from an array of hurricane tracks for 
each hurricane category. 

Rogers then combined the results of the 
study grids and plotted the peak water levels 
along the "first developed shoreline from 
Texas to Tampa Bay." 

"For most of the Mississippi coast, the 
storm surge for each hurricane category is 
roughly twice as high as is typical for other 
areas along the Gulf and Atlantic coast," he 
says. 

Although Katrina weakened to a 
Category 3 before making landfall, experts 
estimate the surge to have maintained a level 
associated with a Category 5 hurricane. The 
surge did not dissipate as rapidly as the wind 
speed, says Rogers. 

"Katrina came into the Mississippi Gulf 
Coast on the worst possible track for a high 
storm surge," he says. "The shallow depth of 
the offshore shelf in the Gulf of Mexico, as 
well as the bay-like shape of the shoreline, 
contributed to the high surge." 

"It is therefore no accident that Camille 
and Katrina set records in the same area," 
Rogers adds. Another hot spot is the Big 
Bend area of Florida that stretches from 
Bayonet Point through Homosassa Springs 
and the Crystal River to Steinhatchee. 

NEW REPORT 

The FEMA MAT report makes 
numerous flood recommendations, 
including establishing flood levels 
in the building codes that exceed the 
current base-flood elevation. 

The federal agency also 
encourages communities to review 
storm surge data and conduct a revised 
tide frequency analysis. For rebuilding 
efforts, it encourages local officials to 
use the Katrina Flood Recovery Maps 
until the new flood maps are released. 

The base-flood elevations were 
established to expedite the rebuilding 
process of hard-hit areas in Louisiana 
and Mississippi. 

"Although FEMA cannot require 
communities to adopt the Advisory 
Flood Elevations, continued use of 
the flood data on the current Flood 
Insurance Rate Maps could result in 
residential and commercial buildings 
that will be vulnerable to flood 

damage," the report says. 
The buildings in Mississippi and 

Louisiana were not built high enough or do 
not have the structural integrity to resist flood 
forces that may be encountered in future 
large events, m 

To find out more about the FEMA MAT 
report on Hurricane Katrina, visit the Web: 
vvww.fema.gov/rebuild/mat/mat_repts.shtm 
and click on "New MAT Reports." 
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ien Hurricane 
Katrina hit Mississippi's Gulf 
Coast, the strong winds pushed 
Tom Becker's charter boat 
near a tree top, almost 15 feet 
off the Tchoutacabouffa River. 

To help assess the boat's 
damage, Becker turned to 
the Missisippi-Alabama Sea 
Grant Consortium. 

"Sea Grant helped us get 
our business back in order and provided 
advice," says Becker. "It was the only place 
I knew to go to get help with my boat. 
Now I am back in business and have taken 
groups out 41 times since the storm." 

Becker is just one of many charter 
boat captains, commercial fishers, seafood 
dealers and other constituents who were 
helped by Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant 
and Louisiana Sea Grant. 

"Overnight, we went from our 
role as educational advisors to storm 
recovery advisors," says Dave Burrage, 
extension professor of marine sciences 
for the Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant 
Consortium. "Our constituents called us 
about everything from where to get well 
water tested to how to get mold off the 
ceiling." 

Mike Liffmann, associate executive 
director of Louisiana Sea Grant, had a similar 
experience. "It changed my job for the rest of 
my career," Liffmann states on the National 
Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) Coastal Services Center Web site. 

"It is hard to see nonpoint source pollution 
in marinas as a priority when the marinas no 
longer exist." 

FISHING INDUSTRY 

LOSSES 

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita struck 
the center of commercial and recreational 
fishing along the Gulf of Mexico coast, which 
produces 10 percent of the shrimp and 40 
percent of the oysters consumed in the United 
States, according to a 2005 Congressional 

agrant.org 

Research Service (CRS). 
"Initial losses to seafood production 

from Katrina were estimated at $ 1.1 billion 
for Louisiana and may exceed $200 million 
for Alabama, exclusive of infrastructure," 
the report says. "Mississippi's losses were 
comparable to Alabama. Additional damages 
from Hurricane Rita may bring Louisiana 
losses to nearly $2 billion." 

In Orleans Parish, which includes the 
city of New Orleans as well as several small 
communities, Pete and Clara Gerica lost their 
home where they also processed seafood. 
The strong winds from Katrina destroyed 
their large shrimp boat, small craft and 
mullet boat. 

"Only my 21-foot skiff survived," says 
Pete Gerica. "My mother and dog ended up 
in a tree across the street, and my wife held 
onto to a floating dock. I used the boat to get 
them out." 



CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Louisiana 

Sea Grant's office in Cameron was destroyed during 

Hurricane Rita. • Tim Osborn ofNOAA's Office 

of Coast Survey loads foam bullet floats into a bag for 

transport to Calcasieu Point Landing in Lake Charles 

Parish, La. • The Marine Travelift returned the Pat-Al, 

owned by Capt. Al KathoeSr, to water in Empire, La. 

With the help of a Louisiana Sea Grant 
coastal advisor and agent, the Gericas cleaned 
up debris in their yard. 

"Both Rusty Gaude and Mark 
Schexnayder worked for two days to help clean 
up debris from our swimming pool and yard," 
says Gerica. 

Now, the Gericas are trying to get their 
life back together. He is using a rod 'n' reel to 
fish one day a week, and his wife is working 
a couple of days a week at a local farmers' 
market. 

"Outside of Sea Grant and fishing 
groups, we have not gotten much of anything," 
he adds. 

The storm also damaged and destroyed 
Louisiana Sea Grant's field offices, and the 
staff is still in temporary facilities. The Missis- 
sippi-Alabama program lost three buildings, a 
hatchery and the air conditioning in its remain- 
ing office building on Dauphin Island. 

SEA GRANT 

OUTREACH 

Despite the losses, both Sea Grant 
programs have provided a variety of services 
for the public. 

The Mississippi-Alabama staff created 
outreach material for many Vietnamese- 
speaking fishers in the area whose livelihoods 
were destroyed in the storm. 

"Sea Grant was on the forefront in 
helping commercial fishermen," says 
commercial shrimper Steve Bosarge. "They 
helped to start a fund for lost gear for 
commercial fishermen." 

The team also worked with the U.S. 
Coast Guard and others to clean up debris on 
oyster reefs in the Mississippi Sound. 

In addition. Sea Grant staff members 
participated on the Mississippi Governor's 
Commission for Recovery, Rebuilding and 
Renewal, to develop a comprehensive recov- 
ery plan for the state. 

And Sea Grant colleagues from around 
the country donated boats and other material 
for the recovery effort. 

Several groups from Valdez, Alaska, 
donated a 60-ton Marine Travelift that was 
used to move fishing boats in and out of 
the water in Plaquemines Parish. Through a 
combined effort of Louisiana, Washington 
and Alaska Sea Grant programs, as well 
as the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA), the Pacific Coast Congress 
of Harbormasters and the Valdez Port, the 
boat lift was used to pull boats from bayous, 
backyards and parking lots. 

In Louisiana, the Sea Grant staff also has 
spearheaded other projects. 

Using satellite images, geographic 
information systems and other technology, 
Louisiana Sea Grant marine extension agent 
Thomas Hymel developed Hurricane Rita 
storm surge maps for St. Mary, Iberia and 
Vermillion parishes. 

Originally created for rice and crawfish 
farmers, the maps caught the attention of the 
insurance industry, homeowners and school 
children. 

"The Federal Emergency Management 
Agency wants to use the maps in future 
planning efforts dealing with large storm 
surges," says Hymel. "Homeowners want 
them to see the flooding impact beyond their 
immediate neighborhoods. Students have 
used them for science projects." 

The Louisiana Sea Grant staff also 
set up one source of "Disaster Recovery 
Resource" on its Web site. Because of 
the program's combined efforts on the 
Internet, they received a national Apex 
communications award. 

"We averaged 9,300 page views in 
October and November," says Liffmann. "In 
December and January, we had 6,000 page 
views." 

To help those affected by the two 
storms navigate FEMA programs and 
related legal issues, Louisiana Sea Grant 
Legal Program developed information 
sheets on Louisiana's building codes, the 
National Flood Insurance Program and other 
reconstruction matters. And Liffmann says 
the post-Katrina recovery efforts are just 
getting underway. 

"We're starting to think and plan for 
the rebuilding phase, which is certain to take 
many years," he says. 

"Many coastal communities are still 
living one day at a time. But I am hopeful 
that at the end of the day, we'll be able to 
return to live and work in safer communities, 
and that as a society we have a greater 
appreciation of the risks involved." □ 

To find out more about Mississippi- 
Alabama Sea Grant's work after Katrina, 
visit the Web: www.masgc.org. 

For more about Louisiana Sea Grant's 
efforts, go online to: www.laseagrant. 
org/hurricane/index.htm. 

To view the fact sheets go to: www. 
laseagrant.org/comm/fema.htm and click on 
"Fact Sheets." 

To learn about the National Sea Grant 
Law Center's book bag collection project 
for school children, visit: www.olemiss. 
edu/orgs/SGLC/KatrinaKids/angels.htm. 
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GIVING HIS ALL: 

VDILAND 

SHIFTS FDCUS 

TD N□RTH 

CAROLINA 

BY   KATIE MDSHER 

- * " it?** ■ m 

I     WAS     IMPRESSED WITH 
HOW    MUCH    CREDIT    AND RESPECT 

ALL PARTIES PUBLIC AND 
PRIVATE CLEARLY    GIVE    T □ 

NORTH   CAROLINA   SEA GRANT." 

As a youth in suburban Long Island, Michael Voiland was pulled to 
Brooklyn — home of his beloved Dodgers and his large extended family. 

But at age 14, his parents bought a cottage in Riverhead, on Long Island's 
eastern end. A friend invited him to go fishing there. "This was foreign to me," 
he explains. "I figured Long Island Sound was pretty much a 'dead sea.'" 

Within a few castings, Voiland had caught a striped bass along 
the sound's shoreline. "I was awed by what I saw," he recalls. "It was my 
environmental epiphany." 

While he didn't give up on baseball or family gatherings, he did begin 
spending more and more time exploring the nooks and crannies around the 
sound. Those adventures would lead to college, graduate studies and three 
decades of conserving natural resources across New York State. 

Voiland's learning adventures now are focused on North Carolina's 
coastal waters — and communities that depend on those waters. On July 1, he 
became North Carolina Sea Grant's new executive director. 

Longtime friend Jim Murray says that much like a 14-year-old exploring 
Long Island, the Michael Voiland of today will focus intensely on learning 
everything he can about North Carolina's coastal issues and resources — and 
he will be a quick study. 

LEFT TD RIGHT: MICHAEL VDILAND JOINS RONALD SLZEMORE AND 

SPENCER ROGERS ON A TOUR AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

AT WILMINGTON'S CENTER FDR MARINE SCIENCE.  • VOILAND TALKS 

WITH LUNDIE SPENCE AT A MEETING OF THE CENTER FOR DCEAN 

SCIENCES EDUCATION EXCELLENCE - SOUTHEAST. • VOILAND USED THE 

E/V ONTARIO DURING HIS EXTENSION PROGRAMS ON THE GREAT LAKES. 

"He will give 110 percent," explains Murray, former extension director for 
North Carolina Sea Grant and now acting deputy director of the National Sea 
Grant College Program. 

"I am absolutely confident — based on his 30-plus-year track record 
— he will dedicate himself to making North Carolina Sea Grant as good as it 
possibly can be," adds Murray. 

DOWN   ON   THE DOCKS 

True to his nature, Voiland dove into his undergraduate studies at the 
State University of New York at Albany. "I took every course that related to 
geography, cartography and biological resources," he recalls. 

He stayed in Albany for a master's degree in geography, and then moved 
to the SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry at Syracuse 
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University for his doctorate in natural resources management. 
It was at Syracuse where he met Murray, a master's student who 

joined him on a research project. "He was really my mentor on that 
project," Murray says. 

To begin his career, Voiland responded to a Cornell University posting 
for a Sea Grant extension specialist on the Great Lakes. He had seen 
specialists in the field, and thought: "That looks like the 'funnest'job." 

He got the job and was stationed at SUNY Brockport on Lake 

LEFT TO RIGHT: VOILAND EMPHASIZES A PDINT AT THE CdSEE-SE MEETING.   •   THE CDSEE BOARD ALSO INCLUDES KAREN 
DAWKINS OF EAST CAROLINA UNIVERSITY, FAR LEFT, AND MARYANN BRITTIAN, FAR RIGHT, OF THE N.C. MUSEUM OF NATURAL 

SCIENCES. • SIZEMDRE EXPLAINS LAB FACILITIES AT UNCW. 

Ontano. "I loved that job," he says. "I was extending university research 
information — and constantly learning about coastal communities." 

In one case, Voiland worked closely with researchers and stakeholders 
to determine the movement of salmon and trout — new fisheries to the area 
because of stocking programs. But what he read in textbooks regarding 
freshwater lakes did not fit with what he and others saw on this Great Lake. 

'To help the shoreline economy, charter boat captains and 
recreational anglers needed to figure out where those fish would be during 
different seasons," he says. Combining research and extension, Voiland 
concluded that Lake Ontario's spnng "thermal bar" and other temperature- 
related water features were keys to tracking the whereabouts of salmonids. 

"The thermal bar sets up, and then moves offshore," he explains. Thus 
anglers could look for temperature changes as clues to find fish. 

"Now with coastal observations, you can go to a Web site and apply 
that information," he says, adding that he is eager to see how offshore 
anglers in North Carolina use similar real-time Web resources. 

In 11 years as a specialist, he was most proud of efforts to improve 
waterfront access, including organizing Rochester's first Harbor Forum. 

In 1977, the city's traditional commercial/industrial waterfront was 
getting run down as the harbor's bulk products business declined. "The city 
didn't know what opportunities to promote," Voiland recalls. 

He was eager to help city, county and local leaders explore options of 
a revitalized harborfocused on sportfishing and recreation. The change was 
not immediate, but a decade later, businesses and local governments had 
taken major steps in that direction. 

For many years, Voiland was the captain of E/V Ontario, an 
educational vessel donated by the marine trades industry. "It was a tool 

for his educational programming," explains Dale Baker, current extension 
program leader for New York Sea Grant. 

"He gets a lot of credit forgetting the charter industry going," Baker 
adds, citing Voiland efforts to "professionalize" the industry by offering 
educational programs on safety, as well as emerging onboard technologies. 

In 1988, Voiland would be offered a position at Cornell to become 
New York Sea Grant's extension program leader— to guide the staff not only 
along the Great Lakes, but also in the manne regions. 

But before 
he left his Great 
Lakes post, 
lawmakers 
recognized his 
extension work 
i n State ofNew 
York Legislative 
Resolution, Senate 
No. 489, which, 
in part, notes: 

... Dr. 
Michael 
P. Voiland 
distinguishes 
himself as a 
gifted individual, 

generously and enthusiastically participating in the countless endeavors, and 
... whereas, Dr. Michael P. Voiland possesses that rare combination of 

temperament, intellect, dedication and energy that all who have worked with him 
have come to respect and admire;... 

... now therefore be it resolved that this Legislative Body pause in its 
deliberations to honor and congratulate Dr. Michael P. Voiland... 

IDENTIFYING IMPACTS 

From his new office at Cornell, it would be a six-hour drive southeast 
to the tip of Long Island, a four-hour dnve west to Fredonia near Lake Erie, 
and another five-hour dnve northeast to locations along the St. Lawrence 
River. 

"It is a large program and very spread out," Voiland says, recalling 
days before e-mail and video conferencing. "There was a challenge in 
making the staff members feel like one staff." 

Under Voiland's leadership, extension staff members took new 
perspectives on theirroles. "Ratherthan a two-or three-county focus, 
he encouraged them to move to broader regional programming," Baker 
explains. 

When Bob Malouf moved from director of New York Sea Grant to 
director of Oregon Sea Grant, Voiland stepped in as interim director during 
the search process, a job he held again a few years later. 

By 1994, Voiland determined he especially enjoyed sharing the 
program's "success stories" with officials on the state and federal level. He 
requested a five-month leave from Sea Grant to work in Cornell's Office of 
Governmental Affairs. 

Continued 
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That leave was extended, and eventually he made an official transfer. 
But he still worked closely with Sea Grant, as the program fell within his 
governmental affairs work for the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. 

In addition, Voiland worked to advance federal support for other 
Cornell programs funded by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, as well as the U.S. Department of Agriculture, which funds 
the Cooperative Extension and the Agricultural Expenment Station. Other 
programs included those funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, National Science Foundation and U.S. Geological Survey. 

Dunng his six years in government affairs, Voiland worked on 
the national Sea Grant reauthonzation bill in Congress — identifying 
"champions" from 
across New York to 
speak on behalf of Sea 
Grant. Of the state's 31 
members of the House 
of Representatives, 
26 signed on to 
letters supporting 
reauthorization. 

To Voiland, that 
level of support reflects 
the value of Sea Grant 
to inland districts as well 
as those along the Great 
Lakes or manne waters. 
'The whole delegation 
was supportive," he 
says. "I hope that will be the case in North Carolina." 

In 2000, Voiland determined that although he appreciated the 
process and protocol of government affairs, he missed the close connection 
with stakeholders, as well as the development of research and extension 
programs. "I cut my teeth in extension as a specialist," he explains. 

He moved to a position that combined duties as assistant director 
of Cornell Cooperative Extension and assistant director of the university's 
Agricultural Experiment Station — an effort to better integrate the programs. 

There, Voiland worked to establish channels of stakeholder input 
to help decide what research is "needed, valued and relevant." He also 
coordinated establishment of five "program councils" and the organization 
of more than three dozen "program work teams" — each of which included 
research faculty, extension professionals and people outside the university. 

Those work teams would only be formed through a "petition" from 
a group that had representatives from all three perspectives. The teams 
— focused on topics such as aquaculture, fruit, biodiversity and human- 
wildlife conflicts — were successful enough that when limited operational 
funding was cut, a majority of the groups found ways to continue 
meeting, developing and delivering programs, and providing suggestions 
for strategic plans. 

FINDING BALANCE 

Although many of the lessons learned in New York shape his 
perspective, Voiland explains that he does not plan to bring any 

immediate changes to the program here. 
"North Carolina Sea Grant is a gem of a program," he says, citing 

veteran staff that are recognized as the best in their field, as well as talented 
new staff members. 

And Voiland has the opportunity to occasionally consult with former 
directors Ronald Hodson and B.J. Copeland. "They will be a tough act to 
follow — and I will listen to any advice they might lend." 

While Voiland's official duties at North Carolina Sea Grant did not start 
until July 1, he participated in the program's 30th anniversary symposium, 
and took a trip to the Outer Banks with Hodson in latejune. 

"I was impressed with how much credit and respect all parties — public 

LEFT TD RIGHT: VOILAND'S HOBBIES INCLUDE TAKING HIS FLREHAWK TO CAR SHOWS.  •  HIS INTERESTS ALSD INCLUDE 

ZYDECO MUSIC. HE PLAYED KEYBOARD IN A BAND IN ITHACA, N.Y., AND EXPECTS TO FIND OPPORTUNITIES TO PLAY IN NORTH 

CAROLINA.  • VOILAND WILL LEAD A NEW STUDY COMMITTEE ON COASTAL WATERFRONT ACCESS. 

and pnvate — clearly give to North Carolina Sea Grant," he says. 
Voiland found similar situations when he visited extension staff, 

researchers and partners in Wilmington and Morehead City to see coastal 
resources and issues first-hand. 'There is a complex array of pressures 
— natural and man-made," he adds, "and an impressive pool of marine 
research talent to address those pressures." 

Voiland will learn more as he chairs the Waterfront Access Study 
Committee, authonzed recently by the N.C. General Assembly. 

As he settles into life in North Carolina, Voiland also cairies another 
title: newlywed. He and Nancy Fey were married in May. 

"We're looking forward to venturing to all parts of the state and truly 
making North Carolina our new home," she says. 

Add in the mix keeping up with his daughter, Doha, who will graduate 
from Cornell in December, and a vanety of hobbies, and Mike Voiland has a 
full schedule. That is just the way he likes it. 

"I feel that it's key to maintain a balance between one's professional, 
domestic and personal lives. Most everybody I've met or worked with in 
the university research and outreach arena — and especially in the natural 
resources field — is so hardworking and dedicated. Sometimes, it's to a fault 
in that they ignore their own needs to refresh, to rest, to grow, and to recreate 
who they are, or can become," Voiland explains. 

"I try to do things for my own renewal: I enjoy my special car, going to 
car shows, playing zydeco music, cooking and restaurant hopping, taking the 
occasional fishing or boating tnp, following the fortunes of my alma mater in 
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football and basketball, and sampling craft brews with my wife, Nancy. And 
a cigar on very special, rare occasions doesn't hurt either." 

Thus, for example, Voiland hopes to eventually take his keyboard to 
Carteret County to jam with N.C. Marine Fisheries Comm ission member 
Barbara Garrity-Blake, who plays guitar and rubboard in the Cajun/zydeco 
band, Unknown Tongues. 

His interests may be many and vaned, but Voiland takes them 
all in stnde. And while she is equally busy, Nancy Voiland says they are 
good complements. "He loves to cook, and I love to bake. It's a great 
combination," she says. "He feeds me pasta, and I feed him chocolate." 

While Mike Voiland's "environmental epiphany" continues to guide his 
professional career, he still has a spot in his heart for baseball. Although he 
can recall details from his first Dodgers' game at Ebbets Held with his father 
in 1956, the team left him for California. He then slowly started pulling for the 
Yankees with an equal, if not stronger, fervor. 

And now he has a chance to sample minor league baseball — nght here 
in North Carolina. 0 

To download an interview with Michael Voiland that appeared on UNC-TVs "North 
Carolina Now, "go to www.ncseagrant.org and follow links in the "News" section. 

J     VDILAND  TO   LEAD   WATERFRONT   STUDY PANEL 

M ichael Voiland, executive director of 
North Carolina Sea Grant, will chairthe21- 
member Waterfront Access Study Committee 
authorized by the N.C. General Assembly. 

Recommended by thejoint Legislative 
Commission on Seafood and Aquaculture, the 
new committee will "study the degree of loss 
and potential loss of diversity of uses along the 
coastal shoreline of North Carolina and how 

these losses impact access to the public trust waters of the state." 
Other committee members will be: 

• Senate cochair of thejoint Legislative Commission on Seafood and 
Aquaculture or the cochair's designee; 

• House cochair of thejoint Legislative Commission on Seafood and 
Aquaculture or the cochair's designee; 

• chair of the N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission or the chair's designee; 
• chair of the N.C. Coastal Resources Commission or the chair's designee; 
• chair of the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission or the chair's designee; 
• director of the N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries orthe director's 

designee; 
• director of the N.C. Division of Coastal Management or the director's 

designee; 
• president of the North Carolina Recreation and Parks Association or the 

president's designee [the individual who serves in this position must also 
be a director of a public parks and recreation agency located in a coastal 
region as described in G.S. 143B-289.54(b)]; 

• a representative of a local government located in the Northeast Coastal 
Region, as described by G.S. 143B-289.54(b), appointed by the 
president pro tempore of the Senate; 

• a representative of a local government located in the Central Coastal 
Region, as described by G.S. 143B-289.54(b), appointed by the speaker 
of the House of Representatives; 

• a representative of a local government located in the Southeast Coastal 
Region, as descnbed by G.S. 143B-289.54(b), appointed by the 
president pro tempore of the Senate; 

• an economist appointed by the speaker of the House of Representatives; 
• a representative of the residential building industry who builds in a 

coastal region as described in G.S. 143B-289.54(b), appointed by the 
president pro tempore of the Senate; 

• a realtor licensed under Chapter 93A of the General Statutes, appointed 
by the speaker of the House of Representatives; 

• an individual involved in economic development in a coastal region as 
described in G.S. 143B-289.54(b), appointed by the president pro 
tempore of the Senate; 

• a representative of the marine trades industry appointed by the speaker 
of the House of Representatives; 

• a representative of the commercial fishing industry appointed by the 
president pro tempore of the Senate; 

• a representative of the recreational fishing industry appointed by the 
speaker of the House of Representatives; 

• a social scientist appointed by the president pro tempore of the Senate; 
and 

• a representative of the environmental community appointed by the 
speaker of the House of Representatives. 

Voiland expects the committee to hold its first meeting this fall, once 
necessary appointments are made. Check for updates at www.ncseagrant.org. 

The study committee will have administrative and professional 
support from Sea Grant, and the N.C. Coastal Resources Law, Planning, 
and Policy Center. 

The committee's tasks include: 
• gathering information about local land-use management and zoning, 

current shoreline development trends, and local tax rates, including tax 
assessment trends for shoreline properties; 

• collecting research and information from North Carolina and other states 
and jurisdictions regarding incentive-based techniques and management 
tools used to preserve waterfront diversity; and 

• assessing the applicability of such tools and techniques to the coastal 
shorelines of North Carolina. 

A draft report will be shared in three public hearings along the coast. 
The panel's final report is due to the legislature by April 5, 2007.    — K.M. 
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is the long, lazy days of 

summer come to a close for most of us, many 

North Carolina Sea Grant researchers are already 

busy with cutting-edge research. Recently, 

Sea Grant awarded more than $630,000 in 

competitive grants in the first year of a two-year 

funding cycle. The projects address key issues 

identified in Sea Grant's strategic plan. 

For more than 30 years, 

Sea Grant has emphasized solid, 

peer-reviewed scientific research 

that can be applied to the real- 

world problems and issues 

facing North Carolina's coast, 

says Steve Rebach, North Carolina 

Sea Grant's associate director. 

"Sea Grant's research 

not only enhances the sustainable 

use and conservation of ocean and 

coastal resources, but also benefits 

communities and economies," he adds 

COAST 

LEFT: To improve oyster restoration efforts, 

a team of Sea Grant researchers from 

UNCW will study successful reefs. 

RIGHT: CraigSullivan ofNC State plans 

to study the hybrid striped bass genome. 

AQUACULTURE 

Among new aquaculture projects, 
researchers will examine pressing questions 
about hybrid striped bass, one of the state's 
most commercially valuable aquaculture species. 

Researchers Russell Borski and Craig 
Sullivan of North Carolina State University will 
use new methods to study the hybrid striped 
bass genome, as well as the organism's structure 
and function of proteins. 

"We expect to identify key genes and 
proteins whose expression are diminished during 
suboptimal growth or dysfunctional maturation, 
but are enhanced in high-performance fish," says 
Borski. 

Such a discovery will help researchers 
pinpoint reasons why certain fish grow more 
quickly than others. It also will help researchers 
identify biomarkers that distinguish these 
individuals and their families for breeding. 
Finally, the researchers expect their findings will 
shed light on the optimal conditions for hybrid 
striped bass growth and reproduction. 

"These developments will allow us to solve 
problems with breeding and growth of hybrid 
striped bass, enabling further expansion of 
hybrid striped bass farming in North Carolina 
and across the nation," Borski says. 

Borski also is part of a southern flounder 
research team that includes Harry Danielsjohn 

Godwin and Thomas Losordo of NC State, along 
with Wade Wantanabe of the University of North 
Carolina at Wilmington (UNCW). The team has 
developed technology for growing out southern 
flounder in recirculating systems, and it is ready to 
be put in action. They plan to work with a grower in 
southeastern North Carolina. 

"Based on our past and current Sea 
Grant-funded projects, we are confident that 
we have reached the point where growout 
technology can be successfully transferred to the 

aquaculture industry and establish 
southern flounder farming as a viable 
aquaculture activity in the United 
States," says Daniels, the principal 
investigator for the project. 

Despite these successes, control- 
ling differences in growth between 
males and females remains a challenge. 
Because female flounder grow two to 
three times faster than males, control- 
ling sex ratios can have significant 
effects on harvest size and production 
economics, Daniels explains. 

Female flounder are able to 
reverse their sex based on growing 
conditions, and previous research 
indicates that high or low temperatures 
in tanks can cause a population to 

become predominantly male. 
Daniels and his team will study other factors 

related to sex reversal, such as stocking densities 
and light exposure. They hope to refine and transfer 
biotechnologies to produce all-female fmgerlings, 
thus reducing unwanted reproduction and elimi- 
nating male stock that would not reach market size. 

"The development of southern flounder 
culture would be a significant contribution to the 
U.S. aquaculture industry through the introduction 
of a high-value product that can be readily 
marketed worldwide," says Daniels. 

Additional Aquaculture Projects 
• Molecular Mechanism Controlling Dermo 

Proliferation and Spread in Crassostrea virginica: 
Parasite-Induced Inhibition ofApopstosis as a Target 
for Anti-Parasite Therapy. Francis Hughesjr. and 
Inna Sogolova, University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte. C o n t i n u e a 
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• FISHERIES • 

North Carolina's fisheries are in a constant 
state of flux, especially the eastern oyster, a 
species suffenng long-term decline due to 
over-harvesting, habitat destruction, pollution 
and disease. However, the state's restoration 
efforts are strong. During the past five years, the 
N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF) has 
built several oyster reefs in Pamlico Sound as 
spawning sanctuaries. 

NC State researchers Cynthia Cudaback, 
Dave Eggleston and Lian Xie will study how 
the physical circulation in Pamlico Sound 
affects dispersal patterns of oyster larvae. 
Using computerized models, researchers have 
already made some projections about the most 
productive reefs and the extent of their larval 
distribution. The team will spend the next two 
years testing their predictions in the field. 

"The big question is what is the best 
reef or set of reefs to conserve or build?" says 
Eggleston. "The project will give DMF some 
guidance on where they should place their 
restoration efforts." 

Additional Fisheries Projects 
• Effects of Hypoxia-lnduced Habitat 

Compression on Juvenile Fish Cohort Dynamics: Field 
and Model Investigations. James Rice andj. Kevin 
Craig of NC State. 

• Factors Influencing Escapement of Red Drum 
in North Carolina: A Combined Conventional Tag 
and Telemetry Approach. Jeffery Buckel, Joseph 
Hightowerand Kenneth Pollock of NC State. 

• Hypoxia Impacts on Sustainable Oyster 
Populations. Amy Ringwood and James Oliver of 
UNC-Charlotte and Patricia McClellan-Green 
of NC State. 

COASTAL COMMUNITIES 

With resident and tourist populations on 
the rise in North Carolina, the landscapes of 
coastal and estuarine counties are undergoing 
dramatic change. To better understand such 
change, researchers Thomas Crawford, Don 
Bradley and Bob Edwards of East Carolina 
University (ECU) plan to conduct a spatial 
characterization of changing land-use patterns 
in 20 North Carolina counties subject to the 
Coastal Area Management Act (CAMA). 

First, the researchers will analyze satellite 
and field data sets from the U.S. Geological 
Survey and the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration's Coastal Change 
Analysis Program. Then they will examine how 
the changes in the landscape relate to increased 
population growth and the migration of certain 
populations, such as retirees or commuters 
from larger metropolitan areas. 

"The landscape data we will use are 
some of the best available to look at some of 
these broad changes in the last 10 years or so," 
Crawford says. "We'd like to get these trends, 
patterns and results to the people who can 
most use them." 

The team plans to produce 
both a report and a CD or DVD 
containing GIS data for use by a 
variety of local, state and federal 
planning officials, as well as 
conservation groups and citizens. 

Additional Communities Projects 
• Using LIDAR to Monitor 

Topographic Changes on Barrier Island 
Systems. Paul Gares and Yong 
Wang of ECU. 

ECOSYSTEMS AND HABITATS 

As increased urbanization and changing 
agricultural patterns continue in North 
Carolina's coastal zones, higher levels of 
nutrients — such as nitrogen and phosphorous 
— are making their way into manne and 
estuarine systems. Overloading nutrients in 
estuarine systems can trigger algal blooms that 
alter the food web structure and create larger 
areas of hypoxia, says CraigTobias, a geology 
researcher at UNCW. 

More fresh water also is being removed 
upstream, mainly due to rapid development. 
Increased withdrawals of fresh water upstream 
can push the boundary between saltwater and 
freshwater landward, potentially changing 
microbial nitrogen cycles in estuaries — notably 
how much nitrogen is removed versus how 
much is recycled. 

Tobias and environmental scientist 
Bongkeun Song of UNCW will examine 
microbial nitrogen cycles in the Cape Fear 
River Estuary in an effort to quantify how the 

balance among these cycles changes in response 
to a shifting salinity gradient. Located near a fast- 
growing urban center, the Cape Fear River Estuary 
is subject to both nutrient loading and freshwater 
withdrawal. 

"A better understanding of the factors that 
control the balance between nitrogen recycling 
versus nitrogen removal pathways is critical for a full 
examination of how estuaries currently function, and 
how they might respond to future perturbations," 
the researchers note in their proposal. 
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Harry Daniels 
and a team of researchers from NC State will continue 
to refine growout technology for southern flounder. 
• Sea Grant's applied research benefits a variety of 
coastal communities and user groups. • Hans Paerl of 
UNC-CH Institute of Marine Sciences takes a water 
sample from Pamlico Sound. Paerl and colleagues 
will study changes in nutrient supply and hydrology 
in the Neuse River Estuary. • Sea Grant researchers 
remain at the forefront of fisheries and seafood science 
research. • Development is on the rise in North 
Carolina, and ECU researchers Don Bradley and Bob 
Edwards will explore changing land-use patterns in the 
state s coastal counties. 

Further north, increasing development is 
taking its toll on another important estuanne 
system — the Neuse River Estuary (NRE), a 
tributary to Pamlico Sound and a key nursery 
for the state's fishenes. Prior Sea Grant research 
shows that a steady increase in agricultural, 
urban and industrial development, coupled 
with several hurricanes and two major droughts 
during the last decade, has affected primary 
production, carbon flux, nutrient cycling and 
food web dynamics in the NRE. 

To combat the harmful effects of nutrient 
loading — such as algal blooms, hypoxia and 
fish kills — a nutrient-reduction strategy has been 
put in place for the NRE. Researcher Hans Paerl, 

from the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill Institute of Marine Sciences 
in Morehead City, plans to assess the 
results and benefits of this strategy while 
also looking at climatic change in the 
mid-Atlantic region. 

"This project will provide 
information vital to understanding food- 
web ramifications of long-term nutrient 
management for the Neuse River Estuary 

and other estuaries influenced by anthropogenic 
nutrient enrichment and climatic change," says 
Paerl, who will collaborate with Richard Luettich 
of UNC-CH IMS andj. ChristopherTaylorof 
NC State. 

The team plans to examine how changes 
in nutnent supply and hydrology alter food web 
structure through changes in the phytoplankton 
community. Paerl also will look at how reduced 
oxygen and changes in the phytoplankton 
community affect grazing zooplankton. 

Paerl says the information that the project 
generates will be used to develop indicators for 
water quality. Such indicators can help fisheries 
managers responsible for evaluating nutrient 
management strategies for the NRE and other 
mid-Atlantic estuaries. 

Additional Ecosystems Projects 
• IncorporatingHumans in Ecosystem-Based 

Models of Fishery Management. Jefferyjohnson, 
Joseph Luczkovich, Lisa Clough and David 
Griffith of ECU. 

• Success in Oyster Reef Restoration: Population 
and Ecosystem Measures. Martin Posey and Troy 
Alphin of UNCW. 

SEAFOOD SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 

With increased demand for healthy meals 
and competition from imports, the seafood 
industry in North Carolina must continue 
to diversify to stay competitive. Sea Grant 
researchers are on the forefront of developing 
new ingredients and processing technologies. 

Because the availability of certain whitefish 
species used to make surimi — water-washed, 
minced fish flesh processed into a vanety of 
foods — have become limited, processors need 
to improve the amount of raw protein, or fish 
meat, to make the most of the resource. 

Foryears, conventional surimi production 

recovered only 60 to 70 percent of "functional" 
protein, or protein that would gel when heated 
and give texture to processed seafood. Recently, 
Tyre Lanier of NC State altered the conventional 
surimi production process to recover close to 90 
percent of functional protein. 

Lanier's latest project will focus on exacting 
better control of the process at a biochemical 
level. Forthe project, Lanier will extract proteins 
from surimi and inject them into fish fillets. He 
aims to understand how the proteins change 
shape and pick up water in response to different 
heating conditions. Understanding how these 
proteins change will help industry leaders adjust 
their process parameters to retain the maximum 
amount of moisture in a fillet, thus improving its 
flavor and texture. 

Refining the process could boost the 
profitability of surimi-based products, as well as 
decrease fishing pressure on highervalue species 
used for surimi, such as Alaskan pollock. 

"Additionally, the new mannade injection 
application could open new markets for North 
Carolina fish species, such as menhaden, 
particularly in Asian and developing countries 
where stronger fish flavor is desired in fillet 
productions," Lanier notes. 

OTHER SEA GRANT EFFORTS 

Sea Grant also sponsors a vanety of other 
research efforts. University researchers in North 
Carolina may apply for minigrants, often used as 
"seed funds" to test a theory before suggesting a 
major project. 

In addition, North Carolina Sea Grant 
encourages researchers to apply for various 
competitions run by the National Sea Grant 
College Program on topics such as oyster disease 
and invasive species. 

The National Marine Fisheries Service 
has asked North Carolina Sea Grant twice to 
administer competitions for research efforts to 
reduce interactions between marine mammals 
and fishing gear. 

And the N.C. General Assembly funds two 
programs administered by Sea Grant: the N.C. 
Fishery Resource Grant Program and the N.C. 
Blue Crab Research Program. 

"We are proud to provide such a diverse array 
of research opportunities," says Michael Voiland, 
North Carolina Sea Grant's executive director, n 
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PEOPLE & 

PLACES 
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30th Anniversary 

I orth Carolina Sea Grant celebrated "30 Years of Coastal 
Science Serving North Carolina" with a symposium June 20 at the N.C. 
Museum of Natural Sciences in Raleigh. 

The event included a look at the program's history, as well as current research and outreach efforts. And a keynote speech by N.C. Secretary of 
Environment and Natural Resources William Ross focused on coastal issues expected to stretch into the future. 

A poster session highlighted additional projects, including some funded by the N.C. Fishery Resource Grant Program and the N.C. Blue Crab 
Research Program, both of which are administered by Sea Grant. 

The coastal theme on the first floor of the N. C. Museum 
of Natural Sciences set the tone for North Carolina Sea Grant's symposium and poster 
session.   Ronald G. Hodson, center, was honored upon his retirement as Sea Grant 
director. Joining the celebration were, from left, Tricia Griffin, Kay Hodson, Chelsea Griffin 
and Kristi Turner.   A preview of a new video, "The Beautiful Blue Crab," drew a crowd. 

Nancy White, director of the University of North Carolina's Coastal Studies Institute chats 
with Jim SwatzenbergofJ&B Aqua farms, new chairman of the North Carolina Sea Grant 
Advisory Board.   Hodson reflected on his years with Sea Grant, including 16years as 
associate director, and nine years as director. 

Former Sea Grant Director B.J. Copeland 
explained how university and government leaders came together to propose the Sea Grant 

program structure that remains in place today.   Michael Voiland was introduced as the incomingSea 
Grant executive director, effectiveJuly 1.   Ronald Baird, former National Sea Grant director, checks out a 
fisheries poster.   UNC Vice President Russ Lea presented Hodson with the "Order of the Long Leaf Pine," 
the state's highest honor.   Symposium participant got a glimpse of the interesting displays in the N. C. 
Museum of Natural Sciences. 

Nancy and Michael Voiland enjoyed meeting Sea Grant partners. 
From left, Bill Crowell, director of the Albemarle-Pamlico National Estuary Program, State Rep. Phillip 

Frye, and Bill Holman, director of the N.C. Clean Water Management Trust Fund, have time to discuss 
environmental issues.   Spencer Rogers, Sea Grant coastal construction and erosion specialist, right, 
chats with Tom Ellis, who retired from the N. C. Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services. 

James Murray, acting deputy director of the National Sea Grant College Program, praised the North 
Carolina program.   Tom Losordo ofNC State, presented Hodson an award on behalf of 
the N. C. Aquaculture Development Conference in recognition ofHodson's leadership on 
hybrid striped bass pond culture and other aquaculture efforts in the state. 

William Ross, N.C. secretary of environment and natural resources, 
gave the keynote speech at the symposium.   The poster session was held in the museum 
lobby. JimmyJohnson of the N. C. Department ofEnvironment and Natural Resources, 
right, and Martin Lancaster, president of the N. C. Community College System, enjoy 
the poster session that included samples of donated seafood.   Lauriston KingofEast 
Carolina University, left, chats with State Rep. Marion McLawhorn during the poster 

session.   State Rep. George Cleveland chats with Jack Thigpen, Sea Grant extension 
director, andJean Spooner of NC State. 
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The Tar Heel state is famous for its trophy-size 

red drum that weigh more than 40 pounds. 

Red Drum: 

Coastal Cruisers 

By    Ann Green 

A. or years, researchers have been 
tagging along with red drum. 

While collecting data from tags attached 
to red drum, a team of biologists determined 
that a fish had traveled more than 188 miles 
— from being tagged at the Avon Fishing Pier 
on Hatteras Island — to its recapture in the 
Chesapeake Bay. 

Researchers also found that the average 
distance between tagging and recapture 
locations for adult red drum — the state's 
saltwater fish — is 20 nautical miles. 

And the longest time a red drum was in 
the water between tagging and recapture was 
nearly 12 years. 

The data also reveal the size of red drum 
caught by fishers, as well as the mortality rate, 
according to Summer Burdick, the 2005-2006 
marine fisheries management fellow for North 

Carolina Sea Grant and the N.C. Division of 
Marine Fisheries (DMF). 

"By knowing the portion of tagged 
red drum recaptured in various class sizes, 
fishery managers can estimate the size of fish 
most commonly caught by commercial and 
recreational fishermen using various gear 
types," says Burdick. 

North Carolina State University professors 
Jeff Buckel, Joe Hightower and Ken Pollock, 
as well as NC State graduate student Nate 
Bacheler and DMF biologist Lee Paramore also 
are on the research team. 

Commercial fishers primarily use gill 
and pound nets to catch red drum, while 
recreational anglers prefer a hook-and-line. 

"Preliminary results show that fishers use 
gill nets and hook-and-line to catch legal size 
red drum from 18 to 27 inches," says Buckel. 

"In comparison, red drum that are 18 inches 
long or less are being caught in pound nets 
and released." 

Estimates of size selectivity and 
mortality rate can be used to estimate the 
total number of fish harvested, says Bacheler. 
This information can help fishery managers 
maintain a stable population of North 
Carolina red drum, he adds. 

State fisheries managers estimate that 
recreational anglers account for 60 percent of 
the annual harvest of red drum. 

"Red drum are consistendy rated as 
one of the top target species by shore-based 
recreational anglers," a DMF report says. 

Overall, DMF reports that North 
Carolina's recreational red drum fishery 
generated more than $13 million during 1997, 
the latest data available. 
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TOP ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT Nate Bacheler surgically implants a traiismitter in a juvenile red drum in the South River. • Advertisements are posted at boat 
ramps and tackle shops to explain rewards for catching red drum. • This radiograph shows the transmitter that will track fish. • Bacheler holds an adult red 
drum caught in the lower Neuse River. BOTTOM ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT: Technician Jason Edwards holds a tagged red drum before its release into the lower 
Neuse River. • Edwards releases the tagged red drum into the river. • The technician uses a receiver to listen to telemetered red drum in South River. 

RED DRUM PROGRAM 
DMF biologists and volunteers began 

tagging red drum — also known as channel 
bass, spottail bass, puppy drum or redfish — 
in 1983. 

In 2004, Sea Grant researchers joined 
the program and began using new types of 
tags and tagging designs. Scientists attach red 
and yellow tags to red drum. Each color tag 
brings a different reward and is used to examine 
the reporting rate or odds that the tag will be 
returned. A fisher gets $ 100 for a red tag, and a 
T-shirt, hat or $5 for a yellow tag. Most of the 
fish tagged were between 15 to 18 inches long. 

To estimate fish mortality, the scientists 
have been surgically implanting transmitters in 
the body cavities of 162 red drum since 2005. 
The transmitter emits an ultrasonic signal that 
helps scientists locate and identify the fish. 

"Each fish emits a unique sonic code," 
says Buckel. "We can follow the fish for up to 
two years. The study helps us to understand 
movement rates and habitat-use patterns. If a 
fish dies of natural causes, it transmits a signal 
from the same location over many months." 

And researchers also can determine 
when a fish is caught, adds Buckel. "This 
methodology was developed by Hightower 
and Pollock on striped bass in North Carolina 
reservoirs and is providing good data for an 

estuarine application," he adds. 
Now, the Sea Grant/DMF team is 

analyzing DMF red drum data collected from 
volunteer anglers over a 20-year period. 

The scientists found that early in the 
spring, adult red drum are captured mostly in 
Ocracoke Inlet and off ocean beaches, Burdick 
says. "This is followed by a period of low 
catches in the late spring and early summer 
when red drum spread out as they migrate 
through the middle of Pamlico Sound." 

During the late summer and early fall, 
catches increase on the west side of Pamlico 
Sound, she adds. Then in September and 
October, fishers begin to catch red drum again 
in the inlets and on the ocean beaches. 

The tagging hasn't shown where the 
majority of red drum spend their winters, 
Burdick says. "However, many scientists 
speculate that they move into offshore, deep- 
water habitats where water temperatures are 
stable." 

BIG CATCH 
The Tar Heel state is famous for its trophy- 

size red drum that weigh more than 40 pounds. 
Such large fish are usually caught in the surf and 
sound between Oregon Inlet and Cape Lookout. 

In North Carolina, anglers have caught 
seven of the nine largest red drum on record. 

The world record was set in 1984 when a 
recreational angler reeled in a 59-inch, 94.2- 
pounder off Hatteras Island. 

Although most red drum caught in the 
state's waters are under 20 years old, a few 
five nearly as long as some humans. "North 
Carolina biologists determined the age of 
one drum to be 62, the oldest found so far in 
the state," according to Burdick. Researchers 
determine the age of the fish by looking at 
otoliths or ear bones and examining the number 
of rings. 

North Carolina is not the only place where 
the red drum is sought. 

It also is the star of the once ubiquitous 
Louisiana-style blackened redfish. Despite its 
popularity, there is a limited supply of the fish. 

By the time stock assessments were 
conducted in North Carolina in the early 1990s, 
red drum were "overfished," according to 
DMF. The status of red drum is based on its 
spawning stock or the number of fish surviving 
to maturity. 

The dwindling red drum stock led DMF 
to enact regulations in the early 1990s, reducing 
the number and limiting the size of fish kept. 

Using data through 1998, the most recent 
stock assessment evaluated the regulatory 
changes of the early 1990s. While red drum 

Continued 
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stocks showed improved 
recruitment of juveniles to the 
adult population, the stock was 
still undergoing overfishing, 
according to a DMF report. 

As a result, further 
regulations were implemented 
in 1998, limiting the harvest 
of red drum to fish between 
18 and 27 inches. Recreational 
anglers saw bag limits reduced 
from five to one red drum per 
day, and commercial fishers 
also had to adhere to daily 
commercial trip limits. 

About this time, catch- 
and-release was gaining 
popularity. 

During the late 1990s, 
N.C. Fishery Resource Grant Program 
(FRG) researchers conducted a study about 
post-hooking mortality in red drum. 

Through a project administered by 
North Carolina Sea Grant, they found only 
10 percent of fish caught with circle hooks 
were deeply pierced, compared to around 50 
percent caught with J-hooks. Deep hooking 
can cause bleeding, anatomical damage 
and stress from time consumed for hook 
removal. 

Later this year, DMF will assess the 
current status of red drum stocks. 

During the next two years, Sea Grant 
researchers will tag and release 500 more red 
drum. The data will help fishery managers 
understand how many fish are killed by 
natural causes such as predators, disease 
and cold weather. Researchers also hope to 
determine the average number of juveniles 
that survive to adulthood. 

"Managers in North Carolina need 
sound information on red drum's natural 
and fishing deaths, gear selectivity, 
movement patterns and habitat use," says 
Bacheler. "Only tagging can provide all this 
information simultaneously." 

"With the help of North Carolina 
fishers, we hope to provide fishery managers 
with useful information, ensuring that red 
drum stocks remain healthy," he adds. □ 

JUVENILE RED 
DRUM STUDY 

ABOVE: Red drum feed on the bottom for crabs, shrimp and fish 

Recreational anglers and commercial 
fishers will be rewarded for catching red drum 
with yellow tags from NC State or DMF, or red 
tags from NC State. 

For each yellow NC State tag returned, 
they receive $5, a cap or a T-shirt. A red 
NC State tag brings a reward of $100. After 
catching a red drum with a NC State tag, 
anglers slwuld call 800/790-2780. 

For each yellow DMF tag, anglers receive 
a cap or $5 if they call 800/683-2632. 

FAST FACTS 
Red drum, not surprisingly, get their name 

from their reddish-brown color. What's more, 
during spawning, males produce a drum-like 
noise by vibrating a muscle in their swim bladder. 

• Scientific Name: Sciaenops ocdlatus, 
means perch-like marine fish (Greek) with eye- 
like colored spots (Latin). 

• Common Names: Channel bass, 
spottail bass, puppy drum or redfish. 

• Size: When mature, ranges from 26 to 
45 inches. They reach the minimum legal size of 
18 inches early in their second year. 

• Distinguishing Marks: Red drum bear 
black spots near the base of their tails. 

• Special Characteristic: Biologists 
speculate that red drum fool their predators into 
attacking their tails, not their eyes — buying time 
for an escape. 

orth Carolina Sea 
Grant researchers have found 
that juvenile red drum move 
during the fall to shallow 
waters of estuaries. 

Using ear bones, or 
otoliths, to determine the age 
of fish, University of North 
Carolina at Wilmington 
scientists determined that the 
hatching time of young red 
drum occurred mostly during 
August and September. Red 
drum are prolific spawners 
with large females producing 

up to two million eggs in a single season. 
"In addition, differences in hatching time 

between years suggest that nearshore ocean 
water temperatures can influence the initiation 
of spawning," according to lead researcher Fred 
Scharf. 

During the fall, red drum growth rates 
varied considerably among fish, leading to a 
large range of body sizes at the onset of winter. 

Through caging experiments, researchers 
found that temperature had a stronger effect 
on red drum growth in estuaries than salinity. 
The following spring, they also found that the 
growth rate of juvenile red drum was rapid. 
"This was likely related to increased water 
temperatures and dietary shifts," adds Scharf. 

When looking at mortality rates, the Sea 
Grant team found a higher number of juveniles 
in the New River estuaries compared to the 
Cape Fear River. 

In addition the scientists found lower 
capture rates in the spring, indicating a 35 to 
63 percent decline in abundance during the 
winter months. 

Scharf says the data will help fishery 
managers improve their understanding of 
prerecruitment dynamics of red drum. "It 
also will help them evaluate the effectiveness 
of recent management actions by the state of 
North Carolina to improve the escapement of 
young fish into adult stock," he adds. —AG. 
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: ,4 paZe shou/der Maze is q/ten visiMe on 
the brownish-black short-finned pilot whale. • Short-finned pibt whales 

stranded on the beach in January 2005. • Pilot whales travel in pods. Here 
their unusual heads are visible. • Members of the stranding network spent 

many hours gathering samples from the animab that washed ashore. 

Stranded: Dead or Alive 

A 
J.   \l sunrise on Jan. 15,2005, a 

National Park Service ranger walking along 
the cold beach in southern Nags Head makes a 
glim discovery — 33 stranded whales. 

He calls Karen Sayles, the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) stranding response contact on the 
Outer Banks, to report the 15 dead whales and 
the 18 still alive in the surf. 

Through a phone conversation with the 
ranger, Sayles determines the animals are pilot 
whales. She calls Aleta Hohn, a NOAA marine 
biologist and cetacean specialist in Beaufort, 

By    Jamie Harris 

who becomes the onsite coordinator — and a 
major detective — in this stranding mystery. 

All 33 pilot whales at Nags Head 
eventually die or are euthanized — pushing the 
often-forgotten short-finned pilot whale into 
headlines around the country. 

Also, that day and the next, one minke 
whale and two dwarf sperm whales strand and 
die on North Carolina beaches. 

"North Carolina experiences the highest 
number of strandings, per unit length of beach, 
of any state along the Atlantic or Gulf coasts 
— 139 marine mammals stranded in North 

Carolina in 2004," according to the marine 
mammal standing network. 

Despite their common name, pilot whales 
are not truly whales. Rather, they are from 
the same family as dolphins — Gbbicephala 
melaena (long-finned pilot whales) and 
Gbbicephala macrorhynchus (short-tinned). 

In the past, "the whalers called the larger 
ones whales," says Hohn. "The names cany 
over from a long time ago by common people 
not worried about science." 

Known as "potheads" and "blackfish," 
Continued 
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pilot whale pods are found throughout the 
world's open oceans. 

"Pilot whales are always off the coast 
of North Carolina," says Hohn. 

They typically swim along the Gulf 
Stream and Continental Shelf hunting for 
squid — often diving 700 to 800 meters for 
their favorite food. 

"We are at the southern edge for 
long-finned pilot whales and the northern 
edge for short-finned," says Craig Harms of 
North Carolina State University's College of 
Veterinary Medicine (CVM). 

Harms led a team from NC State's 
CVM that performed necropsies, or animal 
autopsies, on 12 of the 33 pilot whales 
stranded last year. Along with a team of 
researchers from various universities and 
laboratories, he collected and studied tissues, 
blood samples and stomach contents. 

Despite all this information and 
analysis, the whales' deaths remain a mystery. 

TRIPLE TRAGEDY 
At about 8 a.m. on Jan. 15, Gretchen 

Lovewell, coordinator for marine mammal 
stranding response at NOAA's Beaufort 
Laboratory, receives a page about a live whale 
on a northern beach in North Carolina. 

The second report in just a few hours 
creates concern that whales could be spread 
along the beaches from Oregon Inlet north 
almost to Virginia, a distance of almost 30 
miles. 

The latest stranding turns out to be a 
minke whale calf that likely separated from its 
mother and starved. Wendy Walton, leading 
a team from the Virginia Aquarium Stranding 
Response Program (VAQS), arrives in Corolla. 
She euthanizes the whale, with plans to return 
the next day to take the carcass to Virginia 
Beach for a necropsy. 

Back in Nags Head, near Oregon Inlet, 
access to the pilot whales is restricted by 
narrow beaches and a rising tide. A VAQS team 
led by Denise Boyd is forced to cease work 
because of the high tide. 

As the first day progresses, the tide 
washes away two pilot whales, leaving 31 
animals — seven still alive. But the poor 

ABOVE: A tractor helps move 
pilot whale carcasses before burial. 

condition of the whales, the weather and the 
narrow size of the beach pose serious risks for 
the teams. The water is too shallow and rough to 
facilitate easy release of the stranded whales. 

As evening approaches, the teams 
eventually reach and euthanize each pilot whale. 

Stranding response team members arrived 
from 16 institutions. 

The primary team from the NOAA lab 
in Beaufort was led by Hohn. In addition to 
the NOAA team, the participants represented 
University of North Carolina at Wilmington 
(UNCW), Duke University Marine Laboratory, 
the Smithsonian Institution, NC State and the 
Virginia Aquarium and Marine Science Center, 
among others. 

Early the second day, the teams begin 
collecting as many samples as possible from 
each animal, and moving whale carcasses in 
danger of washing away. Hohn rotates among 
small groups, providing additional necropsy 
supplies, along with food and a warm vehicle 
for breaks from the cold and windy weather. 

With their task almost complete, the 
researchers receive a third report about two 
other live whales on the beach north of Cape 
Hatteras. These dwarf sperm whales die shortly 
after a team arrives on the scene. The teams 
necropsy the whales immediately. 

UNSOLVED MYSTERY 
Early news accounts suggested the 

standings could be related to Navy sonar 
testing along the Outer Banks. But NOAA 
reports that none of the animals had a major 
injury or illness associated with whales 
involved in sonar-related standings. 

Previous necropsies of stranded 
whales revealed that sonar may cause gas 
bubbles in blood vessels and hemorrhage 
to vital organs. This is similar to 
decompression sickness — also known as 
"the bends" by scuba divers — a condition 
experienced by humans who ascend too 
quickly from deep waters. 

Active sonar transmissions occurred 
over a three-day period prior to the Jan. 15 
standing. 

But NOAA's technical report says it 
is not possible to conclude definitively that 
they played no role in the stranding. 
Some of the whales did have infectious 

diseases and parasitism. "Individual causes of 
death could be the result of an acute condition, 
including metabolic and electrolyte imbalances, 
which is likely in all of the live-stranded ceta- 
ceans," according to the report released earlier 
this year. 

Some of the whales had subdural 
hemorrhage — bleeding in the brain — possibly 
caused by struggling on the beach post- 
standing. Several other whales had chronic 
ailments such as cardiac disease, joint problems 
and inflamed tissues in the abdomen. 

None of the pilot whales were emaciated 
and all initially stranded alive, according to 
NOAA's report. 

The cause of the stranding "involving pilot 
whales, dwarf sperm whales, and a minke whale 
is not definitively known," the report states. 

Previous North Carolina standings have 
included the species from the January 2005 
event. "Since 1992,31 species of cetaceans 
are known to have stranded along the coasts of 
North Carolina," the report says. 

"Most standings in North Carolina are 
sick whales, or older whales that have lost some 
of their teeth or dependent calves that have been 
separated from their mother and have not been 
feeding," says Harms. 
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"In this stranding, we had full adults, older 
animals, calves and a few pregnant females," he 
adds. "There was a full range of age structure 
involved." 

Hohn cites an average of about 150 stand- 
ings per year, including whales and dolphins. 
"Most are dead or die after beaching," she says. 

If a stranding involves two or more 
animals, it's called a mass stranding. "We get 
several mass standings a year," Hohn adds. 

The UNCW Marine Mammal Stranding 
Program report says North Carolina has the 
highest species diversity of standings along 
the Atlantic Coast. "All but two species known 
to occur in the North Atlantic have stranded on 
North Carolina beaches." 

The state's coastal environment may be 
a factor in the number and diversity of marine 
mammal standings. 

"The physical characteristics of the 
shoreline [off the coast of North Carolina] can 

facilitate standings," says Harms. "We have a 
shallow, sloping shoreline and it is acoustically 
difficult to interpret." 

"Whale sonar may not pick up the 
shoreline," he explains. "This is why the Navy 
wants to train there — because it is difficult to 
interpret." 

"We have not seen many mass standings 
of this size — and that's been a blessing for us 
in North Carolina," Harms adds. "Our 33 was 
about all we could handle." 

PILOT WHALE PODS 
"Pilot whales are very social," Harms says 

of the animals known to organize themselves 
into pods with hundreds of individuals. An 
average pod contains 20 to 90 pilot whales. 

A large pod is a not only a social structure, 
but also a useful defense mechanism. "They can 
coordinate hunts and concentrate their prey," 
Harms says. "They also have a mutual defense." 

But the social bonds also can be 
detrimental. "Pilot whales are social, and it 
promotes the largest number of standings," 
Harms explains. "They often stay together when 
it is not to their advantage." 

Sometimes the whales follow each other 
to their deaths upon beaches. "If you follow 
the behavior stranding theory, they may follow 
a leader sometimes that is not 100 percent 
healthy," he adds. "When one pilot whale is in 
distress or sick, the pod does not abandon that 
member. Sometimes they are led to shallow 
waters." 

In some cases, members of the stranding 
network arrive in time to rescue the animals. 
Other times, the whales must be euthanized 
because they are too distressed from being out 
of the water for too long. 

But even when part of a pod is rescued, 
those animals often wait offshore until the last 
live member of the pod is back in the water. □ 

Pilot Whale Fast Facts 
Scientific name: Globicephala melaena (long-finned) and Globicephala macrorhynchus (short-finned)    Life Span: Average 40 to 50 years 

Males: Average of 18 feet long and a maximum of 6,500 pounds    Females: Average of 12 feet long and a maximum of2,600 pounds 

Pilot whales travel in "pods," sometimes only six animals, other times 
more than 100. 

■ They have dark bodies — mostly black and gray — with a lighter 
underbelly. 
Pilot whales have rounded heads, slight beaks and an up-curved mouth 
line. Sometimes the head protrudes up to four inches over the lower jaw. 
Pilot whales have 40 to 48 teeth that are used for catching and 
grasping. Other dolphin species have about 120 teeth. 

■ The shape of a pilot whale's head varies depending on age and sex. 
Adult males have the roundest heads. 

Globicephala melaena 

Pilot whales eat about 5 percent of their body weight each day. 
* The peak mating seasons are spring and early summer. Calves are 

usually born in the late summer after a 16-month gestation period. 
■ Females in the wild sometimes live 65 years. 

Short-finned pilot whales maintain average swimming speeds of 5 
miles per hour. 

8 For more information on pilot whales, check out Pdiode Island Sea 
Grant's Guide to Marine Mammals & Turtles of the U.S. Atlantic & 
Gulf of Mexico. To order the book: go online to http://seagrant.gso. 
uri.edu/ and click on "Bookstore." 
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FROM     THE EDITOR 

A Busy Season 

I he holiday season is upon us, but there is still plenty of work to 
be done as 2006 ends, and 2007 arrives. 

The 21 members of the state's Waterfront Access Study 
Committee, along with staff from North Carolina Sea Grant and the 
N.C. Coastal Resources Law, Planning and Policy Center, are working 
toward a draft report that will be the focus of meetings along the coast in 
February and/or March. 

The committee will meet Nov. 20 at the N.C. Aquarium at 
Pine Knoll Shores. Check the "Coastal Tidings" item on page 5 for 
information on the meeting. 

Chaired by Sea Grant Executive Director Michael Voiland, 
the study committee includes: 
• State Sen. Charlie Albertson, Senate cochair, 

Joint Legislative Commission on Seafood and Aquaculture 
• State Rep. William Wainwright, House cochair, 

Joint Legislative Commission on Seafood and Aquaculture 
• Mac Currin, chair, N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission 
• Courtney Hackney, chair, N.C. Coastal Resources Commission 
• Gordon Myers, division chief, N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission 
• Brian Cheuvront, federal aid coordinator, N.C. Division of 

Marine Fisheries 
• Charles Jones, director, N.C. Division of Coastal Management 
• Neal Lewis, director, New Hanover County Parks and Recreation 
» Commissioner Allen Burrus, Dare County 
• Mayor Art Schools, Emerald Isle 
• Mayor John Vereen, Oak Island 
• Doug Wakeman, economist, Meredith College 
• Buddy Milliken, The Milliken Company, Brunswick County 

IN      THIS ISSUE 

Contributing Writers: 

Kathleen Angione a Ann Green Q E-ChingLee 

Katie Mosher n Erin Seiling 

Contributing Photographers: 

Elaine Logothetis a Jason Talley a Scott Taylor B Erin Whittle 

North Carolina's diverse coast offers countless interestingsubjects. 

The large dots on the map indicate story settings in this issue — 

including Carteret, Perquimans and Brunswick counties. 

• Julia Wax, Emerald Isle Realty 
• Dave Inscoe, Carteret County Economic Development Council 
• Robin Mann, Paul Mann Custom Boats, Mann's Harbor 
• Hardy Plyler, commercial fisherman, Ocracoke 
• Ernie Foster, The Albatross Fleet, Hatteras 
• Barbara Garrity-Blake, cultural anthropologist/book author, 

Gloucester 
• Jim Stephenson, policy director, N.C. Coastal Federation 

The N.C. General Assembly established the committee earlier this 
year. For more information, go online to: www.ncseagrant.org/waterfronts. 

The N.C. Coastal Federation's North River Farm project 
— featured in the Spring 2006 issue of Coastwatch — was honored 
recently as the 500th project completed through the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Community-based Restoration 
Program in partnership with Restore America's Estuaries. 

The celebration drew local, state and national leaders. "This 
watershed-scale project will have incredible benefits for North Carolina's 
marine resources," says Timothy Keeney, deputy assistant secretary for 
oceans and atmosphere in the U.S. Department of Commerce. "NOAA is 
proud to be a part of this monumental effort." 

Sarah King, who directs restoration activities at the farm, noted the 
value of the partnerships that leverage resources to complete projects such 
as North River Farm, cited as the state's largest wetland restoration effort. 

"Together we can improve water quality and habitat in a way we 
couldn't do alone." 

What better thoughts to close out one year and look forward to 
the next? 

Katie Mosher, Managing Editor 
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'Aquatic Invaders' Earns 

Coastal America Award 

\A/hat do you do with an unwanted 
goldfish? How do you get rid of leftover fishing 
bait? Why clean your boat hull between outings? 

"The more people who can answer 
questions like these, the better ofFwe all will be," 
says Peggy Sloan, education curator at the N.C. 
Aquarium at Fort Fisher, one of eight sites testing 
the new "Aquatic Invaders" program. 

"Educators and audiences identify specific 
steps to avoid the spread of these species — such 
as properly caring for home aquariums and water 
gardens, and choosing native bait when fishing," 
explains Katie Mosher, communications director 
for North Carolina Sea Grant and the project 
coordinator. 

The program will be released nationally 
in 2007 to more than 200 facilities accredited 
by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums 
(AZA). But the Aquatic Invaders project already 
has earned honors from Coastal America, a 
nationwide partnership of federal, state, and 
local government and non-government agencies 
dedicated to preserving coastal watersheds. 

"Through this outstanding team effort, 
nearly 140 million people annually may learn 
how to protect our environment from aquatic 
invasive species, which cost our nation nearly 
$138 billion per year to control," states Timothy 
R.E. Keeney, deputy assistant secretary for oceans 
and atmosphere, U.S. Department of Commerce. 

During the AZA national meeting in 
September, Keeney presented the 2006 Coastal 

America Partnership Award to the Aquatic 
Invaders toolkit team on behalf of President 
George W. Bush and the 12 federal agencies of 
the Coastal America Partnership. 

Aquatic Invaders is led by North Carolina 
Sea Grant, North Carolina Aquariums, AZA, 
Georgia Sea Grant and the University of 
Georgia Marine Extension Service. The project 
is funded by a grant from the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration's National 
Sea Grant College Program. 

The project team also drew upon the 
expertise of two dozen representatives of the 
Sea Grant and AZA networks and partner 
agencies, who also will receive awards. 

Aquatic Invaders engages audiences for 
about 20 minutes with fun interaction. "Our 
preliminary results suggest that this program 
and partnership are effective," says Sloan, who 
leads the project's program committee. 

"Audience evaluations indicate that 
people enjoy the program and can define 
'aquatic invasive species.' The audiences also 
understand how to prevent introduction and 
reduce the spread of these species," Sloan says. 

"This project blends the scientific research 
results of the Sea Grant network with the 
potential for our educators to reach millions 
ofvisitors to AZA facilities," adds Steve Olson, 
government affairs director for AZA, and 
former North Carolina Sea Grant associate 
director for outreach. — K.M. 
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New Hatteras Book Series 

/ant to find out about Old Christmas 
in Rodanthe and other local customs in the tiny 
communities on Hatteras Island? 

This information is now available in 
Ethnohistorical Description of the Eight Villages 
Adjoining Cape Hatteras National Seashore and 
Interpretive Themes of History and Heritage. The two- 
volume set, known as an ethnography, features 
the culture in Rodanthe, Waves, Salvo, Avon, 
Buxton, Frisco, Hatteras and Ocracoke. 

It is a joint project of the Cape Hatteras 
National Seashore and Eastern National. The set 

includes interviews with local residents about 
local customs and legends, family names and 
dialect. 

It also contains the history of early commu- 
nications, the seafood industry, U.S. Lifesaving 
Service, U.S. Coast Guard and other military 
presences on the island, as well as hand-drawn 
community maps and vintage photographs. 

To purchase a copy, visit the Cape 
Hatteras Lighthouse Visitor Center, or call 
historian Doug Stover, 252/473-2111, ext. 153. 

-A.G. 

Turano Adds Shellfish Duties 

arc Turano 
has expanded duties as 
a mariculture and blue 
crab specialist with North 
Carolina Sea Grant. 

Turano, based at Sea 
Grant's headquarters in 
Raleigh, recently received 
a doctorate in zoology 
from North Carolina State 
University. He holds a 
bachelor's in marine biology 
from the University of North 
Carolina at Wilmington and 
a master's in mariculture from Texas A&M 
University. 

His new responsibilities focus on shellfish 
mariculture, including oysters and clams. 

"I am looking forward to identifying the 
needs of the shellfish-growing community and 
working with them to enhance production," 
Turano says. "Further, I hope to assist new 
growers to identify sites and obtain leases for 
shellfish culture." 

Marc Turano 

He also will continue 
to coordinate the Blue Crab 
Research Program, funded by 
the N.C. General Assembly and 
administered by Sea Grant. He 
helps potential applicants with 
grant proposal and project 
design, and monitors ongoing 
blue crab research. 

Turano's areas of 
expertise include: shellfish 
(bivalves and blue crab) 
biology, production and 
culture, as well as water 

quality and production issues relating to 
intensive culture of marine finfish. 

"We are fortunate to have someone who 
has aquacultural expertise and experience, and 
who is able and willing to broaden the scope of 
extension and applied research programming 
in this topical area," says Michael Voiland, Sea 
Grant's executive director. 

"We're excited about enhancing our 
outreach efforts through Marc's work."   - E.L. 

ROGERS SERVING 

ON TASK FORCE 

Spencer Rogers, North Carolina 
Sea Grant coastal construction and 
erosion specialist, is serving on the 
American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
national task force. 

Rogers will complete a three-year 
term on the AASHTO panel that will help 
provide guidelines for safe bridge construc- 
tion for North Carolina and the rest of the 
nation. AASHTO reviews transportation- 
related policies and provides technical sup- 
port to states in their efforts to efficiently 
and safely move people and goods. 

He brings extensive experience in 
coastal engineering and construction to 
the task force. With colleagues at North 
Carolina State University and Oregon State 
University, Rogers developed a simple and 
failsafe design for "breakaway walls" that 
maintains a building's structural integrity in 
high wind and storm surge. 

While working for Sea Grant, he also 
collaborated with South Carolina Sea 
Grant, Clemson University and the Blue Sky 
Foundation on a new, more effective type 
of plywood shutter for homes that can be 
used during hurricanes. 

"This appointment gives further 
testimony to Spencer's expertise, and to his 
widely recognized ability to move science 
and engineering concepts and methods 
into policy and practical application," says 
Michael Voiland, North Carolina Sea Grant 
executive director. — A.G. 

In the Next Issue of Coastwatch 

^/leetSneads Ferry residents featured in Matt Barn's documentary "Wild Caught." 
Kathleen Angione also explains challenges in developing marketing programs forwild shrimp. 

Ann Green visitsjarrett Bay Marine Industrial Park in Carteret County that caters to companies 
needing water access. And E-Ching Lee talks to crabbers testing different sizes of cull rings. 
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NATIONAL FORUM 

TO ADDRESS WATER 

ACCESS ISSUES 

ig Waterways 

& Waterfronts - A National 

Symposium on Water Access," is 

set for May 9 to 11 at the Sheraton 

Norfolk Waterside Hotel. Local 

government officials, coastal 

management planners, legal 

scholars and boating industry 

representatives will gather to 

explore solutions to the loss of water access 

affecting recreational boaters, commercial 

fishers and water-dependent businesses 

across the nation. 

The conference will bring together 

experts to delve into issues that surround the 

current conversion of working waterfronts 

— marinas, boat repair yards, fish piers and 

charter fishing docks — to other uses such 

as private residential developments and 

businesses not dependent on water. 

"This conference is designed as 

a forum to educate decision makers, 

management agency staff and water- 

dependent business owners to deal with 

these trends and to foster constructive 

dialogue about the nations' changing 

waterfronts," says Virginia Sea Grant 

economist, ThomasJ. Murray, conference 

organizer and cochair. 

The conference is sponsored by the 

Virginia Sea Grant Program; Sport Fishing 

& Boating Partnership Council, a federally 

chartered advisory body; the Coastal States 

Organization; the Boat Owners Association 

of the United States; the National Marine 

Manufacturers Association; the States 

Organization for Boating Access; and other 

Sea Grant programs. 

For updated conference information, 

visit: www.wateraccess2007.com. — K.A. 

COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

Core Sound 

Waterfowl 

Weekend 

Want to help celebrate the rich 
decoy heritage on Harkers Island? 

Attend the Core Sound Waterfowl 
Weekend on Dec.1 to 3. The event — held 
at the Core Sound Waterfowl Museum 
and Harkers Island Elementary School 
— features a range of exhibits, including 
decoy carvers and artists, model boat 
builders and photographers who celebrate 
coastal traditions. 

Participants also can observe boat building and net hanging, listen to storytellers spin tales 
about the local community and taste local dishes. 

The event kicks off on Dec. 1 with a preview party. On Saturday, participants can visit the educa- 
tion tent and community exhibits. The festival concludes with a fellowship service at the museum. 

For more information, call 252/728-1500 or go online to: www.coresound.com. — A.G. 

Cammen Named National SG Director 

Decoy carving will be featured at the Core Sound Waterfowl Weekend. 

Leon Cammen is the 
new director of the National 
Sea Grant College Program, 
in the National Oceanic & 
Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA). 

"Dr. Cammen brings 
experience and vision to lead the 
National Sea Grant Program as 
it continues to provide quality 
research and services to coastal 
communities," says retired 
Navy Vice Adm. Conrad C. Lautenbacher, 
undersecretary of commerce for oceans and 
atmosphere and NOAA administrator. "Wth 
more people living along the coasts, the work 
done by Sea Grant is more important than ever 
as it helps NOAA complete its mission." 

Cammen began his new position in 
August. He has been with Sea Grant since 
1990, where he has served as a program 
officer, research director, acting deputy director 
and acting director. 

Since 2004, Cammen has been the 
program manager for NOAA's ecosystem 
research program, that includes programs and 

Leon Cammen 

laboratories from the Office 
of Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Research, the National Ocean 
Service and the National Marine 
Fisheries Service. 

He holds a doctorate in 
zoology from North Carolina 
State University. Cammen 
carried out postdoctoral 
research as a National Research 
Council Canada Fellow, as a 
NATO Fellow in Denmark and 

at Skidaway Institute of Oceanography. 
In 1981, he joined the Bigelow Laboratory 

for Ocean Sciences. Over the next 10 years his 
research included benthic ecology, respiratory 
physiology, the microbial loop, benthic-pelagic 
coupling and ecosystem modeling. 

The National Sea Grant College Program, 
works closely with the 30 state Sea Grant 
programs, including North Carolina Sea Grant, 
and international programs in Indonesia, Korea 
and South America. 

To find out more about the National 
Sea Grant program, visit: www.seagrant.noaa.gov. 

-A.G. 
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COASTAL 

TIDINGS 

Nc 

FRG and Blue Crab Research 

Proposals Due Nov. 20 

orth Carolina Sea Grant invites 
members of the fishing and crabbing 
communities, and those in related industries 
and research, to submit proposals for funding 
from the N.C. Fishery Resource Grant Program 
(FRG) and the Blue Crab Research Program 
(BCRP) in 2007. 

The programs encourage innovative 
proposals that will improve, protect and restore 
North Carolina's marine fishery resources. Both 
are funded by the N.C. General Assembly and 
administered by North Carolina Sea Grant. 

Lists of potential research topics, and Sea 
Grant and N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries 
contacts, as well as downloadable application 
forms, are available at www.ncseagrant.org. Under 
"Funding Opportunities," select the FRG or 
BCRP link. Applications also are available from 
Sea Grant offices in Raleigh, Manteo, Morehead 
City and Wilmington. 

All principal investigators must participate 
in a pre-submission conference with a Sea Grant 
representative through telephone, e-mail or a 
one-on-one meeting. 

Signed hand-delivered or mailed 
applications must be received at: North Carolina 
Sea Grant, NC State University, Box 8605, Room 

100C, 1911 Building, Raleigh, NC 27965-8605. 
Applications also may be submitted via 

e-mail. All support letters and attachments 
must be included either in electronic form or 
by mail. Send electronic FRG applications 
to srebach@ncsu.edu. Send electronic BCRP 
applications to marc_turano@ncsu.edu. 

Complete hand-delivered, mailed ore- 
mailed applications, including all support letters, 
must be received by 5 p.m., Nov. 20, 2006. 

Faxed, incomplete or late applications will 
not be considered. Final decisions will be made 
no later than April 30, 2007. - E.L 

Aquaculture 

Slated for 

I he N.C. Department of Agnculture 
& Consumer Services is hosting the N.C. 
Aquaculture Development Conference, Feb. 7 
to 10 at the Sheraton in Atlantic Beach. 

The keynote speaker is Dickjones, a 
seafood purchaser for H.E. Butt Grocery 
Company, a Texas-based grocery store chain. 
He will discuss how farm-raised fish fits into 
the future of fresh food sales to the increasingly 
discriminating American consumer. 

The first two days of the conference 
features a water-reuse workshop led by Tom 
Losordo from North Carolina State University. 
There is an extra fee to attend this workshop. 

On Friday, Feb. 9, a series of aquaculture 
specialists will present the latest developments 

Conference 

February 

in the field. Among the speakers is Michael 
Voiland, North Carolina Sea Grant's executive 
director, who will discuss Sea Grant's future 
role in aquaculture. 

On the final day, participants can attend 
one of several workshops, including one on 
shellfish and marine aquaculture that will 
be led by Robert Hines, a Sea Grant fisheries 
specialist. 

There is a registration fee to attend this 
conference. Late fees apply afterjan. 31. On- 
site registration is also available. 

For general conference information, 
contact Matt Parker at 252/633-1477 or 
matthew.parker@ncmail.net. View the conference 
Web site at: www.ncaquaculture.org. — E.L. 

SECOND WATERFRONT 

ACCESS STUDY 

COMMITTEE MEETING 

Nov. 20 

The next meeting of North Carolina's 
Waterfront Access Study Committee is 
scheduled for Nov. 20 in Pine Knoll Shores. 

"The committee has been charged, 
under a tight timeline by the General 
Assembly, to provide guidance on the loss 
of working waterfronts and on public access 
issues along the state's coastal waters," says 
Michael Voiland, executive director of North 
Carolina Sea Grant. 

Voiland chairs the 21-member 
committee, recommended bythejoint 

Legislative Commission on Seafood 
and Aquaculture and authorized by 
the N.C. General Assembly. 

"On the basis of the 
committee's first meeting in Raleigh, 
it was clear to me that all members 
are focused on task, share many 
common concerns, and intend to 
make recommendations that best fit 
the North Carolina context," he adds. 

During the first meeting, held 
Sept. 26, the committee heard 
from Joe Kalo and Walter Clark, 
co-directors of the N.C. Coastal 
Resources, Law, Planning and 

Policy Center, about different tools and 
techniques for enhancing coastal access and 
diversity of use. 

The center plans to examine three 
categones of tools, explains Clark. The first will 
be incentive-based tools that will help provide 
waterfront property owners and businesses 
continued access to public waters. The 
second involves techniques, such as planning 
and zoning, for use in enhancing shoreline 
diversity. The third category encompasses 
techniques that could be used to generate or 
direct funding to purchase waterfront access. 

Information regarding past and future 
meetings can be found at www.ncseagrant. 
org/'waterfronts. The site includes a list of the 
committee members, as well as background 
matenals submitted by the committee and 
the public. - K.A. 
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BY    ANN GREEN 

Inside a Carteret County community room, the Salter Path gospel choir belts out "Precious memories, how they linger." 
"How they ever flood my soul/' the group continues, while the audience members sing along and tap their feet. "In the 

stillness of the midnight, precious, sacred scenes unfold, precious, sacred scenes unfold." 
For many Bogue Banks natives in the audience, this song brings flashbacks of a bygone era when everyone knew each 

other on a first-name basis. 
C o n t i n u e d.,„. 

LEFT: Salter Path is sandwiched between Emerald Isle and Indian Beach on the western half of Bogue Banks. 
> RIGHT: A young boy plays near a pier on Bogue Sound. * 
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Crab Shack is a popular restaurant in the community. 
Willis Seafood Market is one of only two seafood businesses left in Salter Path. 

• In a bygone era, residents would gather at Stephen Guthrie's store. 
• Marty Frost repairs his flounder net. • Doug and Kathleen Guthrie enjoy gillnetting. 

• Oak Grove Motel is a community landmark. 
• Salter Path's heritage is as a fishing village. 

On a recent night, dozens of families come 
out to celebrate Salter Path Community Night at 
the Core Sound Waterfowl Museum on Harkers 
Island. 

While eating boiled shrimp and other local 
dishes, they share memories of the small village 
where people worked the water, ran through 
each others' yards, opened scallops in tiny 
houses, hunted ducks and waterfowl, attended 
church suppers and raised vegetables to feed 
themselves. 

"I call Salter Path 'paradise,'" says Betty 
Willis, the choir leader, who has curly salt-and- 
pepper hair. "It was a good place to live when I 
was a little girl. All the families were unique in 
their own way." 

Even "outsiders" like storyteller Rodney 
Kemp, who lives in Morehead City, see the 
tiny village — sandwiched between Emerald 
Isle and Indian Beach on Bogue Banks — as a 
special place. 

"I remember riding through Salter Path 
in the 1950s," says Kemp, who shared stories 
during the community night. The village had a 
warmth felt only in the "Promise Land" portion 
of Morehead City — home to descendants 
of people forced to float their homes from 
Shackleford Banks after two hurricanes, he adds. 

Before N.C. 58 was paved during the 
1950s, Kemp says the village "lay quiet and 
peaceful, nestled in trees." 

"It had property separated by well-worn 
paths," he adds. "It seemed like an old quilt 
pieced together with an old hand." 

Once the road came in, motels, restaurants 
and businesses began to sprout up. After that, the 
number of tourists began increasing. 

FISHING FAMILIES 
Today, the community is built up with 

many businesses and houses. However, it is 
still home to many of the same families who 
occupied it for generations, including the Frosts, 
Smiths, Guthries, Willises and Lewises. 

Many natives trace their roots to a few men 
who settled here, says Kathleen Guthrie, long- 

time Salter Path resident. "For many 
years, Salter Path was a closed 
community. In 1923, there were 35 
heads of households." 

Many of these residents were 
fishers. Today, only a few work the 
water on a part-time basis. 

Each fall, Henry Frost, his son, 
Joey, and their crew fish for mullet 
using beach seines along the Atlantic 
Ocean. 

Using a "stop net" that is 
designed to stop migrating schools 
of fish, the crew pull in striped 
mullet, using a farm tractor to haul 
the net. In fall 2005, they pulled 
in 30,000 pounds in one day or 14 
pickup loads. 

"We had a decent fall last year 
except for Hurricane Ophelia," 
Henry Frost says. "However, there 
is really no money in this anymore. 
It is something we have done all our 
lives. We have fellowship and talk 
about old times." 

In this tiny community, the 
seafood businesses also are disappearing. Now, 
only Homer's Point Marina & Seafood and 
Willis Seafood Market are still open. 

"During the 1960s, there were about eight 
fish houses here," says Mike Fiorini, co-owner 
of Homer's Point Marina & Seafood. "They 
were used seasonally. In the winter, they would 
bring in scallops, have shrimp in the spring and 
summer, and finfish in the fall. Now the seafood 
business is terrible. This is our third season 
without scallops." 

The new Waterfront Access Study 
Committee authorized by the N.C. General 
Assembly is now studying the loss of fish 
houses and other issues. North Carolina Sea 
Grant also is funding a separate but related 
study of fish houses. 

After Hurricane Ophelia wiped out 
Fiorini's scallop house and damaged other 
buildings in 2005, he decided to rebuild his 

business to include a marina, gas and snacks. 
"I have 69 boat slips on Bogue Sound," 

he adds. "We have started working on the 
marina. By next spring, we will have a marina 
where customers can bring their boats up to 
the dock." 

COMMUNITY BEGINNINGS 
Historians and locals differ on when the 

first settlers moved to Salter Path. However, 
most agree some squatters had arrived by the 
mid-1800s but did not bother to acquire titles 
to the land where they lived. 

After clearing small plots near Salter 
Path, people hauled their houses by boat from 
Core Banks, says Kemp. "Most yards had 
gardens with old-fashioned flowers." 

There also is some debate over how the 
community got its name. 

"Over the years, there was a permanent 
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path from the beach to the sound called Salter 
Path," says Kemp. 

But others think the village was named 
for Riley Salter, a Carteret County fisher. 

"But this isn't documented in oral 
history," says Kemp. 

Throughout the 1800s and early 1900s, 
most residents worked the water and did odd 
jobs to make ends meet. 

"In the fall, people fished for mullet with 
nets and had camps set up on the beach," says 
Bernice Reynolds, who has lived in the village 
for more than 40 years. "The older ladies 
would cook for the fishermen." 

Because there were no roads or 
automobiles, residents had to take the mail 
boat to go to the doctor or run errands in 
Morehead City. 

"Grandpa George Smith ran the mail 
boat and took it up to Morehead to pick up 

groceries, flour and meal," Willis says. 
And unlike many new residents today, the 

Salter Pathers preferred living on Bogue Sound. 
"We didn't live on the ocean because it was 

too much grit and sand," explains Helen Frost. 
When Christmas arrived, they observed 

their own traditions. 
"When I was a little girl, we hung up a 

sock on the outside doorknob the week before 
Christmas," says longtime resident Vicky Frost 
Dew. "If you were good, you got a treat in the 
sock. If you were bad, you got an oyster shell." 

BOGUE BANKS QUEEN 
From the 1920s to 1950s, the Banks' most 

prominent resident was Alice Green Hoffman, 
a New York socialite who lived in what is now 
Pine Knoll Shores. Hoffman's niece, Eleanor 
Roosevelt, was married to President Theodore 
Roosevelt's oldest son. 

Dubbed the "queen of Bogue Banks," 
Hoffman lived in a large house with modem 
conveniences like "electric lights" on her estate 
facing Bogue Sound. To run her household, 
she employed many from Salter Path, including 
the legendary "Aunt Charity" who worked as 
her cook. 

"Aunt Charity was the matriarch of the 
community," says Kemp, who loves to spin 
stories about the native and her husband, 
George Smith. 

In the back of Hoffman's large estate, 
which included much of the island, local 
fishers used an old shack — nicknamed "Mrs. 
Hoffman's tearoom" — for their nets. 

Some local folks despised Hoffman 
because she did not allow them to roam about, 
collecting firewood. 

"She wanted her share from the fishing 
Continued 
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and would call the sheriff to make people leave 
her property," says Guthrie. 

During this time, some residents lived on 
Hoffman's property, where their ancestors were 
squatters. 

Determined to end the controversy over 
the land, Hoffman filed suit in Carteret County 
Superior Court. In 1923, the court settled the 
dispute, allowing 35 squatters to stay on the 
land. 

When Hoffman died on March 15,1953, 
descendants of Theodore Roosevelt inherited 
more than 2,000 acres. Subsequently, the 
heirs gave the state of North Carolina 297 
acres that is known as the Theodore Roosevelt 
State Natural Area, one of the few areas of 
undisturbed vegetation and wildlife on Bogue 
Banks. 

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the 
village began to grow. Men gathered at Irvin 

Smith's store and exchanged fishing stories. 
Most of these men were competitive, 

according to Guthrie, a Campbell University 
professor who wrote two theses on Salter Path. 

"The competition was not for money," 
she says. "The competition was for who 
caught the prettiest scallops and shrimp." 

Salter Path women would get together 
at each others' houses, share village news 
and eat homemade biscuits. Sometimes, they 
also would sing on their front porches, adds 
Guthrie. 

As more development occurred during 
the 1970s and 1980s, the community began to 
change. 

"Before, the residents thought they 
owned the island," says Guthrie. "We hunted 
and got wood. We walked where we wanted 
to. Then we found out that the island belonged 
to other people." 

BOGUE BANKS TOUR 
On a sunny day, Guthrie, who has lived 

in Salter Path since she was teenager, gives a 
community tour. 

She begins the tour at her one-story home 
that is surrounded by stately live oaks and 
overlooks the Atlantic Ocean. 

"My husband had a camp in the yard as a 
kid," she says. "He had a yellow hammer pole 
for woodpeckers. He hunted just about any bird 
that flies except for seagulls." 

While strolling through the backyard, she 
leads the way to a small building that overlooks 
the ocean and points to the Theodore Roosevelt 
Natural Area. 

"You can see the ocean and oak, seagrass, 
cedar and yaupon," she says. "Salter Path 
doesn't look like it used to. The amount of 
vegetation has declined." 

After leaving her property, she drives 
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down a narrow road beside a tiny house with 
roosters running through the yard. 

She crosses the highway, heading toward 
an empty softball field — built in the early 
1970s and once home to a semiprofessional 
baseball team. She stops where a concrete 
concession stand had stood. 

"Everybody in Salter Path would come 
out to the games," she says. "If a kid caught a 
foul ball or got a hit, he would get a free drink. 
Kids would fight each other to get a drink." 

Down the road from the ballpark, mobile 
homes cover a large area. 

"This used to be all woods," she says. "It 
is where the kids went to shoot rats." 

As Guthrie heads back to the highway, 
she points to a locally owned restaurant 
— Frost Seafood House — which has been on 
the island since 1956. Up the road, two other 
landmarks are still operating — the William 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Mike Fiorini sells a variety of seafood at Homer's Point Marina & Seafood. 
• Skimmer trawls are popular among shrimpers on Bogue Sound. 

• Doug and Kathleen Guthrie, along with granddaughter, Lucy Gugliotta, and daughter, Heather 
Gugliotta, savor time on the beach. • Frost Seafood House is a restaurant and a local landmark. 

• The Big Oak Drive In & Island Pizza also is popular with residents and tourists. 
• Years ago, Salter Path children would run through the schoolhouse's yard. 

and Garland Motel, and the Big Oak Drive- 
in & Island Pizza, where you can get a tasty 
shrimp burger with slaw and tartar sauce for 
only $3.95. 

Guthrie drives down another back road 
near Bogue Sound, where several buildings 
were destroyed during Hurricane Ophelia. 

"This is where a blue shack used to be," 
she says. "It was blown away by the storm. 
At one time, you would see 20 or 30 people 
opening scallops in the season." 

Not far from there, she points out where a 
shed was destroyed on a lot owned by Guthrie 
and her husband. 

"This used to be a great divide — where 
Uncle John's path ran through it," she says. 
"On one side is where the town's eastern crowd 
gathered," adds Guthrie. "On the other side, the 
western crowd congregated." 

"Even in Salter Path, they had divisions," 
she adds. 

The last stop is the Save-A-Stop, where 
local men — from retired ferry captains to 
commercial fishers — gather and trade stories. 
The store sells a variety of groceries, beach 
goods and fishing tackle. Over the bait cooler, 
old fishing photos adorn the wall. 

"I come here a lot," says Bernie Guthrie, 
who is retired from the N.C. Ferry Division. 
"You can learn a whole lot here. I have been 
coming here for 20 years, since Irvin's store 
closed." 

The men start arriving around 6:45 a.m. 
to sit on stools and share news. "We are all 
big professors," jokes commercial fisher Neal 
Smith. "We know everything." 

Some natives aren't happy about the new 
residents or surge in tourism. They often reflect 
on the changes. 

"It was nice growing up here," says Smith. 
"Now tourists and dingbats have taken over." 

Despite the changes, the old-timers still 
treasure the community. 

"People from Salter Path still care 
about being from Salter Path and preserving 
memories of fishing," says Kathleen Guthrie. □ 

TJie Core Sound Waterfowl Museum 
sponsors a "Community History Night" 
the third Tuesday in 
each month. Each 
program highlights 
a Carteret County 
community. 
To check the 
schedule, visit 
the Web: www. 
coresound.com. 

NEW SALTER PATH CD: 
Colorful Songs and Stories 

During the mid-1960s, some 
Salter Pathers were still in the "slow 
mode." 

Some residents fished from 
boats without outboard motors and 
made their own nets. 

The fishing bond between a 
father and son is the inspiration for 
"I Wanna GO Feeshin.'" 

The song is just one of several 
about the hard lives and times of 
Salter Path residents on the new 
CD "Will This Town Survive?" 

Produced by Mark Fielding 
Darden, the songs journey into the 
history and tales of Salter Path, as 
well as residents' struggles today 
to survive the growth in the tiny 
fishing village. Salter Path musicians 
play and sing most of the music. 

A 60-page booklet of pictures 
and colorful stories depicts islanders 
who have survived hurricanes, 
nor'easters and wars — providing 
motivation for the songs. 

To order the CD, go online to: 
www.salterpathnc.conn.    —A.C. 
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NEIGHBORS NUEVOS: 

BY  ANN GREEN 

l—as ast fall, Juan Munoz would toil from sunup to sundown on 
golf courses in Brunswick County. 

When he finished mowing the grass or blowing off debris on the 
Crow Creek golf course in Calabash, he would drive to a second job at a 
nearby golf course. 

"From March to November, I worked 70 to 75 hours a week," he 
says, describing a long week that is typical for the Hispanic workforce in 
Brunswick County. 

"We can't pay overtime," says Joe Jamison, manager of Crow 
Creek Golf Club. 

"So our workers go to other companies after working here to get 
in an extra 20 hours or so. Mexicans are here to work and go back home 
with the money. They are good workers and appreciate having a job." 

About 80 percent of the golf course maintenance crews along the 
North Carolina coast are Hispanic, Jamison estimates. 

The immigrants on the golf course and in other industries 
represent a new workforce for North Carolina's coastal 

counties. They also are central to land- and water-use patterns 
and utilization of health and educational faculties, social 

scientists explain. 
To help communities adapt to working with 

immigrants, North Carolina Sea Grant researchers 
David Griffith and Jeff Johnson have conducted a 

study comparing the immigrants' use of resources 

with citizens and retirees who migrate from other states, as well as native 
North Carolinians. Most of the immigrants are of Hispanic origin. A few 
are Vietnamese who work in the fishing industry. 

"We found that retirees use coastal resources, including fishing," says 
Griffith, an East Carolina University anthropologist. 

Traditionally, foreign-bom immigrants had not used many community 
resources. "During the 1980s, most of the immigrants were single males 
who worked a lot and didn't have much extra time. By the mid-1990s, more 
families began moving into North Carolina," Griffith explains. 

Expanding Hispanic Population 
Hispanics are the fastest-growing segment of the immigrant 

population in North Carolina. 
North Carolina's Hispanic population totaled more than 600,000, or 

7 percent of the state's total population in 2004, according to a 2006 study 
by University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill researchers at the Frank 
Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. They found that Hispanic 
immigrants contributed more than $9 billion to the state's economy in 
2004 and cost the state budget a net $102 per Hispanic resident. 

"Immigrants from Latin America, authorized and unauthorized, 
are dramatically changing North Carolina's demographic and economic 
landscape," the report says. "Hispanics live in every one of the state's 100 
counties and contribute to all sectors of the economy." 

Continued 
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Local communities provide 
most of the resources for immigrants, 
including health care and education, 
the Kenan study shows. 

In recent years, immigrant 
families began using more health 
care centers, enrolling their children 
in schools, attending church 
and taking advantage of more 
community resources, Griffith says. 
They also are providing key labor 
services for many coastal industries, 
he adds. 

"It's a myth that immigrants 
don't pay taxes," Griffith says, 
adding "so they're as entitled to 
community resources as citizens." 

For almost 30 years, Tri- 
County Community Health Council in Newton 
Grove has served Hispanic migrant workers. 

"About 60 percent of our client population is 
Hispanic," says Connie Wooten, marketing director 
of Tri-County Council. "Out of about 167 staff 
members, more than half are bilingual." 

Wooten says the staff deals with language 
and cultural barriers. "Some of the places that our 
patients come from have very different medical 
practices than what we are accustomed to in the 
United States," she says. "We've had patients who 
had mercury injected into their arms to ward off evil 
spirits. Some put bags with special herbs and oils 
underneath their clothes." 

Because of this, the staff must re-educate 
patients about medicine and healthcare, including 
managing diabetes. 

"Diabetes is at epidemic levels among the 
Hispanic population," Wooten says. They often 
eat a traditional Latin diet rich in rice, flour and 
com tortillas, and cheese that can be harmful for a 
diabetic. 

"Our staff must work extra hard to educate TOR David Griffith and Carolina Ramirez work on the Sea Grant-funded study 
the population about lifestyle and diet changes," of immigrant populations. 50TTOM: Pamlico Packing Company in Vandemere 
says Wooten. The staff members also provide brings in workers from Mexico under the H-Z5 visa program, 
transportation for pregnant women and information 
on sexually transmitted diseases. (DPI). About 60,000 ESL students are native Spanish speakers. 

The state's public school systems are also adapting to the growing "The numbers are larger near interstates," says Fran Hoch, section 
Hispanic population. Across North Carolina, there were more than 83,000   chief of DPI's K-12 program areas and ESL. 
English as Second Language (ESL) public school students in 2005 in For example, Hoch says the number of ESL students increased in 
grades K-12, according to the N.C. Department of Public Instruction        Duplin County Schools from 1,447 in 2004 to more than 1,600 in 2005. 
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"These people bring vital cultural traditions to our state that many employers, 

community leaders and others have already recognized/5 

—David Griffith 

A50VE: Las Carolinas in Snallotte caters to immigrants looki ng for long-distance "calling cards 
so they may keep in touch with relatives in Mexico and other countries. 

Hispanic Mig-ation 
Large numbers of Spanish-speaking immigrants began moving to 

North Carolina in 1986 after the passage of the Immigration Reform & 
Control Act, which gave immigrants legalized status if they lived and 
worked in the United States for five years. 

"Farm workers from Mexico first went to Texas and California 
when sugar beets and cotton were mechanized," Griffith explains. "Then 
they began migrating to Florida. Once the immigrants were in Florida, 
they began coming up the East Coast." 

From 1990 to 2000, the number of foreign-bom immigrants 
increased by more than 200 percent in North Carolina, according to the 
U.S. Census Bureau. 

"However, the actual numbers of foreign-bom immigrants are 
higher because officials overlook many undocumented immigrants and 
do not include those doing seasonal work such as seafood processing," 
says Johnson, an ECU sociologist. 

In recent years, Hispanics also have migrated to rural parts of 
southeastern North Carolina, particularly in Duplin, Sampson, Pender, 
Bladen and Brunswick counties — where they have been integrated 
into the poultry, pork and pickle industries. Others have found work in 
landscaping and related industries. 

They also have settled in North Carolina's metropolitan areas, 

including Wilmington. 
Most move to North Carolina 

to improve their standard of living. 
"I left Mexico when I was 19," 

says Munoz, who has lived in the 
United States for 20 years. "I had a 
dream of buying a truck and selling 
cattle. But it didn't work out." 

Instead, Munoz took a job on 
a dredge and later went to work at 
the Crow Creek Golf Club. 

Immigrants like Munoz's 
wife, Carolina Ramirez, have used 
their native language to help with 
research projects, including the 
immigrant study funded by Sea 
Grant. 

While working on the project, 
she had to return to Mexico at 
least once a year to meet U.S. visa 
requirements. 

"Sometimes, I feel like I am in 
jail here because I have to go back 
and forth to Mexico to keep my 
visa," says Ramirez. "At the same 
time, I feel a lot has been done here 
for me and my husband." 

One of the most difficult adjustments for Hispanic women is dealing 
with the open culture. "Many women in Mexico are from families who do 
not allow them to speak out openly about sex and other issues," she says. 

Ramirez lives in a large, comfortably furnished trailer with her 
husband and stepdaughter. 

However, not all immigrants have adequate housing, she says. Some 
Hispanics share a room with up to seven people in housing provided for 
workers, Ramirez says. 

"Many Hispanic workers are afraid to speak up about living 
conditions because they think they will get fired from the job." 

Others live on their own, yet crowd into housing in order to send 
more money home to families. 

In coastal North Carolina, many immigrants work in the seafood 
industry. In crab processing plants, Hispanic workers have H-2B visas that 
allow them to work as seasonal employees. From March to November or 
December, they spend their days picking, sorting and boxing crabs. 

"We have about 40 Mexican workers who work seasonally along 
with 12 local ladies," says Don Cross, co-owner of Pamlico Packing 
Company. "The Mexican women have been our saviour." 

Without the H-2B workers, he says his processing facility and 
others would be out of business as far as production goes. "The Mexican 
workers are the backbone of our workforce," he adds. Continued 
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"I have interviewed dozens of North Carolina natives who work closely with immigrants 

and praise them for their work ethic, dedication to family and high moral character." 

—DavidGrifMi 

While most of the 
Hispanic immigrants are 
from Mexico, North Carolina 
attracts a growing number 
of Hondurans who migrated 
here after Hurricane Mitch in 
1998, as well as Salvadorans 
and Guatemalans, according 
to Griffith. 

The coastal region also 
draws a few Vietnamese 
immigrants. Some work as 
crabbers in Camden Point in 
Camden County. 

"We buy from three to 
10 Vietnamese crabbers," 
says Mike Taylor, general 
manager of Quality Crab 
Company in Elizabeth City. 
"There are less Vietnamese 
crabbers than there used 
to be because crabbing 
is becoming a bygone 
business." 

building Networks 
How do the immigrants find out about job openings? 
"Once one or two people found out about jobs in an area, they 

would call friends and family in Mexico or Central America," says 
Ramirez. 

They also develop networks at Hispanic credit unions, churches 
and grocery stores. In Brunswick County, Hispanics share job tips and 
socialize at Las Carolinas store. 

On a recent evening, a handful of men and women are buying a 
variety of items — from phone cards to fresh bread stored in huge tubs. 

People come to transfer money to relatives, says owner German 
Diaz. "We sell a lot of tortillas and calling cards," he adds. 

The tiny store is stocked with a variety of Mexican specialty food, 
including trays of fruit, plantain chips, red beans and spices. 

Catholics can buy an assortment of religious objects — pictures 
of the Virgin Mary and statues showing her as "Our Lady of Guadalupe,' 
Mexico's patron saint, along with rosaries and votive candles. 

Almost every home in rural Mexico has an altar with images of 
saints, candles and flowers, says Ramirez. 

For men and young boys who want to maintain a Mexican style of 
dress, cowboy boots and hats line the shelves. 

White boots are made from ostrich leather, and yellow boots are 
from a crocodile hide, says Munoz. "Both are popular with Hispanic 
men," he adds. 

ABOVE: These Hispanic workers, who asked not to be photographed up close, 
are among many who maintain golf c ■ courses. 

For those who embrace Mexican customs, pinatas that hang 
from the ceiling are filled with goodies, then broken up by guests 
during special celebrations. 

In the tiny community of Ash, near the Green Swamp, Griffith 
recalls a baptism celebration. A Mexican couple invited more than 
100 families from around the country and served two cakes with 
"sugared flowers and borders like braids that were nearly a square 
yard." 

The party illustrates the extremely common practice among 
Mexican families of maintaining ties with their communities of origin 
in Mexico. They keep similar ties with others from that community 
now living in North Carolina, Texas, California and Florida, Griffith 
writes in a book proposal developed using the Sea Grant study. 

The party guests spun around on the dance floor like they would 
back home in Mexico, he recalls. 

While the men drew bottles of beer from coolers around the 
grandparents' home, the women in the living room danced together, 
tired of waiting for the men to join them, he adds. 

"One woman observed that the dance floor was almost like it 
was in some of the communities of Michoacan or Guerrero, where 
the men of working age have left, traveling north to five and work in 
places like this." 
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TORSnel ves at Las Carolinas are stocked with a variety of specialty goods, 
including mole sauce, a variety of spices and seasoned vegetaraes. 
50TTOM: Boots are popular items with Hispanic men and Us. :popi 

future Prospects 
Immigrants will continue to play an important role in the future of 

North Carolina communities, Griffith and Johnson conclude. 
To encourage the successful integration of immigrants into 

communities, the researchers will develop a "best practices manual" 
citing examples of successful immigrant programs around the country. 
One model program is the University of Northern Iowa's (UNI) Center 
for Immigrant Leadership and Integration. 

"Because Iowa 
has an aging population, 
state officials have been 
trying to attract and keep 
immigrant workers since 
the late 1970s, when Gov. 
Robert Ray welcomed 
refugees from Southeast 
Asia," Griffith says. Since 
then, the UNI Center 
and other state programs 
have been involved in 
welcoming immigrants. 

At UNI, center 
director Mark Grey and 
colleagues have developed 
manuals for employers, 
church leaders, city 

managers and others on how to 
incorporate immigrants effectively 
into communities and increase their 
civic participation. 

The center also provides 
bilingual safety information about 
how to respond to tornadoes that are 
common in Iowa. 

"We hope to produce similar 
materials about hurricanes for North 
Carolina immigrants," says Griffith. 

To improve communication 
with the Hispanic population, 
Griffith also recommends that the 
state's medical facilities increase the 
number of Spanish translators. 

Also, companies and 
organizations need to educate current 
U.S. citizens about the culture 
brought by arrivals from Mexico and 
other Latin American countries. 

"These people bring vital 
cultural traditions to our state that 
many employers, community leaders 

and others have already recognized," Griffith says. 
"I have interviewed dozens of North Carolina natives who work 

closely with immigrants and praise them for their work ethic, dedication 
to family and high moral character." E 

To find out about the Iowa Center for Immigrant Leadership and 
Integration, visit the Web: www.newiowans.com. 
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TRACKING    FEMALE    CRABS    IN    THE OCEAN 
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BY    E-CHING LEE 

a dna Emme is in her 80s, and she 
can still spot a strange fish. 

"I thought I had caught a fish, but 
when I got it to the sand, it was something 
else," Emme recalls of her March catch in 
Montgomery Slough. She found a "funny crab" 
on her fishing line. 

"It was pink," says the Oak Island resident 
with a laugh. Emme had reeled in a female blue 
crab with a fluorescent pink plastic tag. 

"It looks like an ID bracelet," says Karen 
Freeze, Emme's daughter, describing the tag. 

This crab is part of a project led by Elaine 
Logothetis, a Wilmington-based biologist. 
Logothetis tags mature female blue crabs in the 
ocean to track their movements and determine 

their migratory patterns. The study is supported 
by North Carolina Sea Grant's Blue Crab 
Research Program — which is funded by the 
N.C. General Assembly and administered by 
North Carolina Sea Grant. 

And aided by bright pink tags. 
"We weren't crabbing. We were fishing," 

Freeze says. "We had never seen anything like 
that." 

"As much as we like to eat crab, we were 
out fishing that day," she adds. So mother and 
daughter released the crab and mailed the tag to 
Logothetis. 

Each tag lists a phone number or a 
mailing address to report the find, as well as 
the information to provide — including capture 
date, location and fishing method. 

The idea for the crab tagging project 
came from an earlier research project. In 
2002 and 2003, Logothetis and fisher David 
Beresoff received a grant from the N.C. Fishery 
Resource Grant Program — also funded by the 
N.C. General Assembly and administered by 
Sea Grant — to study the feasibility of a winter 
conch fishery. 

They used wooden conch and wire crab 
pots to catch whelks in the ocean. To their 
surprise, the traps yielded an unexpected harvest. 

"We caught an awful lot of crabs," says 
Beresoff, who has worked with Logothetis on 
several projects prior to his appointment to the 
N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission earlier this 
year. 

"We were actually making more money 
on the crabs," Logothetis recalls. Most of the 
crabs were mature females that brought in more 
income than the whelks. 

The sheer numbers of crabs in the ocean 
during the winter months intrigued Logothetis. 
Typically, North Carolina's main fishery for 
adult blue crabs is in the state's sounds and 
estuaries and occurs in spring and summer. 

She wondered what happened to the 
ocean-dwelling crabs. "That's the mystery," 
Logothetis says. "Where would they be if they 
weren't harvested in the ocean?" 

The crabs do not stay in the ocean 
permanently. After several years of ocean 

Continued 

TOP: Great-grandmother Edna Emme enjoys time 
with her family. From left: daughter Karen Freeze 
holding great-granddaughter Faith Nicole Davis, 
Edna Emme, and granddaughter Janice Davis. 
LEFT: Only female crabs reach terminal molt, a 
stage where they do not shed their shells again. 
BOTTOM: David Beresoff is a Brunswick County 
commercial fisher and fish market owner. 
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winter crabbing, Beresoffhas discovered that 
crab harvest comes to an abrupt stop when the 
temperatures rise. 

"All of a sudden, they disappear in the 
spring time," he says. "We wanted to see where 
they went." 

outhern MioraNon 
This is the second consecutive year that 

the Blue Crab Research Program is funding the 
tagging project. 

In 2005, Beresoff and fellow fisher Tom 
Likos tagged almost 1,250 female crabs in the 
waters off Caswell and Holden beaches, as well 
as the Long Beach part of Oak Island, all in 
Brunswick County. 

They tagged terminal molt female crabs 
— a stage where the crabs no longer shed their 
shells — so the crabs would not discard the tags 
along with their shells. Almost half of the tags 
were returned or reported. 

This spring, supported by a second grant 
and the addition of fishers Dan Rimmer and 
Eustace Wood, the team was able to tag almost 
1,300 female blue crabs in the ocean. They 
wanted to determine if there were variations in 
the catch rates of blue crabs, as well as movement 
patterns from year to year, Logothetis explains. 

The second grant expanded the study 
northwards to include Topsail Island and the 
area around Beaufort Inlet. 

"We wanted to know the composition and 

catch rate of ocean populations in these areas," 
Logothetis says. More than 80 percent of the 
captured crabs were mature female crabs that 
move towards high salinity waters, like the 
ocean, to release their eggs. 

The N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries 
(DMF) has been tagging crabs in the Cape 
Fear River and the Intracoastal Waterway since 
2003. Stephen Taylor, DMF shellfish biologist 
for the southern district, says Logothetis' 
research complements the ongoing studies. 

While Logothetis and her team tag crabs 
in the ocean, DMF tags crabs "in the internal 
coastal waters," he says. Taylor tagged mature 
female crabs bought from local commercial 
fishers crabbing in coastal waters, bays and the 
Cape Fear River. 

Although most crabs are recaptured 
within 10 miles of the release location, some 
crabs are hardy travelers. Tags from Logothetis' 
2005 study were recovered from a handful of 
crabs in Myrtle Beach last year. 

"I guess they like it down there," 
Logothetis says with a laugh. "They want to 
shag or something," she adds, referring to a 
popular Southern dance style. 

Cape Lookout 34"30'- 

Tacj Release Sites: 2005 2006 
Beaufort Inlet 
S. Topsail Island 
Caswell Beach 
Holden Beach 
Long Beach 

20 Miles   0    10   20 Kilometers 

ne mg noun of bou 
The data from the 2005 project showed 

that the crabs tagged in Brunswick County 
moved south and southwest, riding the 
prevailing southward currents. "None of them 

ever traveled north of 
the Cape Fear River," 
Beresoff says. 

In addition, 
tag returns indicate 
that crabs not only 
head south, but also 
return to the nearest 
estuaries. But what 
causes the crabs 
to move into the 
estuaries? 

"Once the 
temperature of the 
estuaries gets warmer 
than the ocean, the 
crabs start moving in," 
Logothetis explains. 
The shallower water 

3V 

TOP: Wilmington teacher Jackie Anderson crabs at the 
Lockwood Folly River on summer weekends. 
BOTTOM: Each tag contains contact information and 
the details researchers need if the crab is recaptured. 

in the estuaries cools faster in the winter and 
warms up sooner in the spring than the ocean. 

"Where there's warmer water, there's going 
to be more food. So they're just following that 
pulse," she adds. 

Until the estuaries begin to warm up, the 
crabs appear to "stage" — or remain in one area 
in the ocean — before they re-enter the estuaries. 

Dan Rittschof, a blue crab researcher at 
Duke University Marine Laboratory in Beaufort, 
has studied the migratory patterns of female 
crabs as they move towards high salinity waters 
when they are ready to spawn. 

"The crabs don't know if they're in the 
ocean or in the sound," explains Rittschof, who 
also has received funding from the Blue Crab 
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TOP: Occasionally, the researchers catch and tag 
sponge crabs - female crabs with eggs - in the 
ocean. MIDDLE: Female crabs can be recognized 
by the red tips on their claws. BOTTOM: To fasten 
the tag securely to the crab, the tag wire is hooked 
around the points of the crab's carapace. 

Research Program. "As long as they're in high 
salinity, they don't care." 

According to Rittschof, female crabs can 
lay multiple clutches of eggs — up to eight 
clutches in 18 weeks. Spawning female crabs 
are known to swim on falling tides when their 
eggs are about to hatch. Crabs in estuaries 
dominated by tides end up in the ocean by late 
summer or early fall because they move toward 
the ocean with each clutch of eggs. 

Mature female crabs can release eggs 
from early spring to early fall. Some late-matur- 
ing female crabs release only a portion of their 
eggs before the end of spawning season, after 
which they remain in the ocean for the winter. 

Rittschof believes that Logothetis and her 

team are tagging crabs that reached the ocean 
during late summer and fall. 

As spring — and a new spawning season 
— approaches and temperatures rise, the 
female crabs in the ocean that are still fertile 
start "moving back into high salinity areas in 
the sound," Rittschof says. They are foraging 
for food in the warmer estuarine waters but 
still need higher salinity waters to release their 
larvae. 

The ocean and the estuaries are one big 
habitat to the crabs, Logothetis explains. 

"They're all just moving around like one 
big bowl of soup," she says. "They're just all 
mixing, depending on what they need." 

111! 
"Blue crabs are the number one landed 

species in North Carolina," Logothetis stresses. 
Blue crabs topped 2005 commercial landings 
in both weight and monetary value according to 
DMF statistics. Because of their importance to 
the state's economy, the crabs need to be a well- 
managed and understood population. 

"I think it's important, ultimately, to know 
about this population and what it's composed 
of," she says. 

Marc Turano, Sea Grant's blue crab 
specialist, agrees. "There is virtually no data 
on blue crab populations in the ocean. If these 
projects reveal significant numbers, current 
sampling efforts may be missing an important 
component of the fishery," he says. 

Understanding blue crab movements can 
only help in fishery management, Turano adds. 

The results of this project have already 
been useful to Walter Hughes, a commercial 
fisher from Calabash. Asked how long he has 
been a commercial fisher, Hughes counters with 
a quick laugh and a swift reply: "Forever." 

Hughes has caught about 15 of Logothetis' 
tagged crabs per year for the past two years in 
and around Ocean Isle and Sunset Beach in 
Brunswick County, and in Little River Inlet, S.C. 
He has changed his crabbing methods based on 
the data from the project — especially now that 
he knows the direction the crabs are moving. 

"For years, I thought the crabs were going 
north," Hughes says. "Come to find out, they 
were going south." 

"I had no way of knowing before," he 

adds. "At least I know where they are now." 
The fishers involved in the research believe 

that other crabbers will benefit from the results 
of the study. 

Beresoff says he has good catches, even 
when no one else is. "It makes even a bad day a 
good day." 

This is a worthwhile program, Hughes 
concludes. "I'm glad they're doing it." 

During one of her weekend fishing trips 
in early June, Jackie Anderson, a Wilmington 
teacher, caught a tagged sponge crab — a crab 
with eggs — in the Lockwood Folly River. 

It was an exciting find, Anderson says, 
although "I didn't have my glasses on so I 
couldn't read the tag." 

She called the toll-free number from her 
Sunset Park elementary school classroom so her 
fifth-grade class could learn about the tagging 
project too. "It was the students," Anderson 
admits, "who showed me how to put [the call] 
on the speaker phone." She also looked at the 
project's Web site with her class. 

Her students thought that capturing a 
tagged crab was "pretty cool." But they were 
more excited about something else. 

"The class was dying to know what the 
reward was," Anderson recalls with a laugh. 
These trendy pink tags can earn $5 or $20 for 
the people who find them. 

While Anderson's students in Wilmington 
were excited about the reward, Emme was 
skeptical. 

"I thought it was a joke," admits the great- 
grandmother. So she was thrilled when a letter 
describing the project arrived, along with her $5. 

"I gave it to my daughter and told her, 'Go 
buy bait,'" she says with a chuckle. 

It was a small reward in exchange for an 
otherwise slow day for Emme. 

"I didn't catch many fish that day." □ 

The results of the 2005 study and 
preliminary data from the 2006 study, as well as 
the mfonnation to include with a tag, are on the 
Web at: www.ncbluecrabtagging.com. 

To learn more about the N.C. Blue Crab 
Research Program, visit North Carolina Sea 
Grant's Web site at: www.ncseagrant.org. 
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Quaker Influence 

in Colonial Carolina 

By     Erin Seiiing 

Lymmd UWou ////courtesy Perquimans Co. Library    Courtesy of Friends Historical Collection, Guilford College, Greensboro. NC 

Friends established Belvidere Academy in 1834. Originally a board'mgschool, the academy became 
one of Perquimans County's most important educational institutions.   Faculty and students of Belvidere Academy 
are shown in front of the second school buildingcirca 1910. The school operated until 1935, when fire destroyed the 
building.   Up River Friends congregate at their first meeting house, built in 1875.   The Piney Woods Meeting 
founded in 1723, is the oldest continuous Quaker congregation in the state. 

Detailed records of early Quaker 
meetings relate that William Edmundson, 
leader of the Quaker movement in Ireland, 
held a religious service in Carolina near the 
present-day town of Hertford in 1672. This 
meeting is often cited as the first organized 
religious service in the colony, although 
historians note this detail is open to debate. 

The following winter. Fox preached 
several times in the Perquimans vicinity. 
The hard-working, humble Quaker ideals 

appealed to many of the colonists. The Friends 
soon organized the first Quaker Meeting in 
Carolina, which remained the colony's only 
organized religious body until 1701, according 
to the group's records. 

/HP 

Xis . is the season for excess — too much 
food, too many presents, too many places to be 
and not enough time to get everything done. 

But a glimpse of simpler, colonial-era holi- 
days can be found in the history of the Quakers 
of northeastern North Carolina, a religious group 
with early influences in the state. 

"We get calls every year from people 
wanting to learn more about a traditional Quaker 
Christmas," says Gwen Erickson, librarian and 
archivist of the Friends Collection at Guilford 
College. "The thing is, there wouldn't have been 
a Christmas." 

Colonial Quakers would have put in a full 
day of work without pausing to sing carols or ex- 
change gifts. "It was like any other day," she adds. 

LURE OF CAROLINA 
"The Carolina colony was different from 

the onset," Erickson says. 
"Dissenters," as Protestant Christians 

were called, left Virginia and other states under 
the influence of the Church of England to join 
the few Quakers and other "free thinkers" who 
settled near the Carolina coast, she explains. 

The name "Quaker" was first used 
in 1650, when George Fox, founder of the 
Quaker movement in England, was put on trial 
for blasphemy. According to Fox's journal, 
the judge presiding over the trial "called us 
Quakers because we bid them tremble at the 
word of God." Many, including Fox, disliked 
the name, but it stuck. 

Quakers have been known by many 
names over the years, including "Seekers," 
"Children of the Light" and "Friends." In the 
18th century, the group adopted its official 
name, the "Religious Society of Friends," 
but is still commonly known as the Quakers. 
Although not as strictly tied to Old World 
traditions as the Amish, Quakers still 
practice many traditions that have roots in 
centuries past 

Colonial settlers unhappy with religious 
intolerance were drawn to Carolina because the 
colony had no formal religious organization, 
Erickson says. Without an established tie to a 
religious body, the Carolina Colony was ripe 
for the influence of prominent Quaker evange- 
lists that visited in the late 1600s, she adds. 

If %Vmm 9411BH3 
its official 

"Religious Society of Frie 
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ough not as strictb 
aditions as the 

Stories of early Carolina Quakers are not 
as common as those of the "lost colonists" of 
Roanoke or the Moravians of Old Salem. But 
during early colonial times, Quakers were cited 
as the largest religious group in what would 
become North Carolina. 

While many later left the state in protest 
of slavery, the town of Belvidere in Perquimans 
County retains a large Quaker population. 

CHRISTMAS PAST AND PRESENT 
In the 17th century, many Protestants 

chose either not to observe the Christmas 
Continued 
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season or to keep celebrations very simple, 
Erickson explains. 

"Quakers, Puritans and other dissenting 
groups breaking away from the Church of 
England embraced simple practices, throwing 
off ritual and living to remember Jesus in 
their everyday lives," she says. Traditionally, 
Quakers did not observe holy days such as 
Christmas or Easter, choosing to view every 
day as equally sacred. 

By the late 18th and early 19th century, 
many Protestants had embraced more elaborate 
Christmas observances. The wealthy families in 
other denominations would have taken the day 
off — attending church services, exchanging 
gifts, feasting with the family. But the Quakers 
quietly ignored the holiday, Erickson says. 

"Victorian-era Quakers would have been 

friends and family, Quakers would rise in the 
pre-dawn hours to distribute baskets of food 
or clothing at the doors of families in need, he 
adds. 

Over time, many Quakers have relaxed 
their views of the holiday season. Quakers still 
insist on a simplistic lifestyle and try not to get 
caught up in the over-commercialization of 
Christmas, but many today observe the holiday 
in some way, Carter says. 

The Piney Woods Meeting, for example, 
hosts a church-wide Christmas dinner, a time 
for members of the meeting to share both food 
and fellowship. During the holiday season, 
Piney Woods is decorated with a "Chrismon" 
tree — an evergreen tree decorated with white 
and gold Christian symbols. 

"Chrismon" is a combination of the 

participate in holiday season charity efforts 
each year. For example, they "adopt" families 
at Thanksgiving and Christmas and provide 
ingredients for holiday meals. They also organize 
a caroling trip to bring holiday spirit to shut-ins. 

And, Carter adds, Quakers strive to 
continue such efforts year-round. 

COLONIAL OPEN HOUSE 
Folks yearning to see holiday traditions 

that harken to nearly forgotten times before tinsel 
can attend the Colonial Christmas Open House 
at the Newbold-White House in Perquimans 
County on Dec. 15. 

At the visitors' center on the property, local 
children decorate a live Christmas tree with 
handmade, period-style ornaments. Musical 
performances by school groups and a barbershop 

turned off by the extravagance of Christmas 
celebrations at the time," explains David Carter, 
current pastor of the Piney Woods Quaker 
Meeting near Belvidere. "They would have 
seen the celebrations as a waste of valuable 
resources that could otherwise be used to help 
the needy." 

Instead of spending money on gifts for 

words, "Christ," and "monogram," meaning the 
"initials," or "symbols" for a particular person. 
The Chrismon tree originated in the Lutheran 
Church, Carter explains, but other Christians 
have adopted it as a primary decoration during 
the Christmas season. 

As many other religious and community 
groups do, the Piney Woods members 

VISIT AND LEARN 
The Colonial Christmas Open House will be held Dec. 15, beginning at 6 p.m., at the Newbold- 

White House. The event is free. Also, from March through Thanksgiving, the house is open to visitors 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., but closed Thanksgiving Day. See the Web site, http://newboldwhitehouse.org, 
for more details. 

The Perquimans County Visitors Center is located at 118 W. Market St. in the town of Hertford. 
The center is open Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., and Saturday, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Also 
visit the Perquimans tourism Web site for more details on county attractions: www.visitperquimans.com. 

A listing of the N.C. Highway Historic Markers can found online at www.ncmarkers.com. Select the 
search option, then look for specific counties or keywords, such as Quakers. 

quartet are perennial favorites at the celebration. 
Docents dressed in period clothes bum the yule 
log and offer a traditional toast over mulled cider. 

While the center is filled with music and 
holiday greetings, just a few yards away the 
Newbold-White house quietly reflects Quaker 
traditions. The separation of the Christmas 
celebration and the Quaker home helps visitors 
understand the differences between Quakers 
and other colonists. 

"They [the Quakers] wouldn't have had 
a tree," says Christine Lane, a member of the 
Newbold-White House board of directors. 
"But they would have had fresh greenery and 
candles." 

The first owner of the property was a 
Quaker named Joseph Scott — one of the few 
Carolinians mentioned in George Fox's journal 
recording his mission trip through the New 
World in 1672. 
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Abraham Sanders acquired the property 
in 1726 and built the two-story, brick home 
on the banks of the Perquimans River. 
Archeological studies have determined the 
home, known as the Newbold-White House 
for later occupants, was built around 1730, 
making it the oldest brick home in the state. 

Sanders, also a Quaker, was a wealthy 
farmer by the standards of the day — raising 
com, cotton, wheat, flax, indigo, tobacco and 
rice and also producing wood products such 
as barrels and shingles. His home reflects 
his wealth and status in the area. The size of 
the house dominated the small homes built 
by Sanders' neighbors. Leaded casement 
windows with diamond-shaped glass panes 
further distinguish the home. 

Curators at the Newbold-White House 

Courtesy Newbold-White House 

work to keep the property "period correct." 
The grounds feature a seasonal herb garden 
and a Quaker gravesite dating to the 1600s. 

When the Perquimans County 
Restoration Association purchased the 
property in the early 1970s, a 19th century 
smokehouse stood on the site. This 
smokehouse was donated to the Museum of 
the Albemarle and replaced with a generic type 
of smokehouse known to exist in the region 
during the 1600s. 

Bob Higerd and Ben Hobbs, both of 
Hertford, coordinated the construction of the 
replica smokehouse with clapboard siding, 
a gabled roof and wood floor. The Sanders 
family would have used a similar smokehouse 
to cure meat for meals through the year. 

Also nearby is a replica of Periauger, a 
flat-bottomed, double-masted workboat, once 
used to transport goods up and down shallow 

coastal rivers and creeks. Sanders' 1751 estate 
inventory lists several canoes and a Periauger, 
likely used to haul cargo to the house and 
goods to market. 

The N.C. Maritime Museum in Beaufort 
constructed the replica based on descriptions, 
because no colonial-era boats are known to 
still exist. The town of Hertford is the interim 
homeport until the vessel can be moved to the 
Newbold-White property. 

Those wishing to explore other sites 
of Quaker influence in the Perquimans area 
should begin at the Perquimans County 
and Town of Hertford Visitors Center. Staff 
members will provide maps and information 
on local Quaker sites, as well as other points of 
interest. 

Perquimans County is but one area 

where Quakers had an early impact on the 
state. Quakers communities also took root in 
the southeast region around Core Sound. And 
the Guilford/Randolph area in the piedmont 
is considered to be a Quaker stronghold even 
today, says Michael Hill of the N.C. Highway 
Historical Marker Program. 

The highway marker listing is useful for 
folks wanting to locate other sites of Quaker 
influence across the state. "The goal of the 
historic highway markers is to present an 
objective record of sites statewide that have 
historical significance to the state," Hill says. 

"The presence of 18 markers that relate 
to the Quakers is a reflection of the fact that the 
Society of Friends has been an essential and 
early part of North Carolina history from the 
Albemarle region to the piedmont." □ 

Most of the brick in the 
Newbold-White House is original, dating to the 
18th century.   A volunteer demonstrates spinning 
of wool, one of the demonstrations and education 
programs offered during the year.   A docent 
offers a toast of mulled cider over the Yule log at the 
annual Christmas celebration.   Period costumes 
worm by docents at the Newbold-White House 
keep the site 'period correct.'  Eighteen Highway 
markers scattered across the state cite the Quaker 
influence in North Carolina. 

N.C Office of Archives and History 

QUICK QUAKER FACTS 
Quakers have had a lasting influence in North Carolina. For example: 
• John Archdale, a Quaker, was appointed governor of the Carolinas 1695-1696. Later, when 

state officials were required to take an oath of office, Quakers fell out of political service, because they 
did not believe in swearing allegiance to anyone other than God. 

• Quakers believed in equality of education. Both boys and girls were taught to read and write 
— highly unusual during colonial times. 

• Traditional Quaker Meeting Houses were divided so the men worshipped on one side and 
the women on the other. Today, most congregations have removed these partitions so that men and 
women worship together. 

• Traditional Quaker worship services follow "unprogrammed" worship. Members of the 
congregation sit in silence until one feels called by God to speak or sing. While some congregations 
still follow unprogrammed worship, many Quaker services now are structured to include singing, 
scripture readings and a message from a pastor. 

• Quakers objected to owning slaves. Many Quakers left North Carolina in protest of slavery 
— and also were active in helping slaves to freedom along the Underground Railroad. 

• North Carolina has the second largest Quaker population in the United States today. Indiana 
has more Quakers than any other state — including Pennsylvania, 'The Quaker State!" — E.S. 
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COASTWATCH 

SURVEY 

Audience 

Participation: 

Subscribers Respond 

to Coastwatch Survey 

By     Hans     Vogelsong     and     David Graefe 

.ublishing Coastwatch presents a variety of 
challenges. 

"The magazine is designed to help fulfill 
North Carolina Sea Grant's outreach mission — to 
make coastal science accessible to the public," 
Managing Editor Katie Mosher explains. 

In considering story topics for each issue, 
editors and wnters need to know who reads 
the magazine and how information provided in 
Coastwatch may influence knowledge and behavior. 

To answer these questions, researchers at 
East Carolina University surveyed a sample of 
Coastwatch subscribers in summer 2006. The survey 
was designed to help determine what readers 
want from the publication, and to ascertain how 
effective the magazine is as an educational tool. 

A sample of 800 subscnbers was randomly 
selected, including individuals, libraries, 
government branches, museums and nonprofit 
agencies. 

The researchers received 520 completed 
surveys. "We are very pleased that so many chose 
to reply," Mosher says. 

Data from these surveys is still being 
analyzed. And additional surveys will be sent to a 
sampling of agencies and educational institutions 
that receive complimentary copies. 

A copy of the full report will be available 
on the Sea Grant Web site in early 2007. In the 
meantime, the researchers offer highlights of 
preliminary findings. 

WHO SUBSCRIBES? 
More than 60 percent of respondents own 

property on the North Carolina coast or coastal 
plain. Those not residing at the North Carolina 
coast reported visiting an average of eight times 

peryear. As expected, the lowest number of these 
trips occurred in the winter and spnng months, 
and the highest number of visits coincided with 
the peak summer and fall seasons. 

About 40 percent descnbe themselves as 
retired. The remaining respondents represent 112 
different occupations. Respondents range from 26 
to 95 years old, with an average age of 63. Almost 
three-quarters of the respondents are males. 
Ninety percent report some post-high school 
education, and 40 percent report at least some 
graduate education. 

Members of the sample appear to be a busy 
group. Nearly 44 percent belong to community 
organizations. Nearly 25 percent are business 
owners. Twenty percent are educators. Others 
described themselves as elected or appointed 
officials or government employees. 

About 14 percent have received Coastwatch 
for two years or less — and 8 percent report 
receiving the publication for more than 20 years. 
On average the respondents had received the 
magazine for nine years. 

Although Coastwatch readers are a diverse 
bunch, they have a common thread: an interest in 
North Carolina's coastal issues. 

VALUE OF COASTWATCH 
On average, more than three people read 

every copy of Coastwatch received by a subscriber. 
Most subscribers — more than 89 percent 

— share Coastwatch with others, or keep copies 
for future reference. Slightly more than 9 percent 
recycle issues when they are finished reading. 

More than 90 percent share information 
from Coastwatch with family and friends, while 30 
percent of readers share knowledge gained from 

Coastwatch in educational settings. 
Articles on coastal issues and controversies 

were read most frequently. In close succession were 
articles on science, nature, history, and coastal 
communities. Even the least popular category 
— Book Market — is read at least some of the time 
by a majority of respondents. 

One section of the survey asked subscribers 
to read statements about different potential 
attributes of Coastwatch — informative, accurate, 
balanced stories, understandable, appealing overall 
and visually attractive — and rank their level of 
agreement with those statements. 

Respondents gave Coastwatch high marks on 
all these statements — the lowest average score was 
4.2, out of a top potential score of 5. They were 
most likely to strongly agree with statements that 
Coastwatch is informative, visually attractive and 
appealing overall — each receiving an average of 4.6 

The informative theme continues. More 
than half the respondents indicate that Coastwatch 
provides "considerable understanding" of various 
topics including aquaculture, coastal development 
issues, coastal erosion and storm effects, coastal 
communities and heritage, coastal water quality 
issues, and coastal ecosystems and habitats. 

The following comments, selected from 
responses, describe how Coastwatch affects readers: 

"Coastwatch has enhanced my knowledge and 
improved my understanding of coastal development issues, 
storm effects on the coastal region and homes, invasive 
species, and the changing face of the region itself." 

"Coastwatch is best at conveying a sense of 
uniqueness and fragility of both the ecosystems and culture 
of the N. C. coast. I have especially learned to value the 
toughness of those trying to live in the small villages as their 
ancestors have done." 
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COASTWATCH COVERS FROM LEFTTO RIGHT: 
Winter 2006, Spring2004, Early Summer 2006, Spring2005 and Winter2005. 

"I am very informed — worked on the water most of 
my life. [Coastwatch] jwst adds to my knowledge." 

"My family has been visiting N. C. beaches for 50 
years. We're always interested in coastal issues even though 
we don't own coastal property." 

'The magazine has helped me become a better 
steward of the coast. I wish it reached more people." 

"The stories have opened many doors in our minds 
about an area we love and are learningabout." 

A similar line of questions queried readers 
about the magazine's role in changing their 
behavior regarding the same list of coastal topics. 

A majonty report that Coastwatch has caused 
at least moderate behavioral changes regarding 
coastal development issues, coastal erosion 
and storm effects, seafood safety and product 
development, coastal communities and hentage, 
coastal water quality, and coastal ecosystems and 
habitats. 

Examples from responding readers include: 
"As a member of the board of directors of a property 

owners' association, I have attempted to reduce the size of 
new homes and curtail the trend to mini-hotels." 

"Became a coastkeeper through NCCF." [North 
Carolina Coastal Federation] 

"Changed our recreational fishing habits — catch/ 
release. Formatted plan for smart development of my 
waterfront property — set-backs, erosion control." 

"Coastwatch has made me aware of problems of 
rapid development of coastal communities. We have also 
used Coastwatch as a basis for tourism to historic and 
noteworthy towns and places." 

"I have used Coastwatch as a resource for 
writingenvironmental research papers and in doingso 
I have changed my stance on environmental issues and 
development." 

"Construction issues several years ago — used ideas 
in my design of house on Harkers Island." 

"I'm not an activist, but I do understand issues 
better now." 

"I do try to educate the public about what we send 
to the coast from rivers." 

"Spent several years on the Beach Sweep — taking 
nieces and nephews with us to expand their knowledge." 

'Too handicapped and tired to do much except talk 
and encourage others to action." 

LOOKING AHEAD 
When asked for suggestions on topics for 

future articles, readers responded with gusto. 
Nearly 200 suggestions were offered, 

covenng the gamut — from "more coastal ghost 
stories" to" / am always interested in blue crabs." 

Others wanted to know more about the 
Gulf Stream' effects on weather, coastal gardening 
to preserve native species, flood-map updates, 
restoration of polluted creeks, invasive species and 
boating safety — just to name a few. 

"We certainly appreciate all these 
suggestions. We will consider them as we plan 
future articles," Moshersays. "Please be patient 
with us. Your list of ideas is quite extensive." 

The final portion of the survey asked readers 
to provide general comments on their experiences 
with Coastwatch. Examples include: 

"Keeps me informed on a variety of issues. Love 
the history of the different communities. Keep doing what 
you're doing." 

"It has been much enjoyed throughout the years 
— even when it was just a newsletter." 

"I look forward to the magazine coming and will sit 
and read through it the same day. However, the typing is 
too small. It should be increased at least one point." 

COASTWATCH 

SURVEY 

"I thought that it wouldjust be a nice magazine 
to have around. It has been really informative. Our 
grandchildren read it, return it and we save the magazine 
for future reference. Keep up the good work." 

"I grew up in eastern N.C., now I live in Charlotte. 
Even though I get Down East regularly, I feel that 
Coastwatch keeps me connected to my roots." 

"I would like to see map information that would 
pinpoint the areas discussed in the articles. You name an 
area and assume that everyone is familiar with the place 
in question." 

"It's an excellent resource — do not forgo the printed 
copy. It's convenient and easy to use." 

"It has opened my eyes to N. C. versus global 
marine/human impacts." 

Moshersays the results reassure North 
Carolina Sea Grant that the magazine is serving its 
educational mission. 

"Our next challenge will be to bring 
Coastwatch stories to a broader audience 
— efficiently and effectively." □ 

Hans Vogelsongand David Graefe are in East 
Carolina University's Department of Recreation and 
Leisure Studies. North Carolina Sea Grant funded the 
survey research. 

THANKYOU! 
North Carolina Sea Grant thanks all 

who took the time and effort to complete 
the subscriber survey — and those who may 
participate in future surveys. 

The information makes Coastwatch a better 
publication, and helps Sea Grant improve its 
communications with the public on issues 
relevant to the North Carolina coast. 

All subscriber survey respondents were 
entered into a drawing to receive a gift package 
of North Carolina Sea Grant products, including 
Mariner's Menu, Seashells of North Carolina, and 
ShifiingShorelines: A Pictorial Atlas of North Carolina 
Inlets, as well as a free Coastwatch subscription. 

The winner of this package was Robert Davis 
of Greensboro. Congratulations Robert! We hope 
you enjoy your prize. 

Five second-place winners also received a 
free one-year subscription to Coastwatch. 

A complete report on the findings of this 
survey will be made available online at www. 
ncseagrant.org next year. — Katie Mosher 
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MARINER'S 

MENU 

Flounder Feast 

Recipes Excerpted from Mariner's Menu, by Joyce Taylor 

By     Kathleen Angione 

A 
1  x. holiday table in the coastal 

Carolinas wouldn't be complete without at least 
one seafood dish. Oysters are always popular 
fare this time of year, but don't forget about 
flounder — this versatile fish can be baked, 
broiled, grilled or steamed and served as a 
mouthwatering entree or delicious side dish. 

BAKING 
Baked fish can be simple or fancy, notes 

Joyce Taylor, author of Manner's Menu: 30 
Years of Fresh Seafood Ideas. A golden-brown, 
baked fish is notable for its simplicity. It can 
also be dressed up with a topping of sauce or 
vegetables. 

Baked Flounder 
with Creamy Vegetables 
4 11/2 pounds skinless flounder fillets 
' 2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice 

Vegetable Topping: 
• 1/4 cup cream cheese, softened 
• 1/3 cup mayonnaise 
• 1/2 cup grated carrots 
• 1/2 cup chopped tomatoes 
• 1/2 cup sliced green onions, including tops 
• 2 tablespoons minced fresh parsley 
• 1/4 teaspoon salt 
• 1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper 

In a small bowl, combine cream cheese, 
mayonnaise, carrots, tomatoes, green onions, 
parsley, salt and pepper. Blend well. 

Place fillets in greased baking dish. Brush 
with lemon juice. Spoon topping over fish, 
covering completely. 

Bake at 400 F until done, about 15 to 20 
minutes. Serves 4 to 6. 

BROILING 
Broiling is a simple, quick way to bring 

out the true flavor and texture of fresh fish, 
writes Taylor. It's so easy to brush a fillet with 
melted margarine or butter, sprinkle it lightly 
with salt and freshly ground pepper, and slide it 
under the broiler for a few minutes. 

Golden-Brown Flounder Fillets 
• 6 small flounder fillets 
• 4 tablespoons margarine or butter, melted 
• 1 tablespoon grated onion 
• 2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice 
• 1 teaspoon salt 
• 1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper 
• paprika 
o lemon wedges (optional) 

In a small bowl, combine margarine, 
onion, lemon juice, salt, pepper and paprika. 
Place fillets on greased broiler rack, skin side 
down. Baste with margarine mixture. Broil 
about 4 inches from heat until done, about 8 to 
10 minutes, basting and sprinkling with paprika 
after first 5 minutes. Serves 6. 

GRILLING 
With all the advancements and 

conveniences of the modern world, people still 
love to cook outdoors over a flame, observes 
Taylor. No longer just a summertime activity, 
grilled seafood offers great flavor and requires 
little prep time. 

Spicy Flounder 
with Garlic Mayonnaise 
• 1 1/2 pounds flounder fillets 
• 1/2 tablespoon freshly ground black pepper 
• 112 tablespoon freshly ground white pepper 
• 3/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper 
• 1 tablespoon dried thyme 
• 1 tablespoon dried oregano 

• 1 tablespoon garlic powder 
• 1 tablespoon chili powder 
• 3/4 tablespoon ground cumin 

Garlic Mayonnaise: 
• 11/2 cups mayonnaise 
• 1/2 teaspoon pressed garlic 
• 1/2 tablespoon fresh lemon juice 
• 1/2 tablespoon Dijon mustard 
• 1/4 teaspoon dried tarragon 

In a small bowl, combine mayonnaise, 
garlic, lemon juice, mustard and tarragon. 
Refrigerate until ready to use. 

Combine black pepper, white pepper, 
cayenne, thyme, oregano, garlic powder, onion 
powder, chili powder and cumin. Pour onto 
plate. Dredge fillets in mixture. Place in greased, 
hinged wire grill. 

Grill, skin side down, about 4 inches from 
coals until one side is done, about 5 to 6 minutes. 
Turn and repeat on other side until fish flakes 
easily, about 5 to 6 minutes. Spread Garlic 
Mayonnaise over cooked fillets. Cut into 
serving-size pieces. Serves 4 to 6. 

STEAMING 
Steaming offers one of the best preparation 

methods for accenting the natural tastes of 
seafood, writes Taylor. The delicate textures 
and pure flavors are enhanced because the 
seafood cooks in its own liquid. Lean fish, such 
as flounder, usually steam better than oily fish, 
which have stronger flavor. 

Steamed Flounder Fillets with 
Fresh Parsley and White Wine Sauce 
• 6 medium flounder fillets 
• 1 cup chopped fresh parsley 
• salt 
• freshly ground black pepper 

Prepare White Wine Sauce and set aside. 
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MARINER'S 

MENU 

White Wine Sauce: 
• 6 tablespoons margarine or butter 
• 11/2 cups sliced mushrooms 
• 1/2 cup thinly sliced green onions 
• 1 cup dry white wine 
• 2 1/2 cups fish or chicken broth 
• 1/2 teaspoon salt 
• 1/4 teaspoon freshly ground white pepper 
• 1/4 cup flour 
• 2 cups heavy cream 
• 1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice 

Melt 1 tablespoon of margarine in a 
medium saucepan over medium heat. Add 
mushrooms and green onions and cook, stirring, 
for 1 minute. Add wine, 1/2 cup broth, salt and 
pepper. Simmer until liquid is reduced by half. 

Melt 3 tablespoons margarine in small 
saucepan over medium heat. Add flour and stir 
until well mixed. Stir in remaining broth. Blend 
well, bring to boil and simmer for 10 minutes. 
Add mushroom mixture, stir and simmer for 10 
minutes. 

Add cream gradually, stirring constantly. 
Add remaining 2 tablespoons margarine and 
lemon juice. Simmer, stirring constantly, until 
desired consistency (about 15 minutes). Serve 
over steamed fish. 

Fillets: 
Sprinkle fillets with parsley, salt and pepper. 

Place in a single layer on oiled steamer rack 
above boiling water. Steam until fish flakes easily 
with a fork, about 10 minutes. Serves 12. □ 

Oder MARINER'S MENU: 30 YEARS OF 
FRESH SEAFOOD IDEAS. Send a check for $25 to 
North Carolina Sea Grant, NCSU Box 8605, Raleigh, 
NC 27695-8605. Bulk order discounts available by 
calling 919/515-9101. Or check your local bookstores 
for single copies. 

Filleting a 
Flat-Bodied Fish 

♦ Scale the fish. Cut down 
to the backbone at a 45- 
degree angle just behind 
the head. 

• Make a cut from nape 
to tail along each side of 
the backbone. Slide knife 
along the backbone to 
loosen the fillet. Turn fish 
over and repeat on the 
other side. 

• You may leave fish as 
two fillets or cut each in 
half lengthwise to make 
four fillets. Rinse well 
under cold, running water. 

Skinning a Fillet 

• With skin side down, 
hold tail of fillet. Slide 
knife between skin and 
flesh. With the blade 
almost horizontal, pull 
the skin taut as you 
draw the blade toward 
the large end of the fillet. 
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